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METRIC !CONVERSION

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1972

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 11 a.m. in room 5302, New Senate Office

Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye presiding.
Present: Senators Pastore and Inouye.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR INOUYE

Senator Noun. This morning we begin another chapter of hear-
ings on converting the Nati& to a metric system of weights and mea-
sures. The advantages of the metric system are numerous: it is inher-
ently simple; conversion is easy between units of length, area., volume,
and energy; metric is based upon the decimal system; and perhaps
most important, every other industrial nation has converted or is com-
mitted to metric conversions.

One hundred and fifty years ago John Quincy Adams, then Secre-
tary of State, prepared a comprehensive report on conversion to the
metric system of measurements. Since this first major study, Congress
has repeatedly examined the problems of converting to the metric
system.

Most recently, in 1968 Congress passed the Metric Study Act, which
was introduced by Senator Claiborne Pell. Its purpose was to evalu-
ate the impact on America of the metric trend and to consider alternu
tives for national policy.

The results of the report of the U.S. metric study are now available
and will be discussed today. The U.S. metric study concluded that
eventually the United States will join the rest of the world in the use
of the metric system as the predominant language of measurement.
Rather than drifting to metric with no national plans to help the
sectors of our society and guide our relationships abroad,, a carefully
planned transition in which all sectors voluntarily participate is rec-
ommended by the report.

Seldom has an issue been studied at such great length and so com-
prehensively. Many have suggested that we have studied enoughand
that it is now time to take concrete steps to convert to the metric

MtlieThe United States is the last major nation to still cling to the
l.te and confusing customary system of measurement. The Nation

that has developed the. world's most sophisticated technology is
Staff member assigned to these bearings: Henry E. Lippek.

(1)
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strap with using a system of weights and measures that was de-
signe to meet the needs of a feudal society.

A significant portion of our economy has already converted to the
metric system. It may well be the case that the issue is no longer
whether we shall convert, but whether we should continue our chaotic
conversion or embark upon a coordinated, planned program. Should
the coordination of our national measurement system emanate from a
public or a private body? How long should the conversion period last?
Should there be financial assistance or is it more appropriate to let
costs lie where they fall ? It is our hope that the hearings today will
clarify and supplement the information available to Congress on this
important topic.

(The bills and agency comments follow :)
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92o CONGRESS
tar &snow S. 2483
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Almon 6,1971
Mr. PELL introduced the following bill; which was reed twice and referred

to the Committee on Commerce

A BILL
To provide a national program in order to make the inter-

national metric system the official and standard system of

measurement in the United States and to provide for con-
verting to the general use of such system within ten years
after the date of enactment of this Act.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represcnta-

2 fives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SUORT TITLE

4 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Metric Con-

5 version Act of 1971".

6 FINDINGS

7 SEO. 2. The Congress finds that-

8 (1) the United States is the only major nation of

II
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1 the world that is not converting to the international

2 metric system; 7

3 (2) the adoption of such system would result in

4 now jobs in the United States;

5 (3) the adoption of such system would enhance

6 our position in world trade markets;

7 (4) the benefits of conversion would offset the

8 costs of conversion;

9 (5) conversion to such system would be a stimulus

10 to the economy and to new investment in plant equip-

11 ment;

12 (6) the language and tools of our scientific coin -

13 are already using such system;

14 (7) a common system of measurement would im-

15 prove international communication;

16 (8) the Nation is already heading toward such

17 system slowly and haphazardly;

18 (9) such system is based on fundamental relation-

19 ships and is easily understood and would be an aid to

20 our educational system;

21 (10) small businesses and self-employed craftsmen

22 would benefit from a coordinated conversion program;

23 and

24 (11) new international standards are currently

25 being developed into such system and the United States

26 is not fully participating in such development.

10
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3

1 STATEMENT OP POLICY AND PURPOSE

2 Sm. 3. (a) It is therefore declared to be the policy of

3 the Mend Government to adopt as the official and standard

4 system of measurement for the United States the intermi-

t; timid metric system and to provide for converting to dm

6 general use of such system within ten years from the date of

7 enactment Of this Act.

8 (b) It is the purpose of this Act to provide for the

9 formulation and initial effectuation of a plan for such con-

version, to provide certain assistance to businesses in bearing

11 the cost of such conversion, and to provide for a national

12 education program for the purpose of such conversion.

13 TITLE INATIONAL METRIC PLAN

14 SE0. 101. (a) The Secretary of Commerce through the

15 National Bureau of Standards shall, within eighteen months

16 after the date of enactment of this Act, develop and report

17 to the President and the Congress a national plan to carry

18 out the policy stated in section 3 (a) of this Act. Such plan-

19 (1) shall developed making full use of studies

20 and consultations carried out pursuant to the Act entitled

21 "kn Act to authorize the Secretary of Commerce to

22 make a study to determine the advantages and disad-

23 vantages of increased use of the metric system in the

24 United States", approved August 9, 1968 (82 Stat.
25 693) ;

11
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1 (2) shall be developed after such additional consul-

2 tations with other Federal, State, and local government

3 agencies and- with foreign governments and international

4 organizations as may be appropriate;

5 (3) shall be developed with appropriate participa-

6 tion by representatives of United States industry, sci-

7 ence, engineering, and labor who may be appointed by

8 the President to advisory boards to assist in the develop-

9 ment and implementation of a national plan;

10 (4) shall be put into effect to the extent possible

11 under existing law after such eighteen-month period,

12 and shall include recommendations for any legislation

13 needed to further effectuate such plan;

14 (5) shall include proposed regulations, to be made

15 effective pursuant to subsection (b) , requiring such con-

16 version in activities of the Federal Government, includ-

17 lug procurement, in accordance with an appropriate

18 time schedule;

19 (6) shall include an appropriate program, includ-

20 ing programs and projects carried out pursuant to sec-

21 tion 203 of this Act, to educate the public for the pur-

o.) pose of such conversion; and

(7) shall include an appropriate program for the

24 provision of technical assistance to industry and labor

25 for the purpose of such conversion.

12 t.
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14

13

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 " (1) II8EFur, LIFE. -At the election of the tax-

24 pvt,r, the useful life of property described in paragraph

7

5

(b) The President is authorized to make effective regu-

lations developed pursuant to clause (5) of subsection (a)

of this section.

(c) Not later than two years after such plan is put

into effect, and annually thereafter, the Secretary shall re-

port to the President and the Congress with respect to

(1) progress being made under suoh plan; (2) cost and

benefits being incurred thereunder; and (3) any additional

legislation needed to carry out the policy stated in section

3 (a) .

APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

SEC. 102. There are authorized to be appropriated mob

amounts as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of

this title.

TITLE IIMETRIC CONVERSION ASSISTANCE

TAX ASSISTANCE

Sim. 201. (a) Section 167 of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954 (relating to depreciation) is amended by

redesignating subsection (m) as (n) and by inserting after

subsection (1) the following new subsection:

" (121) PROPERTY NECESSARY FOR METRIC CONVER-

SION.-

13
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1 (2) shall, for purposes of this section other than for

imposes of subsection (c), be one-half of the useful

3 life determined without regard to this subsection.

4 I: (2) PROPERTY To WIII011 APPLICABLE.Para-

5 graph (1) shall apply only to personal property which

is-
7 " (A) manufactured in the United States and

8 substantially all of the component paps of which

9 are manufactured in the United States, and

10 " (B) placed in service in replacement of other

11 property in order to carry out the requirements of

12 the national plan for metric conversion submitted

13 under the Metric Conversion Act of 1971.

14 "(3) ELECTION. An election under paragraph

15 (1) with respect to any property shall be made at
16 such time and iu such manner as the Secretary or his
17 delegate prescribes by regulations.

18 "(4) REaULATION8.The Secretary or his dele-
19 gate shall, after consultation with the Secretary of Corn-

20 mem, prescribe regulations to carry out the purposes

21 of this subsection."

22 (b) As soon as practicable after the submission of the

23 national plan for metric conversion under title I of ibis Act,

24 the Secretary. Of the Treasury shall submit to the Congress

25 recommendations for additional changes in the Federal in-

14
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1 come tax laws which he considers necessary or desirable

2 to assist in carrying out the national plan. Before submitting

3 recommendations under this subsection the Secretary of the

4 Treasury shall consult with the Secretary of Commerce and

5 the Secretary of Labor, and with such other officers of the

6 United States and such private individuals and organizations

7 as he deems desirable.

8 CONVERSION ASSISTANCE N) BUSTNRSSRS AND INDIVIDUALS

9 SEC. 202. (a) Section 7 (b) of the Small Business Act

10 is amended-

11 (1) by redesignating paragraph (5) (added by
12 Public Law 91-597) as paragraph (6) ;

13 (2) by redesignating paragraph (6) (added by
14 Public Law 91-596) as paragraph (7) ;

15 (3) by striking the period at the end of paragraph

16 (7) (as redesignated by cause (2) of this subsection)

17 and inserting "; and"; and

18 (4) by adding after such paragraph (7) a new
19 paragraph as follows:

20 " (8) to make such loans (either directly or in coop-

21 eration with banks or other lending institutions through
22 agreements to participate on an immediate or deferred

23 basis) as the Administration, in consultation with the
24 Secretary of Commerce, determines to be necessary or
25 appropriate to assist any business concern to make

15
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1 changes in its equipment, facilities, or methods of opera-

:3 tion to conform to the national plan of metric conversion

3 submitted under the Metric Conversion Act of 1971, if

4 the Administration determines that such concern is likely

5 to suffer substantial economic injury without assistance

6 under this paragraph."

7 (h) (1) The- Administrator of the Small Business Ad-

8 is authorized, under terms and conditions pre-

9

10

11

12

13

14

13

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

scribed by him, to make grants tA, individuals to defray mot-

reimbursable expenses which must be incurred by them for

the purpose of acquiring tools or instruments which are

necessary to their continued employment in a trade or busi-

ness and are required as the result of the implementation of

the national plan of metric conversion submitted under the

Metric Conversion Act of 1971. The amount of any such

grant to any individual shall not exceed $2,000.

(2) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

Small Business Administration such sums as may be neces-

sary to carry out this subsection.

PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS

SEC. 203. (a) The Commissioner of Education, in con-

sultation with the Secretary of Commerce, shall make grants

to, and contracts with, institutions of higher education, State

24 and local educational agencies, and other Public and private

25 nonprofit agencies, organizations, and institutions to develop

16
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8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

11

9

and carry out programs of public education necessary to

carry out the policy stated in section 3 (a) of this Act.

(b) Financial assistance under this section may be made

available only upon application to the Commissioner. Any

such application shall be submitted at such time, in such

form, and containing such information as the Commissioner

shall prescribe by regulation and shall be approved only if

it-
(1) provides that the activities and services for

which assistance is sought will be administered by, or

under the supervision of, the applicant;

(2) describes a program which holds promise of

making a substantial contribution toward attaining the

purposes of this section;

(3) sets forth such policies and procedures as will

insure adequate evaluation of the activities intended to

be carried out under the application;

(4) sets forth policies and procedures which assure

that Federal funds made available under this section for

any fiscal year will be so used as to supplement and, to

the extent practical, increase the level of funds that

would, in the absence of such Federal funds, be made

available by the applicant for the purposes described in

this section, and in no case supplant such funds.

(5) provides for such fiscal control and fund ac-

110-721 0 - - 2 17
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1 counting procedures as may be neecssary to assure

2 proper disbursement of and accounting for Federal funds

3 paid to the applicant under this section; and

4 (6) provides for making an annual report and such

5 other reports, in such form and containing such infor-

6 =dim, as the Commissioner may reasonably require

7 and for keeping such records, and for affording such

8 access thereto as the Commissioner may find neces-

9 nary to assure the correctness and verification of such

10 reports.

11 (c) Applications from local educational agencies for

12 financial assistance under this section may be approved by

13 the Commissioner only if the State educational agency has

14 been notified of the application and been given the oppor-

tunity to offer recommendations.

16 (d) Amendments of applications shall, except as the

17 Commissioner may otherwise provide by or pursuant to

18 regulation, be subject to approval in the same manner as

19 original applications.

20 (e) Federal assistancie to any program or project under

21 this section shall not exceed per centenn of the cost of such

22 program or project, including costs of administration, unless

23 the Commissioner determines, pursnant to regulations estab-

24 lisping objective critee,a for such determinations, that assist-

18
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1 ance in excess of such percentage is required in furtherance

2 of the purposes of this section.

3 (f) There are authorized to he appropriated such

4 amounts as may be necessary to carry out the provisions

5 of this section.
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92°221212m S. J. RES. 219

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAncit 28.1972

Mr. Corms (by request) intrmlueed the following joint resolution; which wns
read twice and referred to the Committee on Commerce

JOINT RESOLUTION
To establish a national policy relating to conversion to the metric

system in the United States.

Whereas the use of the metric system to weights and measures in

the United States was authorized by the Act of July 28.
1866 (14 Stat. 339) ; and

Whereas the United States was one of the original signatories to

the Convention of the Meter (20 Stat. 709), which estab-
lished the General Conference of Weights and Measures, the

International Committee of Weights and Measures, and the

International Bureau of Weights and Measures; and

Whereas the metric measurement standards recognized and de-

veloped by the International Bureau of Weights and Meas-

ures have been adopted as the fundament& measurement
standards of the United States and the customary units of
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weights and measures nsed in the United Slates have been
since 1893 based upon such metric measurement stmnlards;

and

Whereas the flovermnents of Australia. Canada. Great Britain.

India. .Tapan, New Zealand, mid the Union of South Africa

have determined to convert. are converting, or have con-
veiled to the use of the metric s)-steln in their respective
jurisdictions: and

Whereas the United States is the only industrially developed
nation which has not established it national policy com-
mitting itself to mid facilitating conversion to the metric
system; and

Whereas as a result of the study to determine the advantages
and disadvantages of increased use of the metric system in

the United States authorized by Public Law 90t72 (82
Stat. 693) , the Secretary of Commerce has found that in-
creased use of the metric system in the United States is
inevitable. and has concluded that a planned national pro-

gram to achieve a metric changeover is desirable; that
maximum efficiency will ma and minimum costs to effect

the conversion will be incurred if the conversion is carried
out in general without Federal subsidies; that the change-

over period be ten years, at the end of which the Nation
would be predominantly, although not exclusively, metric;

that n central coordinating body be established and assigned

to coordinate the changeover in 3operation with all sectors

of our society; and that immediate attention be given to
public and formal education and to effective United States
participation in international standards making: Now, there-

fore, be it

21
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1 Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives

2 of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the policy of the United States shall be:

4 (1) to facilitate and encourage the substitution of

5 metric measurement units for customary measurement

6 units in education, trade, commerce, and other sec-

? tors of the economy of the United States wits , :iew to

8 making metric units the predominant, although uol

9 elusive, language of measurement with respect to trans-

10 actions occurring after ten years from the date of the en-

11 actment of this resolution.

(2) to facilitate and encourage the development as

13 rapidly as practicable of new or revised engineering

14 standards based on metric measurement units in those

15 specific fields or areas in the United States where such

16 standards will result in rationalization or simplification

17 of relationships, improvements of design, or increases in

18 economy.

19 (3) to facilitate and encourage the retention in new

20 metric language standards of those United States en-

21 gineering designs, practices, and conventions that are

22 internationally accepted or embody superior technology.

(4) to cooperate with foreign governments and

24 public and private international organizations which are

22
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1 or become concerned with the encouragement and coor-

2 dination of increased Ube of metric measurement units

3 or engineering standards based on such units, or both,

4 with a view to gaining international recognition for

5 metric standards proposed by the United States and to
6 encouraging retention of equivalent customary units in
7 international recommendations during the United States

S changeover period.

9 (5) to assist the public through information and
10 educational programs to become familiar with the mean-
11 ing and applicability of metric terms and measures in

daily life. Programs hereunder should include:
13 (a) Public information programs conducted by
14 the Board through the use of newspapers, maga-
15 sines, radio, television, other media, and through
16 talks before appropriate citizens groups and public
17 organizations.

18 (b) Counseling and consultation by the Secre-
19 tary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the
20 Director, National Science Foundation with educa-

tional associations and groups an as to assure that

the metric system of measurement is made a part of
23 the curriculums of the Nation's educational institn-

tionsand that teachers and other appropriate per-
24

25 simnel are properly trained to teach the metric
26 system of measurement.
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(c) Consultation by the Secretary of Commerce

with the National Conference of Weights and Meas-

ures so as to assure that State and local weights and

measures officials arc appropriately informed of the

intended metric changeover and are thus assisted in

their efforts to bring about timely amendments to

weights and measures laws.

(d) Such other public information programs by

any Federal agency in support of this resolution

which relate to the mission of the agency.

SEC. 2. DEFINITIONS. For the purposes of this resolu-

tion
(a) The term "metric system of measurement" means

the International System of Units as established by the Gen-

eral Conference of Weights and Measures in 1960 and inter-

preted or modified for the United States by the Secretary of

Comnrece.

(b) The term "engineering standard" means a standard

which prescribes a concise set of conditions and requirements

to be satisfied by a material, product, process, procedure, con-

vention, test method, and the physical, functional, perform-

ance and/or conformance characteristics thereof.

(o) The term "changeover period" means tut, length of

time for the United States to become predominantly, al-

though not exclusively, metric.
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1 (d) The (mil "international recommendation" means

2 a recommendation formulated and pronmlgated by an inter-

3 national organization and recommended for adoption by

4 individual nations as a national standard of measurement.

5 SEC. 3. There is hereby established a National Metric

6 Conversion Boaril (hereinafter referred to as the "Board")

7 to implement the policy set out in this resolution.

8 SEC. 4. The composition of the Board shall be as

9 follows:

10 (a) Not to exceed twenty-one persons appointed by

11 the President who shall serve at his pleasure and for such

12 terms as he shall specify and who shall be broadly repre-

13 sentative of the American society. The President shall desig-

14 nate one of the members appointed by him to serve as

15 Chairman and another to serve as the Vice Chairman of

16 the Board;

17 (b) Two Members of the Mouse of Representatives

18 who shall not be members of the same political party shall

19 he appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representa-

20 fives; and

21 (c) Two Members of the Senate who shall not be

22 members of the some political party shall be appointed by

2 the President of the Senate.
24 SEC. 5. The Executive Director of the Board shall be

25 appointed by the President and shall be responsible to the
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1 Board for carrying out its responsibilities according to the

2 provisions of this resolution.

Sm. 6. (a) Within twelve months after funds have

4 been appropriated to carry out the provisions of this reso-

5 lotion the Board shall, in furtherance and in support of the

6 policy expressed in section 1 of this resolution, develop and

7 submit to the Secretary of Commerce for his approval and

8 transmittal to the President a comprehensive plan to accom-

9 OA a changeover to the metric system of measurement in

10 the United States. If such a plan is approved by the Presi-

11 dent, he shall transmit it to the Congress. Such plan may in-

12 chide recommendations for legislation deemed necessary and

13 appropriate. In developing this plan the Board shall:

14 (1) Consult with and take into account. the interests and

.15 views of the United States commerce and industry, includ-

16 ing small business; science; engineering; labor; education;

17 consumers; govermnent agencies at the Federal, State, and

18 local level; nationally recognized standards developing and
19 coordinating organizations; and such other individuals or
20 groups as are considered appropriate by the Board to carry
21 out the purposes of this section.

22 (2) Consult, to the extent deemed appropriate, with
23 foreign governments, public international organizations, and,

24 through appropriate member organizations, private interne-

25 tional standards organizations. Contact with foreign govern-

2.6
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ments and intergovernmental organizations shall be accom-

plished in consultation with the Department of State.

(b) Any amendment to an approved plan shall be sub-

mitted by the Board to the Secretary and the President

under the provisions set out in subsection (a) of this section.

(c) Unless otherwise provided by the Congress, the

Board shall have no compulsory powers.

SEO. 7. Upon approval of the plan by the President, the

Board shall begin the implementation of the plan, except for

those recommendations, 'd any, which rega:re legislation.

Ste. 8. In carrying out its duties, the Board is author-

ized to:

(a) enter into contracts in accordance with the

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of

1949, as amended, with Federal or State agencies,

private firms, institutions, and individuals for the con-

duct of research or surveys, the preparation of reports,

and other activities necessary to the discharge of its

duties;

(b) Conduct hearings at such times and places as it

deems appropriate;

(o) establish such committees and advisory panels

as it deems necessary to work with the various sectors of

the American economy and governmental agencies in the

development and implementation of detailed changeover

plans for those sectors; and
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(d) perform such other acts as may be necessary to

2 carry out the duties prescribed by this resolution.

3 Sim. 9. (a) Members of the Board who are not in the

4 regular full-time employ of the United States shall, while

5 attending meetings or conferences of the Board or otherwise

6 engaged in the business of the Board, be entitled to receive

7 compensation at a rate of $100 per day, including traveltimc,

8 and while so serving on the business of the Board away from

9 their homes or regular places of business, they may be al-

10 lowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsist-

11 once, as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, United States

12 Code, for persons employed intermittently in the Government

13 service. Payments under this section shall not render mem-

14 bars of the Board employees or officials of the United States

15 for any purpose.

16 (b) The Executive Director of the Board shall servo

17 full time and receive basic pay at a rate not to 'xceed the

18 rate provided for GS-18 in subchapter III of chapter 53

19 of title 5, United States Code.

20 SEC. 10. (a) The Board is authorized to appoint and

21 fix the compensation of such staff personnel as may he

22 necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

23 (b) The Board is authorized to employ experts and

24 consultants or organizations thereof as authorized by sec-

tion 3109 of title 5, United States Code, compensate indi-
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1 vidnals so employed at rates not in excess of the rate pre-

2 scribed for grade 18 of the General Schedule under section

3 5332 of such title, including travelthne, and allow them,

4 while away from their homes or regular places of business,

5 travel expenses (including per diem in lieu of subsistence)

6 us authorized by section 5703 of said title 5 for persons in

7 the Government service employed: Provided, however, That

8 contracts for such employment may be renewed annually.

9 SRC. 11. Financial and administrative services (iuelnd-

10 those related to budgeting, accounting, financial report -

11 personnel, nod procurement) and such other staff serv-

12 ices as may be requested by the Board shall be provided

13 the Board by the Secretary of Commerce, for which pay-

14 meat shall be made iu advance, or by reimbursement, from

15 funds of the Board in such amounts as may be agreed upon

16 by the Chairman of the Board and the Secretary of Com-

17 merce.

18 In performing these functions for the Board, the Sec -

19 is authorized to obtain such information and assist-

20 once from other Federal agencies as may be necessary.

21 SEC. 12. (a) The Board is hereby authorized to accept,

22 hold, administer, and utilize gifts, donations, and bequests

23 of property, both real and personal, and personal services,

24 for the purpose. of aiding or facilitating the work of the

25 Board. Gifts and bequests of money mid the proceeds from

26 sales of other property received as gifts or bequests shall be
at 1.
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1 deposited in the Treasury in a separate fund and shall be

2 disbursed upon order of the Board.

(b) For the purpose of Federal income, estate, and

4 gift taxes, property accepted under subsection (a) of this

5 section shall be considered as a gift or bequest to or for the

6 nse of the United State's.

7 (c) Upon the request of the Board, the Secretary of the

8 Treasury may invest and reinvest in securities of the United

9 States any moneys contained in the fund herein authorized.

10 Income accruing from such securities, and from any other

11 property accepted to the credit of the fund authorized herein,

12 shall be disbursed upon the order of the Board.

13 SEc. 13. The Board shall cease to exist no later than

14 ten years after approval by the President of the plan called

15 for by section 6.

16 SEO. 14. The Board shall submit annual reports of its

17 activities and progress under this joint resolution to the

18 Secretary of Commerce for his approval and transmittal to

19 the President and to the Congress.

20 SEM 15. There are hereby authorized to be appropri-

21 ated such sums as may be necessary to carry out the provi-

22 sions of this joint resolution. Appropriations to carry out the

23 provisions of this joint.resolution may remain available for

" obligation and expenditure for such period or periods as may

25 be specified in the Acts makinglatch appropriations.
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92n CONGRESS

H. R. 12555

IN THE HOUSE 01? REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 24,1072

Mr. Means: introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Science and Astronautics

A BILL
To establish a program for the United States to convert to the

metric system.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 fives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That there is established, under the general auspices of the

4 Secretary of Commerce, the United States Metric Conver-

S sion Coordinating Commission (hereinafter referred to as

6 the "Commission"). The Commission shall have nine mem-

7 hers, to be appointed by the President, who shall repro-

S sent (a) business, (b) labor, (c) education, (d) science,

9 and (e) technology. Each member shall be compensated at
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the rate of $100 a day each day during which he is engaged

2 in the business of the Commission and shall receive travel es-

t 3 peuses while sway from his home or regular place of business

4 in the service of The Commission, as a person intermittently

5 employed in the Government service, under section 5703 (b)

6 of title 5, United States Code. Members of Congress or other

7 Federal employees shall not be entitled to such compensa-

8 tion but shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred while in

9 the service of the Commission. Each member shall have a

10 five-year term and may be reappointed by the President.

11 SEC. 2. The Commission is charged with the responsi-

12 bility of implementing, with the voluntary participation of

13 every interested sector and group in the United States, the

14 recommendations of the United States metric study, un-

15 dertaken pursuant to the Act approved August 9, 1968,

16 including.
17 (1) that the United States change to the interim-

18 tional metric system deliberately and carefully;

19 (2) that this be done through a coordinated na-

20 tional program;

21 (3) that detailed plans and timetables be worked

22 out, within the guiding framework established and from

23 time to time revised by the Commis: ion, by the various

24 sectors and interests of the society themselves;

25 (4) that priority be given to an educational pro-
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gram to be carried out in the Nation's elementary and

secondary schools and institutions of higher learning, as

well as with the public at large, designed to enable all

Americans to think and work in metric terms;

(5) that the appropriate representatives of Ameri-

can enterprise participate in international standards' ac-

tivities;

(6) that in order to encourage efficiency and mini-

mize the overall costs to society, the general rule should

be that any changeover costs shall lie where they fall;

and

(7) that the target date for full conversion shall be

January 1, 1983.

SEC. 3. Each agency, entity, and authority of the Fed-

eral Government is authorized and directed to convert to the

international metric system as soon as possible, and to co-

operate fully with the Commission in all respects.

SEC. 4. On and after January 1, 1983, the sole official

19 system of weights and measures in the United States shall be

20, the international metric system.

21 Sir. 5. The Commission shall transmit to the President

22 and to each House of Congress an interim report not later

23 than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act.

24 Interim reports shall be likewise submitted each year there-

25 after until January 1, 1988.

110-7111 0 - 77 - 3
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1 SEC. 6. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated

2 out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropri-

3 ated such amounts as are required to carry out the provisions

4 of this Act.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, D.C., October V, 1971.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : By letter of August 16, 1971, you requested our com-
ments on S. 2483, which, if enacted would be cited as the "Metric Conversion Act
of 1971."

While we express no views as to the merits of 5.2483, we offer the following
comments on specific provisions of the bill.

The purpose of S. 2483 is to provide a national program in order to make the
international metric system the official and standard system of measurement in
the United States and to provide for converting to the general use of such system
within ten years after the date of enactment of this act.

Section 8(b) states that one of the purposes of the bill is to provide for the
formulation and initial effectuation of a plan for conversion to the interna-
tional metric system. Section 101(a) requires the Secretary of Commerce through
the National Bureau of Standards to develop and report such national plan to
the President and the Congress within 18 months after the date of enactment
of the bill. Subsection 101(a) (4) further requires that the plan shall be put
into effect to the extent possible under existing law after the 18-month period
following enactment of the bill and that the plan shall include recommendations
for any legislation needed to further effectuate such plan.

Although the plan is to be reported to the President and the Congress, the
bill does not provide for review and approval of the plan and does not state
which agency or other body is to be responsible for causing the plan to be im-
plemented and coordinated. The Committee may wish to revise title I to require
approval of the plan by the Congress and to designate an agency or other body
to be responsible for implementation and coordination of the plan.

Section 8(b) states that another purpose of the bill is to provide certain assist-
ance to businesses in bearing the cost of such conversion. We suggest that "and
individuals" be inserted after "businesses" in recognition of assistance to be
given to individuals by section 202(b) (1).

Section 21)2(b) (1) authorizes the Administrator of the Small Business Admin-
istration to make grants not exceeding $2,000 to individuals to defray certain
non reimbursable expenses necessary to their continued employment in a trade
or business. The potential dimensions of this program may be very extensive.
Therefore, we suggest that to provide adequate guidance to the Administrator,
the bill specify criteria that individuals must meet to qualify for such grants.

The bill contains no requirement in section 203 that the recipient of financial
assistance afford access to records by the Comptroller General. We suggest that
subsection 203(b) should be appropriately modified to provide such access.

Such authority is provided to Federal grantor agencies and the Comptroller
General with respect to grants-in-aid to States. pursuant to section 202 of the
Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968, 82 Stat. 1101. We recommend that
similar authority be provided with respect to recipients of funds below the State
level as well as other recipients under the proposed legislation. This could be
accomplished by adding another subsection to section 208 of the bill, to read
as follows:

"(g) Any agency or organization which receives assistance under this section
shall make available to the Commissioner of Education and the Comptroller
General of the United States, or any of their duly authorized representatives, for
purposes of audit and examination, any books, documents, papers and records
that are pertinent to the assistance received by such agency or organization
under this section."

Section 203(e) does not state the per centum of program or project costa that
Federal assistance shall not exceed.

Attached for your consideration are some editorial changes which we believe
should be considered by the Committee.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT F. KELLER,

Deputy Comptroller General of the United States.
Enclosure.

ATTACHMENT
Editorial changes

On page 2, line 1, insert "has not converted or" after "the world that."
On page 4, line 15, add "of this section" after "subsection (b)."
On page 7, line 16, "cause" should be "cleuse."
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Washington, D.C., October 26, 1971.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Senate Commerce Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR : This is in response to your request for the views of the Depart-
ment of Justice on S. 2483, the Metric Conversion Act of 1971.

On the basis of findings that the United States is the only nation in the world
not converting to the international metric system, and that benefits would accrue
to the United States from the adoption of such a system, the bill would provide
for conversion by the United States to the general use of the system as the official
and standard means of measurement. To accomplish the purposes of the bill,
the Secretary of Commerce would be directed to develop a national plan and to
report to the President and Congress within eighteen months after enactment
of the bill. Appropriate amendments to provide tax assistance would be made
to the Internal Revenue Code and arrangements for public education would be
carried out by the Commissioner of Education in consultation with the Secretary
of Commerce

Whether this legislation should be enacted involves policy considerations as
to which the Department of Justice makes no recommendation.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no objection
to the submission of this report from the standpoint of the Administration's
program.

Sincerely,

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
Washington, D.C.

RICHARD G. KLEINDIENST,
Deputy Attorney General.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C., February 29, 1972.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN : This is in response to your request for the Commission's
comments on S. 2483, 92d Congress, 1st Session, a bill "To provide a national
program in order to make the international metric system the official and standard
system of measurement in the United States and to provide for converting to the
general use of such system within ten years after the date of enactment of this
Act."

Briefly stated, Title I of the subject bill directs the Secretary of Commerce,
through the National Bureau of Standards, to develop and implement a coordi-
nated national plan of metric conversion. The plan is to be submitted to Congress
within eighteen months of enactment of the bill, and the Secretary of Commerce
is authorized to implement the national plan through Government regulations
and purchases.

Title H of the bill provides for a program of metric conversion assistance
which Includes allowing machinery and other equipment purchased for metric
conversion to be given, for tax purposes, a useful life of one-half of the usual
useful life of the machinery, if it is purchased in the United States. In addition,
Title II requires the Commisioner of Education, in consultation with the Secre-
tary of Commerce, to make grants to, and contracts with, institutions of higher
education, and State and local educational agencies, to develop and carry out
programs of public education necessary to carry out the adoption of the inter-
national metric system as the official and standard system of measurement for
the United States.

The Commission is unaware of any indictaors which could be used to measure
the impact of conversion to the metric system on United States trade practices.
However, such a conversion is unlikely to have a significant impact on the
Commission's ability to perform its statutory duties, although it will require,
as it will with respect to the motion in general, an educational process. The
desirability of enacting the subject bill, in the opinion of the Commission, can
best be determined by those responsible for its implementation, and those who
would be more substantially affected thereby. Consequently, the Commission
defers to the views of the .Department of Commerce and other agencies more
likely to be substantially affected.

By direction of the Commission.

36

Clistuss A. Toms, Secretary.
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE,
LAW DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D.C., May 24, 1972.
Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
United States Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This is in reply to your request for a report on S. 2483, a
bill to make the international metric system the official and standard system of
measurement in the United States and to provide for converting to the general
use of such system within ten years after the enactment of the bill.

This report is concerned with sections 1 through 3 and title I of the bill, which
would direct the Secretary of Commerce through the National Bureau of Stand-
ards to develop and implement a plan for conversion assistance to the public
through tax incentives and other means, would not affect the Postal Service.

The Postal Service does not object to conversion to the metric system. Although
conversion would undoubtedly be expensive and troublesome for the Postal
Service (as for other very large enterprises) during the period of transition to
the new system, these short-term detriments would appear to be heavily out-
weighed by the general long-term benefits that could be expected to result.

Sincerely,
ROGER P. CRAW,

Deputy General Counsel.

U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C., May 25, 1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON : The Atomic Energy Commission is pleased to reply
to your letter of September 7, 1971, requesting our views on S. 2483, a bill "[t]c)
provide a national program in order to make the international metric system the
official and standard system of measurement in the United States and to provide
for converting to the general use of such system within ten years after the date
of enactment of this Act."

The Atomic Energy Commission supports the objective of standardization on
the basis of the international metric system of measurement, and we believe that
a period of ten years is a reasonable time frame within which to accomplish such
conversion in this country. On the specifics of this bill we defer to the views of
the departments and agencies which would be more directly involved in the ad-
ministration of this effort.

This bill, to be cited as the "Metric Conversion Act of 1971", would declare it
to be the policy of this Government to adopt the international metric system as
the "official and standard system of measurement for the United States" and to
provide for the conversion to such system within ten years from the bill's enact-
ment. To effectuate this policy, the Secretary of Commerce, acting through the
National Bureau of Standards, would formulate a national plan of conversion
and report such plan to the President and Congress within eighteen months from
the time of enactment of this proposed legislation. The plan would be developed
making use of the results of the comprehensive Metric Study authorized by the
Congress in 1968 and carried out by the Secretary of Commerce.

In the course of devising this plan, the Secretary of Commerce would consult
with other government agencies, as well as foreign governments and international
organizations, and would also provide for appropriate participation by advisory
boards consisting of representatives of "industry, science, engineering, and labor"
who are appointed by the President for the purpose of assisting in this effort.
Following the initial eighteen-month period, the plan would be placed into effect
"to the extent possible under existing law" and would include recommendations
for any further enabling legislation deemed necessary for its effectuation. Another
essential part of this plan would be the formulation of proposed regulations pro-
viding for such conversion in the activities of the Federal Government. The
President would bs authorized to make these regulations effective.

Under Section 203 of the bill the Commissioner of Education, in consultation
with the Secretary of Commerce, would be obligated to make such grants and
enter into such contrects with institutions of higher education, State and local
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education agencies, and other public and private nonprofit organizations for the
development and conduct of "programs of public education" as are necessary to
accomplish the stated policy of tbso

The development of a program of technical assistance to industry and labor for
the purpose of conversion would also be made a part of the plan. In furtherance
of this purpose, Title II of the bill would amend the Internal Revenue Code to
permit accelerated depreciation of U.S. manufe.ctured machinery and equipment
placed into service for replacement purpop2s is a result of the conversion. Fol-
lowing submission of the national plan of conversion, the Secretary of the
Treasury would be required to submit to Congress any additional changes in the
Federal income tax laws which are necessary or desirable to assist in carrying
out the plan. In addition, the bill would amend the Small Business Act to au-
thorize the Administrator of the Small Business Administration to make loans
to assist business concerns which are "likely to suffer substantial economic in-
jury" as a result of the conversion. The Administrator of the SBA would also be
authorized to make maximum grants of $2,000 to individuals in orders to defray
nonreimbursable expenses which must be incurred as a consequence of. the con-
version for the purpose of acquiring tools or instruments necessary to their con-
tinued employment in a trade or business.

Not later than two years after the bill becomes effective the Secretary of Com-
merce would be required to begin submitting annual reports to the President and
Congress concerning the progress being made under the plan, the costs and bene-
fits being realized under it, and any additional legislation believed necessary tocarry out the plan.

From ABC's standoint, the impact of converting to the metric system would be
felt to varying degrees. Our basic research effort already generally employs themetric concept, since it is the international language of the physical and bio-
logical sciences. On the other hand, in those programs which are largely engi-
neering in nature and in which measurement is usually in English, specialized, or
mixed units, the conversion effort would be considerably greater, with attendent
costs and problem areas. Nevertheless, we believe that in the long run the benefits
to be realized by using a simpler and uniform system of measurement would far
outweigh the disadvantages inherent in conversion to the system.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that while there is no objec-
tion to the presentation of this report, enactment of the joint resolution pro-
posed by the Department of Commerce (8.3. Res. 219), in lieu of S. 2488, would
be consistent with the Administration's objective.

Sincerely,
JOHN A. BRLEWINE,

Deputy General Manager.

DISPANTMENT or Aaaietristraz,
Orme or THE Seeman;
Washington, D.O. May 76,1918.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNIMON.
Chairman, Committee a Uomnteroe,
U.S. Senate.

Dna M& Onsniusn : TMs is in response to your request for our views on
S. 2483, "To provide a national program in order to make the international
metric system the official and standard system of measurement in the United
States and to provide for converting to the general use of such system within
ten years after the. date of enactment of this Act."

The Department favors legislation to implement metric conversion, but defers
to the Department of Commerce as to the form of such legislation.

Increased involvement in international affairs and the world-wide trend to
usage of the metric system have already necessitated more extensive use of itin agricultural trade.

Universal adoption of the system would bring uniformity with definite long-
run advantages to agriculture. For example, marketing efficiency would improve
from the use of metric units. Numerous conversions of weights and measures
are now required for agricultural products which are sold in units such as pounds,
gallons, and bushels, and containers of various shapes and sizes. Under the metric
system conversions would be reduced and simplified. Full adoption of the metric
system would eventually eliminate confusion and errors currently resulting from
use of both the "English" system and the metric system.
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We believe that some improvement in efficiency is possible in the use of the
"English" system. However, the disruption among those involved would be of
such magnitude that direct conversion to the metric system is preferred.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that while there is no objection
to the presentation of this report, the enactment of the joint resolution proposed
by the Department of Commerce (5.J. Res. 219), in lieu of S. 2488, would be con-
sistent with the Administration's objectives.

Sincerely,
J. Pim CAMPBELL, Under Secretary.

HON. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on. Commerce,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR ME. CHAIRMAN : This is in reply to your request for comments of this
Agency concerning 5. 2483, 92nd Congress, a bill cited as the "Metric Conversion
Act of 1971."

The Office of Emergency Preparedness strongly feels that the long-range bene-
fits of conversion to the metric system would far outweigh any temporary dif-
ficulties that might occur during the transition period.

As to whether the subject bill is the best approach for accomplishing the tran-
sition to the metric system, however, the Office of Emergency Preparedness
defers to agencies that would be more directly involved in its implementation.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that while it has no objection
to the submission of this report, enactment of the Joint Resolution proposed by
the Department of Commerce (5.3. Res. 219), in lieu of 5. 2488, would be con-
sistent with the Administration's objectives.

Sincerely,

EXECUTIVE OITICIC OF THE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE or EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS,

Washington, DO. May 26, 1972.

G. A. LINCOLN, Director.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C., May 26,1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
(Affirm" Committee on Commerce, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MIL CHAIRMAN : This is in further reply to your request for the comments
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on the bill 5. 2488, "To
provide a national program in order to make the international metric system
the official and standard system of measurement in the United States and to
provide for converting to the general use of such system within ten years after
the date of enactment of this Act."

S. 2483 would make it the official policy of the United States to adopt the
Metric system as the official and standard system of measurement for the United
States, and would provide for converting to the general use of such system within
ten years.

Under this bill the Secretary of Commerce would be given the responsibility
for developing a national plan for conversion to the metric system with the re-
quirement that he Coordinate fully with agencies of the Federal, state and local
governments, foreign governments and international organizations, educational
institutions, and representatives of industry, science, and labor.

Assistance to businesses for such conversion would be made available through
certain preferential tax treatments and through the the E.nall Business Admin-
istration. Assistance to educational institutions to implement the policy of con-
version to the metric system would be made available through the Commissioner
of Education.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has already implemented
extensive use of the metric system and endorses the full conversion to metric
measurement.

For the reasons that are listed below, the joint resolution prepaid by the De-
partment of Commerce ( S.J. Res. 219) is preferred over S. 2488.

1. S.J. Res. 219 would create a National Metric Conversion Board of 25 persons,
21 appointed by the President plus two members of the House of Representatives
and two members of the Senate. This Board, which could have very broad repre-
sentation, would be responsible for planning and carrying out the metric eonver-
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sion. S. 2483 merely directs the Secretary of Commerce to prepare the plan with
the help of the National Bureau of Standards.

2. S.J. Rea 219 would authorize the Board to begin implementation of the
plan upon approval by the President. S. 2483 merely states that the plan shall go
into effect, to the extent possible under existing law, after an 18-month period.

3. S.J. Res. 219 would authorize the Board to conduct public information pro-
grams. It would authorize consultation by the Secretary of HEW and the Direc-
tor, National. Science Foundation with educational associations, all of which
would prothote better public understanding of the metric system.

4. S.J. Res. 219 would authorize consultation by the Secretary of Commerce
with the National Conference of Weights and Measures so as to assure that state
and local officials are appropriately informed and assisted in their efforts to
bring about conversion.

In view of the foregoing and Other provisions, we believe that S.J. Res. 219 is
a more carefully constructed instrument ; it sets forth the national policy clearly
and it provides sound, practical means for implementing that policy.

In addition, S. 2483 contains provisions that would have the effect of subsidiz-
ing certain groups affected by the conversion. It provides for tax assistance, loans,
and grants to small businesses, and educational institutions /and others to help
defray some of the non - recurring expenses of conversion. In Addition to the sub-
stantial cost to the government, these provisions could involve an unwarranted
amount of regulation and litigation. S.J. Res. 219 makes no provision for subsi-
dies, but rather adopts the strong recommendation of the INtric System Study
that the conversion be carried out in general without federal subsidies. S.J. Res.
219 would authorize that funds be appropriated to cover the expenses of the per-
Sonnel and activities of the Metric Conversion Board.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that, while there is no ob-
jection to the submission of this report to the Congress, enactment of S.J. Res.
219 in lieu of S. 2483 would be consistent with the Administration's objectives.

Sincerely,
H. DALE GRUBB,

Assistant Administrator for Legislative Affairs.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., May 30, 1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MB. CHAIRMAN'. Your Committee has requested the views of this Depart-
ment on S. 2488, a bill "To provide a national program in order to make the inter-
national metric system the official and standard system of measurement in the
United States and to provide tor converting to the general use of such system
within ten years after the date of enactment of this Act."

'Although we would have no objection to enactment of legislation to implement
metric conversion we defer to the views of the Department of Commerce for the
reasons cited herein.

S. 2483 provides that the Secretary of Commerce, through the National Bureau
of Standards, shall develop and report to the President and the Congress, within
18 months, a national plan to carry out the declared policy of the Federal Gov-
ernment to adopt the international metric system and to convert to the general
use of such system within 10 years. The national metric plan would be put into
effect to the extent possible under existing law, and the President would be au-
thorized to make effective regulations requiring conversion in the activities of the
Federal Government. In addition, necessary legislation on conversion would be
considered by the Congress. The proposed legislation also provides for metric con-
version tax assistance, conversion assistance to businesses and individuals by
means of direct or guaranteed loans, and for programs of public education.

Public Law 90-472 (82 Stat. 098) authorized the Secretary of Commerce to
make a study to deteimine the advantages and disadvantages of increased use
of the metric system in the United States. The law directed the Secretary to sub-
mit within three years after its enactment a full and complete report of his find-
ings together with suds. recommendations as he considered appropriate and to the
best interests of the United States.

Pursuant to this directive, the Secretary of Commerce issued a report in July
1971, which, in substance, recommended that the United States adopt the inter-
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national metric system through a coordinated national plan within a period of
ten years.

It is our understanding that the Department of Commerce has submitted draft
legislation for submission to the Congress which would implement its recom-
mendations for a national policy in relation to conversion to the metric system.
That legislation has been introduced as S. J. Res. 219.

It is for this reason that we defer to the views of the Department of Commerce
as to the need for and advisability of enactment of S. 2483.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that, while there is no ob-
jection to the presentation of this report, enactment of S. J. Res. 219 in lieu of
S. 2483 would be consistent with the Adndnistration'f objective.

Sincerely yours,
Hollis M. DOLE,

Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

vr

Hon. WARREN G. MAONUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Your letter of September 7, 1971, requested the views of
the General Services Administration on S. 2483, 92nd Congress, a bill "To provide
a national program in order to make the international metric system the official
and standard system of measurement in the United States and to provide for con-
verting to the general use of such system within ten years after the date of enact-
ment of this Act."

the international metric system as the official and standard system of measu
The bill would declare it to be the policy of the Federal Governmentrnment to adoikt

ment for the United States and to convert to general use of the system within ten
years. The bill provides for the formulation of a plan for conversion, assistance
to businesses in bearing the costs, and a national education program on the
subject.

Within 18 months, the Secretary of Commerce, through the National Bureau
of Standards, would develop a national plan making full use of studies conducted
under Public Law 90-472, approved August 9, 1968 (82 Stat. 693). In GSA's final
report to the Secretary of Commerce in connection with that study, we stated on
August 26, 1970, "A-nationally planned program to increase the use of the metric
system would forestall the confusion to consumers which an unplanned increase
would create, but would introduce the practical difficulty of educating the public
in the use of metric units. A ten year period for this program would appear to be
reasonable." S. 2483 is consistent with that statement.

We concur in the findings listed in section 2 of the bill, and endorse its purpose
as consistent with sound management principles and essential to remaining com-
petitive in international commerce.

As to costs, we estimated in the above-mentioned report to the Secretary of
Commerce that the cost to GSA would be approximately $1 million during the
transition period, and that if the conversion included metric based engineering
standards as well as metric measurement units, an annual cost of $100,000 for
an indefinite period after the transition period, due to the need for dual inven-
tories of replacement parts and equipment.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that while there is no objec-
tion to the submission of this report to your Committee, enactment of the Joint
Resolution proposed by the Department of Commerce (S. J. Res. 219), in lieu of
S. 2488, would be consistent with the Administration's objectives.

Sincerely,
HAROLD S. TRIMMER, Jr.,

Assistant Administrator.

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C., May 30,1972.

OFFICE CF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION,
Washington, D.C., June 2, 1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ms. CHAIRMAN : This is in response to your request for Departmental
comments on S. 2483, a bill :
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"To provide a national program in order to make the international metric sys-
tem the official and standard system of measurement in the United States and to
provide for converting to the general use of such system within ten years after the
date of enactment of this Act."

Title I would require the Secretary of Commerce, acting through the National
Bureau of Standards, to develop a plan for implementing the metric system as the
official system of measurement for the United States. It would be required that
the plan make full use of studies and consultations tarried out pursuant to P.L. 90-
472, an act which authorized the Secretary of Commerce to make a study to deter-
mine the advantages and disadvantages of increased use of the metric system in
the United States.

Title II provides for a program of metric conversion assistance. It would allow
machinery and other equipment purchased for metric conversion to be given a
useful life of one-half the usual useful life of machinery for tax purposes, pro-
vided the machinery is purchased within the United States. As a result of the
metric conversion, the Small Business Administration would be authorized to
make grants not to exceed $2,000, to individuals who must acquire new tools or
instruments ; loans would also be authorized for small businesses which are
likely to suffer substantial economic injury without assistance. Finally, the U.S.
Office of Education would be authorized to undertake public education programs
deemed necessary to carry out the policy of the Act.

While the adoption of the international metric system would provide an at-
mosphere in which the United States could trade in world markets on an equal
footing with other nations, not handicapped by standards that are incanpatible
with our own, the implementation of such a system would be of immediate con-
cern to the Department of Commerce. We, therefore, defer in our comments on
8. 2488 to that Department.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no objection
to the submission of this report for the consideration of the Congress, and that
enactment of the Joint Resolution proposed by the Department of Commerce
(S.J. Res. 219) in lieu of S. 2488, would be consistent with the Administration's
objectives.

Sincerely,

Hon. WARREN G. Mzersesots,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
U.S. Senate.

JOHN W. BARNUM, General Counsel.

DEPARTMENT OF THE Am FORCE,
Washington, D.C., June 8,1978.

DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN : Reference is made to your request to the Secretary of
Defense for the views of the Department of Defense with respect to S. 2488,
92nd Congress, a bill "Metric Conversion Act of 1971." The Secretary of Defense
has assigned to the Department of the Air Force the responsibility for express-
ing the views of the Department of Defense.

The purpose of S. 2488 is to provide a national program in order to make the
international metric system the official and standard system of measurement in
the United States and to provide for converting to the general use of such system
within ten years after the date of enactment of this Act.

The Department of the Air Force, as the executive agent for metrication, in
conjunction with the DOD Metric Steering Committee, and on behalf of the De-
partment of Defense, recognizes that any decision to adopt the metric system of
measurement is national in scope. Consequently, we have not taken a position
either for or against such conversion. It is noted, however, that directed con-
version would have a significant impact on budget and operational considerations
within the Department of Defense. This is particularly noteworthy during the
current period of fiscal constraints when the limited funds available must be
applied to the most urgent needs of National security.

The estimated coats associated with conversion could be high. However, we
assume that conversion would be made only if benefits exceed costs.

This report has been coordinated within the Department of Defense in accord-
ance?with procedures prescribed by the Secretary of Defense.

The Official of Management and Budget advisee that, while there is no ob-
jectibn to the presentation of this report for the consideration of the Com-
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mittee, enactment of the Joint Resolution proposed by the Department of Com-
merce (S.J. Res. 219), in lieu of S. 2483, would be consistent with the Admin-
istration's objectives.

Sincerely,
PHILIP N. WHMAKER,

Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Installation and Logistics).

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
Washington, D.C., June 9,1978.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
Washington, D.C.

Dun Ma. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your letter of August 16, 1971,
requesting the comments of the National Science Foundation on S. 2483, the
Metric Conversion Act of 1971.

The Foundation strongly supports the enactment of legislation for this pur-
pose. As Section 2(b) recognizes, the American scientific community, like the
world scientific community in general, has used the metric system for many
years, and most basic engineering research in the United States is also reported
in metric units (although engineering calculations are usually made in English
units). We feel that the country and the world would be better off with uniform
systems of weights and measures.

While the National Science Foundation clearly favors adoption of the metric
system, it has no direct responsibilities assigned to it under the legislation.
Accordingly, we would defer to the views of the National Bureau of Standards
and the Department of Commerce on this matter.

We would like to make one observation, however. Adult community education
through, for example, radio and television spots and displays in public buildings
and at public events is very important. The problems of metric conversion are
not essentially scientific but rather involve the adjustment of the American
public in general and American business in the ways and means of the sys-
tem. A Gallup Poll reported in the Washington Post of Sunday, October 3,
1971, indicated that more than half of the American public does not even
know what the metric system is, and those who were aware of the metric
system divided evenly on its adoption. The American scientific community
will not be significantly affected by the conversion of the United States to
the metric system (or the failure to do so), but the American public and
American business will be greatly affected through such a conversion. Any
metric conversion legislation must be clearly and specifically directed to the
problems which these groups will undoubtedly encounter.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised us that, while there is no
objection to the submission of this report, enactment of the Joint Resolution
proposed by the Department of Commerce (S.J. Res. 219), in lieu of S. 2488,
would be consistent with the Administration's objectives.

Sincerely yours,
R. L. BIBPILINGHOPF,

(For H. Guy Stever, Director).

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, D.C., June 22,1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committer on Commerce, U.S. Senate.

Dna Me. CsAmusrr: In your letter of August 16, 1971, you requested the
comments of the Department of State on S. 2488, a bill "to provide a national
program in order to make the international metric system the official and
standard system of measurement in the United States and to provide for con-
verting to the general use of such system within ten years after the date of
enactment of this Act."

The Department of State endorses the basic objective of achieving a planned,
gradual transition to the predominant use of the international metric system
in the United States. Adoption of the international 'metric system would
facilitate the exportation of manufactured commodities from the United States
by increasing the compatibility between United States manufacturing practices

A
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and overseas market requirements. The Department considers, however, that
Senate Joint Resolution 210 represents the most appropriate approach to achiev-
ing this objective.

Title II of S. 2483 provides for government assistance to private business III
the form of accelerated depreciation schedules, other tax benefits and loans
and grants to businesses and individuals. S.J. Res. 210, on the other hand, indi-
cates that maximum efficiency will result and "minimum costs for conversion
will be incurred if the conversion is carried out in general without Federal
subsidies." The Department is in agreement with the latter view.

One aspect of the proposed tax benefits in Section 201 of S. 2483 raises par-
ticular trade policy problems. This is the provision that the benefits would
apply only to property manufactured in the United States and substantially
all the components of which are manufactured in the United States. In various
commercial agreements, including the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
the United States is committed to the principle that imported products shall be
accorded treatment no less favorable than that accorded like products of
national origin with respect to laws and regulations affecting their use. If
the United States were to exclude imported equipment from tax benefits for
property used in carrying out the metric conversion program, other nations
would regard the exclusion as a new non-tariff barrier to trade. This develop-
ment would impede efforts being made by the United States to reduce or elimi-
nate non-tariff barriers around the world that serve to impede the development
of United States exports. In addition, it is possible that countries whose trade
was adversely affected by the measure would seek to retaliate against imports
from the United States.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that from the standpoint of
the Administration's program there is no objection to the submission of this
report and that enactment of S.J. Res. 210 in lieu of S. 2483 would be consistent
with the Administration's objectives.

Sincerely,
DAVID M. ARSHIRE,

Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations.

THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE,
Washington, D.C., February 29, 1972.

Hon. SPIRO T. Aonsw,
President of the Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Enclosed are four copies of a draft Joint Resolution
"To establish a national policy relating to conversion to the metric system in 'the
United Staten"
together with a statement of purpose and need in support thereof.

The Department of Commerce urges enactment by the Congress of this Joint
Resolution for the reasons set forth in the statement of purpose and need.

We have been advised by the Office of Management and Budget that enact-
ment of this draft Joint Resolution would be consistent with the Administration's
objectives.

Sincerely,

Enclosures.

KARL. E. BAKKE,
Acting Secretary of Commerce.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE-STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND NEED-S.J. RES. 219

In view of the increased use of the metric system of measurement in interna-
tional trade and its adoption by virtually every major nation in the world, the
Congress, by Public Law 00 -472 in 1968, directed the Secertary of Commerce to
undertake a three year study of the metric system so as to determine its impact
on the United States. The Secretary's final report, submitted in July 1971, con-
cludes that eventually the United States will join the rest of the world in the use
of the metric system as the predominant common language of measurement.
Rather than drifting to metric with no national plan to help the sectors of our
society and guide our relationships abroad, a darefully planned transition in
which all sectors participate voluntarily is preferable. Such a plan would
assist these sectors in adjusting to the metric system more efficiently, more
effectively, and more economically.
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As a means of providing an effective changeover to the metric system, there
is herewith proposed a Joint Resolution which would establish a national policy
for converting to the metric system in the United States. The Resolution, after
describing previous United States involvement in metric system measurement
activities, declares that the policy of this Nation shall he to facilitate and encou-
rage the substitution of the metric system of weights and measures in place of
the current customary measurement units in education, trade, commerce and all
other sectors of the economy. It is intended that metric units would become the
Predominant, though not exclusive, language of measurement within a period of
ten years from the date of this Resolution's enactment.

Another important part of this policy pertains to the retention in new metric
language standards of those U.S. engineering designs, practices, and conven-
tions that are internationally accepted or embody superior technology. It would
also be this country's intention to cooperate with foreign governments and private
international organizations which are concerned with the encouragement and co-
ordination of the increased use of metric measurement units or engineering stand-
ards based on such units. Finally, it would be the policy to conduct extensive
publication information and educational programs through use of the public
media so as to familiarize the public with the meaning and applicability of metric
terms and measurements in their daily life. In addition, the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare and the Director of the National Science Foundation are
authorized to counsel and consult with educational associations and groups so as
to assure that the metric system of measurement is made a part of the curricula
of the Nation's educational institutions and that teachers and other personnel
are properly trained to teach the metric system of measurement. Further, the
Secretary of Commerce is authorized to consult with the National Conference of
Weights and Measures so as to assure that State and local weights and measures
officials are appropriately informed of the intended metric changeover and are
thus assisted in their efforts to bring about timely amendments to weights and
measures laws.

To carry out thee policies, the Resolution would establish a National Metric
Conversion Board composed of not more than 21 distinguished private citizens
appointed by the President and 4 members of the Congress selected by the Speaker
of the House of Representatives and the President of the Senate. One of the initial
functions of this Board would be to develop and submit to the Secretary of Com-
merce, for his approval and transmittal to the President, a comprehensive plan
to accomplish the changeover to the metric system of measurement in the United
States. This plan shall be submitted to the Secretary within 12 months after funds
have been appropriated to carry out the Resolution's provisions. The Resolution
would give no compulsory powers to the Board and the changeover proposed by
the Board in its plan would be entirely voluntary.

In developing the plan, theBoard would be required to consult with United
States commerce and industry, including small business, science, engineering,
labor, education. consumers, nationally recognized standards developing and
coordinating organizations, government agencies at the Federal, State, and
local level as well as, where appropriate, with foreign governments and pub-
lic international organizations. Upon the approval of the plan by the President, it
would be submitted to the Congress. The Board, after approval by the Presi-
dent, would begin implementation of the plan except for those recommenda-
tions in the plan, if any, which would require legislation. The life of the Board
would be no longer than 10 years after its plan is approved by the President.

The Resolution makes provision for an Executive Director and a staff to assist
the Board. In carrying out its duties, the Board would be authorized to enter
into contracts, conduct hearings, establish committees and advisory panels, and
perform such other acts as may be necessary to implement the functions pre-
scribed by the Resolution. Annual reports of its progress would be submitted by
the Board to the Secretary of Commerce for his approval. The Secretary would,
in turn, forward such reports to the President for his approval and transmittal
to the Congress.

The Resolution would authorize the appropriation of such sums as may be
necessary to carry out its provisions. The appropriations would be available for
obligation and expenditure for such 'periods as specified in the Acts making such
appropriations.

It is estimated that exenditures in the first full year of operation would approxi-
mate three million dollars,
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C., May 8,1972.

Hon. WARREN G. Measuson,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This report is in response to your request for the Com-
mission's views on S.J. Res. 219, 92d Congress, 2d Session, a joint resolution "To
establish a national policy relating to conversion to the metric system in the
United States."

This resolution calls for the establishment of a National Metric Conversion
Board, having not to exceed twenty-one members. One of the initial duties would
be to submit to the Secretary of Commerce, within twelve months after funds
have been appropriated, a comprehensive plan to carry out the conversion to
the metric system. Presidential approval of the plan would be required, where-
upon it would be summitted to Congress. Implementation of the plan would
commence after Presidential approval, except for those aspects requiring
legislation.

The resolution authorizes the Board to enter into contracts, conduct hear-
ings, and perform other functions necessary to carry out its duties. The Board
would be required to submit annual reports to the Secretary of Commerce con-
cerning its progress in accomplishing the change. In addition, the resolution
makes it the policy of the United States to conduct public information and
educational prograins to familiarize the public with the metric system, and to
insure that the metric system is included in the curricula of educational
Institutions.

Despite the absence of any means for determining the impact of conversion
to the metric system on United States trade practices, the Commission does not
believe that such a conversion is likely to have a significant impact on its abil-
ity to perform its statutory duties in relation to those practices. The merits of
S.J. Res. 219 can best be evaluated by the agencies which woLld be responsible
for its implementation, and those which would be more substantially affected
thereby. Consequently, the Commission defers to the views of such agencies.

By direction of the Commission.
In granting clearance of this report the Office of Management and Budget sug-

gested that the Committee be advised as follows :
"The Federal Trade Commission has been advised by the Office of Management

and Budget that while there is no objection to the submission of this report, the
enactment of S.J. Res. 219 would be consistent with the Administration's
objectives."

CHARLES A. TOBIN, Secretary.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
Washington, D.O., May 4,1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ms. CHAIRMAN : This is in response to your request for our views on
S.J. Res. 219, to establish a national policy relating to conversion to the metric
system in the United States.

The language of S.J. Res. 219 is the language proposed by the Administration
for a Joint Resolution on conversion to the metric system. My office was consulted
in the drafting of this language, concurs in it, and therefore fully supports the
passage of S.J. Res. 219.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that enactment of S.J. Res.
219 would be consistent with the Administration's objectives.

Sincerely,
VIRGINIA H. KNAUER,

Special Assistant to the President
for Consumer Affairs.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
Washington, D.C., June 9,1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ms. CHAIRMAN : This in response to your letter of April 17,1972, request-
ing the comments of the National Science Foundation on S.J. Res. 219, "To estab-
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lish a national policy relating to conversion to the metric system in the United
States."

The Foundation favors the enactment of legislation looking toward adoption
by the United States of the international metric system of weights and measures,
and it generally supports the provisions of S.J. Res. 219.

We support in particular the authorization of the National Metric Conversion
Board to conduct extensive public information and educational programs through
the use of the public media so as to familiarize the public with the metric system.
A Gallup Poll reported in the Washington Post of Sunday. October 3. 1971, indi-
cated that more than half of the American public does not know what the metric
system is, and those who were aware of the metric system divided evenly on its
adoption. This poll is an indication of the degree of public confusion and possible
resistance which will result at the initiation of a conversion period. An extensive
public information and education program is vital to overcome this. For our
part, while we would be happy to provide educational units with whatever
counseling and other advice they may seek under section 1(5) (b) of the
resolution if it would be useful, it is difficult to see what specific advice
could be given or would be needed that is not already available or generally
known.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised us that enactment of 8.3.
Res. 219 would be consistent with the Administration's objectives.

Sincerely yours,
R. L. BISPILINOHOFF,

(For H. Guyford Stever, Director).
Senator INOUYE. Our first witness today is the distinguished Senator

from Rhode Island, the Honorable Claiborne Pell, who has long led
the fight in the Senate for metric conversion.

I think it is very appropriate that Senator Pell be the leadoff witness
as the authority on the metric study bill. It should be noted that
Senator Pell introduced his first metric bill in 1962. Of the many
Senators who have been interested in the metric system, he has been
the one who long ago looked ahead to this problem. So it is my
pleasure and great delight to welcome to this committee a man who
has had the foresight to anticipate this very important subject of
metric conversion.

- Welcome, sir.

STATEMENT OP HON. CLAIBORNE PELL, U.S. SENATOR FROM RHODE
ISLAND

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Inouye, and members
of Commerce Committee. I thank you particularly for your warm
friendship and hospitality in working out this hearing and permitting
me to be the leadoff witness. I am deeply grateful:

In past months the executive branch has chided the Congress for
not acting on some proposals that have been before us a little over a
year.

Well, we are discussing today a proposal that the executive branch
first put before us over 180 years ago, the question of metric conversion.

When Thomas Jefferson suggested to the Congress that it might
fulfill its constitutional responsibilities for setting standards of
weights and measures by givmg consideration to the French metric
system, metric conversion had somewhat Of a revolutionary sound to
it. Guilt by association you might say.

After all, the metric system was the result of an effort by French
revolutionaries to purge the country of any remaining feudal vestiges.

How strange it might seem now to Thomas Jefferson and to John
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Quincy Adams, who also brought the matter before Congress, as the
chairman has pointed out, that the United States is still inching along
with the customary systemthe so-called imperial system of meas-
ureseven after the country of Great Britain, the former imperial
nation that gave the imperial system its name, has gone metric. In fact.
as metric studies have pointed out., there are few countries left without
the metric system; a few countries in the Pacific, the Near East, Africa,
and the United States.'

I have often wondered whether our country's long-time adherence
to the imperial system of weights and measures, after more than 90
percent of the world's nations have gone metric, represents a psy-
chological vestige of the spirit of "manifest destiny' in the Ameri-
can mind.

Do we still think that our economic power is so great that we can
maintain in the world an obsolete and awkward system of weights
and measures? I would hope not.

Imperialism is dead. History has taught and is teaching us that.
The time is long overdue, in my view, for this country to purge itself

of these remnants of feudal vestiges and tro metric.
In 1267 I worked with members of this distinguished committee to

obtain passage of Public Law 904'72, which established a broad-
ranging study as to the advantages wad disadvantages to the United
States if we should convert, to a aekniinantly metric systemthat is
the "systeme internationale" of weights and measures.

This study law requires the Secretary of Commerce to do four
things-

1. To determine the impact of the increasing worldwide use
of metric on the United States;

2. To appraise the desirability and practicality of widening
the use of metric weights and measures in the United States;

3. To study the feasibility of maintaining customary engineer-
ing standards; and

4. To evaluate the costs and benefits of alternative courses of
action which may be feasible to our Nation.

The Secretary's studywhich was an excellent jobfound that the
increasing use of metric in the world makes metric conversion in the
United dates inevitable, that it was desirable for the United States to
convert to metric, and that the benefits of conversion on a planned
basis far exceed the costs.

Not to my surprise, the Secretary of Commerce found that the
question was not whether the United States should decide to go
metric, but how and when our country should go metric.

The metric system of measures, or the systeme internationale as it
is now known, has been a legal system of measures in the United
States since 1866. So just to say that the metric system will be legal is
not enough. We have had that for some time, we have to go a bit
further.

It is a system that is now being used by scientists, engineers, and
educators throughout the country. Metric is used as the language of
our astronauts .ott the moon, as the language of our athletes at inter-
national meets, and as the language of our unfortunate soldiers on
the battlefields of Southeast Asia.

The Nations still clinging to their own or to the "English System" are : Burma, Gambia,
Ghana, Liberia, Muscat and Oman, Sierra Leone, Southern Yemen, Tonga, Trinidad and the
United States.
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Three of the six units of the systeme internationals are already
utilized in the customary or imperial systemthat is, the second for .

time; the amp, the watt, and the hertz for electrical units; and the
candela for luminous intensity.

More than 11 percent of manufacturers, according to the metric
study, are already using metric. American firms which are part of
multinational corporations having an estimated annual output of
$N5 billion are already utilizing mebric with their foreign products.
To do this, many of these firms, like Bostitch in my own State, just
maintain dual inventories.

A. recent Gallup poll indicated there is increasing public support
for complete metric conversion; and the survey of the U.S. metric
study indicated that more than 93 percent of manufacturers favor a
coordinated plan for metric conversion.

Today I am appearing before you to ask, not that the Nation change
its course with regard to metric conversionwe are already drifting
toward that systembut that the country should hoist sail and move
under full sail toward metric conversion. I believe we should move
ahead now with a deliberate national .plan rather than continue our
present tillerless, drifting, laissez faire course toward metric con-
version.

Congress is specifically designated by the Constitution as being
rasponsible for establishing a system of weights and measures for the
Nation. I do not think we should shirk that responsibility. We can-
not continue to take a schizophrenic approach toward our system of
weiglits and measures.

To my mind, we should take the lead this year and pass legislation
establishing a, point in time when the metric system of weights and
measures, with certain exceptions, will be the only legal system of
measures in the United States.

Every year we delay the establishment of a specific metric convers-
ion date, the greater and more expensive we allow the task of metric
conversion to become and the greater becomes the cost of conversion.

Our population is increasing each year and much time is wasted in
teaching our children a dual system of measurements. The longer
we wait, the more people there will be to educate on metric
conversion.

The longer we wait to develop a metric conversion plan for industry,
the greater the number of opportunities for replacing old machinery
with metric machinery which will have been lost.

According to the U.S. metric study, for each year we wait to
convert to a full metric system, we lose a potential of $600 million in
trade benefits.

Each year new international standards are being established for
new products. Our failure to participate actively in those sessions as a
metric nation leaves open the possibility of international metric
standards being used as artificial trade barriers for American products.

Each year we delay moving toward metric conversion, we also lose
potential savings directly within our economy.

Due to the simplicity of computations within the metric system,
there has been one estimate that metric time savings in the aerospace
industry alone could amount to $65 million a year.
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There are many potential savings for the consumer that are lost
each year through the use of our present cumbersome customary
system.

This distinguished committee is well known for its concern with
truth-in-packaging and with advertising laws. Metric conversion
should also be considered from the consumer's point of view as a
truth-in-packaging bill.

Think of what metric conversion would mean for unit pricing in
grocery stores. The decimals of the metric system are directly com-
patible to our decimal money system. By using cents per kilogram or
per millimeter, a consumer will more easily be able to shop compara-
tively than he is now able to do with the present system of pounds
and ounces i pints, quarts, and gallons.

As I see it the arguments weigh heavily in favor of a national plan
for metric conversion. To accomplish that end, I have introduced
with Senator Inouye, the chairman of the subcommittee on Foreign
Commerce and Tourism, a bill. S. 2488, to provide for the conversion
of the United States to the international system within a 10-year
period.

The provisions of this bill essentially parallel the recommendations
of the Secretary of Commerce which were included in the U.S.
metric study.

I would only hope that the legislation being put forward by the
administration will act as forcefully in this area as does the study
itself suggests it should.

Section 8 of my bill provides that the international system of
metric measurement shall be the official U.S. system of measurement
within 10 years of enactment of my bill.

Title I directs the Secretary of Commerce through the National
Bureau of Standards to develop and implement a coordinated na-
tional plan of metric conversion.

Title II of the bill provides for a program of metric conversion
assistance. It would allow machinery and other equipment purchased
for metric conversion to be given, for tax purpose, a useful life of
one-half of the usual useful life of the machinery, provided that
machinery is purchased within the United States.

Under this bill, too, the Small Business Administration would be
authorized to make grants to individuals; such as machinists and auto-
mobile mechanics, automobile mechanics have to pay, for example,
up to $2,000 for a set of their own tools. These men must purchase new
tools because of the metric conversion. Loans would also be authorized
for small businesses whose economic viability might be adversely
effected by the costs of metric conversion.

The Office of Education in consultation with the Department of
Commerce would be authorized by the legislation to undertake a mas-
sive program of metric education m the United States.

The bill before you today is a very comprehensive bill. Manyof the
sections of the. bill, such as the taxing provision and small business
loans,. actually belong in separate bills before other committees which
have jurisdiction over those matters. I have only included those pro-
visions in one bill so that the bill would better serve as a vehicle for the
discussion of all the issues related to metric conversion.
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It would be my hope that the committee would look upon metric
conversion legislation as a two-step process. The first step would be the
establishment of a metric conversion date and the creation of an agency
to develop and implement a plan of metric conversion.

Since the President hasannounced his support for metric conversion,
I see this first step as relatively easy and as one that could be accom-
plished in this very session of Congress.

The second step would be more complicated and difficult. It would
involve all the provisions included in our bill. Some suggest that sub-
sidies should be provided to no one for metric conversion. Others say
that small businessmen, automobile mechanics, and the machine tool
industry should be provided with financial assistance in the form of
tax incentives or direct funds. As can be seen from my bill, I tend to
agree with the latrar position.

This question of subsidies is closely tied to the nature of the conver-
sion plan that would be created after the Congress passed a law estab-
lishing a metrication board.

Consequently, I believe it would make sense for the Congress to delay
until the next session any consideration of secondary issues involving
subsidies. The true costs of conversion within any period of time will
not be seen until Congress has been presented with a schedule for the
coordination of metric conversion.

As a matter of fact, the U.S. Metric Study emphasized that many of
the costs of conversion can be eliminated by planning and providing
for adequate leadtime.

Thus, it would be our hope that we make it our first priority in this
Congress to establish the mechanism for planning metric conversion.

We can do this by passing a bill this year with the basic provision
that I have outlined.

Since the President supports metric conversion, it would be my
hope that we could make a bipartisan effort to pass a bill in this Con-
gress containing those basic provisions.

Business plans its capital requirements years in advance. Much
could be accomplished if Congress would simply let the country know
that is has made up its mind about metric conversion. The longer we
wait to make the bask decision about the metric conversion, the more
costly will be the process of metric conversion.

The International metric system is the international language of
progress. Our present system, as comfortable as it may be to us, is out
of step with the rest of the world and the requirements of science and
technology.

While I myself can become nostalgic about maintaining old tradi-
tions, I do not believe we can afford to manage a modern industrial
economy in today's competitive world with the measurement system 'f
colonial America.

For these reasons, I would urge the committee to move ahead with
legislation to bring about metric conversion in the United States.

Somewhat falling in line with the work of this committee is the
meeting that takes place tomorrow in the Smithsonian Institution
which the Club of Rome and the Woodrow Wilson School are getting
together to make a model of the world as it should be in the future.

As they feed into their model the various statistics and facts you find
that they have to be fed in in order to make sense on the metric system
and not in our system.
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I would think that the juxtaposition of these hearings that you have
called combined with the session downtown at the Smithsonian to-
morrow might bring across to the Nation's press, and the Nation's
people the importance of moving in this field. And those press follow-
mg the things here I hops would see the things that are going on
downtown.

Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much, Senator Pell.
I would call on Senator Pastore.
Senator PAErroitE. First of all, I would like to say that my colleague

has been the pioneer in this area, a fact for which the country should
be very grateful.

I remember not too long ago Edward Teller, the father of the hydro-
gen bomb and a scientist of international repute, did make the same
suggestion to me that the time was ripe when we should convert to the
metric system because even American scientists are working with the
metric system. They have to convert some of their statistics from the
American standard of measurement over to the metric system.

Many of them were trained in thatway.
I notice that you suggest here that we set a date certain for the con-

version to take place, and one of the curious elements of this problem
that has concerned me for some time has been the need for education
that has to occur.

I ask you the question, Mr. Pell, insofar as the educational aspect of
this problem is concerned, we would have to start that immediately;
wouldn't we?

Senator PELL. That is very correct; indeed.
As chairman of the Education Subcommittee, if we could move in

this direction with this bill, I would do my best in that subcommittee to
try to weave this into the laws.

Senator PASTORE. But for a long time the elementary and high
school pupil would have to learn it both ways, right?

Senator PELL. Yes, he would have to learn it both ways for about
10 years.

Senator PASTORE. So until the end of the conversion period, he
would have to speak not only in matters of inches and feet, but also
in metric measurements as well.

Senator PELL. He would have to learn in both ways; yes.
Senator PAsTon. How much of a burden would this be?
Senator PELL. I think very little. I had the good or misfortune to

go to school in England for a year or two and the system is more
complicated; they have imperial gallons and so on.

I think the young mind is very capacious, and I think it could absorb
this challenge and would enjoy doing it.

Senator PASTORE. Converting to the- metric system would have a
tremendous impact on the advantageous side of our international
trade, wouldn't it?

Senator PELL. There would be two reasons for it. From an economic
viewpoint, one from the 'viewpoint of trade. while the opponents
would say it would open our market up a bit to imports, it would
also mean that we could export in a far more efficient way than we do.

As of now we export less than 4 percent of our GNP abroad. No
other technologically advanced nation exports a smaller portion of
its GNP than we. We could expand it with this.
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One of the reasons why the automobile industry, changed its
view on it which adamantly opposed this initially, was that the Ford
Motor Co. made a car in England, I think-the Anglia, which devel-
oped into another Edsel, and part of the problem came from the use
of the different measurement. For that reason they broke the line
in Detroit and came out with a strong pamphlet. advocating going
metric.

This meant that the opposition of Michigan, which had been strong
before, was far weaker, and that is why we were able to get the study
bill through.

Senator PAsTonE. As we go, say, from the conventional system of
measurementsinches, feet., and yards, rods, and what have
would this involve the question of measurements of weight as well ?

Senator PELL. It would involve weights, but it would not. be retro-
active. You would not only have football fields of 100 yards but old
line titles.

Senator PASTORE. Would you buy a pound of meat?
Senator PELL. You would have to buy a kilo of meat.
SCIMOtr PASTORE. A kilo.
Senator PELL. Right.
Senator PAsTonE. So you would have to change every scale and

educate every butcher.
Senator PELL. You would, but since both of us represent a

machine tool State, it would be very good for the machine tool
industry as the conversion takes place.

Senator PAsTont. Why is it necessary to give a tax incentive to do
this if there are so many advantages ?

SenPtor PELL. Because it will be expensive.
Smator PASTORE. It will be?
Sent for PELL. Yes, it will be. The costs have not been figured

ii-mrotely, and they range in a wide spectrum. I think some kind of
heti, is needed for the businessmen and also, as I said earlier, for the
individual machinist who has to replace his tools.

Senator PAsTosE. Now, the Senator from Rhode Island has made a
very thorough study of this subject. Without the tax incentive, would
there be resistance on the part of the business community ?

Senator PELL. I believe there would be. I think we will go metric
but it would take a longer time. When the British went metric a few
years ago, they did not have a. tax incentive or economic incentive and
they had problems going metric, but again, the pressures were far
more overwhelming on them to go metric io get into the Common
Market, and so forth, that they did it.

But I think if we didn't have this in the bill, it would delay the
process another 5 or 10 years.

Senator PASTORE. To what extent did the Metric Study Commission
apprise America's industry of the conversion ?

Senator PELL.America's industry ?
Senator PASTORE. Yes. Is there, as far as you know, resistance on

the part of American industry to this legislation?
Senator PELL. In general, in theory, as I said earlier, more than 90

percent of manufacturers favor conversion.
Senator PASTORE.They do favor it.
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Senator PELL. In the long haul. When it comes to doing it, if they
ihave to dig into their pockets and spend the money for it, I imagine

that figure would drop. That is why we have this economic feature
in there.

Senator PASTORE. That is all I have.
I merely want to say that finally the Senator has reached the day of

realization when this mater, that I know has been very, very close to
him, is beginning to see the light of day. I congratulate you.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator Noun. Thank you very much for your statement, Mr.

Pastore.
As the distinguished Senator from Rhode Island is aware, my

subcommittee has been conducting hearings on export expansion. In
fact, we held nearly 2 weeks of hearings. You have touched upon an
important matter close to the heart of the subcommittee.

I would like to just for the record quote a paragraph because I think
it deserves emphasis.

According to the U.S. metric study, for each year that we wait to
convert to a full metric system, we lose a potential $600 million in trade
benefits.

I would also like to add that it may be a potential $600 million loss,
but some of these losses can never be recaptured.

Going further here and quoting your statement :
Each year new international standards are being established for new products.

Our failure to participate actively in those systems as a metric nation leaves
open the possibility of international metric standards being used as artificial
trade barriers for American products.

You have indicated that there is a possibility of these metric stan-
dards being used as trade barriers. I would like to add that I am con-
vinced that they are being used at the present time and, we have re-
ceived testimony to that effect,.

As the distinguished Senator is well aware, the first time since 1898
this Nation has suffered a trade deficit, if we had a metric system in
operation, we may not have suffered this trade deficit.

So from the standpoint of the effort being made by this committee
to stimulate exports, you can be sure that we are in full accord with
what you are proposing to us.

Is it your suggestion that we not consider the full measure at this
time but just the setting of a date

Senator PELL. I am sorry, I did not hear you.
Senator Norms. You have suggested that this measure be considered

in two phases.
Senator PELL. Right.
Senator brouTE. First the determination of the time.
Senator PELL. Right.
Senator IrrouTE. Next year we can get in discussions of how to

implement it.
Senator PELL. That is right. First the decision, I think, has to be

made and also the time frame set, so that people can make their plans.
That we should do now.

Then next year I think we will get more into the mechanics of it as
to how we do it, because this was the experience of the other metrica-
tion boards as they moved along. You can't block the whole thing out
right now.
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If you, make the decision, though, to move and establish the time
frame, when we get a unanimous consent request for a vote, you then
know the outside limits and you adjust the legislation and the support
needed following that according to the needs.

Senator INOUYE. After waiting for 180 years, I think 10 years should
be more than reasonable.

Senator PELL. I would like to read into the record, if I could, just
these statistics which are very interesting.

First, there is the ratio of export products to the GNP. As I said
earlier, the United States exports 4.4 percent of our GNP.

I know how hard you are working in trying to expand those exports.
Canada, for the sake of argument, exports 20.3 percent; France, 12.2
Italy, 14.2; Japan, 9.8; Sweden, 21.5. So we really say from a military
viewpoint it is very good to be self-sufficient, but in today's world, we
need to expand our trade, which is exactly .what you are seeking to do.

Senator INotrrz. And I believe the statement .you have made in re-
sponse to the senior Senator from Rhode Island as to the attitude of
industry. I suspect if subsidies were not made, this conversion might
have a bumpy road ahead.

Senator Pm. Yes.
Senator INOUYE. I am convinced from having heard testimony in

the .past that subsidies would be reasonable, especially for the small
businesses. It would be an extremely heavy burden on some of them)
say, a short order shop, for example, to acquire costly new tools and
measuring equipment.

-So I would loin you in recommending that the subsidy section be
looked upon very seriously.

Senator PAgrosz. One further question, would phase one of this
be mandatory or would it be expressed as a sense of the Congress?

Senator Pm. Senator Inouyers and my bill it would make it man-
datory. I understand there is an administration bill coming up that is
less stringent.

My own strong view is it must bi mandatory to have that goal that
we should reach. As you pointed out in the cloakroom the other day
when we reached a unanimous consent agreement. I think it is good to
have confined limits, and it is _good to have it here.

Senator INOUYE. Senator Pell is saying that in 10 years the metric
system will be the official system.

Senator Pm. It will be the only legal system.
Senator Ixotritz. Right now the metric system is a legal system, as

a result of which we have chaos and confusion. Some government
agencies have already converted into metric. systems, NASA for
example.

Senator Pm. What we lose sight of is that since 1866 it has been a
legal system. So it already is a legal system, but it is not being used.
This is why we have to make it the legal system.

Senator PASTORE. But you know the one thing about this; it is
always easy to authorize, but it is difficult to fund.

That is the dilemma, of course, not only for the Congress but also
for the people who look forward to the legislation and feel secure
because it is authorized.

When the appropriations committee gets working on it, of course,
then the funding is usually cut below the authorization. That is an
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understandable story since the people who authorize don't have the
responsibility, of course, of coming up with the money.

All phase 1 does is compel that within 10 years or at the end of 10
years we are converting to the metric system. Let us further assume that
the Congress next year doesn't come up with the legislation to give these
subsidies on the part of the U.S. Treasury. Then here we are; we have
commanded something to which we have not given the ability to carry
out.

Don't you think the two should be tied together? Don't you think
if we separate one from the other we may be jeopardizing the accom-
plishment of conversion I It would strike me if you said on January 1,
1972, that by January 1, 1982, the only legal system would be the
metric system and if in the meantime you haven't provided the
incentives which will enable industry to meet that deadline, what
you have actually done is to have ordered somebody to do something
that he can't afford to do.

Don't you think the two of them ought to be tied together somehow?
Senator PELL. This would be a matter of political judgment. My

thought in doing it this way was that it would be more politically
acceptable.

Senator PAsTonE. That is right, but the point is looking at the
pragmatic situation. The committee of the Congress which would
authorize this legislation is the Commerce Committee. The tax in-
centive has to originate before the Ways and Means Committee in the
House.

Now I have found that the reason for the trouble around here is that
never the twain shall meet. Somehow there has to be an understanding
between the Commerce Committee of the House, if they adopt our
suggestion, and the Ways and Means Committee of the House that
they are going to meet their responsibility together. Otherwise, I
think we might find ourselves in a. dilemma.

What do you have to say with reference to that?
Senator PELL. I think the normal course of political pressure would

handle it, because I think if it were a law, the clamor from the indus-
tries that have to convert by a certain date would be such that it
would be given priority by the members of the Ways and Means
Committee if they found some of their own constituents businesses
would go bankrupt without it.

Senator PAsTonE. That may be true, but you know what happened
to tax sharing. Different people in Congress have different ideas.

Well, I only raise these questions not because I want to in any way
play down the importance of this, but I would hope that if the Con-
gress of the United States saw fit to pass this legislation, it would

ibe amenable next year to provide the incentives that are necessary to
effect its decision.

Otherwise, I am afraid that we find ourselves in sort of an awkward
position. Do you agree with that

Senator PELL. I completely agree with that. As the position becomes
more awkward, the harder the pressures will be to get the money.

Senator PASTORF"Well, I hope so.
Senator PELL. Fine.
Senator PASTORE.Thank you very much.
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Senator INoUTE. Once again, I thank you very much, sir, for your
leadership in this very important issue.

I assure you that this committee will act upon this measure. It will
not simply be heard and filed away.

My compliments to you, sir.
Senator PELL. I thank you very much for that assurance. It means

a lot to me. Thank you.
Senator INOUYE. Our next witness is the Honorable Robert Mc-

Clory, Congressman from the State of Illinois.
Mr. MOCLORY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
SenatorINOUYE. We have to discuss something off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
SenatorINOUYE. We stand in recess until 12 :10.
Due to a series of votes coming up, the hearing is recessed until

1:30.
(Recess.)
Senator lbtouTz. The committee will come to order.
I would like to once again apologize for the inconvenience to the

witnesses, but the Senate decided to some voting this afternoon. We
have had five votes in the last hour and a half.

Once again I would like to welcome the very distinguished Member
of the U.S. House of Representatives, Congressman Robert McClory
from the State of Illinois.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT MCCLORY, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM ILLINOIS

Mr. MCCLORY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want tosay
it is a distinct privilege to appear before this committee today on
proposals to convert our system of weights and measures to the
metric system.

I might say that I had some of my earlier education in a European
country. Maybe that is why I developed an interest in the metric
system. Furthermore, I happen to come from a district which is the
center of the Metric Association, and the president of the Metric
Association, Louis F. Sokol, was here earlier in the day.

The Metric Association has stimulated my interest in the subject
and has been promoting interest throughout the country for many
years.

As an early sponsor of the study program which was authorized in
1968 by Public Law 90-472, I have followed with special interest
the work of the U.S. metric study and have examined the reports
issued in December 1970, as well as the final report issued in August
1971. The conclusion is inescapable that conversion to the metric
system is an idea whose time has come.

Indeed, conversion to the metric system is inevitable. Of course,
this a very bad time in our history for us to undertake a comprehensive
program of complete conversion to the metric system of weights
and measures as the official system of our Nation. However, any later
time would be far worse.

Conversion also is desirable. It offers untold advantages to business,
to learning, to safety, to international understanding, to advertising,
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to entertainment, to human comfort, and to efficiency and economy in
our social, political, and economic life.

Of course, conversion to the metric system already has been accom-
plished--partially. The pharmaceutical industry which is predominant
in my congressional district employs metric measurements almost
exclusively.

This is the case also in the optical, photographic, and many other
industries where extensive scientific research and development have
taken place. The entire space program is almost entirely metric.

Many industries particularly those with large foreign sales
employ a dual system, one applying to domestic sales, and the other,
applicable to the foreign markets.

Without referring specifically to the provisions of S. 2483 intro-
duced by the distinguished gentleman from Rhode Island, Senator
Pell, I would like to make some general remarks indicating my in-
dividual views regarding some of the problems which are involved
in taking the next and decisive step for converting officially to the
metric system and indicating the direction in which I believe our legis-
lative action should move.

But first let me acknowledge that Senator Pell has provided a
vital role of leadership in this area and is entitled to substantial credit
for the legislative action which enabled the study program to be under-
taken. His further initiative in seeking to implement the study com-
mission's recommendations with a structured conversion program is
an essential element in accomplishing the result which he and I both
seek to attain.

Let me also commend the chairman of this committee for initiating
these hearings. I think some very beneficial results might be attained
today by hearing the testimony of the Bureau of Standards and the
Department of Commerce on a legislative program calling for conver-
sion to the metric system. This testimony, I understand, will follow
mine.

We are particularly fortunate that Great Britain, Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, and a few other countries are in the process of
converting to the metric system at this very time. We are fortunate,
I say, because we can benefit from their experiences and profit from
the particular problems which they have encountered.

There seems to me to be several basic principles which should guide
us in the development of the legislative program which we should now
undertake.

THE PROGRAM OP CONVERSION SHOULD BE ESSENTIALLY VOLUNTARY

In order to carry out a voluntary conversion program sucessfully,
it is essential that all segments of our society participate in the action
program which must me undertaken.

This should include business organizations such as the U.S. Chamber
of Commercewhich, incidentially, is already committed to the sup-
port of a metric conversion programretailers, labor organizations,
scientific associations, educational organizations, Federal agencies,
State and local units of government, consumer organizations, repre-
sentatives of the media, including radio, television, and the press and
citizens groups.
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In order to assure such voluntary cooperation, an officially consti-
tuted Metric Coordinating Commission with authority to act and
with funds sufficient to perform their essential work should be author-
ized by appropriate legislation. Such a Commission should be relatively
small in number in order to effectively and efficiently peform the basic
program of a comprehensive conversion to the metric system.

In addition, a representative advisory commission of virtually every
individual industry and economic and social interest should be named.

I might say that in my view, through a cursory examination of the
joint resolution delivered today by the Department of Commerce,
there are indications that this general objective is being fulfilled.

THE LEGISLATION SHOULD ESTABLISH A TARGET DATE

The measure which I have introduced in the House of Representa-
tives, H.R. 12807, provides for a target date of January 1, 1988. This
is roughly 10 years after the effective date of the legislation which I
feel should be enacted during this Congress.

This corresponds with the recommendation of the Study Commis-
sion as well as the view as expressed by the Honorable Maurice H.
Stans, until recently the Secretary of Commerce. I believe this con-
tinues to represent the views of that Department.

A 10-year program was adopted by Great Britain in 1965. This is
also the time frame adopted by Australia, although Australia did not
designate any target date.

It is my understanding that New Zealand is endeavoring to achieve
overall conversion within a period of 7 years.

While some areas and some specific activities may require additional
time, it would seem vital to a comprehensive conversion program that
a fixed time schedule for complete conversion should be established.

AUTHORITY SHOULD BE RETAINED TO EXEMPT SOME ACITVITIES

International agnements, affecting fasteners, for instance; and va-
rious other activities, which do not relate directly to the national econ-
omy or to domestic and international commerce, might appropriately
be excluded from the comprehensive conversion program.

Certainly screws and bolts and other fasteners, and we have some
examples here today, which are currently used in accordance with
international measurements should not be required to be converted
to metric standards.

Land measurements which continue to apply units which are no
longer current Should nevertheless continue to be valid although it
would seem desirable to standarize these measurements for better
understanding and for greater accuracy.

THE CONVERSION PROGRAM SHOULD BE LIMITED INITIALLY TO LENGTH,
VOLUME, WEIGHT, SPEED, AND TEMPERATURE

In this connection, measurements of heat, energy, and other subjects
which are amendable to measurement according to varying systems
should not be included in the 10-year conversion program which the
Metric Conversion Coordinating Commisison would establish.
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GENERAL PUBLICITY SHOULD ACCOMPANY ACTIONS OF THE METRIC CONVER-
SION COORDINATING COMMISSION

It is my understanding that resistance in Great Britain has reslilted
from a seemingly "closed door" decisionmaking policy of the British
Metrication Board. It would appear that such resistance could be
avoided by keeping the public fully informed of both problems and
progress in the conversion program.

A BROAD EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM SHOULD BE ADOPTED AT AN EARLY DATE IN
ALL ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

With a target date of January 1, 1983, it is possible to establish
an educational program in the public and private schools at the gram-
mar school and high school levels so that usage of the metric system by
this large segment of the population would be almost automatic by
the time the target date arrives.

Metric measurements are acknowledged to be more logical and
timesaving. The existence of such a large segment of our society as
those who will have been students during the 10-year period ending
in January 1983 would greatly facilitate the changeover which would
be effectively completed at the time the target data is reached.

Mr. Chairman, I have confined these remarks to the area of what
might be described as "practical considerations." Indeed., this, it
seems to me, should be the prime objective of legislation which we may
now enact.

Conversion to the metric system should be made convincing and
advantageous to all concerned. There should be no suggestion of pun-
ishment or attack upon any group or segment of our society. At the
same timet we should establish the mechanism for making the program
of conversion to the metric system persuasive and logical.

Let me simply add that, according to my information, the estimated
costs of conversion have been grossly exaggerated in almost every
instance.

In addition, unforeseen benefits such as improved and moreeconom-
ical methods of manufacturing have been revealed in the course of
other governmental sponsored programs of conversion to metric
standards.

The timeworn objections of inconvenience, expense, dislocation, as
well as conscientious criticism of the metric system itself, have effec-
tively delayed up until this time a national program for conversion to
metric.

These fears and obstacles should now be discarded, and we should
begin, at long last, to move ahead with the rest of the world toward a
universally understood and accepted system of weights and
measures.

Again, Mr. Chairman, let me express my appreciation for the con-
vening of this committee meeting to hear testimony in support 4f a
national program for conversion to the metric system. I am gratMul
to have this opportunity to present testimony in behalf of this vital
and historic legislation.

Thank you.
Senator him:rim Thank you very much, Congressman.
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Do you feel that it is possible to have a target date to effect the
conversion voluntarily ?

Mr. MCCLORY. Yes, I think so. I think that industry, including even
those industries that are most vitally affected, are reconciled to the
conversion and are willing to cooperate to this end.

Furthermore, the fact that the U.S. Chamber of Commerce has
endorsed the concept of conversion is very convincing in that direction.

In my district 1 found that I have the chairman of a committee
to convert to the metric system within the wire segment of the steelindustry. This gentleman is employed by the United States Steel Co.
in Waukegan, and he has talked to me about what they are doing as
far as converting to metric measurements is concerned. I believe they
have found that it is not nearly as difficult as they had anticipated it
would be, and they are wc.rking in that segment of the industry to
convert voluntarily.

So that I think maybe that is an example of what all the different
segments of industry could engage in if they have the proper direction
from a national program which would encourage voluntary coopera-
tion from the various segments ofour society.

Senator INOUYE. What about the educational aspect of this? Would
thatbe voluntary also?

Mr. Mcaorr. Well, I would think it would be voluntary at the
local level. But I would hope that the 'materials for the educational
program could be devised nationally and made available to the gram-
mar schools and high schools which I think are the most important
aspects of the educational program. I would assume that colleges and
graduate schools are capable of educating students by themselves,
and we wouldn't need a national program to assist them. Of course,
present college students would be beyond the college age by the time
the conversion actually occurs.

Senator INOUYE. Should educational subsidies be provided ?
Mr. MCCLORY. I wouldn't think there would be any need for edu-

cational subsidies beyond the cost of preparing and making available
the materials.

Senator INOUYE. We have been advised that with subsidies there
would be almost unanimous approval of the metric conversion pro-
gram but without subsidies the opposition would be formidable. Do
you agree?

Mr. MCCLORY. Well,I would not support theprogram of subsidies
certainly not at this time. If in the course of the programing it ap-
pears there are indications of hardship which I don't think will
develop then I think that would be soon enough to consider the possi-
bility of loans or grants to compensate for that. The British program
has been entirely voluntary without subsidies as far as I know, and
I would hope that in accordance with the metric study that the costs
would lie where they fall, that is`, try to have them absorbed by
industry.

Of course, they will be added to the consumer costs in some cases
but I also understand that in the course of conversion of manufac-
turing processes that tremendous savings are affected at the time that
the conversion is taking place so that perhaps the great costs that are
anticipated may not prove to be as great as expected.

Senator INOUYE. Who should decide which exemptions to conversion
should be allowed!
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Mr. MOCLORY. I would think the metric coordinating conversion
board, and where there are international agreements in which there
is no requirement for conversion that it would just be an arbitrary
decision to require that.

As I understand the fasteners business, that is developing rapidly
so maybe the thought of exempting them is not valid now. But at the
time 3 years ago, or 4 years ago. when we were debating this bill on
the floor of the House the question was asked of me in debate as to
whether or not the fasteners industry, which was the subject of an
international agreement and which was employing at that time pri-
marily inch measurements in contrast to metric, should be exempted.
I gave some assurance that at that time it was my feeling that exemp-
tion could be accorded.

It seems to me now that the fasteners industry is developing inter-
national agreements which are keyed more to metric measurement, so
that it might not be necessary to exempt them.

Senator INOUYE. I thank you very much, Congressman, for your
contribution to this very important measure. I assure you that your
suggestions will be seriously considered.

Mr. MCCLORY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator INOUYE. Our next witness is Assistant Secretary for Science

and Technology, the Honorable James H. Wakelin, Jr., accompanied
by the Director of the National Bureau of Standards, Dr. L. M.
Branscomb.

Welcome to the committee, Mr. Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HON. IAMBS H. WAKELIN, IR., ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF COM-
MERCE; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. L. N. BRANSCOMB, DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS; AND ROBERT B. HLLERT,
ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. WAKELIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also have with me Mr. Robert Ellert, assistant general counsel of

the Department of Commerce.
Senator INOITYE. Welcome, sir.
Mr. WAKELIN. He works with me and Dr. Branscomb in the area

of science and technology.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee : '
I am very appreciative of having the opportunity to give the views

of the Department of Commerce on 8. 2483, which provides:
A national program in order to make the international metric system the official

and standard system of measurement in the United States and to provide for
converting to the general 'use of such a system within ten years after the date of
enactment of this Act.

Additionally, with the permission of the committee, I would like to
submit for the record and to discuss a proposed Joint Resolution: "to
establish a national policy relating to conversion to the metric system
in the United States, which the Department forwarded to the Presi-
dent of the Senate and Speaker of the House today.

Senator IrrotrirE. Without objection, your joint resolution will be
made a part of the record.
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Mr. WARELIN. Thank you, sir.
On July 29 of last year, Secretary of Commerce Stans submitted to

the Congress a report on the 1year U.S. Metric Study authorized by
Public Law 90-472.

In his written message on the State of the Union, the President urged
implementation of the study's recommendations as an important step
toward restoring the Nation's competitiveness in the international
economic area.

Both S. 2483 and the Department's proposed Joint Resolution seek
to be responsive to the issues dealt with in the metric study. The study
found that many businesses and other economic activities in the United
States are already using the metric system, and that such use is in-
creasingstimulated by the growing worldwide use of metric measure-
ments, and the growing importance of trade and other forms of inter.
national interchange.

Many respondents to the various 'surveys that the study conducted
recognize this situation, and see it developing into something close to
measurement usage chaos within a few decades unless some national
guidance is brought to bear on this matter.

As a consequence, a great majority of businessmen, educators and
other informed participants in the study expressed the belief that
increased metric use is in the best interests of the United States.

An even larger majority asserted that it would be better for the
Nation to increase its metric use by national plan, rather than con-
tinuing to drift into mixed customary and metric usage.

Since U.S. professional societies, industry, and other groups are
already moving toward metric usage because they believe it is in our
own interest and is good for the U.S. economy, it would seem incum-
bent upon the Federal Government to assist them in this effort by
providing a mechanism through which all affected interests in our
society can work together to devise and implement a reasoned plan
for guiding the Nation through a burdensome period of dual usage of
both customary and metric measurement to predominant use of the
single measurement system that best meets our needs for the future.

From the trend of the past, we obtain a clear clue as to what that
single measurement system will be. One nation after another has
adopted the metric system culminating in the last few years with the
decision of Great Britain and the other commonwealth countries to
abandon their pints and pounds for international metric measures.

Thus the United States is now the only large nation not committed
as a matter of government policy to the metric system.

If only one of the two measurement systems is to predominate, it
seems evident that the metric system, which now has predominance
on a worldwide basis, will be the one.

SCOPE OF THE METRIC STUDY

Before discussing S. 2488, and the Department's proposed joint
resolution, I want to review the scope of the U.S. metric study and its
general findings

In the conduct of the study, the primary goal was to give every
sector of our society an opportunity to respond to the questions raised
by Public Law 90-742.
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As one means of furthering widespread participation, the Secretary
of Commerce appointed a metric system study advisory panel, com-
prising almost 50 members from nongovernmental organizations with
a wide spectrum of interests and views. The panel was given responsi-
bility to participate in the planning and conduct of the study, and to
help insure that opportunity was provided for all sectors of our society
to be heard.

The actual investigation and analysis of the questions were carried
out through : (1) a series of public hearings, called National Metric
Study Conferences, and (2) a number of indepth, supplementary
investigations.

Seven hearings, related to various categories of activity and open
and announced to the public, were held during the late summer and
fall of 1970, occupying 20 days in all.

The U.S. metric study invited oral or written contributions to these
conferences from more than 700 groups, including labor unions,
trade associations, professional societies, educational associations and
consumer-related ormtnizations.

Altogether, some zu0 presentations were heard and discussed at the
conferences, and almost 160 additional written submissions were
received.

Among these 300 organizations who expressed their views to the
metric study, the trade associations have over 670,000 firms as mem-

- hers, while the labor unions and professional societies represent some
19,600,000 individual members.

'Eleven supplementary studies2 each of which was published as an
interim report to the U.S. metric study, were used as inputs to the
final report. They treated such topics as:

1. A detailed survey of the present situation and views of
manufacturing industries;

2. A similar look at the situations in nonmanufacturing
businesses;

3. The involvement of the education sector:
4. Commercial weights and measures aspects;
5. Federal agency viewpoints;
6. International trade;
7. Measurement-related international standards problems; and
8. A history of the metric system controversy in the United

States.
An additional supplementary investigation assessed and reported

the attitudes of the U.S. consumers toward the metric system.

FINDINGS AND CONCUSSIONS OF METRIC STUDY

I have already referred to several of the key findings of the study,
but I think it appropriate to summarize all of them at this time.

1. The United States already makes some use of the metric system.
Indeed, the U.S. measurement system has been based on international
metric standards since 1893 when the meter and kilogram were defined
as the official. U.S. standards in terms of which our yard and pound
have since been defined.

2. Metric use in the United States is increasing.
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3. A great majority of businessmen, educators, and other informed
participants in the study believe that increased metric use is in the
best interest of the United States.

4. An even larger majority believe that it is better for the Nation
to increase its metric use by plan rather than by no plan.

5. The costs and benefits of increasing metric use are extremely diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to evaluate in dollars and cents.

Accordingly, as explained in the metric study report, estimates of
such costs and benefits are highly uncertain. This is as true of Fed-
eral agency activities as of other economic sectors.

Although cost estimate figures were obtained and reported in the
surveys of industries and of Federal agencies, they are believed
to be highly uncertain.

This conclusion is verified by the British experience that such esti-
mates cannot be made even after a product has been converted to the
metric system because the metrication costs are hard to identify.

It must be remembered, however, that in any attempt to make such
an evaluation, the meaningful comparison is between increased metric
use by plan and with no plan. rather than between increased use and
no such increased use because the latter course is not available; metric
use will undoubtedly continue to increase regardless of what action
the Congress takes with respect to metrication.

The meaningful comparison leads to the conclusion that the costs
and benefits of increasing metric use by plan would be more favor-
able than those incurred through continued drift into mixed customary
and metric usage.

It is this finding of the metric study that I urge the Congress par-
ticularly to bear in mind as it considers the testimony presented to
it on metric conversion legislation.

6. In a planned national changeover to metric use, the rule of rea-
son should be followed. Some measurements and dimensions would
never need to be changed; the others would be changed only when it
would be advantageous to the Nation to do so.

On the basis of these metric study findings and conclusions, Secre-
tary of Commerce Stans submitted the following recommendations
in the report of the study :

That the United States change to the international metric system
deliberately and carefully.

That this be done through a coordinated national program.
That the Congress assign the responsibility for guiding the change,

and anticipating the kinds of special problems described in the report,
to a central coordinating body responsive to all sectors of our society.

That within this guiding framework, detailed plans and timetables
be worked out by these sectors themselves.

That early priority be given to educating every American school-
child and the public at large to think in metric terms.

That immediate steps be taken by the Congress to foster U.S.
participation in international standards activitiesworking through
recognized private sector standards bodies.

That in order to encourage efficiency and minimize the overall costs
to society, the general rule should be that any changeover costs "lie
where they fall."

SO-781-72-A
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That the Congress, aft. r deciding on a plan for the Nation, estab-
lish a target date 10 years ahead, by which time the United States
will have become predominantly, though not exclusively, metric.

That there be a firm Government commitment to this goal.

CURRENT U.S. METRIC STATUS

The increase of metric use in the United States results largely from
no increase of metric use throughout the world. Every large indus-

trial nation except the United States is now either predominantly
metric or committed to become. so.

Thus, more and more of the world's manufactured goods are ro
od in a. metric environment and in accord rith metr1c Standards.

1 his Nvoi ',Awl& trend refults in difficult: It nor the U.S. manufac-
turing indistly in two ways-

1. As a track barrier; and
2. As an inconvenience and inefficiency in operations of U.S.

plants a; home and abroaa manufacturing the same products.
It is ..c3 mitigate these diflicuitiez that U.S. manufacturers

been increasing their metric v se and no doubt will continue to
An impoetant economic advantage to being metric i. to facilitate

trade to our advantage. The U.S. Metric Study Report. on Interna-
tional Trade shows that our ex;,tis would be helped more than
foreign expor0 to the United :....fates would be by adopting metric
measurements.

The key point is that the suppler must harmonize his measurement,
practices with the desires of his customers. Many foreign manufac-
turers already do this for our large, affluent market. But our export.
market is rapidly becoming exclusively metric.

Clearly, the best way to harmonize measurement practices in the
interest of increased world trade is systematically, through compatible
international standards.

It must also be noted that standards Nin be used to erect barriers
to trade as well as to lower them. Thia is happening in Western
Europe right now, where members of the. European economic com-
munity are agreeing on guslity standards for certain electrical and
other goods.

In operation, this agreement provides that., when products are cer-
tified by the producing country as meeting the Jane trds, they will
be accepted without further inspection by all the ether countries
adhering to the agreement.

This mechanism serves to facilitate trade among the agreeiik
countries, and to inhibit imports from all other countries.

The point here is that to make standards work tn. you., you have
to participate vigorously in their formulation.

Since the International Organization for StandaMization and the
International Electrotechnicat-1 Commission increasingly insist on
metric language in their deliberations, our effectiveness is reduced
when we fight for inches or pounds, even when we do participat!,.

If we are going to participate effectively in generating the kirk./ of
international standards picture that helps our commerce, we must
face the fact that
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1. We don't have a body of U.S. metric national standards to
start from, and

2. We certainly wouldn't want to just pick uncritically from
European standards and use them.

Consequently, the United States must begin developing the metric
standards that are best for us.

There is no time to lose, since the metric study found that a full
set of international standards will probably be written in the next
10 years.

If the United States helps write them and begins planning for
metric char .. it will greatly strengthen U.S. access to world markets.
If we neglect these two actions, our competitors will see to it that our
reluctance to adopt metric practices will serve as a self-imposed export.
barrier.

A further advantage of these efforts is pointed up by the British
experience that international standardization affords the potential
important fringe benefit of reducing excessive varieties and sizes of
products, resulting in savings.

A major supplier of tapered roller bearings in the United States
has recently demonstrated the potential for such savings, by the intro-
duction of a new simplified line of metric bearings that meet the
needs of both domestic and international markets. The possibility of
inventory reduction through development of a new standard series
of screw thread fasteners is under study by the American National
Standards Institute.

This concept arose from the work of a committee. of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute. Then:work illustrates three important prinei ples-

1. Substantial savings may be made. in the process of going
metric, providing new standards are properly developed ;

2. Only the industry, its suppliers and its customers. are close
enough to the details to identify these opportunities and
working through voluntary standards bodiesprepare standards
that will bring them ; and

3. The standards so generated may need to have. metric measure-
ment language and some basic internationally compatible dimen-
sions, but it is not likely that the best standards for our use will
be found by taking over existing European metric standards
wholesale.

WHAT METRICATION I8 AND WHAT IT IS NOT

We foresee, if the Congress passes an appropriate metric conversion
act, that the country will increase. its metric use in a reasoned way,
making changes when they can conveniently be made, at minimum
or no cost, and not making them when they serve no useful purpose.

Thus, in the manufacturing industry, as products proceed through
their evolutionary process of design and redesign, the components that
come up for redesign would be designed by using metric measurements
rather than our customary measurements. On the other hand, com-
ponents and products that are not due for redesign would continue to
be produced without change; it would not be reasonable or necessary
to redesign such items lor the sole purpose of making them metric.
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For example, the automobile industry informs us that over any
12-year period all of the components in an automobile will have been
redesigned. The sensible and most economical way to change the
design of the entire automobile to metric is to redesign each component
to metric standards when it is scheduled for redesignpreferably to
international metric standards. if these are advantageous to the United
States. Of course, the automobile industry would want to work closely
with the Metric Conversion Board in coordinating its changes with
the changes of its suppliers.

A milk packaging machine, however, that perfectly well meets its
ineed and is not scheduled for redesign in the foreseeable future would

continue to be produced as it has in the past. When the country's
metrication schedule calls for packaging milk in liter rather than
quart containers for example, the milk machine would be modified
only to the Iixtent necessary to have it fill liter containers rather than
quart containers, which are about 5-percent smaller.

In the case of most widely used items and practices, no change would
be made under a metrication program. Our railroad tracks are a prime
exampletheir gage will remain unchanged since their purpose is to
fit the wheels of the rolling stock. So will the length of our football
fields remain 100 yards just as the lengths of horse races are today
measured in furlongs.

In the Middle West, and perhaps elsewhere, the land was surveyed
in 1-mile segments, leading to the practice of designating roads as
"One Mile Road," "Two Mile Road," et cetera; there would be no
occasion to change the names of these roads any more than to drop
from the language expressions like, "Give him an inch and he'll take a
mile."

Just as manufacturers will base their timetables for change on
considerations of equipment life and capital investment, so must the
American workingman and workinft6woman. We must not lose sight
of the fact that many of our workers own their own tools, and for
each individual, this set of tools represents a substantial capital invest-
ment. Provision for the gradual evolution of the worker's tool inven-
tory to meet future needs must be an important part of the planning
for metric change.

The examples above are in the manufacturing industry. Another
important area is education. In high schools and colleges metric
units are already in almost exclusive use in teaching general science
courses, physics, chemistry, and biology. In the elementary grades,
however, very little of the metric system is taught. For example,
schoolchildren are not expected to know that a meter is somewhat
longer than a yard, a liter somewhat larger than a quart, and a kilo-
gram somewhat more than 2 pounds. The teaching of measurements
is oriented around the customary system, which makes extensive use
of common, nondecimal fractions. This results in much more time and
effort being expended by teachers and pupils in the elementary grades
in teaching and learning fractions than would be' necessary if only
the metric system need be taught.

Quite' apart from any. virtue, teaching metric measures may have as
a way to help mfr. dhildren learn useful arithmetic more efficiently, the
strongest argunuint for wending metric teaching now is to prepare
our children for,adult life in a metric world.
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CHANGING CIRCUMSTANCES rii.vr WILL INFLUENCE THE METRIC DECISION

During the 3 years of the metric study we observed that. circum-
stances were changing rapidly, making difficult the task of evaluating
alternatives for the future. The Governments of Canada and Australia,
as well as a number of other countries, made decisions to go metric.
Several U.S. industries stepped up their use of the metric measurement.

But the most important changes were events impacting U.S. interests
in foreign trade. Itbecame increasingly apparent that our exports to
the expanding world market will ho disadvantaged unless the United
States joins in the effort to develop in this decade a complete body of
internationally approved metric standards, seeking the inclusion of
the best of U.S. industrial practice.

A recent event dramatizes this very problem.
On February 17, the Parliament of the United Kingdom voted

on a second readingto enter the European Economic Community,
thus moving closer to becoming a part of the largest trade group of
nations in the world. One of the means by which EEC has sought to
achieve common policy is an agreement on units of measurement. It
is clear that in seeking to do business with this Common Market we
will experience obstacles if our measurement practices are different.

Quoting from a recent report to Parliament of the Secretary of
State for Trade and Industry :

In October 1971 the Councilof the EECratified a directive on units of
measurement. This provides for the exclusive use by January 1, 1978. of a
prescribed system of metric units of, measurement over a wide area, including
the economic field, the field of public health and safety, and administrative
activities. This is firmly based on the International System (of units) though it
also includes certain additions and other special arrangements, some temporaryand some parmanent.

This international system of units (SI) to which the quote refers
is the internationally adopted metric system to which I have been
referring.

This directive would apply to the United gingdom as a members of the EEC.But we have reached agreement with the Community on adaptations to takeaccount of our use of Imperial units. It has been agreed that a list of imperial
units used in our legislation shall be added to the directive and that decisions
should be taken by agreement before 31 August 1970 into which chapters of theAnnex to the directive these imperial units should go. Those on which nodecision is taken by them will automatically remain authorized for use until
31 December 1979. The Community have also agreed that it will be possible to
extend the period of use where special considerations justify it.

Since the United States is not a part of the EEC it is doubtful that
we could obtain, the same concessions, which, in any event, are clearly
intended to be phased out, completely or partially, by 1979.

Resulting directives now being issued by the EEC Council to
member countries require the standardization of numerous products
and their compliance with the SI system of measurement. Standards
for glass, hazardous substances and exhtust divices for motor vehicles
have been issued already. Discussion leading to the standardization of,
can sizes, measuring instruments textiles and agricultural machinery
is underway currently in the EEC.

The Committee for the Coordination of European Standards in the
Electrical FlBld (CENEL.) agreement among the countries of the
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EEC and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) established
standards for electronic components that conform to SI units. These
standards impose an additional burden upon U.S. exporters whose
products do not comply with metric requirements.

Passage of an Metric Conversion Act would make it easier for our
industry and private standards organizations to work with those of
all industrial nations to develop international standards in a way
so that all countries will share the burden and the advantages of
harmonizing measurement practices in the interests of world trade.
I am, therefore, pleased to have the opportunity to endorse the passage
of legislation toward facilitating the exchange of goods and ideas on
an international level.

A change in the customary measurement language of America is not
a task that can be performed by the Government for the people. It can
only be accomplished by the cooperation of consumers, workers, busi-
nessmen and businesswomen, teachers, engineers and all other sectors
of our national life, working together. Such widespread cooperation
can be obtained only ,by means of a well planned, coordinated national
metrication program, and I am, therefore, pleased that both S. 2483
and the proposed joint resolution call for such a program.

The proposed joint resolution was drafted by the Department of
Commerce to implement Secretary Stans' recommendations. S. 2483
is essentially, but not entirely, consistent with those recommendations.

To simplify my discussion of the details of these two pieces of pro-
posed legislation, I shall discuss the provisions of the proposed joint
resolution, and point out where S. 2483 differs importantly from it.
The salient features of both the proposed joint resolution and S. 2483
are:

1. They establish: as their main purpose, a national policy of co-
herent approach to increasing metric use, envisioning eventual metric
predominance. The language used to describe this eventual predomi-
nance is, however, different in these two bills. S. 2483 would declare it to
be the policy of the Federal Government to adopt as the official and
standard system of measurement for the United States the interna-
tional metric system and to provide for converting to the general use
of such system within 10 years of the date of enactment of this act.
On the other hand, the proposed joint resolution would declare it to be
the policy of the United States to make metric units the predominant,
although not exclusive, language of measurement with respect to
transactions occuring after 10 years of the date of its enactment.

2. Neither S. 2483 or the proposed joint resolution develops a metri-
cation plan, but instead they establish tools to do so.

Senator INOUYE. Mr. Secretary, I must call for a short recess. I want
to make a short telephone call. Five minutes, please.

(Recess.)
Senator INOUYE. May we resume, sir?
Mr. WAsEux. Thank you, sir.
If I may repeat the the second point, neither S. 2843 or the proposed

joint resolution develops a metrication plan, but instead they establish
tools to do so.

Under the nroposed joint legislation a National Metric Conversion
Board would be appointed by the President to plan and effect a change-
over to the metric system of measurement. In contrast, S. 2483 directs
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that this changeover be planned by the Secretary of Commerce with
appropriate participation of all sectors of the society.

A National Conversion Board, working with the support of the
Secretary, is preferable. It would insure such participation by giving
representatives from all sectors an actual part in such planning. You
may be aware that a like group is guiding the conversion in the United
Kingdom. This procedure is working out very well there in achieving
the desired objectives. This approach has also been initiated by Aus-
tralia and Canada in their metrication programs.

The Board would facilitate and encourage the substitution of
metric measurement units for customary measurement units with a
view to making metric units the predominant language of measurement
in the United States after 10 years.

The Board would have no compulsory powers and the changeover
would be voluntary. I stress this feature of the proposed joint resolu-
tion. Neither the Board nor any Federal agency would be given any
additional powers to make changes to metric mandatory.

Weights and measures, which play a most important mile in com-
merce and the marketplace, are regulated by the States. The States
coordinate their regulatory power through the National Conference
of Weights and Measures. The Board and the National Conference
would, of course, cooperate in scheduling conversion of weights and
measures but it would be the States that would have the authority
to regulate increased use of the metric system. They would no doubt
continue to coordinate increased metric use through the National
Conference of Weights and Measures as they do now. The Board
needs no compulsory powers and would have none.

The Board would be composed of not more than 21 persons ap-
pointed by the President. There would also be two members from the
House of Representatives and two members from the Senate. None
of these members would serve full time. The legislation, however,
makes provision for an executive director and a permanent staff.
S. 2483 leaves such matters up to the Secretary of Commerce.

Within 12 months after funds have been provided for the Board,
it would submit to the Secretary of Commerce for his approval a
comprehensive plan to accomplish the changeover to the metric system
of measurement. If the Secretary approves such a plan, he would
forward it to the President for approval and for transmittal to the
Congress for its information.

Upon approval by the President, the Board would begin imple-
menting the plan. In contrast, S. 2483 provides 18 months from the
date of its enactment for the Secretary of Commerce to develop a
plan. There are two differences :

1. The length of time to develop a plan; and
2. The date on which the planning period begins.

It is clear that the development of the plan would be a complex and
time-consuming task. In view of this, the legislation should give the
coordinating body a full 12 months as provided in the proposed joint
resolution or 18 months as.provided in S. 2483 for its planning func-
tion from the time it receives its appropriation and is able to com-
mence work, rather than an indefinitely lesser period, foreshortened
by the time consumed in the appropriations process.
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The Board will cease to exist no later than 10 years after approval
by the President of the implementing plan, thereby assuring that a
permanent addition to the Federal structure is not. established..

The Secretary of Commerce would provide such administrative and
staff services as may be requested by the Board.

The Board would submit to the Secretary of Commerce annual
reports of its progress. These reports would be forwarded to the
President and to the Congress.

The proposed joint resolution implicitly follows the rule that "costs
shall lie where they fall" and contains no exceptions, such as acceler-
ated tax writeoffs, or low interest loans as are envisioned in S. 2483.
The reason for the omission of these forms of reimbursement in the
proposed joint resolution is simple: provision for such reimbursement
in this bill would remove incentive during the planning period to
develop less costly means of achieving the necessary changes. For
example, why should an individual or firm use conversion charts or
devices in conjunction with their present equipment if they can obtain
new metric measuring equipment subsidized by theGovernment? Fur-
ther, such provisions would likely lead to requests from all sectors to
have their expenses similarly underwritten by .the Government.

Just as industry will make changes to metric usage only as it is
economically justifiable for it and the Nation to do so, so will the
Federal Government.

In light of this rule, where an agency deems extra funds necessary
for metric conversion, the request will have to be justified on the basis
of the benefits to be obtained from the specific change envisioned. In
short :

1. No commitment has been made by the administration for funding
metrication costs of Federal agencies.

2. Any request for Federal conversion funds will be analyzed to
assure that benefits will offset the costs, just as we expect industry
to do.

This policy is consistent with the "rule. of reason" that opposes
changes that serve no useful purpose.

In summary, this Department recommends the enactment of the
proposed joint resolution. It emphasizes the need for predominance
of a single system of measurement without excluding the customary
system altogether from our culture. It stresses retention at State level
Of responsibility for the regulation of weights and measures in retail
trade.

Recognizing that the Board must bring together many elements
of our society into a framework of voluntary cooperation it places
primary initiative on the Board to formulate the conversion plan
rather than placing this responsibility on the Secretary of Commerce.

Finally, the proposed joint resolution proposes that costs and bene-
fits should both accrue where they fall. Through this principle, in-
genious Americans will find the best ways to minimize the incon-
venience, to avoid 'needless changes and to take maximum advantage
of opportunities to introduce moneysaving improvement.

I would emphasize that the decisions faced by the Congress on
metric conversion should be viewed in the context of the world scene
in the period from 10 to 30 years into the future. A nationally coordi-
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nated voluntary metric changeover of this kind will take time to pre-
pare, and even more time to implement.

For 200 years the advantages to America of having an interna-
tionally harmonized system of measurements have been discussed in
the Congress. I believe the needs of our citizens in the third century
of our national life will best be served by enactment of the metric
conversion plan set out in the Department's proposed joint resolution.

Thank you, sir.
Senator INOUYE. Think you very much, Mr. Secretary.
In your statement you have used the following phrase : "Metric units

be the predominant language of measurement in the United States."
By that are you suggesting that we will continue to have two legal
systems, the customary and the metric system ?

Mr. WAKELIN. Well, our legal standards are those of the interna-
tional metric system on which our inch and foot and mile are based.
We are talking about the common use of measurement units and I
would suggest in this common use that metric units should be used for
our economic advantage both in trade here and internationally, and
in our culture where they seem to be necessary and desirable.

Senator Nom-E. I think essentially we would be maintaining the
status quo, wouldn't we?

Mr. IVAILELIN. Not entirely. I think we are gradually moving now
toward the metric system whether we realize it or not. There has
been an estimate that, among our manufacturing companies more than
10 percent make some use of the metric system now. The use is grow-
ing slowly, and it is predominantly growing in areas connected with
international trade.

I would think that football fields, the gauge of railroad tracks,
et cetera, are things that don't need to be changed.

Senator INOUYE. You have suggestedin your last page, I believe
that the incentives should be sufficient to cause industry to begin con-
vertingloluntarily.

Mt. WAKELIN. 'Yes.
Senator INOUYE. What would be the incentive for States to begin

a massive educational program? I gather from your bill that it is
voluntary in that respect and that States would have jurisdiction over
the decision to convert or not to convert.

Mr. WAKELIN. That is correct.
Senator INOUYE. What would be the incentive there? I am thinking

about the third grader or the sixth grader.
Mr. WAKELIN. Yes, sir, in education, I think the predominant

advantage of the metric system for school kids is that it is decimal
in character; dividing by 10 is much easier than dividing by four, by
eight, by 12, by 5,280, et cetera. I think it adds simplification in the
whole educational process, particularly in arithmetic.

Senator INourz. Do you think this would be sufficient incentive to
some of these States which are already suffering from a lack of funds?
I have no idea what this conversion will cost. Do you have any idea?

Mr. WAKELIN. Dr. Branscomb, please.
Dr. BBANficoMB. I would like first to supplement Mr. Wakelin's

response to your earlier question.
Senator INOUYE. Yes.
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Dr. EnAris,:o3ra. Concerning the question of what will constitute
predominance of the metric language or what restraints will exist on
the use of customary language, that involves primarily the question of
common practices in retail- trade. The States today regulate such
practices because the Congress has not seen fit to exercise its authority
under the Constitution to establish weights and measures. The States
coordinate their efforts through the National Conference of Weights
and Measures, and that Conference is very effective hi working out
uniform and agreed upon weights and measures regulations at the
State level.

In many States, but not all, the recommendations of the National
Conference are brought into legal effect in the States through an ad-
ministrative procedure that may include a hearing. The National Con-
ference has studied the metric issue quite closely, and I believe they
have expressed their willingness to cooperate with the Federal Govern-
ment in a program of metric changeover.

So there could be at the end of a 10-year transition period a situa-
tion where, by State regulation, the metric units would be required on
packages, and weighing machines used in retail trade. For a period
of time, perhaps indefinitely, the customary units could appear there
also, if the manufacturer wished.

Now, the incentive to get there from here rests, I believe, on a very
broad awareness on the part of the informed members of die public
people in many sectors of lifethat the changeover is in our long-term
interest. Every group that we have talked to in the metric study said
they would not expect to achieve an immediate, short-term benefit. by
going metric today. We can only get the benefit for the Nation by doing
so as a Nation.

For that reason, I honestly believe that if the Congress will correctly
reflect the views of the Country and state as a matter of national policy
that we should get through the inevitable period of dual usage to a
simpler period when we use one system predominantly, we will find
that the self-interest is there in the society, including the educational
sector.

Senator Noun. Is this the British policy?
Dr. BRANSCOME. Yes, so far as I know, the British have attempted

no mandatory regulations that insist that you use this standard or
that standard. We and they both depend on the systeth of voluntary
industrial standards.

Senator INOUYE. Do you envision under this national conversion
policy that the Federal Departments would require contractors to do
Government business according to the metric units?

For example, not too long ago,. the Department of Defense at-
tempted to limit the sizes of containers. If the containers were of a
different size, no business. Does the proposed resolution envision that
these departments would have a massive program requiring metric
measurements in all of their purchases, contracts, et cetera!

Mr. WAKELIN. Mr. Chairman, I think
Senator INOUYE. Let's say you're GSA, and I'm an architect.. Would

you require me to submit to you plans made out in meters, kilometers,
et cetera?

Mr. WAKELiN. I think for anything that is newa system or major
component that is starting completely freshthis might be in order
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once we get moving toward the metric system. I think that changing
existing parts of items already designed from inches and feet, to centi-
meters would be fruitless.

I think it is practical to do this in purchasing only for new items.
Senator INOUYE. May I call for another recess?
(Recess.)
Senator INOUYE. Once again, I apologize, and we will resume our

hearings. I believe Dr. l3ranscomb was going to respond. I wanted to
know as to what extent the Executive departments would involve
themselves in the metric conversion.

For example, would the GSA. require me, as an engineer, to submit
all plans in metric units?

Dr. BitAxscomn. It is a basic principle of the administration's ap-
prouch that Federal agencies should participate in the development of
the plan and in the execution of the plan in the spirit in which all
other sectors participate. This means Federal agencies would not be
used as a whip or a club to drive the process more rapidly than the
society is prepared to carry 'it out. The Federal agencies should par-
ticipate through the conversion board, and adapt their own require-
ments in the marketplace to the timetable that the private sector works
out through the conversion board for providing metric components
and designs.

GSA presumably would buy metric products, at a time that the
manufacturers who have planned to change their production to metric
and have reached that phase in the timetable will find a proper market
for their product in the Federal Government.

Senator INOUYE. My question was, whether contractors would be
required to do business with GSA in metric units. Would the plans
submitted by an architect hove to be drawn in meters and kilometers
instead of inches, feet and yards ?

Dr. BRANSCOME. I would think they would set their requirements
as they set them now in terms of what constitutes acceptable practice
to their suppliers, and what permits efficient operation of the agency.

Senator INOUYE; Eventually it will become compulsory?
Dr. BRANSCOME. Eventually, I suppose the request for proposals

and bids would -specify the designs and measurement language that
has become the predominant measurement language of the country,
yes, sir.

Senator IxourE. Mr. Secretary, could you tell this committee why
the administration decided on the route of a joint resolution instead
of a bill?

Mr. WAKELIN. We discussed this at leangth, Mr. Chariman. I think
our feeling about it wasand isthat we hope that we will get bi-
partisan support both in the House and in the Senate. We feel that
the joint resolution carries a little more weight in terms of ,its visibil-
ity, and we think the metric system probably deserves this.

Senator IxourE. Although essentially the requirements would be
identical to that of the bill ?

Mr. WAKELIN. Yes, sir.
Senator INOUYE. In his State of the Union address, the President

stated that we would enhance our competitive position if we moved to
implement the metric system of measurement. Do you have any esti-
mate of how much this metric conversion could improve our balance
of trade?
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Mr. WAKELIN. We have made estimates of this, and I would em-
phasize they are only estimates.

The estimate obtained from the U.S. Metric Study investigation of
international trade was that being metric would lead toa not increase
of exports over imports of the order of $600 million per year.

Now again, it is an estimate, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. BRANSCOMB. If I may supplement that, it is important to em-

phasize that the estimate was based on the world as it was two years
ago. In conducting the study, we were very deeply impressed by the
rate of change of that world situation while we were making the study.
I could give you examples of increasing use of the measurement lan-
guage in the international standardsommunity as a way of making it
more difficult for our products to gain international acceptance. If it
had been possible for the exporters and importers whom we surveyed
in the study to anticipate these changes that are now taking place, then
I think they would have estimated a substantially larger amount when
they made their projections.

Mr. WAKELIN. May I comment on this?
Senator INourz. Yes, sir.
Mr. WAKELIN. I think that we must bear in mind the fact that other

countries, such as the U.K., Canada, and Australia, are already in-
volved in such a conversion as we're considering here. That, together
with the conjugation of nations into the EEC, which I am sure will
draw Britain in closer to the whole metric measurement system, sub-
stantiates what Dr. Branscomb points outthat the estimate of $600
million may be too small by a factor of two or three in the very near
future.

Senator Noun.. As you have .pointed out, Mr. Secretary, at the
present time there are so-called invisile trade barriers set up very
cleverly by the use of standards.

One could be the standards of measurement. Do you believe that
ismall businesses and those businesses not involved in exports would

benefit from a conversion to the metric system ?
Mr. WAKELIN. Mr. Chairman, I think those small businesses that

are concerned as suppliers to the larger industrial corporations, would
probably find it to their benekto do so. If they are suppliers of an
item or a system that is not a component of a larger system, they will
not be in a hurry to change unless they have their own reasons to
change.

Senator INourn. Under your joint resolution, would you envision
grocery stores converting themselves?

Mr. WAKELIN. There are an increasing number of items on the
grocery store shelves thatare beginning to be labeled with both grams
and ounces, as you know. I think it is in their interest to do so in terms
of standard packaging, and labeling, sir. I would think this may be
a slow process. They are starting very slowly right now.

Senator Irrouyx. Do you have comments, Dr. Branscomb?
Mr. BRANSC03115. Only to add that the grocery store will change

the labeling on the products and the weighing instruments used in the
meat department, for example, only in accord with the schedule
that the State weights and measures authorities develop as part of a
national conversion plan.
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So, at some point in time, the grocery store will provide the house-
wife with products measured and labeled in kilograms, meters, and
the like.

Senator INOUYE. Do you believe metric conversion would promote
simplification and improvement of products which are redesigned to
metric measures, thereby generally stimulating technological improve-
ment?

Mr. WAKELIN. I think that some simplification would result from
the decimal 'basis of the metric system and from a rationalization of
sizes of products.

Senator INourE. Do you think it would stimulate technological im-
provement of products?

Mr. WAKEI1N. I am not sure I can answer that question definitely.
Certainly metric conversion would afford an opportunity for product.
improvement.

Senator IiiouYE. Has the cost of the British conversion to date been
below or above initial estimates?

Mr. BRANSCOMB. There were no initial estimates, Mr. Chairman.
The British Metrication Board followed with very great interest the
Department of Commerce study which was asked by the Congress to
attempt such an estimate. They were not surprised that we found diffi-
culties in making a precise estimate. We, in turn, asked the British if
they could tell us in retrospect, having changed over to metric stand-
ards in many areas of industry, what were the costs involved in that
changeover. They were not able to provide us with such data because
the responding companies in general found that they were able to
absorb these costs in their operating procedures, and they were not
able to separate cost associated with metric change from cost of other
changes. I don't believe the British Metrication Board had an esti-
mate of the original cost, nor is it able to evaluate today how costly
it has been. But it is certainly their opinion, as expressed to us, that
the cost has not imposed on their economy a burden that is large, com-
pared to the normal vicissitudes of doing business.

Senator INOUYE. What estimates did you arrive at in your study ?
Mr. BRANSCOMIL We made the best attempt we could to determine

what the relative costs would be if the use of metric measures in the
United States gradually increased in parallel with the customary meas-
ures, thus expereincing an extended period of dual usage of both
systems, compared with the proposed 10-year changeover after which
we would be predominantly metric.

The data we used was obtained from surveys of companies in vari-
ous industry. groups. These companies varied greatly in their prior
experience with, the issuerofmetric change. Individual companies that
have already had some experience with metric change in general made
much, much lower estimates of cost than those who had not had this
prior experience. It was difficult, therefore, to aggregate the numbers
and extrapolate them to the entire economy.

But on that basis, our best estimate was that the cost of the change-
over would be recovered within a period of something like 10 to 25
years after the changeover. We obtained such data from individual
companies by asking them, "If you see advantages to your business
of going metric, in how many years would you expect to recover the
costs of the change?"
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Most of the 25 percent of the responding companies that anticipated
advantages (rave that period 12 to 15 years.

Senator INOUYE. Would you like to mention a number? You haven't
given us any number.

Mr. BRA NSCOM E. The problem in attempting,. to provide a meaning-
ful number, Mr. Chairman, is that the added costs of conversion ap-
pear during the period in which one is deliberately trying togo through
the period of duality. whereas the benefits follow indefinitely after-
ward.

Senator INOUYE. What would be the estimate of cost of your pro-
arm tinder the joint resolution ? 1)o you have a figure for that'?

Mr. BRANSCOME. Well
Senator INouvE. With no subsidy or tax incentives.
Mr. BRANSCOME. We do not have an estimate of the gross cost be-

cause as we have indicated, costs of metric conversion per se, are very
difficult if not impossible to evaluate. I can give you an estimate of
the thangre over cost in the manufacturing industry. Mr. Chairman,
but as Secretary Wakelin testified, it must necessarily be an estimate
that is not reliable. Our metric study survey team reported that cost
for the manufacturing industry would be something of the order of
$6 billion to $14 billion integrated over the 10-year conversion period
from a $300 billion manufacturing industry in a $1.000 billion economy.

Senator INOUYE. Assuming, your joint resolution was adopted by
the committee, what amount should we be requesting from the Ap-
propriations Committee?

Mr. BRANSCOME. It is our estimate that the Conversation Board
would require approximately $3 million in its first year of operation
to carry out its own responsibilities. We are not proposing that any
other items be appropriated under the specific label metric conversion,
but that the several agencies of Government should putsue their

i
pres-

ent responsibilities in the light of the changing circumstances n the
country, including the metric conversion program.

Senator INOUYE. Would the executive departments require addi-
tional appropriations to participate in the conversion program?

Mr. BRANSCOME. That is unclear until the plan is mad: We know,
for example, that the highway people will eventually have a problem
with changing highway signs, but they change highway signs in any
eveut. The question of whether they would need any extra appropria-
tion would depend on whether or not there is a way that those signs
could be changed over 8 or 10 years without additional cost. I believe
in most cases if they are put to the test of findin economical ways
to participate in the conversion, they will succeed in doing so and
may not need substantial extra appropriation.

senator INOUYE. What was the cost of the metric study ?
Mr. BRANSCOME. Approximately $1.4 million, Mr. Chairman.
Senator INOUYE. NASA has now, I believe, jest about completely

converted to the metric system. Was this a smooth transition?
Mr. BRANSCOME. I believe it would be correct to say that NASA

has completely incorporated without any difficulty, as far as I '.now,
the use of metric measurement language in all reports and publica-
tions. I don't believe NASA has gone completely to the use of metric
engineering in their production work.
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Senator Lours. :. Would a measure of this sort, whether it be the
Pell bill or the administration bill, require our various departments
to begin immediately a, program of conversion? Or could this be
done without legislative authority?

Mr. WAlita.m. I would think it could be done right now, but we
wouldn't know what to instruct them to do without a plan in hand.

Senator INours. Would it be
his

for the President to
delcare us a matter of policy that lus departments begin converting
immediately ?

Mr. WA ICEI,1 N. I would think it certainly would be possible. I would
hope and expert that that would occur only after a plan had
been worked out with respect to how such a conversion were to be
inmplementhd.

Senator INOUYE. What do you mean by "predominance"? I just
want clarification for the record. You say the metric unit would be the
predominant measurement language in the United States. Could you
describe what you mean by that?

Mr. WARM N. I think Dr. Branscomb can talk to this point.
Mr. BRANSCOMIS. I would say that the United States would be pre-

dominantly metric, when the goods that are sold in retail trade are
identified by weight and volume in metric units, when the common
engineering design language of the country is metric just as scientific
language is already, and when the general populace has a suffi-
cient facility with metric language, so that the normal discourse of

iwork would in most cases take place through the medium of metric
measurements.

We stress the word "predominance" because we believe that there
should be freedom of choice in the measurement language that indi-
vidual citizens use. We expect that the older generation will be un-
comfortable for some time with measurement language with which
they didn't, grow up and there is no reason why there should be a
doctrine of expunging from our daily habits all reference to inches and
miles and pints and quarts and pounds and other customary units.
The criterion cannot be a very precise one because the objective, being
an objective of economic efficiency and trade and international dis-
closure, is adequately facilitated when the basic structure of our
economy is in Harmony with the world outside with which we wish to
interact successfully.

But there is plenty of room for individuals to declare themselves as
exceptions and to persist. in using the customary measurements.

Senator INOUYE. So one of the basic differences between the adminis-
tration's resolution and the Pell bill would be that in the Pell bill
we would establish the metric system as a national 'unit of measure-
ment, and it would be the only legal system, with exceptions. In your
measure, we will have two systems operating at the same time, with
both systems being legal.

Mr. BRANSCOMB. Being legal, Mr. Chairman, for the citizens to use
as they please, but not necessarily legal in all commercial transactions.
I do believe it will be necessary, if we are to become predominantly
metric, for the State weights and measures laws to require that goods
in retail trade be marketed in metric units. The gas pumps, for exam-
ple, would be suitably modified so you buy gas by the liter instead of
by the gallon.
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Senator INOUYE. So what you envision in government. through reg-
ulations and standards, making it mandatory.?

Mr. BHA NSCOMII. If I may take one exception to your questio... Mr.
Chairman, yes, I agree that the mandatory feature will arise through
the exercise of the existing powers of the States to zegulate weights
and measures. On the matter of standards, however, I wish to make
dear that we believe a great strength of our ecowany is the flexibility
that conies from the voluntary nature of our commercial, miner: ing
standards activities. Those standards are voluntary and they should
continue to be voluntary. In my view, if the Nation develops a sound
set of national metric based standards which are generated in the
private sector with full participation by representatives of consuoiers,
suppliers, and manufacturers, and these are designed to improve our
economic performance, both domestically and internationally, then
they will be used by the very people who have designed them and,
therefore, they will gain voluntary acceptance without the necessity
of the standards being mandatory.

Senator IsotrYE. 1 ou are telling. Inc that at the present time under
the current laws on our books, we have sufficient authority to carry, out
the program set forth in your joint resolution, because it is traditional
authority on the part of the government, local and State" and Federal,
to set up rules regulating sizes, weights, and measurements. This
can be done at the present time. The State of Hawaii could, if it wanted
to, convert totally to the metric system ?

Mr. WAKELIN. Sure, no problem.
Mr. BRANSCOME. And I might say, the State of Hawaii has one of

the best State weights and measures system in the country.
Senator INOUYE: I thank you very much. That is why I led you to that

question.
So, if the conversion can be done without this bill, why would it be

necessary to pass it? -

I am asking this as a supporter.
Mr. WAKELIN. I understand.
Senator INOUYE. We want to strengthen the case here.
Mr. WAKELIN. 'I think there are two points in connection with this.
The bill proposes that it should be the policy of the United States

to move toward the metric system. I think that statement of policy
should be made by the Congress.

I think also that this bill provides a framework for an orderly transi-
tion froth the present condition until we are predominantly metric.
The board would provide participation of the various walks of life,
education, labor, manufacturing, m producing an action plan that is
visible. It would bring that plun to the attention of the public, and the
people who are in the manufacturing and service areas.

I think if one wished to do so, money could be appropriated to a
department of the Government to develop such a plan for conversion.
But I think you should have in back of this a resolution of the Congress
stating it is the policy of the United States.to do this.

We look upon this bill as a policy document as well as one setting
up the machinery for implementation.

Mr. BRANSCOME. If I may add, Mr. Chairman, there is one feature
of the implementation machinery we have not discussed, but which
I believe is quite important.
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That is that in tii; process of change to metric, it is quite important.
to avoid confusion between different parts of industries, suppliers,
manufacturers, and distributors. This will require consultation among
competing elements in the society.

The preservation of our competitive policy through this period is
quite important, and I believe it is not inappropriate that the Fed-
eral Government should offer, through the board the framework
within which the private sector can assist in the determination of time
sequences and plans for changeover.

Senator INOUYE. Is your department and the bureau at this stage
prepared to move if and when this measure becomes law?

Mr. WAKELIN. Yes, sir.
Senator Ixourz. And you feel that the 12 months would be

sufficient ?
Mr. WAKELIN. In my opinion. Mr. Chairman, it is on the border-

line. I think the plan is a very difficult one to devise.
I would hope that sonic consideration might be given to increasing

the length of time to develop an adequate plan.
Senator INOUYE. Your bill calls for 12 months, doesn't it?
Mr. WARMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator INOUYE. I can see a situation in which if you do not meet

the time schedule. critics can point and say, "We told you that you
were going to fail."

Then, are you suggesting it might be increased to 18 months?
Mr. WAKELIN. I would feel more comfortable if it were.
Senator INOUYE. Are there any other changes to the measure you

would like to suggest?
Mr. BRANSCOME. I think the issue of the time scale is one that

deserves full discussion in your hearings. It is difficult to define because
there is no precise definition of exactly how complete a plan must
be before it is felt to be ready to be submitted to the President.

Senator divourz. I asked you because very likely if this measure
is adopted, your agency would be providing the basic leadership.

Mr. WAimix. Staff support and leadership ; Yes.
Mr. BRANSCOME. We would perhaps provide technical advice and

support, but the principle that the board is presidentially appointed
and it has its own executive director responsive to the many points
of view represented on that board is, we feel, quite critical.

I might also point out that while the plan must be carefully devel-
oped and we are concerned about insuring that time is adequate to
do w good job, it also must not be regarded as having been set in
concrete once it is written.

The plan must be flexible. It must be possible to modify it as time
goes by in light of experience and changing international circum-
stances.

Senator Nourz. Is the administration adamantly against any sub-
sidy, tax incentive, grant or loan program?

Mr. WAKELIN. The administration doesn't favor it.
Mr. BRANSCOME. My personal feeling, Mr. Chairman, is that the

philosophy of the administration bill with respect to these subsidies,
if you like, is consistent with theind of approach we believe industry
should take to the conversion program; namely, that one localize or
internalize the cost as much as possible.

d0-781-72-6
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One of the reasons that our study is not able to give you an explicit
price tag on conversion is because I can't tell you everything that
should be changed and not changed in the course of metric conversion.
If I could do so, sir, I would presume to be 'inexpert in the business
of every businessman and very laborer in this country.

In fact, those decisions need to be worked out in the discourse of
the conversion planning progress. Therefore, the costs would be,
wherever possible, internalized to the advantage of the various seg-
ments of society.

Senator Ixoui-E. Mr. Secretary, and Dr. Bmnscomb, I thank you
very much.

Mr. 'WARMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for your
understanding and feeling about this subject. We. appreciate your
attention to it and we hope you will support it.

Senator INOUYE. I can assure you that this committee will act
upon this measure one way or the other. It will not be just filed away.

Mr. WArimAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator INOUYE. You can be assured of that, sir.
Before calling my final witness, Mr. Frank Winters, I would like

to call a 2-minute recess.
(Recess.)
Senator INOUYE. Our final witness this afternoon is Mr. Frank

Winters, assistant director of engineering, Caterpillar Tractor. Co.

STATEMENT OP PRANK WINTERS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OP
ENGINEERING, CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO.

Mr. WINTERS. Thank you.
. Would you prefer that I read the full statement or a summary, sir?
Senator INOUYE. A summary would be fine, sir, and without objec-

tion, your full statement will be made a part of the record.
Mr. 'WINTERS. I am Frank Winters, assistant director of engineer-

ing, .Caterpillar Tractor Co.
If I may, I would like to summarize our statement, and ask that

the full statement be inserted in the record.
We felt we might contribute most to your deliberations by describ-

ing our own experience with metricationleaving it largely to you to
determine how that experience might. be applied in drafting legislation.

Caterpillar is a major. manufacturer of earthmoving machinervi
diesel engines, lift trucks, and other products. These products are sold
throughout most of the world.

Our sales of something over $2 billion a year are about evenly
divided between this country and abroad. Two-thirds of our sales
outside this einintrkconsiSt of U.S. exports.

We build products in 14 plants in the United States, and 11 plants
located ineight Countries.. .

Our plants in France, and Japan operate in the metric
system.of measure. We are now:inthe process of converting our plantts
in the United ;Kingdom to the Metric system. of *akin..

I emphasize the term "metric measure '..Sinee,ive have not 'adopted
metric standards 'WhiCh establish igie of things inCh as fatteneis and ./
fitti nos. . '. ,

Caterpillar his a basic thit requires parts and components .

manufactured anywhere in the *nil& to be inteichangeable. In the
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United States we design and manufacture using decimal inch units of
measure. Plants using metric units of measure convert drawings to
metric with the necessary accuracy to achieve full interchangeability.

Recently, in the United States, we have started a program to convert
to metric units of measure independently of any action by the United
States to go- metric.

We will make the change to metric starting with the release of
engineering drawings on certain new products.

Our ultimate goal is to achieve total conversion to international
metric system measurement units and to international standards for
materials which are readily available at each of our plants.

At the outset, we must. establish dual capability to use both measure-
ment systems and maintain this dual capability until conversion is
completed.

Dual capability requires only that our people understand both meas-
urement systems to the degree their work requires, and having tools
in either system they are able to work in that system. This dual capa-
bility is aclieved through training and practice.

With dual capability, it is possible to design new parts in the metric
system, provide metric gaging and tooling as requited, and produce
these parts on existing machine lines along with existing parts dimen-
skilled in inches.

New designS will be metric, gages and inspection equipment needed
for new parts will be metric, and additional machine tools, as needed,
will be metric.

It Will be necessary to duplicate some general purpose inspection
equipment, and some machine tools, but the major amount of equip-
ment conversion will be achieved through normal attrition and
replacement.

Similarly, our vast array of active parts numbers will become metric
through attrition rather than wholesale conversion.

Until suppliers achieve metric capabilities, we will provide conver-
sion charts on our drawings enabling them to produce to our specifi-
cations .in the inch system of measure.

Sir, I mightiefer ;to the drawing attached to the statement to illus-
trate the pont that we have a conversion chart -which in this case is in
the upper left-hand corner.

So we are in no way attempting to force any of our suppliers, of
which we have some 10,000 in this country. to build these parts in
metric system units because in this table we give themthe inch equiva-
lent of the. metric, so we don't care whether. they use metric or inch
Measure.

But this way it is on the drawing and once total conversion is
achieved. we can eliminate that. conversion chart.

Senator INOUYE.. Has . your experience .shown that most. of your
suppliers will convert to metric Systems I... . .

Mr. WINTEitS. Some are planning to, others are not. We are not
asking them to convert because.WC.are converting. We feel this is not

reour prerogative: . .

. ,

With the passage of time. attrition will create a. predominantly
Metric operation.

Is this kind of a transition practical in the shop ?
The answer , .

If thedittl k lithe for example, is graduated in. thousandths . of
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an inch, each graduation represents not only onethousandth of aninch, but also 21/2 hundredths of a millimeter.
If gaging a part shows that an adjustment of either .002 inch or

.05 mm must be made, the result is the same: two marks on the dial.
The simple ratio 21/2-to-1, makes such mental conversion quite auto-
matic for an operator who must make such adjustments many timesa day.

Linear scales and some dials can be replaced with metric ones at
nominal cost, but for the most part, we believe it is better to leave
existing equipment as it is and let training bridge the grip.

The kind of conversion I have described is the least-cost method
for Caterpillar. We believe it will be the least-cost method for thecountry.

In summary, applying our experience to some of the /natters the
committee must decide in determining the final form of metric
legialation:

1. We support the adoption in the United States of metric units of
measure known as the international system of units (SI) as outlined
in ISO recommendation 81000.

2. We at Caterpillar encourage agreements on common worldwide
standards. Many existing standards originating in metric or inch
units could become the world standard. However, once the conimon
world measurement system has been agreed upon, new standards of
slim should normally 'be selected in modules common to that system.In this connection, we appreciate this committee's interest in legisla-
tion along the lines of the International Voluntary Standards Cooper-ation Act as a means of strengthening this country's participation inthe standard setting process.

I might deviate for just a moment, sir, to suggest that in some of thetestimony, I think there is a bit of confusion between changing to
metric measure and acceptance of so-called metric standards.

I believe in this country we have far superior engineering standards
in our threaded fittings, pipe threads, and all these types of things that
have been developed over the years. To abandon these in favor of
other standards because they happen to be expressed in metrics is astep backward, in our opinion.

So we support the efforts of the American National Standards In-stitute, working through the International Standards Organization,to bring about world standards rather than just abandoning ourpresent good standards.
Senator INOUYE. I agree with you because to do so, we would be

forcing an unnecessary disadvantage upon ourselves:
Mr. WINTERS: That is right...

. .

A lot of the so- called conversion costkare related to confusiongoer standardsOvhether need iieW'Mechanic's tools, for example.
The way, we are converting, we'do not need new mechanic's tools

because we are keeping'our existing thread standards; bolts and netsand things like' this,' until better standards are deVeloped that -couldbe superior. . .

-SentitOilremiri. You are 'speaking of .just measurement : units,aren't you? '
. Mr. Wpm*. We'dietanveriiiiiineaerireinent:iinits;:yee,

8.. Given 'reasonable time machine toot needi,:for converti'metric 'ca i lie achieved largely thrOiigk attrition; substaptially ring theicOsta to indiiidrial companies and to the Nation.
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4. Broad participation in planning and carrying out metrication
is essential to success. Industry and others affected should have an
active role in developing the national plan.

5. In general, we believe conversion costs should lie where they fall,
with a minimum of Government subsidy. The approach we have
outlined would minimize costs.

Whatever assistance is provided should maintain maximum incen-
tives for economies in converting to metric. Also, those who proceed at
an early point in time should not forfeit assistance that might be
granted to those proceeding later.

6. Assistance, if granted, should apply to acquisitions of machine
tools and equipment regardless of whether it is procured in the United
States or from sources in other countries. No purchaser should be
required to give up what lie considers his best source of supply in order
to qualify.

In conclusion, we are pleased to report that we have released a
newly designed diesel engine fuel system and major components of a
family of newly designed diesel engines for domestic production with
metric dimensions.

Other engineering groups are commencing to design in metric units
for new products to be released in the future.

Work is proceeding on training programs.
In short, we are folloWing our convictions with action to help

achieve a metric America.
Senator INoUTE. Thank you very much, Mr. Winters.
Am I to conclude from your statement that you would prefer the

measure introduced by the administration over the one introduced by
Senator Pell?

Mr. WINTERS. We would certainly lean more that way in terms of
subsidies. We do not feel that subsidies are necessary and also that
it is extremely difficult to determine the cost of conversion.

For example, sir, I mentioned at the end of my comment we are
releasing a new diesel engine fuel system. We released this system be-
cause it is less expensive than the current one. It would be less expen-
sive, regardless of whether it were designed in inches or millimeters.
It makes no difference. The tooling for that particular fuel system
is roughly $4 million. We will spend that amount regardless of
whether we did it in inches or did it in millimeters. So there is really
no conversion cost in that particular case.

think others are quite similar as we go down this path.
Senator INouTE. It has been suggested that under existing law,

conversion to the metric system can be accomplished without the
passage of any additional legislative authority. You have indicated
in..your full statement that conversion or adoption of metric measure
is inevitable; that this administration-type measure should 'be adopted.
Do you feel a national program. is desirable to Coordinate all sectors
of the economy?

Mr. WINTERS. Yes
'
sir; we certainly do. It would undoubtedly reduce

training costs, becauseReople conning out of school would not have
to 'be retrained in metric measure. Certainly it would 'have a very
beneficial effect on all .the 10,000 suppliers that we 'have, and many
segments, think, would be better.coordinated through. that route.

Senator INOUYE. You mention worldwide engineering standards. Do
you. think the United States would be in a better position to participate
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in formulation of these standards if we adopt the metric system of
measure?

Mr. Wirm.as. Yes, sir I do not think there is any question about it.
We have had representatives from our company serving as representa-
tives of the Society of Automotive Engineers and others in some of
the international standards meeting's. They come back with reports
very definitely that we would have a much stronger position if the
United States were going to the metric measure and also, ofcourse, if
we had Government recognition of our standards association.

Senator INOUYE. By conversion, do you mean that the metric units
would be the predominant language of measurement in the United
States?

Mr. WINTERS. Yes, sir.
Senator INOUYE. Then you are not speaking of a mandatory full

conversion?
Mr. WINTERS. No, sir I quite agree with Mr. Wakelin, that there

are some units that probably should not be changed. I think only time
will tell what some of these may be.

Senator INOUYE. You have suggested that this conversion should
take effecwithin a reasonable frame of time. What would you consider
to be reasonable?

Mr. WINTERS. We consider 10 years to be reasonable.
Senator IwourE. When did you 'begin your conversion program ?
Mr. WINTERS. Our conversion program in this country is very recent.

I would say within the last 6 months. On the other hand, we have been
converting our designs to metric drawings in Belgium, France, and
Japan for nearly 10 years.

Senator IworrrE. Are you fully converted now in those countries?
Mr. WIDMER& The present products that we build in those coun-

tries are all built to metric drawings. They are converted by our engi-
neering staffs in those countries.

Senator INOUYE. Have you made any dollar estimate as to the
benefitS in costs that will accrue to your company as you gradually
convert your domestic plants to the metric system ?

Mr. WINTERS. We have attempted this. First of all, when the study
was being carried on, we were asked to participate 'in that study and
come up with those/kinds Of figures, and we spent quite a bit of dine
trying to make a goad estimate.

I think that we would not want to quote our estimate today because
we are sure that it is higher than we think the actual cast will be.
As we have stated dnring.the last 6 months, we have found ready
acceptance' y our engineering staff, by our shop people, and everyone
concerned.

We do not think the training job will be nearly as difficult as we
anticipated-and this is 'where most of the cost is applied. As we are
starting to make metric parts' on the same machine tools that we use
for inch parts, we do not see the problem there that requires conver-
sion- of instruments and dials tnd so on. So We are pretty Well con-
vinced that our COsta'will be so hat lesS than what we originally
estimated:

Senatoi-hiorrrE. I Otther.from your statements that you agree with
the adiniaiStratiiiii in.letting the costs lie' where they fall.

Mr. Wiiiiini:.Yes; ; that is in our statement. -
. 'Senator Ikettirilf.-Do. you see any area in Which sUbSidies, tax incen-
tives, grants, .or loans can be justified to ease conversion burdens? -
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Mr. Wnrrsits. I certainly do not feel qualified to answer that ques-
tion on a broad scale, sir. I would say within our company we do not
see the need for subsidies.

Senator INOUYE. At least, in the area of manufacturing, you don't see
any need or justification for subsidies ?

Mr. WINTERS. Again I confine my remarks to my own experience
because it is not broad enough to encompass all manufacturing busi-
ness. On our company in the type of product we manufacture, we do
not see the need for it.

Senator IxouyE. I can understand your position as a company that
has gone along voluntarily to convert. Having subsidies being made
to a competitor who has not followed your lead would give him an
unfair advantage and place you in an unfair disadvantage.

Mr. WINTEnS. Yes, sir ; it could.
Senator INOUYE. I realize one's view should not be imposed on a

committee, but I am in favor of converting. I am not saying as to
what bill, so therefore I would like to shore up as much as possible
arguments to support conversion.

Mr. WINTER. Yes, sir.
Senator INOUTE. Your testimony today has been most helpful. I

would like to have your response to some of the criticisms and argu-
ments that may be brought up against conversion.

Mr. Wprrzits. We would be happy to respond. I think our experi-
ence is a bit unique because we have had experience in conversion in
our foreign operations and are now proceeding in that. direction do-
mestically. So I think we. having been through it in the United King-
dom and in France, Belgium, and Japan, have a better feeling of just
what is involved.

Senator INOUYE. How did the workers take it?
Mr. Wurrms. So fart very well. Frankly, I think our experience

indicates that the man in the shop really is not all that concerned
about it. If we give him metric measurement tools and say this is the
thing you measure and it is so many units, it becomes pretty natural.
I might relate to you, sir, a little background that we had some 10 years
ago when we decided to stop using fractions of an inch. Of .course,
most of us were raised with fractions, particularly engineers and shop
people are used to talking about the size of something being perhaps
a quarter 6-0 in inch. We overnight decided to eliminate fractions and
use nothing but the decimal portions of the inch, so we put all new
drafting scales on our engineering drafting machines, and all draw-
ings going to the shop were made this way, and there was no reper-
cussion at all.

Everybody said that we simplified it.. We are getting somewhat the
same reaction as we go into the metric system. It is more simple.

Senator INOUYE. Once again I thank you for your assistance this
afternoon, and we thank you for your patience.

(The statement follows:)

t, STATEMENT OF THE CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO.

Caterpillar. Tractor Co. welcomes the opportunity to present this statement in
support of legislation to bring about the adoption of the metric system of Measure
in the United States. .

Perhaps we can contribute to the consideration of this legislation by relating
our experience in moving toward conversion to metric units of measure in our
own operations. We have developed this approach in advance ofbut in anticipa-
tion ofthe adoption of this system on a national basis.
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Caterpillar manufactures approximately 00 models of earthmoving machines;
a broad line of diesel engines for highway, industrial and marine applications;
the Towmotor line of lift trucks; the Inertia Welder, and a number of com-
ponents for use in the equipment of other manufacturers. These products are
sold through independent dealers who operate more than 900 outlets in 120
count rtes.

Caterpillar Tractor Co.'s consolidated sales in 1971 were $2.2 billion, and more
than $1 billion, or 48.6 percent of these sales were to customers outside the
United States. Two-thirds of these sales outside this country consist of product
exported from our U.S. plants.

Caterpillar operates 14 manufacturing plants in the United States, and 11
plants abroadthree in Great Britain, and others in Belgium, France, Australia,
Canada, Brazil, Japan, Mexico and India.

Our plants in France, Belgium and Japan operate in the metric system of
measure. We are now in the process of converting our plants in the U9Ited
Kingdom to the metric system of measure. I emphasize the term "metric Meas-
ure" since we have not adopted metric standards which establish size of things
such as fasteners and fittings.

Caterpillar has a basic policy that requires parts and components manufac-
tured anywhere in the world to be interchangeable. To accomplish this, plants
operating in the metric system of measure have converted drawings originating
in the domestic operations from U.S. conventional units to metric units with
the necessary conversion accuracy to achieve interchangeability.

We have been using this method of operation in metric countries for approxi-
mately 10 years. The fact that we have not designed and produced a metric
standard oriented product has not noticeably affected our sales.

Caterpillar Tractor Co. supports the conversion to the metric system in the
United States with the following qualifications:

1. We support the adoption of metric units of measure known as the Inter-
national System of Units (SI) as outlined in ISO Recommendation R1000. Cater-
pillar feels the adoption of the metric system of "measure" is inevitable.

2. Based on experience in plants operated in metric measure, Caterpillar Trac-
tor Co. knows that metric units of measure can be adopted without the neces-
sity of adopting metric engineering standards that establish the size of
commodities such as fasteners and fittings. These commodities can be and are
manufactured and measured in either system of measurement without regard
to system of origination. The elimination of a standard on the premise that
it is based on inch modules rather than metric cannot be justified.

3. The decision to adopt metric engineering standards covering items such
as threaded fasteners, fittings, tubes, pipes, gears, splines, keys and many other
commodities must be based on product improvement or long term economic con-
siderations including cost, availability and serviceability.

4. Caterpillar Tractor Co. encourages the agreement on common worldwide
standards. Many existing standards originating with design modules in either
inch or metric units could become the world standard. However, once a common
world measurement system has been agreed upon, new standards of size should
normally be selected in modules common to that system. In this connection.
we appreciate this subcommittee's interest in legislation along the line of the
International Voluntary Standards Cooperation Act as a means of strengthen-
ing this country's participation in the standard-setting process.

Upon learning that the report to Congress issued in July 1071 by the U.S.
Department of Commerce did, in fact, recommend that the United States change
to the International Metric System through a coordinated national program
established by Congressional action, our Company commenced to plan for a way
in which we could introduce use of the metric system into our domestic plants.

It was determined that we should begin to make the change to metric starting
with the release of engineering drawings on certain new products.

We plan to proceed -at whatever pace is feasible, consistent with our ability
to handle the change, and keeping the rate of progress commensurate with the
cost.

We believe an orderly, systematic, unhurried transition to metric measure-
ment is preferred to a more quickly-paced transition. Further, because all of
our major subsidiaries are' already. operating or tireparIng to operate metrically,
thus requiring conversion of all' engineering drafrings and much other data
transmitted from .or to the United States, there is a very real advantage in

the entire Company use a single measurement system.
To what extent do we propose to metricate, prior to any national program?

Two levels of metrication are possible:
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The so-called "soft" conversion to metric units of mensurement without
changing the actual physical size of the things we presently make and use. Is
what we are already doing in our plants in France. Belgium and Japan. This
conversion we can make throughout our operations, without regard to any
action of the U.S. as a whole.

"Hard" conversion, entailing not only a change to metric measurement units
but, more importantly, a change to metric standards of size in the materials
and components we purchase, cannot feasibly be achieved in the U.S. nor should
it be attempted until international standards have been developed and support-
ing U.S. industries are ready to supply goods to metric standards.

Our ultimate goal is to achieve total conversion to International Metric Sys-
tem measurement units and to international standards for materials which are
readily available to each of our many plants. Our immediate plan, until such
time as actions by the U.S. Government and/or U.S. industry make total con-
version feasible, is to embark in an orderly fashion upon soft conversion.
which will give us some immediate benefits in communication with our foreign
plants and greatly ease the transition to international standards at some future
date.

What is required to effect the change? It is obviously impossible to effect
the change overnight. We hare already stated that an unhurried change is
preferable to a hasty one. The one thing that is absolutely imperative in mak-
ing the change is to establish dual capability to use both measurement systems
at the outset of the program and to maintain this duel capability until the
transition Is completed. "Dual capability" really means only that our people
understand both measurement systems to the degree that their work requires.
and that having tools in either system they are able to work in that system.
Dual capability is achieved through training and practice.

With dual capability, it is possible to 'design new parts in the metric system,
provide metric gaging and tooling as required, and produce these parts on
existing machine lines alongside existing parts dimensioned in inches. This.
we believe, will be the least costly way to metricate: and our reason for saying
that an unhurried change is best. With dual capability and plenty of time, it.
will not be necessary to convert existing designs to metric, to replace existing
gages with metric, or to recalibrate existing machinery. 'New designs will be
'metric. gages and inspection equipment needed for new parts will he metric.
and additional machine tools, as needed. will be metric. It will be necessary to
duplicate some general purpose inspection equipment, and some few machine
tools, but the major amount of equipment conversion will be achieved through
normal attrition and replacement. Similarly, our vast array of active part num-
bers will become metric through attrition rather than wholesale conversion.

Until suppliers achieve metric capabilities, they can produce parts to our
specifications using a conversion chart as shown on the drawing appended to
this statement.

There are several advantaget in this course, of action. Keeping present parts
in inch meant that existing tools and gages need not be replaced but can be
used until worn out or until they become obsolete. Releasing new parts in metric
meant that new tooling, gages and machine tools will be metric. Thus with the
passage of time; attrition will create a predominantly metric operation. It may
then, be desirable to convert the remaining inch drawings to eliminate the inch
entirely.

It Is important that every practical effort be made, in new design, that scale
accuracy .dimensions on castings, forgings and all Company produced features
(not purchased features such as thread sizes, sheet and plate thicknesses, bar
diameters, etc.) be in whole millimetres. or as a second Choice, half millimetres.
This would not only make our drawings "look" metric, but would effect the
greatest poaelble_simplifleation..of scale .measurement in the shop. It should
also irit4t1Y. hillniiite the shop People' to willingly accept metrication.

What arethe'PractiCal aiipeets of all'thit in the shoP?. We .have stated earlier
that our; people would 'he. trained in metric measurement .so that they would
become equally Capable to measure In either islYstem..When iven a metric print
they Would,use .metric Jiages; an Inch Print, 'inch. gages. But they would be
required, generally; to produce Part' oh the tame machine toot

Is this practical? In production;' yes.,Although nearly all 'machine tools have
calibrated dialt'or onlyone measurement eystem, thete dials and scales .
are rarely used to deterinine' the finished Ara' of the *rt being prOdneed. They
are used principally to make only minor adjuttments, after a separate gage or
scale has shown the need for that adjustmentIf the dial of a lathe, for instance,
is graduated in thousandths of an inch, .each. graduation 'represents not only

3
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one-thousandth of an inch, but also twoandne-half hundredths of a millimetre.If gaging a part shows that an adjustment of either .002 inches or .05 nun must
be made, the result is the same: two marks on the dial. The simple ratio, two-
und-onetalf to one, wakes such mental conversion quite automatic for an
operator who must make such adjustments many times each day.

Linear scales and some dials can he replaced with metric ones at nominal
cost, but for the most part we believe It is better to leave existing equipment asis and let training bridge the gap.

The most valuable aid to the smooth and orderly transition to the metric
system is the willingness of all people, at all levels, to make the transition. Withtotal commitment and total compliance, metrication becomes a matter of applying
simple rules to solve simple problems. We must develop training programs to
sell the idea to the employees, their families and, ultimately, our communities.
We must do nothing to trigger resentment to metrication. Employee attitude, atall levels, is all important.

We see this as the "least cost" method of achieving metrication. We believe
it will give us worthwhile benefits in our worldwide operations. It can be done
independently of any action of the U.S. to go metric and without adoption of
metric fasteners, tolerances, or any present metric standards. The more rapidly
we progress in this program, the easier it will be for us to merge into any
future national program, and eventually to adopt truly international standards.

In summary, and on the basis of our experience, Caterpillar offers the follow-
ing recommendations on the final shape of legislation to carry out the recom-
mendation that the United States change to the International Metric System :

1. We support and urge the enactment of legislation to achieve the adoption
of metric units of measure known as the International System of Units (SI)as outlined in ISO Recommendation R1000.

2. We oppose any provision requiring adoption of metric engineering stand-
ards. International standards should be considered and determined independently
of the adoption of metric units of measure.

3. We have initiated a program to adopt metric units of measure on a gradual
basis in our U.S. manufacturing operations. Our 'studio; and early experience
indicate that an orderly, systematic, unhurried transition to metric meastgeiment
will be substantially less costly than a more hurried approach.

4. Conversion to metric measure requires broad participation by those who
must plan and carry it out. Therefore, it is essential that industry, along with
others affected, have a strong role in developing the national plan.

5. In general, we believe conversion costs should lie where they fall, without
government subsidy. To the extent government underwrites these costs, incen-
tives for achieving economical conversion are reduced. Additionally, it will be
difficult to distinguish between machinery and equipment replaced solely because
of conversion, and machinery and equipment that would have been replaced in
any case because of obsolescence. However, we recognize that Congress may
consider It desirable to provide some form of subsidy, such as the accelerated
depreciation proposed in S. 2483. Whatever assistance is provided, it should
maintain maximum incentives for economies in coverting to metrics. Also, there
should be assurance that those who proceed at an early point in time will not
thereby forfeit assistance that might be granted to those proceeding later.

O. Assistance, if granted, should apply to acquisitions of machine tools and
equipment regardless of their sourcewhether they are procured in the United
States or from sources in other countries. Since the objective' Is to assist the
company that is metricating, those who are eompelledor electto purchase
equipment abroad should not incur a penalty. No purchaser should be. required
to give up what he considers his best source of supply in order to qualify.

* . t *
In conclusion, since Caterpillar Tmetoi CO...adopted its policy to proceed with

a gradual conversion to the metric system of measure, we have released a newly
designed diesel engine fuel system and major components of a newly designed
diesel engine for domeetic.production with metric dimensions. Other Engineering
groups.are commencing, to design in metric units for items.to be released in the
future. Work is proceeding on development of training programs for all personnel.
Various internal operating procedures . are being reviewed' to. deterinine what
modification might, be required to Cone with' a dual system: of measurement. In
short, we are following otirconrictiOns with action to helpachieve a. metric
America. . *.

.
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Senator INOUYE. The hearings will resume tomorrow morning at.
10 o'clock. Until then, the hearings are recessed.

(Whereupon, at 3:42 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, March 1, 1972.)



METRIC CONVERSION

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 1972

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

Washington, D.C.
The cominittee met at 10 a.m. in room 5110, New Senate Office Build-

ing', Hon. Daniel K. Inouye presiding.
Present : Senators Moss, Inouye, and Pearson.
Senator INOUYE. We will resume our hearings on proposals to con-

vert the Nation to the metric system of weights and measures. Since
the administration's proposed joint resolution "to establish a national
policy relating to conversion to the metric system in the United States"
was brought before the committee only yesterday, if any witnesses wish
to supplement their testimony at these hearings with a written state-
ment commenting upon this proposal, such views would be welcomed
by the committee and made part of the record.

Before proceeding, I would like to insert in the record a statement
from the distinguished Senator from Utah, Mr. Moss.

(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK E. Moss, U.S. SENATOR FROM UTAII

Mr. Chairman, I believe the country should adopt the metric system. Thomas
Jefferson led the way on this subject as he did in so many areas. In 1790 he sug-
gested that we adopt the metric system, but the suggestion died in the Senate.
Let us take this opportunity to redress that inaction and move our country
gently but firmly toward a change-over of our system of measurement.

The United States is now the last hold-out. The Eleventh Geneva Conference
on weights and measures in 1900 adopted the metric system as the international
standard. With the conversion of Britain, and now Canada, the United States is
the last English-speaking country to avoid such a change-over. The metric system
Is a much simpler method of measurement ; we should not preclude our young
children from the benefits of that system simply because we memorized a different
system.

With the growth of the Common Market, our trade situation may continue to
worsen as a result of the different standards used by countries where we wish
to compete. Certainly the bulk of our trade deficit cannot he blamed on our sys-
tem of weights and measures, but in the future it may contribtite even more to
that deficit, and in all probability it Is partially responsible for some of the
present deficit.

The United States-share of trade with countries using the metric system de-
dined about 18% between 1900 and 1900. Our share of trade with non-metric
countries increas0 11%. The bulk of the trade market is with the metrio based
countries. This indicates that we are hurting our trading situation by staying
with our present systems of weights and measures.

The general atmosphere regarding a transition to the metric system is more
favorable than it has been for quite some time. The tide is moving towards the
adoption of the metric system. Congress, for the first time, passed a law that
could lead us towards this change-over. Public Law 90-472 began the study that
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has culminated in the report issued by the Secretary of Commeree. This is a time
for leadership, and the Senate of the United States and this Committee can and
should tale such a role.

In the State of Utah, children are supposed to be taught the metric system
in school. The Constitution of the State requires this, and with the new interest
in the system, the teaching has been expanded to cover grades Kindergarten
through 12: This kind of educational process is going to provide substantial
assistance in easing the difficulties during such a transition. In fact, the avail-
ability and widespread scope of general education in America will allow a much
easier transition than lies occurred in the past in other countries that have made
such a switch.

One of the problems faced by many countries changing to this system in the
10th century was the lack of extensive education in its population.

We have learned how to switch and how not to switch. France, in. the filth
century, attempted to impose the metric system as a compulsory system during
its Reign of Terror. Napoleon decreed the metric system for countries he con-
quered but, once Napoleon was defeated, and force was removed. those countries
chose to abandon the metric system. All of these countries. however. have now
returned to the metric system. but have done so on a voluntary basis.
. If we follow the pattern established by Britain, we will introduce the system
slowly through education rather than force. Efforts like the one made in the
school system of my state will enable us to move to the advantages of the metric
system while encountering fewer disadvantages than almost any other country
has faced.

A change to the metric system will be cheaper than most opponents believe.
The pharmaceutical industry in this country has already adopted much of the
metric system. The costs of the change-over turned to to be roughly one-tenth of
those estimated by skeptics. The National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion has adopted the, metric system in some portions of its work, and it does
not stand alone as & scientific body to have done so. Most of the medical and
scientific organizations in our country prefer a eliange. The reasons of simplicity,
regularity, universality and economic trade benefit all argue for a. gentle but.
steady move to the metric system of measurement.

The U.S. already uses measures such as "seconds" and "amps" in discussing
time and electricity. These are both examples of the system used under metric
calculation. Congress has clear Constitutional responsibility for the establish-
ment of national standard of measures. We have never officially adopted such a
universal standard, although our practice has led to the informal adoption of our
present system. Now is the most propitious time in American history for the
adoption of the metric system, and I hope may colleagues will seize this opor-
tunity to begin a proper and carefully planned transition.

Senator INOUYE. This morning we Will begin our proceedings by
hearing from Mr. Roy P. Trowbridge, director of engineering stand-
ards, General Motors Corp., for the Automobile Manufacturers Asso-
ciation Inc.

.
Welcome to the committee,

STATEMENT OF ROY P. TROWBRIDGE, DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING
STANDARDS, GENERAL MOTORS CORP., FOR THE AUTOMOBILE
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN
T. BENEDICT, MANAGER; TECHNICAL INFORMATION, CHRYSLER
CORP. ENGINEERING STAFF .

Mr.-Tnowninnom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you have Said,' am Roy P. Tro-wbridge, director of engineering

standards for General Motors engineering staff. I have with me hero
today Mr. John. T: Benedict, 'who is manager techniCal information,
Chrysler Corp. engineering staff.

Senator INOUYE. Welcome.
Mr. BENEDICT. Thank you.
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Mr. TROWBRIDGE. John and I serve on the Automobile Manufacturers
Association committee and we are presenting here today the viewpoint
of the AMA.

First we should explain that the Automobile Manufacturers Asso-
ciation is the U.S. national trade association of the manufacturers of
passenger motor vehicles and trucks in this country. AMA member-
ship includes American Motors Corp., Checker Motors Corp., Chrysler
Corp., Diamond Reo Trucks, Inc., Duplex Division with the Warner &
Swasey Co., Ford Motor Co., General Motors Corp., International
Harvester Co., and White Motor Corp.

We welcome the opportunity to present our views on S. 2483 because
of our interest in legislation that -would have an impact on the units
of measure employed in manufacturing and commerce.

In this statement we propose first to indicate briefly the situation
with regard to the use of units of measure in the U.S. motor vehicle
manufacturing industry, to comment on specific provisions of S. 2483,
and finally to express some AMA membercompany views on the metric
issue.

Now for some background. Within domestic U.S. operations of
AMA member companies, the use of metric units of measure is limited
almost entirely to some electrical unit expressions and to some research
laboratory activities. Some metric unit usage also attends the market-
ing and servicing of various imported vehicles which are sold in the
United States.

Some design work is performed in the United States , on vehicles
and components for manufacture overseas, in metric. areas. Sort, of
these designs have been based on metric modules. Others were based
on customary units and subsequently translated to metric. In many
instances an automotive firm's international operations in a given
country are producing motor vehicles of U.S. origin. This is particu-
larly true in South America. Such vehicles and component designs are
based on customary U.S. units. Some use is made of dual dimension-
ing. and there often is some adjustment of material sizes to accom-modate local practices.

Several AMA member companies import automobiles, a number ._of which have designs based on metric standard, practices in their
various. countries of origin.. This has necessitated local warehousing
of different noninterchangeable tools and parts. Owner's manuals for
such import vehicles typically contain U.S. customary units of meas-
ure. These are direct conversions of information, accompanied by
language translation, from.the original owner's manuals.

In various international operations changes have occurred due to
general conversion programs in individual countries. For example,
in the United Kingdom motor vehicle manufaeturers,are now taking
part in that country's general, gradual changeover from customary
British to metric units.

In ;France and. Germany the local plants of :U.S. AMA member
companies have, of course, been metric for many years. However,

.

there has been-some usage of U.S. designed components, some of which
are manufactured in .Europe. In those cases metric dimensions areapplied, even .thongh the . base measurement unit. used for design
was the inch.
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National metric conversion programs in South Africa and Aus-
tralia will affect the products and operations of AMA. member com-

anies in those countries; and as you are aware, both Australia and
South Africa have a conversion to metric policy.

U.S. made cars for export are accepted on a .performance basis.
Measurement units used in the design are not a significant factor in
determining the number of vehicles exported. Changes made to these
cars are needed mainly to comply with local regulations, rather than to
align with the measurement system in the country of use.

Obviously the units used in the manufacture of domestic. United
States and Canadian cars have no effect on the acceptability of these
cars to the buying public here or abroad. Price, comfort and handling,
size, styling, availability, overall economy, and many other factors
govern the automobile marketplace rather than units of measure.

Following the approach now applied, the use of metric units is
determined by need. Hence. at any given future timeif the current
voluntary evolution is continuedU.S. motor vehicle manufacturers
would be using metric units to whatever extent they were needed
because of involvement with international engineering, manufac-
turing, and sale operations, for some aspect of the export activity, or
because of growing use within the United States.

It is possible that in the future worldwide coordinated design pro-
grams within multinational operations of individual U.S. based car
or truck manufacturers may call for increased collaboration by their
engineering and manufacturing groups in the United States with
their counterparts in metric areas. In these instances there is a pos-
sibility that the decision may be made to express dimensions in metric
units or in both metric and inch units. However, the design criteria,
engineering. standards, and modules might be a mixture of customary
unit and metric unit standards. This would depend on economics and
various practical considerations at. the time of the decision.

Presently, for the purpose of conducting the operations in the United
States, most AMA member companies do not have internal needs or
justification for initiating companywide metric conversion programs
in this emmtry.

The foregoing remarks are intended to provide insight into current
measurement unit. practice. Now let us turn to the provisions of S. 2483.

I might interject, gentlemen, that if we had had the opportunity to
review the administration proposal we would have also commented
on it, but we would be glad to volunteer our comments at a later time.

Looking at S. 2483, then, the introduction contained in S. 2483
states that it is

A bill to provide a national program in order to make the international metric
system the official and standard system of measurement in the United States
and to provide for converting to the general use of such system within ten years
after the date of enactment of this Act.

We suggest that further thought be given to meaning and implica-
tions of language "* * * to make the international metric system
the official and standard system of measurement in the United
States. * "" It would not be prudent by such a statement to make
it unlawful to use customary units of measure after the country be-
came predominantly metric.
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Also, it is our general opinion that legislation "* * * to provide for
convertiffg to the general use of such system within 10 years * * *"
would be premature at this time.

Of the findings listed, we find a number are correct and are not dis-
puted and I would like to list them.

The first finding, "the United States is the only major nation of the
world that is not converting to the international metric system " trite.

The sixth finding, "the language and tools of our scientific com-
munity are already .using such system"true. (Although this is not
the only system .in scientific use.)

Seven, "a common system of measurement would improve inter-
national communication"quite probably.

Nine, "such system is based on fundamental relationships and is
easily understood and would be an aid to our educational system"
very true.

Eleven, "new international standards are currently being developed
into such system and the United States is not fully participating in
such development." True, for another organization (ANSI) I Cave
already testified to that, Senator, as you are aware.

Other findings are the subject of considerable debate and disagree-
ment. Included are:

Number three, "the adoption of such system would enhance our
position in world trade markets."

The Metric Study International Trade Report (NBS SP 345-8,
p. 3) concluded, "* * * the notion that the United States is losing ex-
ports to metric countries because its products are not designed and
manufactured in metric units and standards appear to be ill-
founded * * *" It goes on to state, "* * * United States exporters
and importers rank the measurement factor very low, indicating it
affects trade only slightly * *"

Senator INOUYE. Mr. Trowbridge, to facilitate matters, would it be
all right to interrupt you to ask questions?

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator Isourz. How would you comment on Secretary Wakelin's

claim that because of the lack of predominant metric system here we
have lost. approximately $600 million in ta.ade?

Mr. Titowntrinor. I believe the estimate in the report states there is
a possibility at some future time of losing $600 million in foreign
trade

,
but this is subject to opinion depending on who reads the

data. This $600 million is not firmly founded in fact. It is conjecture.
Senator INOUYE. I suppose your assertion is also conjecture too?
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Our opinion is based on the same facts used to

determine the $600 million, and this is an actual quote from the report,
Senator.

Senator INOUYE. We have been advised by some of your busine&
colleagues, not necessarily in the automobile manufacturing industry,
that in the European economic community artificial trade barriers are
now being erected which are based upon certain standards, the metric
system being one of them.
, Mr. TROWBRIDGE. The standards of this countrv, sir, can be ex-
pressed in metric units and find acceptance around the world. They are
today. So it is for us to get these standards recognized as inter-

80-781-72-7
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national standards as are the ones on the metric base. This is being
done.

Senator INOUYE. Would your opinion be the same if the conversion
were a voluntary matter?

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Conversion to metric.?
Senator INOUYE. Yes, sir.
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator INOUYE. You would be against the voluntary conversion?
Mr. Tnoweamoz. No. We feel that the legislation aimed at a co-

ordinated conversion is not needed at this time. This is the way we
have stated it.

Senator INOUYE. A coordinated effort to bring about voluntary con-
version, you would be against that?

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator INOUYE. In other words, you want the status quo?
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. We want voluntary conversion at our own pace,

yes, sir.
Senator INOUYE. Nothing in the educational system ?
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. In the educational system, we note here that we

favor that.
Senator INOUYE. Then something has to be done legislatively ?
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Does it? I do not know.
Senator INOUYE. I suppose someone must provide leadership because

we have had nearly 200 years of imperial system. I would think that
many communities and scl-ol systems would be reluctant to convert
their educational system to achieve predominance in metric language if
no one provides this national leadership.

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. I understand that the NEA has taken a strong
resolution in this regard

Senator INOUYE. In favor of a planned Conversion program ?
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Could they not provide that leadership?
Senator Ixourz. We have been waiting for 200 years now.
Please proceed, sir.
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Right.
Item No. 8, "the Nation is already heading toward such system

slowly and haphazardly."
We state it is widely known that United States use of metric units is

increasing. It has not been shown that this country will abandon the
inch-pound system and convert to metric as the exclusive system.

In real terms, the Nation is becoming bilingual where the need exists.
Finding No. 10, "small businesses and self-employed craftsmen

would benefit from a coordinated conversion program."
This has not been provenand in fact is strongly debated. Many

small businessmen and craftsmen are seriously concerned over how they
would be affected by a national conversion program. They fear that in
effect it would force metric unit usage to increase and accelerate at a
rate much more rapidly than would occur through the normal process
of evolutionary "freedom of choice."

Some of the findings are unsupported and undocumented by the
U.S. metric study data. Included are

Senator INourE. On the matter of freedom of choice, have you had
an opportunity to study the administration joint resolution?
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Mr. TROWBRIDGE. I received it. last night, read it through once; I have
not had a chance to digest it. In general the terms in the administra-
tion proposal; if a bill is to be passed, look much more acceptable than
those that appear now in the Pell bill. I am coming to that.

Senator INouyE. All right.
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Some of the findings are unsupported and undocu-

mented by the U.S. metric study data. Included are:
Fifiding No. 2, "the adoption of such system would result in new

jobs in the United States."
Finding No. 4, "the benefits of conversion would offset the costs of

conversion."
Senator INOUYE. Wasn't that one of the findings of the metric study?
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. This is one of the findings in the Pell bill preamble.
Senator INOUYE. Well, Secretary Wake lin also asserted that.
Mr. TROWBRIIKIE. We have studied the same data, and we note that

while there is some conjecture that there would be long-term benefits
these are not docmnented in any of the data which we have analyzed.
In fact our AMA companies could find no benefits to offset the cost of
conversion.

Finding No. 5, "conversion to such system would be a stimulus to the
economy and to new investment in plant equipment."

Now addressing section 3 of the bill. as indicated previously. after
further review, you may wish to choose wording other than "official
and standard" to express the legislative intent. In addition, we' are
opposed to inclusion of a. target date of 10 years for completion or a
national metric conversion program. The AhIA is not convinced that
the need for a legislated, nationally directed metrication program has
been shown. We have not seen evidence that the United States would
benefit from such a program with a timetable and arbitrarily fixed end
point. Studies by AMA member companies who responded to the U.S.
metric study cost questionnaire indicated that under ideal conditions
their opinion conversion periods are butoveen 10 and 18 years.

I might point out that these ideal conditions presume you would
have an educated public and you would have available parts and ma-
terials in metric modular measure and that they would be available
at no extra cost. This, of course, was a theoretical study.

If after full consideration of the matter Congress decides that
a national con\ ersion program is needed we believe that Congress
should carefully study the proposed 10-year schedule "and consider
leaving the schedule and completion date open until it has been
presented with a well thought-out recommendation and supporting
documentation fora national plan and an overall program.

Senator INOUYE. What would convince your organization of a need
for conversion I

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. I think the best convincer would be an economic
advantageincentive to change.

Senator INOUYE. I ask this question because I am rather impressed
by the fact that when Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand
complete their conversion program the United States would be the
only major industrial country insisting upon predominant use of the
imperial system of measurement. Why would all these countries
decide to convert to the metric system ? There must be merit in it;
I do not suppose our mother country is made up of dodoes.

99
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Mr. Tnownainax. They have decided to convert as a national policy,
and I think I pointed out that an evolutionary conversion may take
place as we impinge more on these countries that are converting
or have converted. But I think the ballpark in Britain and Australia
is different than the ballpark in the United States as regards the
percentage of national product which goes into international trade
in those countries and in their trading partners.

Senator INOUYE. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Section 3(b)this portion of the bill refers to

assistance in bearing cost of conversion and to a national education
program.

In the opinion of AMA any proposed metric conversion legislation
should establish and firmly adhere to the principle that conversion
costs are the responsibility of those who incur them. This approach
assures that, among the millions of affected people, businesses, et
cetera, each would have economic incentive to convert to metric in
the most advantageous and efficient, manner. A program of Federal
subsidy for conversion appears.to be workable, as well as prohibitively
costlysince metrication would affect the entire Nation.

The AMA is in accord with the bill's reference to educational pro-
grams that would familiarize the general public with the metric system
and teach it to school children.

.Senator INOUYE. Mr. Trowbridge, I gather from this that the AMA.
would agree with the administration's proposal that the costs should
be where they fall, but would4you also be in favor of providing, say,
study grants or special subsidies to school systems to provide special
educational programs for conversion I

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. I would think if this were for the purpose of
developing curricula and plans for guidance of schools this would
be worthwhile. But to say that the Government was going to supply
extra moneys to the 40,000, 50,000, or 70,000 school systems in our
country would be to allow them to leave out of their budgeting moneys
which normally would be used to teach weights and measures to their
children and then allow them to come to the Government to ask for
moneys just for metrication. I think the metrication should be taught
along with other subjects as it is now done. It is not all that difficult
as I see it.

Senator INOUYE. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. National Metric Plan, title I. The AMA has the

highest regard for the NBS and its able scientific staff. However, since
the problems surrounding conversion of the United States to the metric
system are largely economic and influence management planning and
decisions of many and varied organizations, Congress might wish to
consider giving the responsibility for U.S. metric conversion to an
independent. citizens panel or board, duly appointed and representing
all sectors of society, including government.

This board or panel could be supported by appropriate staff activity
of one of the administrations departments and certainly the board
should be authorized to set up study groups, grants, as you have
suggested, or other things which are needed to carry out such a plan.

Appropriations authorized, section 102. The AMA believes that
appropriations should be authorized only for funds needed to plan
and administer whatever legislated program is to be undertaken, and
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that moneys should not be provided to pay people or companies just
to "go metric."

Metric conversion assistance, title II. Conversion assistance to buil-
ness and individuals: As indicated above, the AMA opposes this
portion of the bill and generally believes that Federal metric conver-
sion subsidies are neither in the *best interests of the country nor would
they be conductive to economic efficiency in a national metric conver-
sion program.

This is the extent of our remarks directed to specific provisions of
S. 2483.

Iwould like to summarize with a few concluding remarks.
On a, subject as complex and far-reaching as this there is not

complete unanimity of opinion among AMA member companies on
all its details and ramifications. AMA member companies have vary-
ing needs and involvements in world affairs. There are fundamental
principles, however, upon which there is general agreement and they,
are summtwized here.

The AMA recognizes the increasing importance to the United
States of the metric system of measurement and to this end advocates
educational effort leading to good use of metric measurement in this
country when and where appropriate. To this end, some of our tech-
nical societies are bard at work doing it.

At the sune time AMA strongly recommends that all parties in-
volved in facing the problems of metric use recognize the importance
of the consensus principle of creation and use of voluntary standards,
and the inherent advantages of industrial use of chosen engineering
standards free from any coordinated plan or legislative direction.

International engineering standards in many areas of common in-
terest are of growing importance to industry in the United States
and throughout the world, and to this end AMA strongly endorses
increased participation by the United States in international stand-
ards making, and active Federal endorsement and support of the
American National Standards Institute in this field.

In view of the world measurement system trends, we can well under-
Stand the need for Conffress to study the situation exhaustively and
determine whether or not legislative action is needed.

We feel also that Congress will want to consider carefully the cost
of such conversion.

From the booklet here, "A Metric America, a Decision Whose Time
Has Come," NBS S-345, reference to benefits and cost begin on page
97. These may be summed up as follows.

The manufacturing industries, estimate, $25 billion; nonmanufac-
turing business, no estimate, but we can appreciate there will be some;
weights and measures, $340 million; Federal civilian agencies, $600
million; Department of Defense, $18 billion; Labor, no estimate given;
Education, $1 billion ; and there is nothing in there about conversion
of cities.

The total that I have here without taking into acoount the numbers
which have becii omitted because they were unable to put a. handle on
them comes to $45 billion.

We appreciate hiving an opportunity to testify at these hearings,
and wish to assure you of our fullest cooperation in providing any
further information you may need from AMA or its member com-
panies. We will do our best to comply and help out.
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John Benedict is with me to answer any additional questions you
may have, Senator.

Senator INOUYE. My big question is, would you be opposed to the
articulation of a national policy to make the metric unit of measure
the predominant language of measurement in the United States?

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. I must answer that question quite carefully, be-
cause let me

Senator INOUYE. This is the phraseology used in the adininistra-
tion's measure.

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. One of the points I have made on other occasions
in this regard is that such a position tends to undermine our bargain-
ing power in international standards activities. Now maybe this point
is no longer valid, but the enunciation of such a policy immediately
tells the rest of the world these peoplethe U.S.A.are paper tigers
with their standards. It suggests that wo are going to wash our stand-
ards down the drain and that we will come up with new metric stand-
ards even though such standards do not exist in metal, or in fact, and
that world trade will be able to eliminate all inch-based standards.

In this respect I think that the enunciation of such a policy does
put us in a bad position in international standards. But from the
standpoint, of getting from here to there, such a policy might be accept-
able if it is properly stated with caution and regard for the actual
international engineering standards situation.

Senator INOUYE. I cannot quite understand that. Are you suggest-
ing that by maintaining our predominantly Imperial system of meas-
urement, with the inch, foot, and yard, that we can get an upper hand
in the negotiations or bargaining with these standards organizations ?

t Mr. TROWBRIDGE. No. Let me explain it differently.
Senator Ixotrrn. Can be force the Europeans to adopt the inch

system ?
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. May I use an example. Wheels and tires around

the world, with a few exceptions, are in-based. The diameter of the
wheel and width of the rim, which are very critical measurements in
the fit of a tire and its safety and load carrying capacity of the wheel
and the rest, are inch - based. If a policy in the United States were
enunciated that wo plan to go metric, the position of the people that
wo negotiate with in engineering standards would be. "you are going
to change your standards to a metric base, too." This is the attitude. I
have been to international standards meetings. Senator, and I know
exactly how they react. They say, "Well. since this is not a metric base
we will clean it up and rationalize it.." This means that the size stand-
ard will change, and all the equipment, and technical data will have
to change with it.

This is one of the things which I feel would be undermined by such
a policy. I did not say that I thought we should continue exclusively
with the customary units of measurement.

Senator Noun:. As you have indicated, you are presently con-
verting the inch system to the metric system.

Mr. TROWBIUDGE. We are required to express all international stand-
ards recommendations in metric units.

Senator INOUYE. What difference would the administration's meas-
ure make to your operations

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Our AMA operations!

v
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Senator INOUYE. The way I view the administration bill is that it
would not affect you at all since it calls for a voluntary conversion. It
enunciates a national policy that the metric system should be pre-
dominant over a span of time, possibly 10-15 years. It would provide
national leadership in teaching our youngsters something about the
metric system of measurement.

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Our only question is whether such a policy is
needed and could not not be delayed until there was sufficient metric
usage to warrant such a policy.

Senator INOUYE. I quite agree with you there are sufficient laws
in our books on the Federal level, the State level, and the local level
to bring about conversion, if such be needed, because by law the States
can set the units of measure; the State of Hawaii and the State of
Michigan, for example, at this moment can constitutionally convert
everything into metric units. But in 180 years no one has done this,
and we have been advised that-it would be in the best interests of the
United States if we began converting to a predominantly metric sys-
tem voluntarily.

But I gather you would be against even the administration's
measure?

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. I say if legislation needs to be passed, if in the
wisdom of Congress it should be passed, we would feel that the pro-
posal of the administration has merit; yes.

Senator TwourE. You are not against it?
Mr. TROWBRIDGE. I am not against it as such.
Senator INOUYE. If given a choice between status quo or the admin-

istration measure, which would you select?
Mr. TROWBRLDGE. I believe our position would be status quo.
Senator IisTouxx. Is that your position, sir?
Mr. BEN EDICT. Yes, sir; although I would not characterize it as

status quo. I feel the use of metric measurement units is increasing
and that rate will aceeldrate year by year in the immediate future
under voluntary response to need.

Senator INOUYE. Won't it save some money to your organizations
in the training programs if high school graduates came into your
factories knowing something about metric measurements? I presume
you would spend some dollars training them, and you would have to
convert their thinking from the inch to the metric measurement. Or
does this come automatically?

Mr. TROWBRIDGE. This is one of the anticipated costs going metric.
You have to convert your entire work force over some period of time
to deal with the metric units.

No; as we have indicated, we think there should be dual education.
The only question is whether you need heavy legislation in order to
accomplish this. I think there are mechanisms already in being that
can accomplish this.

Senator INorvE. We have gone through the curricula of just about
every State in the Union and the official ones all provide for the inch
measurement. So I would gather that with the status quo you will
have to continue your training program to teach these young men
and young women going into your organizations to convert their think-
ing into the metric system.
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Mr. TROWBRIDGE. Well, not everyone has to have such a thorough-
going knowledge of the metric system as one must have if they are
a meteorologist or a physicist. Actually, the units which are needed
in the general workingman's life are the meter, the liter, and the kilo-
gram. Beyond that the system becomes much more scientific acid this
would be handled in the educational institutions.

Senator INOUYE. I appreciate your appearance here this morning.
(The following information was subsequently received for the

record:)
AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, INC.,

Detroit, Mich., March 14, 1972.
Hon. DANIEL K. INOUYE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR INOUYE: The attached comments on "Joint Resolution to
establish a national policy relating to conversion to the metric system in the
United States" are respectfully submitted in response to your request to Mr.
Trowbridge who presented AMA testimony at the March 1 hearing.

Since most U.S. businesses and industries do not, for their own purposes.
have justification for full-scale metric conversion programs, we suggest that
if Congress decides Federal action is needed at this time, such action be taken
to "smooth the path" of voluntary evolutionnot "force" it unduly.

Also, since AMA verbal testimony (S. 2483 Hearings, March 1, 1972) cited cost
estimates from the NBS final report on the U.S. Metric Study, "A Metric Ameri-
ca" (NBS SP 345), and later in the Hearings it appeared that there was some
misunderstanding of the key timing assumption underlying those national cost
estimates, we should like to take the liberty of commenting on that point.

At the Hearing (March 1, 1972), AMA indicated that the NBS estimates
for national metric conversion cost totaled "at least $45 billion." It was noted
that this figure included : manufacturing industries ($25 billion) . . . weights
and measures ($340 million) ... Federal civilian agencies ($600 million) . . .
Department of Defense ($18 billion) . . . education ($1 billion).

The $45 billion figure does not include estimates for such areas as non-
manufacturing businesses.

Later during the Hearings, a reference was made to the $45 billion as the cost
of a "sudden, overnight change" to metric.

Because misunderstanding on this point is so prevalent, we wish to note that
estimates were made on a "least cost, long duration" basis for complete metric
conversion in each area. For example: following the procedure outlined in
"Orientation Guide for Company Metric Studies" (as supplied by NBS) the
manufacturing industries made their studies on the basis of idealized assump-
tions that optimized cost (usually over 8-20 year conversion periods.)

Also included in the $45 billion total is the Department of Defense estimate
($18 billion), which is predicated on a 80 -year conversion period.

Hence, as documented by the U.S. Metric Study. it ie evident that the overall
cost estimate is not based on a "sudden, overnight change."

We appreciate having this opportunity to give you our views, and shall be
pleased to discuss this with you, or to provide whatever additional information
you may require.

Very truly yours,

Attachment.

WILLIAM F. SHF.RMAN.
Director, Engineering Division.

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION COMMENTS ON JOINT RESOLUTION:

To ESTABLISH A NATIONAL POLICY RELATING 0 NVERSION TO THE METRIC
SYSTEM IN THE UN I STATES

INTRODUCTION

The Automobile Manufacturers Association (AMA) is pleased to have an
opportunity to comment on the Joint Resolution: To Establish a National Policy
Relating to Conversion to the Metric System in the United States.
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On March 1, 1972, at hearings on S. 2483 (Metric Conversion Act of 1971)
the AMA described current measurement unit practice among its member
companies and noted that ". . . Presently, for the purpose of conducting opera-
tions in the U.S., most AMA member companies do not have internal needs or
justification for initiating company-wide conversion programs in this
country. . ."

We also questioned the need for a legislated, nationally directed metric con-
version program and particularly a ten-year target date for completion of such a
program.

We reported that ". . . studies by AMA member companies who responded
to the U.S. Metric Study Cost Questionnaire indicated that, under ideal condi-
tions. their optimum conversion periods are between 10 and 18 years ..."

F wing the course of voluntary evolution, it is expected that AMA
member companies will gradually increase their usage of metric measurement
units. It is anticipated that such increase will occur because of : involvement

e with international engineering. manufacturing, and sales operations ; export/
import activities ; or because of growing metric usage within the United States.
Hence, following the approach now applied, the present use of metric units is
determined by needand future increase would take place in accordance with
need.

We suggest that this basic principle may serve also as a general guide to
perceiving a valid goal for the nation as a whole .. . and that the U.S. national
policy should be aimed at facilitating the use of metric unitsat any future
timeto whatever extent they are needed in line with the best social and
economic interests in the country.

COMMENTS

Title: We suggest revised wording: "To establish a policy related to increased
metric system usage in the United States."

Page 3, item (1) : The ten-year period recommended by the Metric Study Re-
port and included in the JOINT RESOLUTION [page 3, item (1)] may be
insufficient time for the massive nationwide change that is envisioned. Further,
we wish to emphasize our opinion that determination of time periods for different
sectors of the society Should await the Board's recommendation. Some areas
may already be largely metric (as testified by the American Pharmaceutical
Association) . . . others max be starting self-initiated "soft conversion" to
metric units (as stated at S. 2483 hearings by the spokesman for a multinational
manufacturer of earthmoving equipment) . . . while others (whose operations
are conducted entirely within the United States) may continue indefinitely with-
out needing to adopt metric units.

In any case, if Congress should decide to legislate a national ten-year program,
we think it is important that the designated ten-year time period should not
begin until a suitable plan has been prepared (by the "Board") and approved
by the Congress.

Page 3, item (2) : AMA agrees that encouragement should be given to develop-
ment of new and revised standards based on metric units. However, we believe
this should occur in response to demonstrated need . . . and we suggest that
wording of this item (2) in JOINT RESOLUTION be revised accordingly. If
standards development is not keyed to need, effort is wasted because the result-
ing standards are not implemented.

Page 4. Item (5) (b): AMA member companies endorse inclusion of educa-
tional programs in the school system, to teach students the metric system to
the extent needed at any given time.

Page .5, Item (5) (o) : In amending State and local weights and measures laws,
we think provision should be made for voluntary use of metric units without
excluding the customary inch-pound units.

Page 6, See. 3: We suggest that the "Board" be called the "National Metric
Board."

Page 7, Sec. 6(a) : Twelve months appears to be insufficient time for the Board
to "get organized" and complete a planning task of this magnitude. During the
S. 2483 hearings, discussion appeared to reflect the opinion that more time is
needed. We agree with those who suggest the Board be allotted 20-24 months
(after funding) in which to devise a suitable plan for fostering increased use of
metric units on a truly voluntary basis.

Page 8, item (2) (o) : We endorse the stipulation that the Board shall have
no compulsory powers.

4C5
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Pagc 12. Sol 13: Instead of calling for the Board to be disbanded after ten years,
we suggest that the JOINT RESOLUTION should say that, ten years after. the
Board is established, Congress shall consider the neces.sity for its coniinuation
and subsequently review the matter at two-year intervals.

DISCUSSION

As stated on March 1, 1972, at S. 2483 hearings: the AMA. has some reserva-
tions concerning formal statement of metric conversion as a :lanolin:. policy.
Despite an earnest attempt to embody the "rule of reason" (make no ndicessary
change), such a policy surely would artificially stimulate activity to "go metric".
The result could be an accelerated pace of metric unit increase that wou'd not be
desirable or economically justified.

Presently, U.S. metric unit usage is increasing on a voluntary basis. As this
evolutionary trend progresses, it is facilitated by various developmentssuet'
as work underway in U.S. technical societies to acquaint their members with
metric measurement units and provide guidelines for their use.

If Congress decides that some Federal action is required. the AMA. favors a
policy designed to facilitate increased use of metric units where such increase is
desirable. The policy should encourage broad education in the me'.ric system.
Also, appropriate Boards and panels could assist in coordinating Increased metric
unit usageespecially where some degree of intra-industry and inter-industry
communication and joint planning is necessary.

In regard to timetable for a U.S. "master plan" designed to "smooth the path"
of voluntary increase in metric unit image: we believe it is apparent that, upon
thoughtful consideration of the wide scope and many ramifications, the Board
should establish the very complex schedule only after extensive investigation,
consultation, and fact-finding in the various sectors of the economy.

Recognizing that the question of possible Federal subsidies for metric con-
version is among the controversial aspects of this issue, the AMA wishes to
express support for the position taken by the JOINT RESOLUTION (page 2)
that ". . . maximum efficiency will result and minimum costs to effect the con-
version will be incurred if the conversion is carried out in general without Fed-
eral subsidies . . ." It is our opinion that this approach, coupled with firm ad-
herence to the concept of voluntary metric unit increase, would help to avoid
buildup of a costly "bandwagon effect" and assure retention of an incentive to
align metric unit usage with genuine need and value.

SUMMARY OF AMA VIEWS

On a subject as complex and far reaching as this, there Is not complete una-
nimity of opinion among AMA member companies on all its 'details and ramifica-
tions. AMA member companies have varying needs and Involvements in world
affairs. There are fundamental principles, however, upon which there is general
agreement and they are summarized here.

The AMA recognizes the increasing importance to the United States of the
metric system of measurement and to this end advocates educational effort lead-
ing to good use of metric measurement in this country when and where
appropriate.

At the same time AMA strongly recommends that all parties involved in facing
the problems of metric use recognize the importance of the consensus principle
of creation and use of voluntary standards, and the inherent advantages of indus-
trial use of chosen engineering standards free from any coordinated plan or
legislative direction.

International engineering standards in many areas of common interest are
of growing importance to industry in the United States and throughout the
world, and to this end AMA strongly endorses increased participation by the
United States in international standards making, and active Federal endorse-
ment and support of the American National. Standards Institute in this field.

In view of world measurement system trends, we can well understand the need
for Congress to study the situation exhaustively and determine whether or not
legislative action Is needed.

The AMA and its member companies are pleased to provide the foregoing com-
ments. and we stand ready to explain or supplement this material as may be
required.

Senator PF.Ansox. Mr. Chairman. T am sorry to be late. I have no
questions. I did not hear the testimony.
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Senator IxouyE. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mr. Kenneth Peterson, accompanied by Mr.

Mark Roberts.
Gentlemen,

STATEMENT OF KENNETH PETERSON, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTA-
TIVE, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS; ACCOMPANIED BY MARKLEY
ROBERTS, ECONOMIST

Mr. PETERSON. Thank you. Senator. As yon said, my name is Ken-
neth Peterson. I am a legislative representative for the AFL-CIO, and
I am accompanied by Barkley Roberts, an economist in the AFL-
CIO research department.

In 1969, after Congress enacted the 1968 law authorizing a study
of the possible use of the metric system of weights and irtenuivs in
the United States, the AFL-CIO convention adopt -d a resolution on
the metric system, pointing out that American work.-N have a high
stake in the costs of conversion to a metric system of weights and
measures. The DM ilsolution insisted:

1. That the present goner :.went. study of possible conversion to the metric
system recognize workers' investments in tools which would become obsolete
due to conversion.

2. That the extent to which knowledge of the metric system might become an
employment prerequisite be examined, In any planning for conversion to the
metric system.

3. That workers' educational and retraining measures be determined, as part
of any change in the system of weights and measures.

4. That relief measures, necessary to offset cost to foJividuitl we' vrs, be
made an integral part of any possible conversion to 0,- Y

Last year, Senator Pell introduced his proposed Metric CORN ersion
Act, S. 2483, a bill to provide a national program in order to make the
international metric system the official and

program
system of meas-

urement in the United States and to provide for converting to general
use of such a system within 10 years.

We believe that while such a move might. prove to be desirable, the
Pell bill is premature because it it the result of a poorly conducted
study of the feasibility of conversion. This study, "A Metric America :
A Decision Whose Time Has Conic," by the National Bureau of
Standards in the U.S. Department of Commerce, is the result of the
1968 enactment of Public Law 90-472 which called for an inquiry into
both the beneficial and detrimental effects of conversion to the metric
system.

The National Bureau of Standards, which handled the inquiry
for the Commerce Department, failed to study the economic ramifica-
tions of the proposed conversion to workers, industry, consumers, and
the American economy in general.

Instead, the study committee, on which labor was vastly under-
represented, concentrated on. how conversion could be most easily
accomplished.

In addition, the committee report, forwarded to the Congress last
August, is notable for what it does not report, as well as for its
timetable for conversion.
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It does not report, for example, the finding of labor members of
the committee that, instead of the widespread enthusiasm for conver-
sion, the committee reports, there is really widespread indifference
to such a change.

It does not report on some of the strong objections brought by labor
representatives and others to the recommendation that costs incurred
by conversion be allowed to lay where they.fall.

These costs would include retraining in many fields, purchase of
new metric tools and costs to the consumer through changes of quantity
in consumer purchases. Such costs would total more than $60 billion.

What is clearly needed then, to overcome the failings of the first
study. is a new look at conversion with special emphasis on the cost
of such a step to the American worker and his family. Such a study,
made by a group representing a true cross section of American society,
could be a valuable aid for the Congress in its deliberation over
conversion.

It is essential that such a study group have representatives of em-
ployers, of workers, of consumers, and all others concerned with the
problems and potential benefits of conversion to the metric system.

And it is equally essential that scientists already committed to the
use of the metric system, be represented, but only in fair proportion
to the rest of society.

Just last month, the AFL-CIO executive council called upon Con-
gress to establish a new conversion study committee, independent of
any agency, of government., to conduct an inquiry into all phases of
the conversion of weights and measures to the metric system.

We urge that such a committee have representation from all seg-
ments of American society, including organized labor and that the
committee should be allowed to conduct its study and make its report
before any action is taken on S. 2483.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to present the position
of the AFL-CIO.

I thank you.
Senator Ixotrrz. Thank you very much, Mr. Peterson. It is always

good to see you, sir.
Mr. PETEIMON. Thank you.
Senator INowz. Don't you think it would be possible for organized

labor to adequately protect its interest by appropriate representation
on the metrication board f

Mr. ParmisoN. We don't know
Senator Isouvz. I am speaking now of the administration measure.
Mr. PETERSON. We are not familiar with the administration

measure.
Senator INOUYE. The administration measure differs from the Pell

measure in two basic areas: One, it provides for voluntary conversion.
It says that it will be the national policy to make the metric unit of
measure the predominant language of measurement in the United
States. It speaks vaguely of a time period of roughly 10 years or so.
It would be a dual system. It will not be the sole legal system.

In fact, we will have two official systems, the customary system and
the metric system.

It also differs with the Pell bill in not providing subsidies, grants,
or special loans for conversion costs.

168
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However, the metrication board in its wisdom might provide. special
funds for retraining programs or for educational purposes. It has
been suggested that since there is a gradual phasing out of tools, for
example, metric measurements can be adopted slowly. I don't suppose
tools last forever, do they?

Mr. PETERSON. No, sir.
Senator INOUYE. They can he replaced as you go along, as the pro-

gram is being phased in. Wouldn't that gradual phasing out under a
voluntary 10-year program meet this objection?

Mr. PETERSON. Well, this is what we don't know, sir. This is why
we are asking for more study. We are not sure.

Senator INOUYE. The committee is impressed, as I indicated to the
prior witness, that of all the major industrial countries in the world,
the United States is the only one insisting upon the system which was
based upon the feudal imperial system based on inches and feet. All
of the other industrial countries have either converted or are in the
process of converting: Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand.
This leaves only the following countries who are still holding on to
their own or the imperial system of measurement: Barbados, Gambia,
Ghana, Liberia, Muscat and Oman, Sierra Leone. Southern Yemen,
Tonga, Trinidad, and the United States.

We are hoping that we might be able to join the rest of the world.
Mr. PETERSON. We could see that possibility, sir, and have said in

the testimony here, we believe that while such a move might prove to
be dcairable, the Pell bill is premature because it is the result of a
poorly conducted study of feasibility of conversion.

All we ask, sir, which we think is reasonable, as it affects us so much,
and, of course, all of America, is that it be given more study, by a truly
representative committee of all segments of American society, in-
dustry, labor, farms, the whole broad group.

Senator Now- Don't you believe that labor was properly repre-
sented in the lasrmetric study?

Mr. PETERSON. No. sir: we do not.
Senator INOUYE. As you may be aware, the first study on the metric

conversion was about 180 years ago, and since that time, we have had
several studies. Granted, not all were of major significance, but we
have been talking about conversion for many decades now. Your justi-
fication for additional study is the conclusion that this conversion may
cost $60 billion. How did von arrive at that figure?

Mr. PETERSON. I would be happy to call on Mark Roberts for that.
Mr. RonErrs. This is based in part on the figures that are presented

in the report, the National Bureau of Standards' report, supplemented
by our own estimates. It is admittedly a rather foggy figure. The
preceding witness suggested a figure of $45 billion, which came from
figures in this report. and we have added our estimates to this.

Senator INOUYE. None of ns is absolutely certain, but I believe the
estimates of $45 and $60 billion are based upon the assumption that
the conversion would be sudden; that immediately we would have to
change our machine tools, books, highway signs. equipment, etc.

But if it's effected gradually over a period of many years, obsolete
tools and equipment would be replaced as they become worn and
obsolete. In fact, some of our military equipment is now in the metric
measurement.

:3 . .
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Mr. ROBERTS. I believe the report itself suggested about 75 percent
of the costs will occur in the first 10 years, so there will be something
of a bunching up in the early stages. But you are correctly indicating
that the cost will be spread over a period of time.

Senator INOUYE. Whether you have a conversion or not, machine
tools will have to be replaced, isn't that so ?

Mr. PETERSON. This is true, sir; but we would hope that any con-
version of this sort would indeed be gradual, but we have found
and it follows in historythat once it starts, then there is the move-
ment, instead of this long drawnout gradual thing.

We are remembering the talks of subways in New York. They said
it would take a long time to convert to the dime fare. 'Well, as time
passed, they converted overnight and in the Pell bill, there is an
18-month period.

With regard to the volunteer, we find that in these things, in the
history of America, when they have been volunteer, they are generally
followed by a draft.

Senator INOUYE. How do you find
Mr. Prrixisox. We want a real study. Senator, before we start into

this thing, before we take the necessary steps. We are not opposed to
this conversion to the metric system or becoming unified with the rest
of the world. We say not a sufficient study has been clone as how it
will affect us.

We ask that this study be conducted.
Senator INOUYE. What is the experience of the working man in the

conversion that has already occurred in the United States? We have
been advised that many companies are converting on their own be-
cause of the economic. necessities. Have the workers found this con-
version difficult? Are they opposed to it?

Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Roberts.
Mr. ROBERTS. Let me say in the areas where the use of both systems

is most prevalentthis is particularly among the machiniststhe
machinists are able to handle these problemsthey are able to handle
both systems without any major problems.

Now when I say without any major problems, that doesn't mean
there are no problems. There are problems of translating from one
system to another. But in general, where people in the machine tool
industry are involved, the well-rounded machinist is able to deal in
both systems.

Senator IxotrYE. Have your members opposed this gradual
conversion?

Mr. ROBERTS. We have had members who are reluctant and negative,
and we have had some who are indifferent; I don't think there has been
any positive reaction. It has been more a matter of indifference and
negativism, because there has been some concern about the effect of an
excessively hasty change. That is why we ask for further study.

Senator Ixourr.. I am certain you are much more aware than many of
us of the deluge of foreign automobiles on our highways. I would
presume that many of our mechanics now would have to retrain
themselves to repair a Volkswagen or a 'Datsun or a Mercedes. Do
these mechanics resist this conversion ?

Mr. Rowans. I really can't say for certain, because I think this is
an area where the machinists union would be more knowledgeable.
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I know there are American mechanics who are able to work com-
petently on foreign cars and there are American mechanics using
metric system tools. So I think it is not true to say that American
workers don't. use, the system already in some aspects of their work.

Senator Nom-E. Thank you very much.
Senator PEARSON. Mr. Peterson if you have no confidence in the

report prepared by the National iureau of Standards, has the AFL-
CIO made an in-depth study of conversion to the metric system?

Mr. Ronzirrs. Senator, we have had in 1970 in connection with the
study, a meeting of AFL-CIO unions, and in the course of this meet-
ing, we discovered what is referred to in the text here of our prepared
statement, the fact that there was no enthusiasm, and in fact, there was
a considerable negative feeling.

Senator PEARSON. If I may interrupt, there is little enthusiasm for
any sort of change. That is a part of human nature. I think. But if
labor has not made a study, what did your 1969 resolution rest. upon
when you made some four itemized objections to the conversion?

Mr. ROBERTS. We were aware of the law passed in 1968, and we were
urging at that time that the study called for by the law include
labor participation and provide for full, thorough, and objective
studies of the costs to workers and their families, and to consumers,
and alsol

Senator PEARSON. I understand.
Mr. Ronzirrs (continuing). And also to the general public.
Senator PEARSON. I understand. I should think this would be of

enormous interest to organized labor. We have a vote. We have to go.
I would like to ask, what was the labor representation on the Bureau

of Standards committee that you find so vastly underrepresented?
Mr. ROBERTS. There were three labor members on that committee. One

was the research director at flint time of the International Association
of Machinists, and the research director of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, and the research director of the Oil,
Chemical, and Atomic Workers, just three people from the labor
movement.

Senator PEARSON. Out of a commission of how many ?
Senator INOUYE. Forty:three.
Senator PEARSON. All right.
Senator INOUYE. I believe the record will show there were three out of

43, so I can understand your claim that labor wasn't proportionately
represented.

Mr. PETERSON. No.
'
especially when it comes to us, that the workers

are the ones who are affected by it. Thank you.
Senator INOUYE. We have a vote, as Senator Pearson indicated.
We will recess now and reconvene at 1 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator Tr:our& The hearings will resume again.
I hope that we will have at least 20 minutes for the next witness.
Our next witness is Mr. Melvin Green, director of the codes and

standards, American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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STATEMENT OF MELVIN GREEN, DIRECTOR, CODES AND STAND-
ARDS, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator INotrrn. 1Velcome to the committee, sir.
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Senator.
As you said, my name is Melvin Green, director, codes and stand-

ards. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and I am here to
testify on behalf of the society.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before the committee to
testify on S. 2483.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is a professional-
technical society with a membership of over 60,000 practicing en-
gineers and allied scientists. The society was founded in 1880 and its
stated purpose emphasizes the stimulation of technological exchange.
This is accomplished through the conventional media of meetings, ex-
hibits, and through the printed page in the form of periodicals, books,
and pamphlets.

A society activity of prime importance has been the development of
sound engineering standards and safety codes, a notable example of
which is the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code: which is refer
enced in the safety regulations of more than 70 jurisdictional authori-
ties. These include most of the States of the United States, the major
cities in those States which have yet to reference the code, and all of
the Provinces of Canada.

A number of Federal agencies include the ASME Boiler and Pres-
sure Vessel Code and the other ASME sponsored safety standards in
their respective regulations.

Just to give you an idea of what the Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code is and the volume of it; this is one section of a 12-section code.
This section covers nuclear powerplant components. To maintain this
one section of the code requires 180 engineers who meet 6 full weeks
a year and last year there were working groups of that committee that
met during 40 weeks. That was because we were coming out with a
revised document using the system approach ; the 1971 edition of this
code.

Our codes and standards activity is extensive. We have some 5,000
engineers who volunteer and who are devoted to this activity. We
have some 500 projects of which this code, the Boiler Code, is one of
the 500, and this onetwelfth of the Boiler Code.

Particularly because of this major codes and standards activity and
because of its general technological concern, the society has for many
years been involved directly in a number of studies dealing with the
increased use of metric weights and measures in the United States of
America and similar trends toward metric usage in other nations of
the world.

In view of the vast involvement of mechanical engineering tech-
nology and mechanically oriented industry in measurement, the society
believes that it can provide valuable counsel in the development of any
national plan for increased use of the metric system. We stand ready
to take leadership in the development of the many new and revised
national and international standards which will be needed to aid such
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an increased metric usage in the United States of America and in
international trade.

In addition, the Americ an Society of Mechanical Engineers can
provide a useful service for the mechanical engineering held and re-
lated industry in training and educational programs related to con-
version from the United States of America customary units to metric
units.

Through its special committee on metric study, the society has taken
note of the United States Metric Study report, which was submitted
to Congress by Maurice H. Stuns, Secretary of Commerce, during
July 1971 and has studied S. 2483, submitted by Senator Pell for the
purpose of implementing the recommendations of the United States
Metric Study report.

I may am that our special committee on metric study had repro-
senatives from all of the 11 regions of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, which .lovers Canada., the United States, and parts
of Mexico. We had input from all these regions because the officers
from these regions who were members of the study committee went
to the regions trying to get input as to the direction we should recom-
mend to our council and in turn to this committee.

As a result of this study, the society would like to introduce the
following comment :

(1) It does not appear to be desirable to provide a financial in-
centive through Federal subsidies and tax writeoffs in order to spur
conversion to metric. It is the opinion of the society that such financial
offers will add substantially to the national cost of conversion and will
be extremely difficult to administer equitably.

It is believed that moneys appropriated should only be those amounts
necessary for coordination, developing of programs and communica-
tions with the various segments of the economy. If during the conver-
sion period hardships are experienced by certain segments of the
economy, these hardships can be alleviated through other assistance
programs or through subsequent legislation having direct bearing on
the question.

(2) It is believed that an independent commission, appointed by
the President, should be responsible for developing and directing the
conversion plan, and that this commission preferably not be desig-
nated as a part of any of the administrative branches, although one
of the administrative branches of Government might provide neces-
sary services. The commission should be composed of representatives
from the general public, government, industry, commerce, education,
the professions. et cetera..-It should be authorized to establish special
advisory committees in any of the many disciplines which will require
special attention.

(3) The number of years set as a target date for conversion to metric
should not be stipulated. in the metric bill; rather the time period
for conversion should be left for development by the commission.
Such a time period may well be a series of time periods for various
sectors of industry, commerce, and the general public, Ithich can he
best determined after appropriate study by the commission and ad-
visory committees. The time periods would, of course, be reported to
Congress and the Nation in progress reports of the commission.

80-781-72-8
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In conclusion, I would like to reiterate the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers' willingness to participate in the development
of plans for increased metric use on the part of mechanical engineer-
ing oriented industry in assisting in the necessary educational and
training programs, and developemnt or revision of the many engi-
neering standards which will be required for a number of years to
come during such increased metric usage.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before the
committee. I will be glad to entertain any questions.

Senator brouyE. Mr. Green, I thank you very much for your tes-
timony this afternoon. I gather from your statement that your society
would favor the measure prepared by the administration which will
be introduced shortly.

Mr. GREEN. Unfortunately, the society has not had an opportunity
to study that.

Senator IxouYE. IV! urn aware of that. It will be officially intro-
duced sometime soon. It is essentially' what you have been advocat-
ing. It does not make the international system the sole legal system
of the United States. We will still have the dual system, but it would
be a national policy that the metric unit of measurement will be the
predominant language of measurement in the United States within
10 years.

there would be no subsidies or grants or loans. We would have a
special commission appointed by the President with representation
from all segments of society which would develop plans after 12
months of hearings and studies.

I think essentially, if I read your statement correctly, you are favor-
ing the administration measure.

I would hope for the record, if you will, study the measure which
will be submitted soon and favor us with your comments.

Mr. GREEN. We would be glad to do that.
Senator brotrrE. Unfortunately, when we called these hearings we

just had one bill before us. I think you are leaning toward the ad-
ministration bill.

Mr. GREEN. Well, we will study the administration proposal and
we will submit our comments.

(The following information was subsequently received for the
record :)

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.
New York, N.Y., March 14,1972.

Senator WARREN 3fAmvusott,
Renate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MAorrusort: At the conclusion of Mr. Melvin R. Green's testi-
mony on March 1, 1972 before the Committee on Commerce. U.S. Senate on the
Proposal to convert to a Metric System of Weights and Measures (S. 2483).
Senator Inouye requested that the Society study the Joint Resolution and present
its views regarding the Joint Resolution.

After such study, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers feels that the
Administration Proposal is fundamentally in accord with the testimony of the
Society with respect to the.Pell Bill, S. 2483.

We would like to suggest, as we did at the hearing. that any legislation
relating to the conversion to the metric system in the United States not stipulate
a time for completion ; rather, the Metric Board should be requested to develop
the timetable for various sections of the economy during development of the con-
version plan.
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The ASME is of the opinion that the one year period proposed for develop-
ment of a conversion plan is too short: at least six mouths will be required to
select and accredit the suggested Board : then, the Board will need to appoint
investigative task groups to consult with the many sectors of industry, corn-
nnbrce. government and the general public. The reports of these task groups
will need to be integrated to develop a feasible plan; additional consultation
may be required before the final plan is completed ; therefore, it appears that
two (2) years to develop a plan would be more realistic.

The ASME also believes that the ten (10) year period contained in the Joint
Resolution may be too short a time to reach the objective to bring about pre-

1.

dominate metric usage: this period could cause undue premsure on certain seg-
ments of the economy. It is our feeling that the bill should not provide for auto-
matic discharge of the Board after ten (10) years but should provide for a
review of the need for the Board by Congress at that time with stipulation of

i limited extension period.

i
As we indicated in onr testimony, and in our letter to you of January 18,

1972, the Society, in view of the vast involvement of mechanical engineering
i technology and mechanically oriented Industry in measurement, bplieves that it

can provide valuable counsel in the development of any national plan for in-

I

creased use of the Metric System (SI). We stand ready to take leadership in the
development of the many new and revised national and international standards

i
which will be needed to aid such an increased metric usage in the United States
of American and in international trade. In addition. ASME can provide a useful

! service for the mechanical engineering field and related industry in training and
1 educational programs relating to conversion from the United States of America
i Customary units to Metric (SI) units.

In conclusion, we repeat our offer to testify before your Committee or one
of its subcommittees on this subject. In order for us to make the necessary

I preparation, we would appreciate advance notice of the scheduled dates of such
hearings.

We again express onr appreciation for the opportunity that we had to testify
i on March 1.1972.

Sincerely yours,

i

1

1

KENNETH A. Roe.

Senator Ixotrry. Thank you very much, sir.
Our next witness is Mr. Frank Masterson, president of the Indus-

trial Fasteners Institute.
I have been advised that Mr. Masterson has to catch a flight.

STATEMENT OP PRANK MASTERSON, PRESIDENT, INDUSTRIAL
FASTENERS INSTIT U TE ; ACCOMPANIED BY' PRANK MISTERS

Mr. MAsTr.asoN. Thank you. sir. I thank you for your courtesy. Mr.
Chairman. With rre is Frank Akstens, who is with us on our profes-
sional staff.

Senator Isorixt. Welcome.
Mr. AiEsTENs. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MASTERSON. I am Frank Masterson, president of Industrial

Fasteners Institute, which is an association of manufacturers of prod-
ucts in SIC 3452: nuts, bolts, screws, rivets, and special engineered
assembly components which are vital to the safe performance of all
vehicles, electronic` systems. machinery and structures, both to the com-
mercial economy and defense of the United States.

Our industry is a basic industry supplying all other industries, both
for original manufacture and construction, and for service and main-
tenance during the life of the vehicle, machinery, end product, or
structure.
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Our industry is one of the first to be affected by any conversion to
metric, and to the extent our industry is affected, there is a multiplier
affect on all user industries.

The U.S. Census of Manufacturers shows that in 22 industries the
nssembly function, the use of our industry's products, represents more
than 50 percent of total man hours of production.

Senator INOUYE. May I ask a question at this point, sir?
Mr. MASTERSON. At any time, sir.
Senator Norm. Have you had an opportunity to study the ad-

ministration's proposal?
Mr. MArrEasorr. No, sir.
Senator INOUYE. I have read your statement, and it refers to the

Pell bill.
Mr. MASTERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator 'rimy& I would gather, as I have indicated to the prior

witness, that your position would be one that would be in tune with
the administration's proposal.

So, if at some later time, after studying the administration bill, you
will favor us with your comments on that measure, we would appre-
ciate it very much.

Mr. MASTERSON. We would be happy to do that.
Senator INOUYE. I point out that the administration bill does not

have the compulsion that the Pell bill has. It does not specifically say
so, but it makes very clear that your industry, for example, need not
be affected.

Mr. MASTERSON. Our industry will be affected under any circum-
stances. We are on the first line of any conversion. It is an extremely
complex subject.

Senator IxorTz. Even on the voluntary system I Right now it is
voluntary.

Mr. MASTFMSON. We are in favor of the voluntary system. yes. I
thought you meant the problem itself was not complex.

Senator INotryz. No. The Pell bill, I suppose is the compulsory bill.
It makes the SI system the only legal system, with some exceptions,
in the United States.

Mr. 31Aff/TMSON. Yes.
Senator INOUYE. Whereas the administration would authorize a

dual system. It would provide metric studies in schools and so on,
which we don't have at the present time.

But, please proceed. sir.
Mr. MArrinisoN. Well, I am going to follow the suggestion you made

that in the interests of saving time I would skip reading my prepared
statement. I have a few notes I thought would put what I had in mind
concerning conversion to metric into rather sharp focus in very little
time for the committee.

In any conversion situation you have soft conversion and hard con-
version. Soft conversion merely translates inch units to metric units
and is proceeding rather rapidly in the United States in supermarkets
for housewives and in other situations right now. U.S. packaging and
labeling laws say you must put on the package or container the con-
tents measured under the inch-pound system.
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For example, Sunsweet Prunes are labeled by law on the container
showing 12 ounces. They add voluntarily the metric equivalent show-
ing 340 grams. This is a translation, or a soft conversionthe contents
stay exactly the same.

Hard conversion is where you have a solid, and you change the form
of that solid such as a screw thread system, recessed head-style or any
other dimension. In this situation you need new engineering, which is
costly and complex. You need new standardization to underpin engi-
neering, both nationally and internationally.

You need new economics. You must determine whether we can afford
the new system.

This morning a point was made that we had the opportunity in the
United States for 180 years to go metric, but we refused to do so. Dur-
ing that 180-year period the greatest system of production, assembly,
distribution, and consumption the world has ever seen was developed.
Thine was no engineering nor economic advantage in "going metric."
If there had been our highly competitive economy would have long
afro 'gone metric."ago

it was economically practical to go metric in the pharmaceut
cal industry, they made this change. Pharmaceutical industry used
metric in the laboratory and carried the new "language" into the mar-
ketplace. This was basically soft conversion.

Up to about 1960, the world was accustomed to "old metric." New
metric, or System International, had really begun to develop since
around 1964, and it is still high level discussion concerning both pure
and derived units and nomenclature under the "new metric."

We are a basic industry that has a multiplier affect on all other in-
dustry. We are working extremely hard and rapidly on a voluntary
basis with major multinational companies to develop an optimum
metric system. The thrust of these hearings so far has referred only to
a system of metric units for measurement, and have completely avoided
new engineering, required standardization and economic evaluation.

The 3-year study hill on increasing use of metric in the United States
stressed the fact that there should be engineering standards, engineer-
ing documentation and not just the use of bilingual units, which is the
soft translation. The study demanded a review of hard conversion
requiring new engineering, new documentation, new economic evalua-
tion.

If this country goes metric, then it is the hard translation we are
talking abouta costly translation in time, engineering talent. and
change of manufacturing processes. It is misleading to U.S. citizens
to do otherwise.

Much of the world's technology already has been translated from
basic inch to adoption and adaptation throughout the world to old
metric units.

The international major effort now is to work toward a one-world
system of interchang,able parts stated in the new S.I. terms which are
still evolving.

Our own industry took an innovative and novel position which was
reported in full by the National Bureau of Standards beatings at Deer-
field Academy, August 1970, which were attended by 49 technical
societies and 31 trade associations. Our engineering report No. 1 was



referred to in toto. We think our optimum metric fastener approach
provides both an opportunity and incentive for the United States "to
go metric," but on a voluntary basis only. We are not just talking about
measurement, but engineering, standardization, documentation, and the
harsh economic realities of the marketplace.

So there are two problems, soft conversion, which is proceeding
apace in the marketplace, and very rapidly. It is also proceeding apace
in the schoolson a voluntary basisana we are very much in favor
of this.

It is the hard-core heart of engineering, standardization, and eco-
nomics where the United States does have leadership. It is here that
we are working voluntarily with major multinational companies. not
just fastener companies. but automotive, appliances, communications.
const ruct ; on. aerospace, machinery, defense. and others.

Because of pressures of your time and this committee, I did want to
draw the difference between just measurement units, translation or
transference of units, which is voluntary conversion, and the costs and
complexities of hard conversion.

e do appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the opportunity you presented to
us to make our statement. and we will answer now any questions you
may have.

Senator INOUYE. Your statement will be made a part of the record
at this point. The administration measure is a voluntary conversion. It
concerns itself only with the units of measurement, volume, height.
weight. et cetera, et cetera.

I would very much appreciate it if you will study that measure and
share your views with us.

Mr. MARTI:no.. Thank you very much. Senator.
Senator INOUYE. Thank you.
(The statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF FRANK MASTERSON, PRESIDENT, INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS

I am Frank Masterson, President of Industrial Fasteners Institute which is an
association of manufacturers of products in SIC 3452: nuts. bolts, screws. rivets
and special engineered assembly components which are vital to the safe per-
formance of all vehicles, electronic systems, machinery and structures both to
the commercial economy and defense of the United States. Our industry is a
basic industry supplying all other industries both for original manufacture and
construction and for service and maintenance during the life of the vehicle.
machinery, end product or structure. Our industry is one of the first to be
affected by any conversion to metric and to the extent our industry is affected
there is a multiplier affect on all user industries.

The U.S. Census of Manufacturers shows that in 22 industries the assembly
function. the use of our industry's products represent more than 50 percent of
total man hours of production.

The Industrial Fastener position regarding S. 2433 is :
(1) that notice for the hearings and time for preparation is unreasonably

short especially in view of the magnitude of the subject and the impact on all
elements of our society. There is no definite assessment representing what is
best for the economy of the United States.

(2) The Bill is overwhelmingly comprehensive and detailed in areas that have
an unknown and severely high cost to both the Government and industry without
as yet known measurable benefits to the United States.

We oppose 8.2483 because it ispremnture. does not fully and p-nnerly evaluate
advantages to the United States, disadvantages, costs and ability to recapture
costs, and does not relate to the vital necessity to have meaningful voluntary
consensus standards developed through the American National Standards In-
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stitnte and ultimately presented to the International Organization for Standard-
ization (ISO) for their consideration.

The Press Release for these scheduled hearings by the Senate Committee on
Commerce regarding S. 2483 which would place our nation on a planned con-
version program to the metric system of measurements arrived in our office
February 23,1972.

I called Counsel for the Committee. Mr. Henry Lippek at once and requested
permission to make an oral presentation. Mr. Lippek said an oral presentation
:would be scheduled for me for March 1 under two provisions: (1) ten copies of
the presentation must be received by the Committee Counsel 48 hours prior to
the presentation or on 31onslay. February 28. and. (2) 100 copies made available
at the time of presentation on March 1. Two of the allowed days, February 26
and 27 were Saturday and Sunday.

On a matter of maximum importance to United States Industry and the wel-
fare of our country. this seems like short notice indeed. While the Press Release
was dated February 18, a Friday, under normal circumstances it might be ex-
pected to be delivered February 21this was a legal holiday with no mail
deliveries.

Our basic industry has worked cooperatively for ninny years presenting our
views before both House and Senate Committees considering legislation on con-
version to metric.

We were heartily in support of the legislation which approved a three-year
study by Gs, National Burenn of Standards and our position presented to the
National Bs mean of Standards nt a special conference called by them nt Deer-
field Academ: in Massachusetts in August of 1970 is attached as Exhibit 1.

Digested, we feel United States fasteners standards under the present inch
system are the best engineered, best documented and best proved-in-use world-
wide. There is no incentive for the United States to change from this system
and adopt conversion to metric.

As a progressive constructive and innovative recommendation. our industry
voted to undertake a study to develop an optimum fastener system stated in
metric terms. The National Bureau of Standards included our entire Engineering
Report No. 1 in their presentation to the Secretary of Commerce regarding con-
version to metric. attached as Exhibit 2.

Our study to develop an optium metric fastener system was to develop the
maximum utilization of material and maximum simplification of choice. The
system under study as a philosophy would then provide the missing ineentire for
U.S. industry to convert to metric. Our Engineering Report No. 1 indicates that
U.S. Industry can develop a system that will provide a minimum of 21 percent
enhancement in the utilization of material and np to 8.1 percent in the simplifica-
tion of required kinds of parts yin a yin ISO. Time Industrial Fasteners In-
stitute requested the American National Standards Institute to appoint a special
committee to study all of these involved engineering and economic considerations
as they affect the best interests of the United States and hopefully all world-
wide interests.

There is now a high level ANSI study committee to develop an optimum metric
fastener system. The results of this study hopefully would lead to national stand-
ards and through ANSI a presentation would be made to ISO for their
consideration.

As Exhibit 3, the announcement eetnhlishing the ANSI Special Study Com-
mittee is attached. Our optimum metric fastener program has top priority for
many U.S. industries and is now proceeding on an urgent basis.

If the results of this fast paced indepth study indicates in fact an optimum
metric fastener system is in the best interest of the United/States then nt that
time a most important second step would be development on voluntary consensus
standards through ANSI and through ANSI sponsorship, introduction of these
standards `,) ISO for world-wide consideration.

The met is conversion problem is complex and proponents tend to over simplify
the ease of conversion. The metric conversion problem is not similar to u decimal
coinage conversion problem.

Every phase of every manufacturing activity Is involved in conversion to
metric. The present bill takes little or no cognizance of the importance of the
needs of the market place in determining what industry can afford to absorb in
additional costs. even if some of these costs to.individuals and companies are
made conditionally available by the Government

In examining the result of metric on exports. there are several key points to
remember: Total present exports of the United States include many items where
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metric is not a factor at all : liquidschemicals, oils, etc. ; scrap metals and ma-
terials ; grains, and bulk factors including coal, ore, etc. Metric is an important
factor in manufactured parts, machinery and in general manufacturing involv-
ing solids rather than liquids.

The need for any legislation at all at this time is a serious question which
involves important and complex considerations for all manufacturers. There is
still not sufficient data on a company-by-company basis to evaluate the best in-
terests of the United States in conversion to metric.

The important study of the American National Standards Institute with the
Industrial Fasteners Institute as administrative sponsor is continuing at a rapid
pace. It is an attempt to determine and develop major significant engineering
data to identify the role of national and international standards in the best in-
terests of not only the United States but the world. The present legislation is
premature. Much more engineering and economic data should be made available
to the Congress before Congress can know costs, benefits, the possibility of meet-
ing economically legislated time pressures.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportnnity to request postponement of this
legislation so that a comprehensive program can include specific and precise
eralnation and recommendations affecting the best interests of our country
can be incorporated in snbseqnent legislation. We are most happy to answer
any questions proposed by your Committee. Again, thank you Mr. Chairmrn
for permitting ns to present our position.

INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
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INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE,
Cleveland, Ohio, March 14, 197°.

Hon. Maw. INOUYE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Izsoure: In all of its public statements, Industrial Fasteners
Institute has consistently expressed its support for continued use by American
industry of USA developed engineering standards for mechanical fasteners as
based on customary inch/pound units of measurement.

IFI cooperated in the fact finding metric study conducted by the National
Bureau of Standards. We studied each of the interim reports as issued, and
the final report when it was released to Congress last July. Our opinion remains
unchanged that a general conversion by the United States to the metric system
of measurement would not necessarily be in the best industrial and economic
interests of our country.

It is true that our Institute is now serving as administrative sponsor of the
American National Standards Institute's project to study development of an op-
timum metric fastener system. Our deep and enthusiastic involvement in this
important program should not be interpreted as an encouragement by our in-
dustry for a conversion to metric by USA based industry. Our purpose is strictly
to assist any fastener using corporation which determines that it is in its own
best interests to introduce metric module threaded fasteners into the design of
its products. We want to make available to such companies a system of me-
chanical fasteners that technically will be superior to any other to which they
might convert.

As you requested when I testified at the Senate Commerce Committee hear-
t ings on March 1, we have studied the Joint Resolution proposed by the Ad-
o ministration and have compared it with Senate Bill S. 2483.

We favor the less coercive approach adopted throughout the Joint Resolution;
we agree with the formation of a National Metric Conversion Board; and we
endorse the "voluntary" provisions of the Joint Resolution, especially the stated
intention that the Board would be given no compulsory powers. The proposed

predate your courtesy in providing IFI with this opportunity to present its
views.

Cordially,
FRANK MASTERSON.

timetable of 12 months to develop a national plan is reasonable, however, we
suggest that the starting of the ten year period for conversion should begin when
Congress accepts the national plan proposed by the Board.

In comparison with S. 2483, the Joint Resolution is more realistic. We ap-

Senator INOUYE. Our next witness is the executive director of the
American Home Economics Association, Dr. Doris Hanson.

STATEMENT OP DR. DORIS E. HANSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION

I am Doris E. Hanson, executive director of the American Home
Economics Association. I am pleased to present the association's state-
ment concerning metric conversion.

Since its founding in 1909, our associationa national educational
and scientific organization with a membership of about 50.000 men
and womenhas consistently been guided by its purpose : to improve
quality and standards of individual and family life through educa-
tion, research, cooperative programs, and education to the public.

During most of this time the association and its members have been
involved in some way in standards and measurement work related to
consumer products. At the present time 25 members are active on
national standards boards and committees.

In 1967, the association passed a resolution lending its support "to
measures which promote the adoption and use of the metric system
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in the United States as they affect supplies and equipment used in
the home by individuals and families."

I personally served on the advisory panel to the metric system
study group appointed by the Secretary of Commerce and our asso-
ciation cosponsored with the National Bureau of Standards a National
Metric Study Conference on Consumer Affairs on October 12-13,
1970. This conference probed all aspects of the issue of metrication
as it would affect the consumer. There were about 200 people in
attendance and this report is part of the NBS 457 report. It is our
continued judgment that steps should be taken to bring about a con-
version to the metric system and adoption of the system within
10 years as stated in the 'bill. I would like to summarize our position
here. I would like, first of all, to summarize our findings relative to
the probable cant of metrication on the consumer sector, and second,
to discuss an important provision that we believe should be made in
and bill that is passednamely, the provision of funds for sufficient
study of size and measurement standards to assure that we end u_p with
a more rational consumer marketplace than we presently have. Simply
converting to metric will not do that, the standards work must be an
accompaniment.

First, then our findings in the consumer sector.
The participants at our 2-day conference examined five areas of

consumer affairsclothing, food, the home, transportation, and con-
sumer attitudes. Also included were presentations on England's metri-
cation experiences. Always the speakers approached their topic from
the point of view of the consumer, rather than as a reseacher, teacher,
or other professional.

CLOTHING

Beginning with the area of women's, children's, and men's ready-
to-wear clothing, participants agreed that conversion to the metric
system of measurement would .provide the ideal opportunity to plan
a more efficient structure for sizing, labeling, and categorizing apparel.
Using body dimensions to size garments could make unnecessary the
need for consumers to learn individual manufacturers' sizing and could
bring consistency into the selection of slacks and undershorts, shoes
and socks, for example. A. more adequatesystem for marking clothing
sizes could also increase the efficiency of mail-order companies and
save consumers time. money, and frustration by reducing the number
of errors made in selecting through the mail; Or we could add some
prepackaged garments. A change in the metric system would offer a
unifying factor between American and foreign manufacturers, many
of whom must make special adjustments in their .production and
shipping procedures to accommodate the American system of
measurements.

A planned system of metrication could offer opportunity to elimi-
nate the confusing units currently used for price comparisons of foods
in the food preparation and purchasing area. For example, equivalents
of 16 avoirdupois ounces per pound and 32 fluid ounces per quart would
be replaced by a more exact system without fractions. The U.S. mone-
tary system, already decimalized, would correspond easily with the
base of 10 used in the metric system.
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Homemakers preparing their own baked products or other foods
might find recipe conversions simpler in the metric system. Multipli-
cation and division based on multiples of 10 should help them make
quicker and more accurate computations. Professionals engaged in the
development of diets, formulas, and recipes also might find their
calculations facilitated.

Again, in the foods and foods-related areas, metrication would help
'to bring us closer to nations already on the metric system and could
result in the international exchange of utensils and measuring equip-
ment used in food preparation and in the establishment of interna-
tional standards for sizing such cooking items,

The most economical method of conversion for homemakers would
be for them to continue to use their present equivalent (ranges, elec-
tric portable cooking appliances, utensils) and recipes until they need
or feel compelled to replace them. We believe simple conversion charts
would make this possible. In the home, consumers who purchase major
kitchen and home appliances and other large furnishings tend to make
such purchases relatively infrequently. Items such as food freezers,
air- conditioning units, ranges, and carpeting would be purchased in
metric units and then the measurements most likely would not be
referred to again.

However, even in this area manufacturers can still make improve-
ments in the standardization of measures used for these items. Al-
though the profusion of measolements needed for large purchases in
the home does not inconvenience consmners frequently, they can, if
incorrectly figured, cause frustration and loss of time and money.
Floor carpeting, for example, is measured by the foot, yet sold by
the yard.

In the event of conversion, home repairs and services would ex-
perience a period of duplicate tooling until all standard parts are
replaced with metric .parts. Although the United States will have
some inconvenience using two systems for a while, foreign suppliers
can eliminate their duplicate machinery and inventory systems de-
signed for our customary measures. Such elimination could result
in an eventual lowering of prices.

IN TIIE AREA or TRANSPORTATION

Metrication in the United States was viewed as an opportunity
for developing guidelines for standardization within some of the
automotive gages and so on. I believe that was further elaborated in
this document. The automotive specialists felt the need forsithiformity
and also we could do something esthetically also in changing over the
road signs.

CONSUMER ATTITUDES

A common thread running through most sessions was the expec-
. tation of consumer apathy, indifference, and, mild resistance. The
greatest problem is not in the metric system itself, but in the psycho-
logical difficulty of adjusting to something unfamiliar.

Here I would like to refer to the first part in this study. The Survey
Research Center at the University of Michigan found that 33 percent
of the general public that they interviewed was in favor of the metric
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system which is considerably higher than the estimates that were
made both by professionals at our conference and that we have heard
today. Actually, the apathy and indifference is not nearly as deep as
we have a tendency to believe. We tend to regard the systems we use
and are familiar with as best, and we are likely to resist changes until
we are convinced that change is necessary or desirable. It was generally
felt that a well-organized, cooperative effort would be needed which
would combine the forces of government at all levelsbusiness and
industry, advertising and news media, and consumer organizations.

In all of our study, we did not find any place where metrication
would increase the cost of living substantially nor cause hardship to
consumers.

On the contrary there promises to be subtle benefits that can accrue
in the consumer sector. Many citizens care deeply about our world
posture and want us to be part of the family of man. To be in step
with the language of measurement is a factor in that direction. There
is also the educational saving in the sciences and in the early years of
having to learn only one measurement system, rather than two as at
present.

We should also consider the possible byproduct of opportunity
for standardization and the opportunity to rid the market of some of
its confusing and misleading selling practices. The longing for prog-
ress in this area runs deep among consumers and consmner spokesmen.

And that point, Mr. Chairman, is the one I would like to emphasize
as a second major item.

Today's consumers want a free market place in which they can
make some kind of rational choice. We are beginning to see a bit of
light with efforts toward unit pricing and nutritional labeling. But
one of the real consumer needs is to restructure a good bit of our
sizing and labeling system. "Going metric" will not accomplish that,
but a paragraph in that direction should be added to the bill. You
will double the advantage of metric conversion and cause the manu-
facturers only a one-time problem. The conversion can thereby re-
snit in a complete and good change from everyone's standpoint rather
than a casual and chaotic one.

It is not easy in the market place to deal with sizes as we presently
practice the art. You may wear a size 10 shoe, an 11 sock, a 14 shirt
with a 40 long suit. Only some of which are related to measurement.
We buy a 46-ounce can of tomato juice, a 15-ounce package of cereal
and so on.

Most of the sizes are truly customary that is based at one time on
an arms length, a lump, or the amount that would sell for a' nickel.
They are not appropriate for a scientific and technological age.

Because new directions will be set for hundreds of years hence it
is important to the homemaker and to recipe writers to decide whether
it is better for a liter to be divided in four cup-size parts as the quart
is presently or to have five parts and maximize the advantage of the
system of tens.

It is impotrant to the homeowner that the most efficient and eco-
nomical system of modules be developed to replace the "two by four,"
the 30-inch or 3-foot items.

One of the most promising by-products of planned metrication
can be to bring order to the consumer market place in a way that

11.24t.;
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seems virtually impossible otherwise. But this will only happen if the
bill specifically provided for this.

So we would therefore propose that in the bill as written under
title I Metric Plan an item (8) be added.

(8) shall include a program for determining. the most appropriate
modules, measures, sizes and standards for all consumer products.

This work should include input from industry and Government as
well as from consumer product specialists such as home economists.
And it should consider international decisions already in existence.

In summary, then we would say that a planned conversion to the
metric system will create no undue hardship on the consumer sector
of society and in the long run promises to bring certain advantages.

"Going metric" will be of a special advantage to consumers if a more
rational

"Going
can be created in the process by paying definite

heed to the need for concurrent planning and standards work related
to dimensions and labeling.

Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much, Dr. Hanson. That was my
last call to vote, but I have decided to skip one. You people have waited
long enough, so I will stay this time. Dr. Hanson, have you had the
opportunity to study the bill which was submitted by the admin-
istration ?

Dr. HANsow. No, sir, I haven't. I have only heard it discussed here
today.

Senator INourE. From what you have heard, would you be in favor
of it I

Dr. HANSON. Well, I am not very clear on it.
Senator INOUYE. For example the basic differences are these: Under

the Pell bill subsidies are proposed. Under the administration measure
you have no subsidies other than certain special cases which the com-
mission may determine after hearings.

Dr. 1-1Awsor. May we take them one item at a time because I would
respond to that first item. I am afraid I will lose the trend if we don't.

Senator IrrourE. Yes.
Dr. ntwsoN. I worked with the Advisory Committee on this project

leading me to believe that subsidies would not be appropriate nor wise
except in the areas of education or standards-making bodies and so on
where the funds are not forthcoming otherwise.

Senator INOUYE. There is a second difference : the Pell bill would
make the SI, or the metric system, the sole legal system in the United
States with some exceptions, while the administration measure would
make it our national policy to convert voluntarily to the metric system.
We would have a dual system instead of one legal system as under the
Pell bill. In the administration measure, there would be a dual system
with the objective of making the metric system the predominant sys-
tem in the United States in about 10 years.

Dr. HANSOM. I am not familiar enough with the legal aspects of this.
I would only say that as far as our present system, the present system
is the preferred system at the present time. I understand that the metric
system is not presently illegal but that in many instances the customary
system is required on packaging and that sort of thing. I wouldif the
administration bill goes far enough to reverse that trend at a certain
point in time, then I would favor' that.
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Senator INourE. The third difference, Dr. Hanson, the Pell bill has
an element of compulsion; on the other hand the administration meas-
ure calls for voluntary conversion, recognizing the fact that there
are certain industries which would suffer grievously if they were com-
pelled to convert the metric system.

Dr. HANSON. Well, there again I think that with a certain reasonable
time allowance that there should then become a point in time where
the metric labeling would be the required labeling rather than our
present customary system. I am not so optimistic to think that that
would all come about automatically without some kind of fairly
specific time conversion.

Senator INouvE. I thank you very much again.
Dr. HANSON. Thank you.
Our next witness is the president of the National Small Business

Association, Mr. Carl Beck.

STATEMENT OF CARL A. BECK, CHAIRMAN, METRICATION SUB-
COMMITTEE OF NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

Mr. BECK. Thank you, Senator.
Good afternoon. My name is Carl A. Beck,
For the record, sir, I am no longer president of the National Small

Business Association. I have been kicked upstairs to the chairman of
the Metrication Subcommittee of the Legislative Policy and Action
Committee of the National Small Business Association.

Senator INOUYE. Should I congratulate you, sir?
Mr. BECK. Well, I don't know. When you get to wearing a hat, you

should keep wearing it, I suppose.
But I would like to, with your perinission, sir, having submitted the

testimony in writing and I presume you have it available, I am reluc-
tantI am reluctant to go through it and read it in detail.

Senator Noma:. Without objection, your statement will be made a
part of the record at this point.

Mr. BECK. And also, I trust, the addendum.
Senator Noun. Yes, sir, so ordered.
Mr. BECK. I would not read it through but make a few comments.
No. 1, if I may have the temerity to answer your question before

you ask it, I have this morning briefly scanned a copy of the admin-
istration bill that I understand will be submitted.

I think that it appears to meif you have read what I have said
and compared it with the billthat in essence, the administration
bill seems to embody the most of the principles of what we are recom-
mending here.

We have, of course, not had an opportunity to study it in detail but
in general concept, it certainly seems to be the thing that we feel
should be done.

There is so much that can be said on this question, I would like to,
as I said in my testimony, limit myself to three items, first the impact
on small business and second, the need for some action, and third.
some recommendations such as policy and concepts such as are in the
administration proposed bill.

As far as the impact on small business, Mr. Chairman, I must again
remind you, if I might, that 97 percent of all business in the country are
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small businesses, even though we only have two of the 43 members on
the panel in the National Bureau of Standdrds group.

Nevertheless, we are 97 percent of the businesses.
This has a tremendous impact on small business. The conversion

period for most small business will last appreciably more than 10
years; and in our own business, the Charles Beck Machine Corp. in
Pennsylvania, we can see that we will be under a dual system for at
least 20, and more likely 30, years because of the vast number of ma-
chines that we have in the field that are receiving service and repair
parts and so on, because we do have machines that have been out as
much as 50 years and are still operating satisfactorily. It is good busi-
ness to supply repair parts to these customers.

When you have been in business over a hundred years, you live on
your reputation and integrity rather than styling and design changes,
so that I think we overdo, from the viewpoint of products which do
not have a factor of style or style obsolescence, this business of con-
version at the time of new design.

For many of us this just isn't practical, and we will have to live
with it a long time.

Senator ixotryx. By the way, would it be possible for you to con-
tinue making these parts for the old machines that you have already
produced even under conversion ? .

Mr. BECK. We would certainly do so, but the point I make is we will
have to live under two systems.

As I mentioned in here, we have many drawings, although perhaps
frequently revised, which may predate World War I, and we don't.
want to go to the cost of converting all these drawings to metric, and
we will have to continue to work in customary units for some decades,
so that we will have to be living under two systems. Do I answer your
question, sir?

Senator INotrrE. Are you suggesting we continue the status quo
Mr. BECK. Definitely not. The cost of conversion, if it were to be

done fairly rapidly, would be astronomical for our organization, yet
we are strongly in favor of going metric.

As I outlined in here, one of the prime examples of what can be
done is what the Industrial Fasteners Institute has clone in developing
this new system.

There are at present some 87 standard SI thread series, and if you
combine them with the standard customary, you get approximately
140 official standard thread sizes, diameters and pitches, and so on,
today.

There are actually, in the latest list I saw, 256. Now, what the In-
dustrial Fasteners' proposes is to reduce this 256 to 25.

, This means, in our own case, for example, instead of using 18 stand-
ard thread sizes as now, we would be reduced to seven or eight. This
would be a considerable saving in inventory and even assembly costs,
having such a limited selection.

The other thing is about the new series that has been developed by
the Fasteners Institute, it is developed on the basis of end use appli-
cation and it is a progressive series which is designed to fit the end
use of what fasteners are to be used for; that is. to hold things together.
It is an excellent system. Here is a real potential economy and we
would be very anxious, for example, to use the new fastener system

127;
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as soon as available, even ; . ., if we were to use it on our replace-
ment and repair parts, for c t. t!e. On the other hand, as I mentioned
in hero in our survey of a bliriared of our leading suppliers, we are
amazed to find that the Steel Institute, or the steel suppliers and the
manufacturers so far, have done nothing about setting new standards
to go with the new metric bearings and parts that can be available and
are being made available.

Unless Congress has some sort-of statement of intent for the United
States to move in this direction, it appears that organizations such
as this are going to stay where they are. The status quo, as I havesaid,
is frequently defined as "the mess we are in," and in some cases we are
in a pretty bad mess.

If we can get metric bearings and metric parts but not metric shaft-
ing to fit these bearings, then we cannot really convert. We need a
unified national statement of policy to encourage people to start mov-
ing in this direction. So I think this is why it is important that some-
thing be done at the present time.

Senator INOUYE. Nov, under the administration's measure, I would
believe that your company could continue business as is. It encourages
voluntary conversion.

Mr. BECK. Yes. I would think so. I think, too. that if perhaps you
have had a chance to glance through my report of the National Metric
Study Conference, November 1970, the point I make in there is there
are many reasons why it is practical and economical for certain areas
to go metric.

Packaging, for example, there is an advantage to the retailer, cer-
tainly to the consumer. Certainly to those in favor of consumerism
there is a real advantage to going metric. There is an economic advan-
tage.

If we can move first in those areas where there is such an advan-
tage. the economics, the general tenor of people's acceptance of the
metric system will move much faster than if we were to go, for exam-
ple, by the Pell bill, by trying to make it an edict and force it down
our throats.

This is one of the reasons why I think that the administration pro-
posal is so superior to the Pell bill.

Another thing, although the National' Bureau of Standards has
been so actively involved in the stwly, I think to put the prime re-
sponsibility on NBS is wrong. I think it is very important that this
be a quasi-public body. if you will, on metrication matters, like Lord
Ritchie-Calder has in England, which can pull in the various aspects
of the private economy and correlate them. I think to have it a gov-
ernment bureau, part of a government bureau, is the wrong approach.

Senator NOUYE. The administration approach would establish an
independent board.

Mr. %cu. That is correct. I think that is one of the reasons I say I
feel that it is in line with our thinking as far as the concept and policy
is concerned.

Senator Nam. So if von had a choice between the status quo and
the administration approach, I gather you prefer the administration
approach?

Air. BECK. Very definitely.

12§
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Also, sir, I regret there has been no action on S. 1798. You recall
we submitted testimony in writing in favor of this. I think this is very
important.

As I have said we have to make a decision. I said in my prepared
testimony here that the metric report is called a decision whose
time has come, and the decision "whose time has come" is whether
we want to be a helmsman or a wheelbarrow, whether we want "to
help guide our destiny or just be pushed around."

Unless we can move ahead and get organizations like ANSI and
other competent trade associations involved in setting international
standards, contributing the American know-how (which the world
recognizes is very important) if we can get this involved, with the
blessing of our Government, we canas the Fasteners Institute is
proposing and as Timken has done in their bearingswe can get
standards adopted which are much more sensible, have economic ben-
efit, and benefit from our vast engineering development. I think it is
important we become involved rather than standing by the sidelines.

The few points I would like to make, sir, is that we should have a
statement of congressional intent, so that people know which way
the wind is blowing officially.

As we have said, I do not believe this is the Pell bill but it could
well be the administration bill, such as the joint resolution. I think
there has to be overall coordination and a metrification board or a
metric conversion board of some sort. That is a necessity.

There are many things that I will not take time with but I could
go into the problems that could arise interindustry, shipping versus
manufacturing where there can be real knotty problems in various
areas that have to be coordinated somehow.

There certainly should be the involvement of responsible trade
organizations in international standard setting. There should be a
Government policy on this, and above all, as I have said in my very
last words, we have got to get moving on this because the longer the
delay, the longer we are going to suffer.

Senator INOUYE. With that, Mr. Beck, I would like to once again
thank you for your contribution this afternoon. You can be assured
that this committee will do something about this.

Mr. BECK. Thank you, sir.
Senator INOUYE. I expect to, as soon as possible, after these hear-

ings, urge the committee to report out the measure. I have my personal
views as to what it should look like, but I don't think we are too far
apart.

Mr. BECK. I don't think so.
Thank you for the opportunity to be present, and if there is any

way our association can be of assistance to the committee, don't
hesitate to have the staff call onus.

Senator INOUYE. Thank you. /
(The statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF CARL A. BECK, CHAIRMAN, METRICATION SUBCOMMITTEE OF
NATIONAL SMALL B178INEBB ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Carl A. Beck. I on
chairman of the Metrication Subcommittee of the Legislative Action and Policy
Committee of the National Small Business Association. I am also president of
the Charles Beck Machine Corp., of King of Prussia, Pa., a manufacturer arid
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marketer of capital equipment for the converting and packaging industries, with
sales representatives throughout the world. This statement is presented on behalf
of National Small Business, an association representing firms doing business in
more than five hundred different industry categories. Because of the recognized
and acknowledged impact of Metric Conversion on the small businessman, we
have been keenly interested in this subject for some time, and we appreciate your
giving us an opportunity to comment on this subject.

I am taking the liberty of including, as an addendum to my written testimony,
copies of a paper entitled "A Small Businessman Looks at Metrication", pre-
sented at the Concluding National Metric Study Conference in November 1970.

Having only two days to prepare, limited time and resources have precluded
extracting or copying this material, and we feel the vast majority of what we said
then is equally germane today. In fact, my presentation today is an updating and
extension of the basic principles set forth in that paper. My remarks here will
not, therefore, deal with the specifics of any particular bill, but will be addressed
to basic concepts and recommendations.

In particular, I would like to cover three areas: the impact on the small
business, particularly the smaller manufacturer; the need for Congressional
action and support; and recommendations for concepts and values which we
feel 'should be incorporated in Congressional action. As a consequence I shall
eschew any discussion of the aspects of education, consumerism (except as
customers of small business!), the advantages to science, research, and engineer-
ing in general, and the myriad of other important aspects of our society.

I begin with a conclusion: metric conversion for the U.S. is inevitable ! The only
question remaining is one of timing: How soon? How fast? and How? Such a
conclusion is inescapable if one reads the U.S. Metric Study, or has been involved
during the preceding year, as I have, in meetings and seminars concerning
metrification. Just as the year 1971 convinced the most skeptic person of the
domestic ramifications of international finance, it also awakened many to the
ineluctable internationalism of our socio-economic system. The "decision whose
time has come" is whether we want to be a helmsman or a wheelbarrowwhether
we want a band in guiding our own destinies, or whether we are willing to be just
"pushed around"

To say that small business is involved in the gross understatement of the year.
Our company, for example, employs about fifty people and has annual sales
approaching a million dollars (eliminating recession times like today). and we
participated in the Metric Study as a respondent to the manufacturing survey.
Our best estimates were that it might cost us as much as the amount of a full
year's dollar volume of sales, to completely convert to metric measures! Even
spread out over a ten-year period, this could be a substantial burden ! Yet in spite
of this, we recognize it must be done, and the sooner the better. ilk

Much emphasis has been placed on conversion at model changeor redesign.
That may be relative in terms of an automobile, which is designed from scratch
each model year, where the costs of new design and tooling are charged to each
year's production, and production quantities would demand renewal anyway.
But in a business such as ours, such a step by discrete step is not possible. Many
of our machines in the field are still operating satisfactorily after forty years of
service, and we cherish the reputation we have. built up by servicing these cus-
tomers. In a business which has been in existence more than a century, depend-
ability and integrity count more than styling and planned obsolescence. Some of
our drawings, although they may have been revised and Changed many times.
date'back to pie-World War One,. yet are still active and even stocked as repair
parts for older machines, because it is economically feasible to do so. To add
dual dimensioning and tolerances to many of these old tracings is not practical
or possible, and they would have to be 'redrawn at monumental cost in man-
hours, or laboriously converted to metric practiee at manufacturing, to fit a
metric-oriented production shop after metric conversion had been accomplished.
Of necessity, therefore, we will have some decades of working with both metric
and customary units concurrently.

I know that our own problem is not atypical, but will be experienced by many
small manufacturing concerns like us. The actual conversion of machine tools
may not be exorbitant,' but how about the loss of prodpction time. A large manu-
facturer with dozens of boring mills may elect to change over 10% of them each
year to metric feeds and dials. But the smaller manufacturer with one boring
mill can't convert it stepwise.
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I give these simple examples only to illustrate the impact of metric conver-
sionto quantify the costs is exceedingly difficult. The comparisons with larger
business are somewhat self-evident, yet I remind you that of all U.S. businesses,
97% are small business! In the areas of retailing and consumer acceptance,
I would also refer you to page 4, 5, and 0 of my addendum, with the illustrations
of accommodation adaptation in the areas of packaging.

In light of such costs, problems, and apparent negativism, why then am I
espousing the cause of conversion to the "SI" usage? Because there are long-
range benefits. They may be difficult to identify, and almost impossible to quan-
tify, but they do exist. You have heard about the current activity of the Indus-
trial Fasteners Institute. As I have explained in the addendum (pages 7, S, and
9), this could result in our inventory of bolts and nuts being reduced from
eighteen thread types and sizes to perhaps seven, with a considerable :owing in
both production and inventory costs.

When discussing metrification, it is easy to be caught between the Scylla and
Charybdis of oversimplification and overcomplication. The one who says railroad
tracks will still -be 4 feet 81/." apart even if measured with a meter rule is
talking about "accommodation." The barmaid in the pub who demands a half-
liter mug instead of selling a pint of bitter, is talking about unnecessary hard
conversion. Oue is measurement, the other is standards changing. It should be
emphasized that changing mensuration units and changing standards are two
entirely distinct and separate things. To change units of measure only is costly,
and of little real benefit, except to the scientists or designer, perham But to
change standards for benefit of those using them, when encouraged through a
change in mensuration, is progress. I call to your attention that the new screw-
thread series proposed by the Fasteners Institute is based on use, and is not only
a simplification but a considerable improvement of the "status quo." In the
addendum I give the example of trying to convert "12 gauge" to metric a simple
conversion chart for gauge from customary to metric dimensions would menu a
table of some 4,250 entries ! As I expressed then, this is not acconmslation,
adaptation, or conversion. It is called "stupidity." It lends credence to the belief
that the "status quo" can frequently be translated as "the mess we are in."

Without further belaboring the issue, let me jump directly to a second conclu-
sion : We know that new ISO international standards are being developed today,
that U.S. superior technology should be involved, and that the rest of the
world recognizes that also. We must not waitwe must begin now ! The oppor-
tunity and the if4ative can be ours if the U.S. is willing, but we can forfeit the
opportunity to r and to the challenges by a too leisurely approach or prolonged
inaction. If you would rend page eleven of my addendum, you would note what
I have just said is identical to what I said in November 1970. I believed it then
I am even more convinced of it now.

Some months ago your subcommittee had hearings on S. 1798, and we sub-
mitted a letter in support of this measure, the International Voluntary Standards
Cooperation Act. This is an important matter, and I regret that it has not yet
been approved by the Congress. A second step is a simple declaration of con-
gressional intent, such as perhaps a Joint Resolution. In fact, I personally take
exception to Senator Pell's Bill, S. 2483, in that it may go too far at this time.
For example, I feel that the knowledge and data accumulated by the National
Bureau of Standards in the Metric Study can be of real value, and the NBS should
certainly be involved as a participant or an advisor for any National coordinat-
ing body, but I think it is Wrong for NBS to have the prime responsibility. Lord
Ritchie Calder admits that the British Metrication Board has indeed worked
very well, and I think we shoud profit by their experience. We need the "flex-
ibility" of a citisen's group, rather than a bureau or department of the govern-
ment. In addition, government bureaus and ad hoc groups never die, and seldom
seem to fade away, but a "metrification board" should have a terminal point.

But what is definitely needed is a statement of intent and a means of coordina-
tion. Let me illustrate by a personal experience. Our company recently sent a
questionnaire about metric conversion plans to our hundred or so major sup-
pliers. Ball bearings have historically been made to metric dimensions, and for
many years our designers have labored with fitting bearings with metric bores to
shafts with fractional inch dimensions. Tapered roller bearings, developed in this
country, by the Timken Company primarily, have been in inch dimensions, but
their new series of bearings are now designed to be used in both metric and
inch relationi. Much to our surprise, the steel companies are doing nothing,
nor have they any plans, we are told. We can't begin to convert until we can
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obtain shafting in metric sizes. What the Steel Institute should do is take a
fresh look, just as the Fastener Institute has done so well, and come up with
a series of standard diameters which makes sense. People who are not in the
machinery business are often astonished that common stock sizes are 13/11)
and 1 15/10 inches, since the old time "turned, ground and polished" shafting was
made from sizes on the even quarters of an inch, and 1/16" of diameter was lost in
producing close tolerance shafting. But we are told that the steel makers are
waiting to see what Congress will do.

In addition to coordination, there are other matters which must be resolved in
some manner. Engineering drawings, as a part of the design function, are worth
much more than drafting time involved, and are often capitalized in a manner
similar to patents. But the cost of drawing conversion may loom so great that a
company which has a capitalized drawing account may wish to expense the
redrawing effort, and thus reduce taxes to compensate, in light of the fact that
the conversion adds no value. Another concern which might customarily expense
drawing preparation as part of production costs may feel such an expense too
large for a single fiscal year, and capitalize such costs on the basis of future
value after metric conversion. Is this to be determined solely by the Internal
Revenue Service, or should some guidelines be established? We believe, as the
Metric Study recommends, that "costs should lie where they fall", but we are
loathe to see small business suffer unduly because they cannot bear significant
burdens with the ease and dispatch available to larger concerns. The advanced
technologies of computerized drafting machines and tape controlled machine
tools of mass production are not necessarily practical for the smaller shop.
would hope, too, the Small Business Administration might be given authority for
loans (not grants) to small businesses which might be caught in a catastrophic
squeeze in a special conversion situation.

I have given only a sparse selection of examples of the impact and the oppor-
tunities confronting us in the area of metric changeover. I will be the first to
admit that though the concept of metrification is deceptively simple, the imple-
mentation can be indescribably complex. There will be both hardships and
"windfalls", I am sure. But the challenge cannot be avoided it must be met,
and the way we meet it will determine the benefit we can derive from the oppor-
tunity. If we are to give an adequate response to this challenge, I feel there arc
certain minimal actions which should be taken just as soon as possible, and I
will therefore conclude with five recommendations :

1. There should be a simple and clear congressional statement of intent for the
U.S. to "go metric".

2. A "Metrification Board" or similar group should be established, primarily
of representatives of the private sector, to be responsible for coordination of
plans and activities of the various seguients and sectors of the economy, rather
than an overall planning group for the economy, to encourage planning and
involvement in the changeover at all levels.

3. There should be real encouragement for responsible trade organizations to
become involved in coordinating and developing improved standards and prac-
tices in order to maximize potential benefits from the changeover.

4. Meaningful participation should be encouraged and abetted by such orga-
nizations as the American National Standards Institute and responsible trade
associations working with them, in helping to shape and improve international
standards, particularly with the ISO and IEC international organizations which
now exist.

5. For my last recommendation, I again quote the last words of my paper in
November of 1970: "Let's go ! !"

A SMALL BUSINESSMAN LOOKS AT 'METRICATION

(By Carl A. Beck)
An expert has been defined as someone 100 miles from home. Although I am

more than 160.9 km or 86.8392487 nautical miles from home, I am afraid I don't
qualify, however. The more I become exposed to the ramifications of "going
metric" the less of an expert-I seem to be! And though I am here today under
the aegis of National Small Business, I must make it clear that the Association
has as yet taken no "cifileial stand" on the subject. On the other hand, we are
very interested, concerned, and involvedand, we are doing something about it.
My comments therefore are primarily my own personal observations and con-
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elusions, and should not be confused with the Association's present and future
activities in the area of Metrication. We have not conducted any polls among
our membership, because we saw it as an exercise in futility at this stage of
time but we will be soliciting their opinions and assistance as planning for
metrication progresses.

As an individual, I am president of a small company which designs. manufac-
tures, and markets worldwide, various kinds of capital equipment for the con-
verting and packaging industries. We employ about fifty people in total, and
our products are sold throughout the world by manufacturer's agents on com-
mission. We do less than a million dollars annual volume, but are currently
planning for the manufacture of one product 11110 in Europe. I hope this cate-
gorization qualities me to speak as an involved small businessman.

As we face the subject of U.S. metrication, we can identify certain principal
elements, and recognize trends and variations which are very relevant to our
situation. If we are to contribute information, knowledge, and judgment to help
in national policy formulation (which is really the purpose of the U.S. Metric
Study) we must consider the environment into which such a decision will be
injected. Will you look at this environment for a moment through the eyes of .

a small businessman?
Following World War II, America thought it should rebuild the world, or at

least re-establish new goals for its peoples. Today we are faced with a very
different international politico- economic structure, and we would be wise to
eschew activism for better planning: a longer-range view to the development
of viable systems "to which the wise and just for all times may repair." But
we need a deeper comprehension of what we can and cannot do. We must recog-
nize the growing trend toward larger -nationalism like the EEC and EFTA,
as well as the charismas of national -pride and language. We see a proliferation
of American subsidiaries of foreign companies, and U.S. investments abroad
today are more in direct investment than portfolios. Many small businessmen
today feel this change, and recognize the need to look at their operations through.
"world-colored glasses". I am not trying to philosophize here ; I am trying to
underline the importance of the subject in the context of the political ecology
of the future, facing us today !

It has been assumed that small business has just an ancillary interest in
metrication, from the "fall-out" of international corporate giants. Not so! Bear
in mind that 97% of U.S. business is small business. The world's largest corpo-
ration may go metric, but it has several thousand prime suppliers, almost all of
which are small businesses. The U.S. Department of Commerce estimates show
that at least 17,000 small manufacturers are exporters. Large corporations have
the independence of choice in such things as metrication, and small business
must accede; but small business has the versatility and dynamism to adapt to
change, whereas to turn a big company around takes time. Wouldn't it be in-
teresting if metrication were an area where small business could lead instead
of following? !

This brings me to Postulate No. 1: Metrication in the U.S. is inevitable. As
Corollary No. 1 would offer: It is no longer a question of whether or when, but
rather a question of iww and how fast? If you can interpolate the broader
considerations I have sketched above, you will reach the same conclusions..

The concept of U.S. going metric is deceptively simple, even though its im-
plementation is involved. That it will be a major cost for small business cannot
be denied. What these costs are is very difficult to quantify, but to quantify the
benefits would be almost impossible. Yet there are benefits, and some of the more
apparent ones can be at least qualified if not quantified. This leads me to what I
would call Postulate No. 2: Change should be undertaken, not in the way which
seems easiest or which. will provide fastest results, but in. the ways that maximum
benefits will accrue in the shortest Practical time.

For you to appreciate my reasoning behind this apparent tautology, some
illustration is needed. Dr. Branscomb has lucidly, concisely, and definitively
set forth the concept of the U.S. metrication process in a recent speech, which
I commend to any novitiate who wants to understand what going metric means.
There have been other excellent dissertations directed toward the effects on
the consumer, the great need for education at all ages, as well as atomizing the
problem into real or imagined roadblocks Of catastrophic nature. I assume these
statements are a matter of record, and will avoid a rehash of them here. But I
would like to borrow the terms "hard" and "soft" conversion, "bilingual"
measurement, and the concepts of "accommodation, adaptation, and conversion".
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Accommodation we have been doing ior years, and will continue to do. Greater
accommodation (or easier accon.noL,...ion) is basically a matter of education,
yet education for change is not simple. We are talking of education in terms of
value knowledge, and value knowledge o axiological learning is predicated on
personal involvement.

Adaptation is basically a process of "soft conversion", and also a matter of
education. I wo'ild imagine that metrication of weights and measures will be a
real boon to 111:se who dote on the current craze of "consumerism", but it cer-
tainly has real benefit for the housewife and shopper ! To say, therefore, that
"soft conversion" adds cost bnt not benefit is a "non sequitur", since it enhances
marketability, and for the consumer, retailer, and consumer-product manufac-
turer, that is the "name of tl:e game"! The retailer (particularly the small busi-
ness retailer) in the 17.a. is the world's expert on consumerism, because this is
what lets him exist, an(: he will adapt with celerity to consumer preference. In
today's supermarkets I find bananas and oranges sold by the pound, instead of the
"hand" or by the "each" or "dozen", and I presume this is so the entire distribution
chain can handle weight units from beginning to end, and thus shave costs an
mark-ups without loss of profit or rounding allowances of conversion. The ad-
vantages lost in prepackaging of meats and cheeses were offset by shoppers'
convenience and ability to choose. If the consumer understands the metric system,
I feel that consumer objection is 95% myth. The "new math", for example, may
confuse parents but it's here to stay because it makes sense. All of which brings
me to Postulate *3 : Since education for metrication is a major challenge, it should
be accomplished first in those areas where, and by a program where, the average
consumer can (1) be involved, and (2) appreciate a potential benefit.
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The obverse side of the coin is packaging and labeling, and provided it is done
on a basis of voluntarism and convenience, it should not be a major problem. The
conversion under the so-called "Truth in Packaging" Law was perhaps more
onerous and difficult for the small food producer than dual marking for "cus-
tomary" and metric units. When we get to "hard" conversion of package sizes,
there may be such a customer demand for a "sampler" series of sizes under "our
new system" that we may be running "to get on the band wagon". Conjecture? Per-
haps, but not beyond the realm of possibility. So I offer Postulate *4 : Education
for personal benefit begets evolution, and evolution begets conversion, because it
utilizes the Profit Motive.

Conversion is more than the change of package sizes, however, and real "hard"
conversion has many imponderables. Let me jump to my own field of manufac-
turing, engineering design, tolerances, etc. I would presume that machinery manu-
facturing has probably as many difficulties in going metric as any portion of the
economy. But the "status quo" is not all a bed of roses, either. "Status quo" was
once defined as "the mess we are in." If I say "twelve gage" some may think of
shotgun shells, but figure 1 shows 18 dimensions, all in inches, all of which are
officially "12 gage". If that isn't bad enough, twelve gage is also 6,350 circular
mills. Do we want to convert this to metric, as is, for all gages from 16/0 to 97?
(see figure 2).

Since these are all standards, in accredited series, must we also, in converting,
intersperse all of the sizes which are standard under the metric system? This
is the approach that some people recomniend : a kind of multiple accommoda-
tion-conversion bastardization. It maj be unavoidable in some cases, but I would
relegate it to a "last resort".
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Take the problem common to us all: "joining." Materials of all kinds have
many fine qualities and characteristics, just like people. When you begin to join
materials, particularly different materials, you begin to have problems, just as
with people. I have never been able to decide whether mortar holds bricks
closer together or further apart, but I do know it is needed to make bricks into
a brick wall. So how we join things is the evolution of the universe, and I pick
fasteners as a prime focus. Let's further simplify by eliminating, for the mo-
ment, rivets, catches, clamps, hooks, and everything but nuts and bolts. In fact,
let's also ignore the nut, Now, as a manufacturer of industrial machinery, I have
many concerns about a bolt, Figure 3 depicts fourteen common characteristics
of a bolt or screw, in which I am interested as a designer, machinery builder
and user of fasteners, approximately in their order of importance. There are
established, accepted, excellent U.S. standards covering all these, as well as other
more sophisticated characteristics. Thanks to organizations like the Industrial
Fasteners Institute, our U.S. standards are better and more reliable than any
in the world. At the bottom of my list are "diameter" and "pitch", yet this is
what we think of flOst when we talk of screwthread metrication. Limiting our
selection to just this one pair of characteristics, however, we find there are about
148 standard thread sizes in the U.S. Unified series, 75 in the ISO series as
presently defined, and an additional 46 required to "bridge the gap" between
U.S. and metric standard sizes. This assumes, of course, that the thread shapes
are the same, which was assured during World War II, but thtee threads do
not include square, Acme or other types of threads not normally used for
"fasteners".
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I will admit to having difficult in remembering that 17/64 equals 0.205025",
but I don't want to convert to metric by increasing the sizes or selections I have
to inventory. There must be a better way ! I am primarily interested in the
strength of the bolt (its diameter) and how well it holds (pitch), and what I
want is a spectrum of sizes which gives me enough choice to cover the range
but a practical minimum number, to reduce inventory requirements and all the
concomitant cost of un-'9e proliferation. Bless the Industrial Fasteners In-
stitute, for this is what they propose : ". . . a series that would provide maxi-
mum utilization of material and a maximum simplification of choice with results
stated in metric," and since it will conform to U.S. practices and technology,
I might add, it will be superior to, but yet it will conform to, a worldwide
standard. if, that is, if it will be accepted by those who are setting the standards
for the SI system. Regardless of a possible desire for us to use "metric threads"
on our machines abroad, where today both U.S. and metric threads are equally
accepted, we will want to use this new series of fasteners as soon as possible,
because it will cat costs and is intimately linked with that naughty word : the
"Profit Motive".

By all common sense and logic, this should be the place for Postulate #5:
Hard conversion. in manufacturing should focus first on those items where there
is a predictable, even if unquantified, real economic advantage to the user. As
an important addendum I would offer a corollary : There should be a maximiz-
ing of the use and involvement of responsible trade associationa and similar
organizations.

I think, also, we are going to have a problem of identity. A good mechanic can
identify a %-20 screw at a glance, but he may have difficulty in differentiat-
ing it from a metric M6.5 which would be only five thousandths of an inch larger
in diameter, and only 20.8 instead of 20 threads per inch, but still might not fit a
%-20 tapped hole! I would hope the new series will be enough different in some
way, to obviate such a confusion.

We foresee other problems, of course. It is impossible to limit metric usage
to only that which is new or redesigned, and the conversion of our own com-
pany drawings and technical data, we estimate, will stretch over about 20 years.
I am sure that there are ways to computerize and then reproduce drawings,
with dual dimensioning and bilingual notations, but not for our company in the
foreseeable future.

Machine tool feeds and speeds are another problem, of course. Someone said
he should go into the business of making "127 tooth gears", but he didn't say
whether they would be made with teeth of 12 pitch (DP) or with a 0.4724
module (SI) tooth! Even dual dimensioning has a "Je ne sais quoi de complexite ",
and if you believe bilingualism is simple, just try to make a literal translation
of the French phrase I just quoted. The opportunity for error is tremendous.

The concept of metrication is simplethe implementation is not. I hope you
can appreciate why we have not "polled" our members. But later. if these postu-
lates I have enunciated have any logic, our members can help advise the "where"
and "how" of best .approach. Since we are not a trade association, we cannot
develop specific answers or systems, but just because we are different from a trade
association, we may be able to help horizontally rather than vertically. Can we
somehow help "coordinate" from the viewpoint of 97% of American businesses?
With the help of NBS, ANSI, and the many wonderful trade organizations like
IFI, perhaps we can do something. Our Executive Committee has recently, by
formal resolution, approved the formation of a special Ad Hoc Committee on U.S.
Metrication, and though we have not funds to dedicate to 'the effort, we are
going to try to make some contribution, and perhaps become a bit "dedicated"
in the process. Our first step will be an informal meeting in the near future, with
selected representatives of other organizations, who are knowledgeable in this
field and who might be willing to help us help the effort. .

Any beyond that, we know that new ISO international standards are being
developed today, that U.S. superior technology should be involved, and that the
rest of the world recognizes that also. Although August 1971 is the NBS report
date, Congressional action Will take months or years after that. We must not
waitwe must begin now ! the opportunity and the initiative can be ours if the
U.S. is willing, but we can torteit the opportunity to respond to the challenge
by a too leisurely approach Or prolonged inaction.

So I would offer a last comment regarding a dynamic yet deliberate approach
to intelligent planning and involvement, which I shall label Postulate No. 6:
Let's go ! ! !,
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Senator IxotrvE. Our next witness is Mr. William Roemer, executive
secretary, Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM ROEMER, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
ACADEMY OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, sir. As you have stated, I am William C.
Roemer, executive secretary of the Academy of Pharmaceutical
Sciences of the American Pharmaceutical Association.

The American Pharmaceutical Association is the national profes-
sional society of pharmacists. Its approximately 50,000 members are
composed of practicing pharmacists, pharmaceutical educators, phar-
maceutical scientists, and pharmacy students.

The APhA is comprised of several subdivisions. One of these, the
Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences, provides an organization with-
in the APhA for more than 2,000 pharmaceutical science members who
are largely associated with our colleges of pharmacy, the pharmaceuti-
cal industry, government and private laboratories.

On behalf of its members the APhA and the Academy of Pharma-
ceutical Sciences supports the objectives embodied in S. 2483. We be-
lieve that these proposals provide for a smooth transition to the metric
system in this country and that the adoption of the metric system and
the standardization achieved thereby would greatly benefit the public,
scientific, and industrial community.

Senator Irrouyz. May I interrupt. That is another vote. I do not think
I can afford to miss two in one day, so I will be back in 12 minutes.
Until then we are in recess.

(Recess."
Senator Irrours. That was the final ppssage, so we should have some

time for you, sir. Once again I apologize for the inconvenience, Mr.
Roemer. Please proceed, sir.

Mr. RosmEit. On behalf of its members, the APhA and the Academy
of Pharmaceutical Sciences supports the objectives embodied in S. 2483.
We believe that these proposals provide for a smooth transition to the
metric system and the standardization achieved thereby would greatly
benefit the publictsecZntific, and industrial community.

This view has supported by most research and scientific bodies
in this and other countries for many years. In this connection, repre-
sentatives of the APhA and the Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences
testified in 1965 in favor of S. 774 before this committee, and in favor
of H.R. 2626 before the Committee on Science and Astronautics of the
House of Represeniatives.

Then as now we know of no pharmacist or pharmaceutical scientist
that does not support the adoption and use of the metric system. Reso-
lutions to this effect have been unanimously approved on a number of
occasions by the APhA house of delegates and the Academy of Phar-
maceutical Sciences.

think, Senator, rather than giving a verbatim statement, I would
just as soon summarize the rest of the testimony.

Senator INOUYE. Without objection, your full statement will be made
a part of the record..

Mr. ROEMER. Thank you.
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The APhA publishes the Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences, and
in it, just as in ninny of the other scientific journals, we employ ex-
clusively the metric system describing weights and measures. This per-
mitted a standardization in print which was clear, concise, and uni-
versally understood by scientists throughout the world.

Although the metric system is not the oldest system of weights and
measures, it is one of the most useful and easily learned since it is
based on the decimal system. It offers convenience and clarity.

All of the units within the metric system vary regularly by a fac-
tor of 10. Even nomenclature is consistent and universally understood.
Calculations to interchange units in the metric system beCome a simple
matter which is convenient, easily understood, and less susceptible to
error.

In the past the pharmacy profession in the United States has em-
ployed both the avoirdupois and the apothecary systems of weights and
measures in the handling of medicines. In order to avoid confusion the
community pharmacist had to clearly establish in his mind that the
avoirdupois system was generally used in drug distribution other than
on prescriptions. The apothecary system, on the other hand, was used
to dispense prescriptions and sometimes to compound bulk medicine.
The pharmacist thus acquired in the avoirdupois system and dispensed
in the apothecary system.

These systems differed in that 1 pound avoirdupois was 7,000 grains:
and 1 pound apothecary was only 5,760 grains. Today the pharmacist
employs the metric system. The medical profession also is employ-
ing: the metric system. Doses are remembered, calculated and pre-
scribed, and drugs are ordered, compounded, and dispensed in the
metric system.

In this regard the use of the metric system by pharmaceutical manu-
facturers also has helped considerably in the conversion to metric
practice.

While the 5-grain aspirin tablet is still familiar, the official dose
is 300 milligrams in the metric system, and the apothecary equivalent
essentially is only popular nomenclature.

Our association publishes the National Formulary, which is one of
the official compendia recognized under the food and drug laws of
both Federal and State Governments.

When this was first published in 1888 the system of measurement ,.

of course, was that in vogue at the time, the apothecary system. Around
the turn of the century it adopted the metric system and included
parenthetically the equivalent doses in the apothecary system. How-
ever, since 1955 the apothecary equivalents have been entirely elimi-
nated in the National Formulary. This is also true with the United'
States Pharmacopeia.

Each of the steps which provided for the orderly transition and
familiarity with the use of the metric system in the practice of phar-
macy have occurred over 40 to 50 years.

The transition was accomplished at this leisurely pace because:
(a) The metric system was less well known and accepted then

than it is today;
(b) Many other countries and most of the other professions in this

country utilized the English system:

i9
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(c) Except for its obvious facility of use, there was little driving
force toward its adoption in the pharmaceutical field.

I might add that if I understand the remarks that have been directed
toward the administration's proposal, I think here that this last point
emphasizes the voluntary nature of this new proposal and would,
I think, provide really little driving force to adopt the metric system
in the United States within a fixed tune period.

Thus we would end up within 10 years in spite of the fact that the
proposal as I understand it hopes that it would be the predominant
system of measurement, we would end up with the apothecary, the
avoirdupois, the imperial, the troy, and throw in for good measure
the metric. So we would have all these operating at the same time.

Senator INouvE. The Pell bill adopts the metric system as the sole
legal system in the United States, with exceptions. It may possibly be
a mattcr of semantics, but the administration resolution makes conver-
sion voluntary.

Mr. ROEMER. Yes, I understand that, Senator. But the nature
Senator INOUYE. In either bill one would have, to some degree, a

dual system.
Mr. ROEMER. Yes, I understand it. But I think without a coordi-

nated effort or national plan to approach or convert the United States
to the metric system that it will occur in a haphazard fashion and
e will end up
Senator INOUYE. I believe both measures provide for this. In the

'Pell measure the leadership is Centered in the Commerce Department.
Mr. ROEMER. Yes.
Senator INouvr In the administration measure you have a separate

board composed of citizens appointed by the President. This Board
in turn will formulate the conversion plans and programs and perhaps
provide for grants and assistance where such grants are absolutely
necessary.

Mr. ROEMER. I think the basic difference is that in one there is a
fixed time period set out 10 years in the Pell measure, and in the ad-
ministration bill this is not provided for.

Senator INotrrE. The administration bill sets a target of 10 years
in which the predominant language of measurement will be the metric
system.

Mr. ROEMER. But it does not preclude the use of the other systems.
Senator INOUYE. No.
Mr. ROEMER. So we would be adding one more system to the measur-

ing practices.
Senator Nom-E. Neither does the Pell bill. It would have the metric

system with exceptions, but the exceptions may be very large.
Mr. ROEMER. That would have to be determined with time as to how

large the exceptions would be.
Senator INOUYE. Fine, sir.
Please proceed.
Mr. ROEMER. Today we feel that the. English system or apothecary

system is so outdated that it is being abandoned in favor of the metric
system even in England where it is initiated.

Although the use of the metric system today is not compulsory in this
country, its use has been legal since 1966. Since 1893, the National
Bureau of Standards has been authorized to derive the yard from the
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meter, and the customary or popular weights are referred officially to
the kilogram? both of which are metric standards.

In the United States it is required that the metric system shall be
used exclusively in the medical departments of the Army, the Navy, the
Air Force, the Public Health Service, and the Marine Hospital Serv-
ice of the United States.

The convenience of use and understanding of the metric system
minimizes the possibility of error in calculations involved in many
industrial operations. Since the early 1930's American pharmaceutical
manufacturers have been converting their operations completely to
the metric system. This has been clone to provide better and more uni-
form control and thus greater assurance of safety to consumers of
drugs from possible error which might arise in converting between one
system to another.

It also has been done to provide better manufacturing efficiency
through more intelligent and easily readable manufacturing forms, in-
ventory records, cost analyses, and other recording devices which are
maintained more uniformly in the metric system. These standardized
and uniform records lend themselves readily to use in data processing
equipment and modern business recording systems.

Senator INOUYE. May I ask a question at this point?
Have you found any noticeable change in the rate of errors made un-

der the old system and under the metric system ? Would you say that
there were more errors under the old system!

Mr. ROEMER. You are talking in terms of manufacturing?
Senator INOUYE. Or in your business in dispensing prescriptions.
Mr. ROEMER. Well, I personally have not. Of course there is con-

siderable literature that has been recently published by various groups
bringing this point up that there are a number of medication errors.
But they don't necessarily deal with the measure. The measurements
involved in the giving of medications to patients is mostly errors of the
type of giving the wrong medication to the patient. So I would have to
answer no, that as far as errors with respect to measurement they are
very infrequent.

Senator INOUYE. So the proportion of errors would be about the
same under both systems?

Mr. ROEMER. Well, now, I would have to qualify my statement. If,
say, for example, the medication was prescribed by the physician as a
dose of fa drug, 11/4 grains, but the pharmacy within the hospital will
say, supply the drug or the container that it is dispensed from labeled

iin terms of each dose in terms of milligrams and it is possible then there
for that type of an error to occur.- -

Senator IrrourE. You are suggesting that if the whole system had
been converted to the metric system that error would have been avoided.

Mr. ROEMER. That error would disappear.
Senator INotrrE. Instead of a grain and a half or say 90 milligrams.
Mr. Ri-nmEn. In drawing from my experience we have spent a great

deal of time and effort in teaching students all the different systems,
conversions from one system to another. There are 15.432 grains in
1 gram, therefore 480 grains in 1 avoirdupois ounce, so the pharmacist
is quite familiar with all of these systems although I think that I can
say that he probably is most familiar and most comfortable in dealing
entirely in the metric system because it is so simple.
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Senator INOUYE. Thank you.
Mr. ROEMER. When the pharmaceutical industry made the decision

to change to the metric system, they, of course, were required to pro-
vide metric scales in place of the avoirdupois scales, or reconvert their
weighing equipment to be able to show metric subdivisions. Of course,
it was necessary to replace the weights and measures with metric
counterparts.

More difficulty was encountered in convincing the suppliers to the
industry that the firm, the pharmaceutical firm wanted to purchase
all of its raw materials in the metric system. However, as a customer
service they did do this even though this required stenciling on the
bulk packages of chemicals the metric equivalent.'

Of course, the conversion process in the pharmaceutical industry
also necessitated changes in product labels, packages, literature, cata-
logs, and other printed matter. This was accomplished over a period
of time as new printing was required. Frequently both the metric and
avoirdupois and apothecary equivalents were shown. Most of the
pharmaceuticals marketed in the United States are labeled in metric
units; however, much of the equipment used in their manufacture is
still designated in terms of the familiar inches and gallons.

For example, the dies that are used in tablet machines are still desig-
nated in terms of inches. A 1-inch die in the metric system would be-
come a 2.54-centimeter die. But this would not necessarily require that
the entire piece of equipment be thrown out and replaced with an
exclusively metric engineered piece' of equipment. It would in time
as machines wore out that they would be replaced with metric-engi-
neered machines.

In conclusion, I would like to say that in the event that S. 2483 is
enacted, perhaps the Department of Commerce would wish to consider
studying the conversion that has taken place in the pharmaceutical
industry as a tested and proven model. We believe that here would be
illustrated the real and imaginary problems that would be encountered
in other fields of endeavor, also here I think that their experience
would be shown, would show the way other industries can overcome
their problems.

The pharmaceutical scientists and the profession of pharmacy wel-
come the opportunity to serve the Nation by sharing our knowledge
and experience as to how conversion to the metric system could be
achieved. The pharmacy practitioner could be of great assistance in
educating the public in understanding as well as acceptance of the
metric system. The daily contact the pharmacist has with the public
provides him with a unique opportunity in this regard.

Teaching every child the- interrelationships between the English,
the avoirdupois, the troy, and the metric system, and other miscel-
laneous equivalents, is no small accomplishment. Most people today
attain adulthood without being able to convert these interrelated quan-
tities with ease and confidence. Those who may say that the housewife
who has learned the present American or English system of weights
and measures would have difficulty in learning a new- system do not
give the housewife- proper credit. If she could learn our present sys-
tem, she should have no difficulty at all in learning the metric units.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation and its Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences, we appreciate
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this opportunity to present their thoughts on S. 2483 to this commit-
the. We would welcome the opportunity to be of the assistance to
Congress and the public on this important matter, and will be happy
to try and answer any questions you may have.

Thank you.
Senator I,1.:ouYE. Thank you very much, sir.
It has been suggested by some that conversion would be a very ex-

pensive matter. In your industry's experience did you find conversion
to be an expensive change.

Mr. ROEMER. In preparing my testimony for presentation today I
anticipated that question, Senator, and I made specific inquiries to peo-
ple who would behopefully, I thoughtin a position to answer
those questions. Unfortunately, it was the consensus of the several that
I spoke to that since this has been such a gradual process, starting
in the early thirties, reliable figures are simply not available.

I think we realize that in converting to a new system of measure-
ments that there will be costs involved. We heard this morning several
estimates. I think of one being $45 billion, and another being $60 bil-
lion. Of course, I have no way of knowing whether or not these are
fair estimates of the cost.

Senator INOUYE. I, would assume that your conversion was done
without Federal assistance/

Mr. ROEMER. Yes, it was, it was entirely voluntary.
Senator INOUYE. Then would you feel that all conversion in the

United States should follow the principle of letting the costs lie
where they fall?

Mr. ROEMER. Well I
In otherINOUYE. n other words, the companies should absorb the

cost.
Mr. ROEMER. YOE, I favor that approach with a qualification. That

if there are industries, as the conversion progresses, who experience
particular difficulty and it is a particularly undue hardship, that pro-
vision be made for providing. for this type of contingency.

Senator IrrourE. Once again may I say how much I appreciate your
statement this afternoon and your patience in waiting this long.

Mr. ROEMER. That is all right.
Thank you very much.
(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. ROEMER, M.S., J.D., EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, AMERICAN
PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION, ACADEMY OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am William C. Roemer, Executive
Secretary of the Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association. Accompanying me today is Dr. Edward G. Feldman, Asso-
ciate Executive Director for Scientific Affairs, APhA.

The American Pharmaceutical Association is the national professional society
of pharmacists. Its approximate 50,000 members are composed of practicing
Pharmacists, pharmaceutical educators, pharmaceutical scientists and pharmacy
students.

The APhA is comprised of several subdivisions. One of these, the Academy of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, provides an organization within the APhA for more
than 2000 pharmaceutical scientist members who are largely associated with
our colleges of pharmacy, the pharmaceutical industry, government and private
laboratories.

On behalf of its members the APhA and the Academy of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, supports the objectives embodied in S.4488. We believe that these
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proposals provide for a smooth transition to the metric system in this country
and that the adoption of the metric system and the standardization achieved
thereby would greatly benefit the public, scientific and industrial conummity.
This view has been supported by most research and scientific bodies in this and
other countries for many years. In this connection, representatives of the APIIA
and the Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences testified in 1905 in favor of S. 774
before this Committee, are/ H.R. 2620 before the Committee on Science and
Astronautics of the House of Representatives. Then, as now, we know of no
pharmacist or pharmaceutical scientist that does not support the adoption and
use of the metric system. Resolutions to this effect have been unanimously
approved on a number of occasions by the APIIA. House of Delegates and the
Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences.

The metric system provides a common language, permits precise reproduci-
bility of experimentation, and enables the development 02. similar standards.
The APhA publishes the Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences, an internationally-
known and respected scientific publication. This journal reports original labora-
tory studies and scientific reviews in the pharmaceutical sciences. Today,
manuscripts published in our journal, just as in many other scientific journals,
exclusively employ the metric system for describing weights and measures.
I point this out because the use of the metric system in scientific publications in
pharmacy, chemistry, and biology generally, has permitted a standardization in
print which is clear, concise, and universally understood by scientists throughout
the world.

Although not the oldest system of weights and measures, the metric system
is one of the most useful and easily learned since it is based upon the decimal
system. It offers convenience and clarity. All units vary regularly by a factor
of ten. Even nomenclature is consistent and universally understood. In metric
length, for example, a decimeter is one-tenth of a meter. and a dekameter is 10
meters; in metric volume, a deciliter is one-tenth of a liter and a dekaliter is
10 liters; in metric weight, a decigram is one-tenth of a grant, and a dekagram
is 10 grams. Similarly, when the dose of a drug is one milligram and a supplier
provides the drug in one gram vials, he provides 1,000 one milligram doses. When
the drug manufacturer produces the drug in 10 kilogram lots, since one kilo-
gram equals 1,000 grams, then 10 kilograms equals 10,000 grams ; since one gram
equals 1,000 milligrams, then 10 kilograms equals 10,000,000 milligrams or 10
million doses. Calculation to interchange units becomes a simple matter that is
convenient, easily understood, and less susceptible to error.

In the past, the pharmacy profession in the United States has employed both
the avoirdupois and the apothecary systems of weights and measures in the
handling of medicines. In order to avoid confusion, the community pharmacist
had to clearly establish in his mind that the avoirdupois system was generally
3sed in drug distribution other than on prescription. The apothecary system,
on the other hand, was used to dispense prescriptions and sometimes to compound
bulk medicine. The pharmacist thus acquired in the avoirdupois system and
dispensed in the apothecary system. These systems differed in that 1 pound
avoirdupois was 7,000 grains and 1 pound apothecary was only 5,700 grains.
Today, clearly, the pharmacist is being taught to use and does use the metric
system. The medical profession also is employing the metric system. Doses
are remembered, calculated, and prescribed, and drugs are ordered, compounded,
and dispensed In the metric system. In this regard the use of the metric system
by the pharmaceutical manufacturers also has helped considerably in the con-
siderably in the conversion to metric practice. The 5-grain aspirin tablet is still
familiar, but the officipl dose is SOO milligrams in the metric system, and the
apothecary equivalent essentially is only popular nomenclature.

The metric system today is universally employed by all modern pharmacopeins.
The APhA publishes the National Formulary. which is one of the official com-
pendia recognized under the food and drug laws of the Federal and State govern-
ments. When the National Formulary, first began publication in 1888, the system
of weights and measures employed in the compendium then, reflecting the practice
of pharmacy of that period generally, was the English or Apothecary system.
Around the turn of the century, the pharmaceutical profession begun recog-
nizing the need for and value of a change to the metric system. This was reflected
in the use of the metric system in the National Formulary published about 1900,
which listed both metric and apothecary weights and measures, side by side in
tabular form, under each monograph or description for drug sustance or drug
composition. This was the first official step by the APhA to convert the practices
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in American pharmacy from the apothecary to the metric system of weights and
measures. Subsequent editions of the National Formulary then emphasized the
metric system, although for several revisions the equivalent to the metric dose
was frequently given parenthetically in apothecary weight or measure. The use
of apothecary equivalents in the National Formulary was deleted entirely with
the publication of the 10th edition in 1955. In 1890 the United States Pharma-
copeia adopted the metric system of weights and measures exclusively, except
for the statement of equivalent dosage, and then deleted even this in its 1955
edition.

Such steps provided for the, orderly transition and familiarity with the use of
the metric system in the practice of pharmacy over a period of some 40 to 50
years. The transition was accomplished at this leisurely pace because:

(a) the metric system was less well known and accepted then than it is
today;

(b) many other countries and most of the other professions in this
country utilized the English system ;

(c) except for its obvious facility of use, there was little driving force
toward its adoption in the pharmaceutical field ;

(d) because of the precedent setting nature of the conversion by the entire
pharmacy profession and. industry, it would he expected that each step would
be taken with great care and progress would be slower.

Under prevailing conditions of education, interest, and world conditions, we
would anticipate that other professions and industries within the United States
could, and would, achieve the conversion far more rapidly. Today the English
system or apothecary system is so completely outdated that it is being aban-
doned in favor of the metric system, even in England where it was founded.

As we have noted, although the use of the metric system today is not com-
pulsory in this country, its use has been legal since 1800. Since 1893, the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards has been authorized to derive the yard from the
meter, and the customary or popular weights are referred officially to the kilo-
gram, both of which are metric standards. It is required that the metric sys-
tem shall be used exclusively in the medical departments of the Army, the
Navy, the Air Force, the Public Health Service, and the Marine Hospital Service
of the United States.

In 1944, the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the AMA adopted the
metric system for exclusive use in its publication, New and Non-Offloial Remedies
(now titled New Drugs). The metric system also is used by many other profes-
sional groups, although unfortunately not exclusively, because of practices passed
on from generation to generation in the fields of engineering, technology. and
even commerce.

The convenience of use and understanding of the metric system minimizes
the possibility of error in calculations involved in many industrial operations.
Since the early 1930's American pharmaceutical manufacturers have been con-
verting their operations completely to the metric system. This has been done
to provide better and more uniform control and thus greater assurance of safety
to consumers of drugs from possible errors which might arise in converting
between different systems.

It also has been done to provide better manufacturing efficiency through
more intelligent and easily readable manufacturing forms, inventory records,
cost analyses, and other recording devices which could be maintained more
uniformly in the metric system. These standardized and uniform records today
lend themselves readily to use in data processing equipment and modern business
recording systems.

In pharmaceutical firms the conversion of manufacturing operations to the
metric system generally has been a relatively easy matter. It was necessary to
provide metric scales in place of avoirdupois scales, or reconvert weighing
equipment to show metric subdivisions ; it was also necessary to replace weights
and measures with metric counterparts.

More difficulty generally was encountered in convincing chemical suppliers
that a firm wanted to purchase all of its raw materials according to the metric
system. But even here, the experience has been that suppliers have readily
agreed to sell and bill their materials in metric equivalents because this was
what the customer wanted. Frequently, even today, bulk containers of chemical
and drug materials purchased for pharmaceutical manufacture will show both
the metric quantity and the avoirdupois equivalent. Even sugar and salt, which
are food staples, are purchased for pharmaceutical use by metric weight even
though the bags may be stenciled to show that weight.

80-781-72-1e
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The conversion process in the pharmaceutical industry also necessitated changes
in product labels, package inserts, catalogs, and other printed matter. This was
accomplished over a period of time as new printing was required, and frequently
both the metric and avoirdupois or apothecary equivalents were shown.

In spite of the fact that most of he pharmaceuticals marketed today are labeled
in metric units, much of the equipment used in their manufacture are designated
in terms of inches, gallons, etc. For example, the dies used in tablet machines
are designated in inches. Adopting the metric system would require a relabeling in
metric units. A one-inch tablet die would become a 2.54Cm tablet (lie but would
not require replacing the entire tablet machine. This same reasoning would apply
to other manufacturing equipment as well.

In the event that S. 2483 is enacted, perhaps interested persons, including the
Department of Commerce, would wish to consider studying this conversion in the
pharmaceutical field as a tested and proven model. Here would he illustrated
the very real (and the imaginary) problems in other fields of endeavor. Here,
also, would be shown the way to overcome them.

Pharmaceutical scientists and the profession of pharmacy welcome the oppor-
tunity to serve the nation by sharing our knowledge and experience as to how con-
versiodto the metric system could be achieved. The pharmacy practitioner could
be of great assistance in educating the public in understanding as well as
acceptance of the metric system. The daily contact the pharmacist has with
the public provides him with a unique opportunity in this regard.

Teaching every child the interrelationships between the English, the avoir-
dupois, the Troy, and the metric system, and other miscellaneous equivalents,
is no small accomplishment. Most people attain adulthood without being able to
convert these interrelated quantities with ease and confidence. Those who may
say that the housewife who has learned the present American (English) system
of weights and measures would have difficulty in learning a new system do not
give the housewife proper credit. If she could learn our present system, she should
have no difficulty at all in learning the metric units.

Mr. Chairman, the American Pharmaceutical Association and its Academy of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, appreciate this opportunity to present their thoughts
on S. 2483 to the Committee. We would welcome the opportunity to be of assistance
to Congress and the public on this important matter, and will be happy to try and
answer any questions you may have.

Thank you.
Senator INOUYE. Our final witness is Mr. Thomas A. Hannigan,

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. HANNIGAN, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRI-
CAL WORKERS

Mr. HANNIGAN. Thank you, sir.
I am Thomas Hannigan, director of research and education, In-

ternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the world's oldest
and largest electrical union with a membership of almost a million,
with 1,800 local unions in the United States and Canada.

As a result of my participation on the National Metric Advisory
Panel and exposure to the problems associated with conversion to the
metric system, we are strongly opposed to a 10-year planned conver-
sion period. This opposition is based on our inability to identify any
major advantages arising from conversion to the metric system and
the glaring lack of information regarding its impact on a trillion dol-
lar economy.

Several months back, a Wall Street Journal article stated I was
lonely with these views, but at the last meeting of the advisory panel,
I felt my views and criticisms had gained strength and were supported
by many of the members of the panel.
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We have four major criticisms of the reportfirst, the U.S. Depart.
nient of Commerce report on the U.S. metric study is much too nar-
row; second, it is blatantly biased in favor of conversion to the metric
system third, there are insufficient real evidence to support the recom
mendation for a 10-year period; and fourth, the recommendation to
let the costs of conversion lie where they fall will impose an extreme
hardship on those individuals and organizations least able to afford
them.

I will expand on each criticism in orderfirst, the study took too
narrow a view. In spite of obvious difficulties, a serious attempt should
have been made to analyze the impact of metric conversion from a
macroeconomic viewpoint, as well as a microeconomic viewpoint.

Conversion to the metric system must be analyzed in its proper
perspective, if we are to make sound decisions. The frequent analogy
between the United Kingdom and the United States completely dis-
torts the scope of the undertaking. It is like comparing a rockfall to
an avalanche.

On one hancl.,, we have the United States with its $1 trillion economy;
won the other, we have the United Kingdom with an economy of little

more than $100 billion.
Furthermore, in respect to the Common Market, the U.S. economy

is two-thirds greater than the combined output of both the Common
Market and the European Free Trade Association. The United States-
United Kingdom analogy deteriorates further when one considers the
types of national economies.

The United Kingdom is an island nation whose very existence de-
pends on international trade. On the other hand, exports account for
less than 5 percent of the U.S. gross national product. Also, the desire
of the United Kingdom for admission into the Common Market
strongly influenced their decision to metricate.

In short, we are dealing with a gigantic economy in the United
States iand it is growing every day. Given full employment, it should
reach $1.3 trillion in 1975, and $1.6 trillion in 1980.

Therefore, any comparison of the U.S. economy to other national
economies is grossly inappropriate and will inevitably result in dis-
astrous decisions.

The U.S. metric study was limited to an industry-by-industry
analysis. While most respondents indicated they will be able to adjust
to the obvious costs and burdens of the metric system, little conFidera-
tion has been given to the sum total of their respective impacts on
our economy.

Such folly is equivalent to rightfully assuming that a crowded
theater can be emptied in an orderly fashion by two or three people
passing through the exits over a sufficient period of time, but ignoring
the panic and ensuing tragedy which results in an emergency when
everyone rushes to the exits at once.

Now, imagine the U.S. economy in the fourth or fifth year of a
10-year planned conversion, the point of no return, being confronted
with the economic conditions of the past 3 years. We have experienced
soaring pricesup over 12 percent in the last 36 monthsincreasing
unemployment, tight money, a serious profit squeeze, corporate liquid-
ity problems, an unplanned budget 't, a decrease in industrial
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production and business activity, a painfully slow recovery, plus a $2
billion balance-of-trade deficitour first since 1893.

We now have a 6-percent unemployment rate with no relief in sight.;
wo are involved in an international monetary crisis, plus inequitable
and unworkable wage and price controls. Adcl to these economic prob-
lems of the past 3 years the costs and dislocations associated with con-
version to the metric system, and, instead of experiencing a period of
economic stagnation, we would have experienced total economic chaos.

In brief, conversion can only be accomplished in a balanced full
employment, stable economy, which must be maintained throughout
the entire conversion period. This best of all economic conditions has
never been achieved for long, and our present-day economic game
planners seem unable to accomplish it even briefly.

In a strained economy, the cost of conversion to the metric system
would intensify the inflationary pressures; in a slack economy, it
would impede and possibly preclude recovery.

Thus, one of the principal limitations to conversion is our inability
to successfully manage our economy throughout the extremely difficult
conversion period.

This study gives little, if no consideration, to the impact of metrica-
tion on our social and cultural values. This is a. most unfortunate
oversight because today our society is in a continuous state of flux.
Our traditional values and priorities are being seriously questioned by
all segments of society.

I feel certain, given the enormous and urgent problems presently
confronting this Nation, the general public would assign a $604100
billion conversion to the metric system the lowest priority. Without
public support, metrication does not stand a chance. As the costs and
disruptions grow with increased use of the metric system, initial public
reservations would rapidly become public rebellion.

We want 'to stress the need for an objective study to measure the
intensity of the negative effects of conversion to the metric system on
our Nation. The negative effects of conversion include both economic
and social cost. It is very possible the impact of these costs is. entirely
different.

The timing of the conversion determines the intensity of each cost
separately and their combined impact on society. The longer the transi-
tion period, the lower the social disruption, but the higher the economic
costs:

Senator Noun. Before we proceed with the rest, how did you reach
this $604100 billion figure?

Mr. HANNIGAN. From the various reports submitted. There are vari-
ous ways of adding them up. Sixty billion would be one estimate. One
hundred billion dollars would be another, maybe not the highest. I
have seen them up to $200 billion, but it depends on the method of the
pricing it out. Sixty could be extracted from data in the report as it
is now, using the upper ranges that have been submitted.

Senator INOUYE. Haveyou seen the administration measure?
Mr. HANNIGAN. No, Senator, I haven't. I heard of it just as- I

walked in.
Senator INOUYE. Has the IBEW made any documented studies to

estimate the social, economic, and public costs ?
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Mr. HANNIGAN. No, Senator. that is why we are asking that it be
done. It is an enormous undertaking.

Senator INOUYE. Are you suggesting the metric study was inade-
quate?

Mr. HAN/cm/or. Completely inadequate, Senator. It hasn't touched on
the social costs and disruption to our culture.

Senator INOUYE. We have had consumer representatives stating that
it would enhance social values here.

Mr. HANNIGAN. I could disagree with that, I think it could develop
into serious problems.

Senator INOUYE. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. HANNIGAN. My second criticism concerns the pro-metric bias of

the final report. This bias is found throughout the report in the tech-
niques applied, semantics, sentence structure, and the subordinating of
key issuesignoring or subordinating negative findings and confusing
editorial opinion with facts.

No effort is made to distinguish between the very few true benefits
which are a direct causal consequence of conversion to the metric sys-
tem from those which are merely possible indirect opportunities.

Senator INOUYE. May I interrupt there, also?
In reviewing the metric study, we note in the cost-benefit chapter the

following words:
The assumptions as to benefits and costs were made on a worst case basis.

That is to say, when a choice was possible, it was made so that the no-plan
mode of changeoverwhich is status quowas put in the best light.

Do you feel that the drafters of the statement erred when they wrote
that I

Mr. HANNIGAN. I think so, yes, I think they always took the more
optimistic viewpoint throughout my report and throughout my ex-
perience on the advisory panel.

Senator INOUYE. Then you are saying the drafters were correct.
According to the metric study report, they always gave the status quo
the benefit of the doubt. Do you believe that was so/

Mr. HANNIGAN. In general, no. I am not familiar with the quote
you have right now, but in general, they haven't given the status quo
the benefit of the doubt in most of that study. I am saying it was bias
pro-metric report.

Senator IrrourE. Are you suggesting the statement is not correct/
Mr. HANNIGAN. Right.
Senator INOUYE. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. HANNIGAN. I have also had serious reservations about the quality

and objectivity of the technical reports. The most important observa-
tion of the entire study is found in the U.S. metric study report on
international trade.

It states, "The notion that the United States is losing exports to
metric countries because its products are not designed and manu-
factured in metric units appear to be ill-founded."

This finding is inadequately stressed and the report conveniently
proceeds without sufficient reason or qualification to continue with
unsupportable conclusions and predictions on international trade.

In each of these technical reports, there is much evidence of a pro-
10-year conversion period bias and many technical shortcomings and
inadequacies are easily identified.
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Also, the study fails to adequately identify underlying assumptions
and limitations of technical reports. Some of the basic criticisms of
the advisory panel, as I recall, the standards report tied success in

. establishing standards too closely to conversion to the metric system;
the Education Reporter is principally an effort to promote educational
reform; and. worst of allt the International Trade Report ignored the
economic hardships and dislocations involved in the transition period.

I also feel that the theme of the informed consensus, which is em-
phasized throughout the report, is severely abused. The report's state-
ment that "over the course of study, almost every American can have
a chance to speak or be spoken for" is absolutely absurd. Public opinion
polls indicate that most Americans are not even aware of the metric
system.

The fact is the U.S. public? business, and labor have no real need
for or desire to force metrication. The report ignores this finding and
rationalizes that once the ignorance of 'the population is overcome
through public education efforts, there will be universal support for
the metric system.

Condescension of this type is all too characteristic of many sup-
porters of the metric system. They obviously believe that they are
the most qualified to decide what is beneficial for this Nation. This
elitist attitude discourages criticism and further thought and is most
unfortunate, especially when so much remains unknown about such
an extremely important subject.

Senator IxotrrE. I suppose that is the attitude all proponents take,
whether labor or management, bureaucrat or politician, they believe
the cause is right, and they feel they have the solution for the rest of
the world.

Mr. HANNIGAN. I imagine so, supporters of any cause, must believe
strongly in their cause.

. The entire labor section is misleading. The statement that part or
all union members made at least some use of the metric system is com-
pletely meaningless, since use lacks definition.

Also, the statement that 40 percent of the representatives were in
favor of a planned national program is simply untrue. Most saw few
direct advantages, but many disadvantages such as the cost of retrain-
ing, replacement of tools, loss of experience, loss of earnings, and
restricted promotional opportunities.

Several major unions vehemently opposed conversion and consider
it disastrous. Briefly, an accurate summary of labor's position was con-
cern for the well-being of its members and the well-being of the
country.

Senator IxotrrE. Before proceeding, I noted in your presentation,
you have been skipping some sections. Do you wish to have the state-
ment made a part of the record in full I

Mr. HANNIGAN. Yes; I cut down a few places to conserve time.
Senator IbrouyE. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. HANNIGAN. My final example of prometric bias concerns the

decision to direct the report to the people in every walk of life. The
development and content of any report depends basically on its pur-
pose and to whom it is directed. Congress commissioned this study and
asked very specific questions, and Congress was entitled to acompe-

1
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tent, professional, and objective report that provided answers or
stated some questions were impossible to answer.

The report; "A Metric America" does not fulfill its commissionit
is not a technical report intended for experts such as are found on this
committee and the House of Representatives Committee on Science
and Astronautics. It does not answer the difficult problems or provide
new information on the technicalities and complexities involved in
metrication.

Senator INOUYE. In other words, it was not an elitist record.
Mr. HANNIGAN. It was not an elitist report, but it was done by
Senator Novi-E. Done by experts to fulfill the needs of lay people.

We were the ones who want to read it. I suppose a technical report
wouldn't have made too much sense to us.

Mr. HANNIGAN. Not in the sense it is a technical report, but in the
sense there was nothing new involved. The report contributed nothing
new to the discussion or brought out the problems that I am bringing

andout right now of the impact on the industrialized economy, and
social problems. The report states some questions were difficult, so
therefore they said, they wouldn't handle them. We will deal with
what we can handle. But the extremely difficult ones necessary to
determine, to develop any solutions on were ignored and are not even
touched. These are the ones that will affect our country the most.

Senator INOUYE. What would your comment be on the suggestion
that the European Economic Community has and intends to continue
to provide artificial trade barriers based on standards involving metric
units?

Mr. HANNIGAN. You have a bill S. 1798 that covers this area. We
should negotiate, our negotiators should negotiate equal reciprocal
trade agreements in the sense if other nations use nontariff barriers,
we should penalize them. The mutual need of nations for each others
markets will hopefullycause them to relent on their use of nontariff
barriers. We should negotiate with them to give up their nontariff
barriers to advance free trade.

Senator INOUYE. Would you be against a national program to
change the educational system to teach our youngsters the metric
system ?

Mr. HANNIGAN. That would depend upon the cost and the purpose.
If we are not going to go metric, so as it affects the general population,
it would be foolish to spend that money to train the people. If you
train our younger generations and they don't use it on the day -to -day
basis, as soon as they leave the classroom, they will lose it. The two
are tied very closely together.

In short, if we are not going to be metric for quite a while, it could
be a waste of money which could be used more effectively in other
educational areas.

Senator INOUYE. For example, last year approximately 6 million
Americans traveled abroad to countries using the metric system of
measurement. I was in Mexico just a few weeks ago for 18 hours, and
I must confess that I was a bit confused by liters since I am so accus-
tomed to the gallon. I suppose the new generations will also be con-
fused by the kilometer instead of miles. Don't you think a universal
language of measurement might alleviate this problem?
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Mr. HANNIGAN. I think a universal language would be ideal, but. if
we are talking about language, we are dealing with several hundred
languages, and this world does exist and communicate.

Senator INOUYE. At the present time we are the only major country
that still insists on the imperial system of measurement.

Mr. HANNIGAN. Again I would have to point out that we are an
industrialized economy which has a gross national product about one-
half the size of the rest of the world and larger than the entire Western
European countries.

If you wanted to use economic production as a measure of com-
parison, the U.S. share of the total world production, our system of
measurement is almost equal to that of metrics. Not counting little
countries. If you count every country in the United Nations

Senator INOUYE. The thrust of your argument is that we are well
off now leave it as is?

HMr. ANNIGAN. Not completely. We have to be aware of the in-
creasing uses of the metrics and we have to minimize its impact on
this country costwise, so therefore we would have to take a look at
anothertake another look at what the questions that were not looked
at in this last report, and determine which is the best least-cost
combination for us to adapt and manage this increasing use of the
metric system.

It may be a longer period of time, I don't have the answer on that.
Senator INOUYE. Maybe we could force the rest of the world to con-

vert itself to our system.
Mr. HANNIGAN. It is a little too late for that, I think. Maybe right

after world
Senator INOUYE. You are not suggesting that, are you?
Mr. HANNIGAN. No. It can accurately be described as a public rela-

tions effort to promote public support for metrication.
The enthusiasm of the National Bureau of Standards for forced

metrication is not limited to the report. It has participated in a series
of seminars called the "U.S.A. Goes Metric" and "Managing the
Changeover." It also had a booth promoting metrication at the White
House Conference on "The Industrial World Ahead, 1990."

We feel these promotional activities are premature since Congress
has not taken any action on this matter, and that they should be im-
mediately curtailed.

Third, we disagree with the recommended 10-year conversion
period, because so

disagree
is known about its impact on our economy.

Also, there are few identified benefits associated with conversion and
no evidence* of immediate need to warrant such an enormous under-
taking.

Senator INOUYE. Before proceeding, you have just made a state-
ment that the Bureau of Standards had a booth promoting forced
metrication

Mr. HANN-10AX. A 10-year plan conversion period would be a
forcedits proposal in the report, that is what I would call forced
metrication, legally required.

Senator INOUYE. I 'understand from the report we have had on this
booth and the administration bill that the voluntary aspect is to be
emphasized.

Mr. HANNIGAN. The bill is-
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Senator INOUYE. The bill is voluntary.
Mr. HANNIGAN. But not the report. The report would have to be

mandatory because our discussion in the advisory panel, if it were vol-
untary, very few would convert.

So, ultimately, at some point, you would be more or less required to
make it mandatory.

Senator INOUYE. Are you in favor of voluntary conversion?
Mr. HANNIGAN. As has been discussed, I do not think a voluntary

method would work.
Senator INOUYE. The administration measure calls for voluntary

conversion.
Mr. HANNIGAN. I have not seen that, but I do not think that really

works.
Senator IxorrrE. Isn't it voluntary at the present time?
Mr. HANNIGAN. Yes, sir.
Senator Noun:. Is it working?
Mr. HANNIGAN. Well, let's define what we mean by work.
Work is converting to predominantly metric. The drift would be
Senator INOUYE. The pharmaceutical representative just testified

that his industry undertook voluntary conversion, and it is just about
fully converted.

. Mr. HAxxmAN. Success of voluntary conversion would depend on
to what extent the country would metricate.

Senator IxorrrE. All of the pharmacists have now converted though.
Mr. HANNIGAN. Certain people would do it because it is economically

advantageous.
Some would do it because it is convenient and are doing it without

any compulsion.
They will continue to do it and there will be increasing use of it, but

there will be masses of the people that will never convert and would
never convert and you would hit this very unstable situation then
where some of the people would do it voluntarily would be clashing at
the people who are very reluctant to convert.

Senator INOUYE. This matter does not require a big financial ex-
penditure, but it affects every working man and woman in the United
States. I have received communication from certain labor organizations
objecting to the immigration of foreign workers. I will be very
specific.

We have today in our country millions of foreign-made cars. Now,
these cars were manufactured under metric measurements. So, a lot of
the dealers ask these companies to apply for the entrance of German,
Japanese, and French mechanics, but they need clearance from the
Department of Labor as you are well aware.

In many cases, the Department of Labor has approved the
application.

So, we have literally thousands of highly paid foreign mechanics in
the iJnited States because we have no Americans who can fill their
shoes.

Mr. HANNIGAN. I think it is most unfortunate because we have 6-
percent unemployment right now.

Senator INOUYE. I agree with you.
Mr. HANNIGAN. Given training programs, I am sure American citi-

zens can do this work.
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Senator INOUYE. Exactly. Wouldn't you be in favor of an educa-
tional program?

Mr. HANNIGAN. Absolutely. Specific education programs would be
essential, yes. But, of course, the details would have to be worked out.
With the unemployment we have right now, the importing of foreign
nationalities is just tragic.

Senator INOUYE. All right. We might have a conversion program
where some of these young people in high school or vocational sehool
would come out understanding the system.

Mr. HANNIGAN. I would have no objection to that, but that is a very
specific program for a specific group, and I believe .jobs must be as-
sured. So many of our programs don't guarantee a job at the end of
the training. But, if you are training a group of people to use metric
tools and measurements and so on, I am sure there is a direct causal
link between the training and employment at the end. I am sure we
would support that very strongly.

Senator INotrys. Please proceed, sir.
Mr. HANNIGAN. Third, we disagree with the recommended 10-year

conversion period because so little is known about its impact on our
economy. Also, there are few identified benefits associated with con-
version and no evidence of an immediate need to warrant such an
enormous undertaking.

For example, one of the primary goals of conversion is to strengthen
our position in world trade, but conversion to the metric system would
put the U.S. economy at a distinct trade disadvantage because the cost
of conversion would have to be added to all U.S.-produced goods while
foreign goods could take advantage of broadened markets, increased
production, and lower production costs because of economies of scale.

The end result would be a massive influx of foreign goods into the
U.S. markets and a loss of hundreds of thousands of U.S. jobs.

Also, foreign-made metric tools, instruments, and equipment in
great demand by U.S. industries would flood the country. Plants made
obsolescent by.the forced conversion would very likely be rebuilt in
foreign countries.

In short, instead of increasing exports, the conversion would in-
crease imports and intensify existing balance of trade and payments
problems, plus add to unemployment problems.

Senator INourE. Secretary Wakelin testified to the contrary. He
suggested that it would increase our balance by at least $600 million.

Mr. HANNIGAN. I strongly disagree. I can't imagine how they could
figure that. Our products just wouldn't be cheaper.

Senator INourE. Do you have any study that would support your
conclusion that we would be flooded by .ioreign-made metric tools?

Mr. HANNIGAN. Just the very basic logic of additional cost imposed
on our manufacturers and producers.

Senator Ii ours. Can't our toolmakers make metric tools?
Mr. HANNIGAN. Surely.. But the cost of conversion would cost them

money, the cost of retraining their work force would cost money. The
cost of probably carrying dual inventories to service their market and
foreign markets would require dual storage, dual financing; the whole
economics of it just staggers the imagination. Metrication would in-
crease tremendously the cost of production in this country.
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Price is one of the key factors in. competition in international trade.
With us at a higher cost, it would be much more difficult for us to
compete.

The study itself said the fact that we are not metric has little or
nothing to do with our ability to compete. So how can the Secretary
say that being metric would help us?

Senator INOUYE. That. is what I am asking you. I am not an expert.
Mr. HANNIGAN. This is one area that I am pointing out which has

not been adequately studied. We should look again and find out the
impact.

The study on international trade, as I mentioned earlier, ignored
the transition period.

I can't quote the exact question, but itassumed that we had made
the conversion, when they were questioning the manufacturers. They
carne up $600 million, which is insignificant, compared to our total
exports and the difficulties of predicting 5 years ahead. Then the
conclusion was drawn

Senator INOUYE. This is, according to the Secretary, this is a per-
year increase.

Mr. HANsiomt. That is not what the study said, as I read the report
on the international trade. The $600 million is the difference in 1975.

Senator INOUYE. All right.
Mr. HANNIGAN. Because the respondents to the survey said it makes

little difference whether they are metric or not. The key point is they
ignored the transition period.

I am saying, let's look at this transition. What will happen between
1974 and 1984, when we are in this conversion period and our producers
are experiencing this enormous costs and they already have the costs
of pollution problems and other social obligations. It will just be a
tremendous burden on manufacturers and producers in this country.
Our concern is also with the jobs that would be lost because of it.

Senator Ixourz. To the extent that there are capital costs asso-
ciated with conversion, as you have suggested, is it not likely that
industry in general will use this opportunity to upgrade the overall
competitiveness of their product line?

Mr. HANNIGAN. I replied to that in the last sentence where I said
many of these plantsI would visualize them as being a mature plant
with a high maintenance requirement, and now they are required to
install various metric equipment..

At that point, the decision would be whether or not to build a new
plant. Where would it be built? The new plant would be built overseas
so we would lose construction also. The direct investment overseas is
just soariiig fantastically over the past 15 years. It has become a very
serious problem. This would hasten and increase the use of direct in-
vestment in foreign countries.

Senator INOUYE. Should we take seriously the contention made by
some in industry that the dual system has been a disadvantage to them
competitively I

Kr. HANNIGAN. I am sure for some people it has been a disadvantage.
I think under the present way we are doing things with some additional
help to people particularly involved in the metric system, I think they
could

Senator INOUYE. Should we provide subsidies for them I
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Mr. HANNIGAN. I would be reluctant to go into detail on that. Un-
fortunately, subsidies can be abused. Again, that would be part of the
study we are asking for in this testimony. Just how should we manage
this? It is here, it is a problem that we have to face, and I think that
would be a key part of the study.

Senator INOUYE. I gather you are totally dissatisfied with the U.S.
metric system

Mr. HANNIGAN. Very much so. I don't think it meets the needs of our
country right now as to answering the questions you need in prepar-
ing legislation for us.

Senator INOUYE. Please proceed.
Mr. HANNIGAN. The conversion would have an adverse impact on

the U.S. consumer. It would result in mass confusion and unfamiliar
units. Prices would increase on U.S. products as manufacturers at-
tempted to pass the cost of conversion to theconsumer.

The consumer would become extremely cautious, and sales would be
adversely affected.

There is also a strong possibility that the confused consumer would
be easily cheated as a result of the approximation involved in a con-
version from U.S. customary to the metric system.

Conversion would have an adverse impact on the income of workers
on piecework or incentive systems, as a result of lower productibity due
to the loss of experience.

In the construction industry, difficulties with maintaining dual in-
ventories, controlling the schedule of deliveries to jobsites could result
in extensive loss of time.

All workers will require additional training, the amonnts and costs
of which will vary with the degree of measurement of job content Re-
training the work force will cost both the contractors, management,
and unions millions of dollars.

Many mechanics will have to purchase new tools: they will have to
own two sets of tools and assume the burden of maintaining, storing,
and transporting them.

Dual thinking will result in increased responsibility and job strain.
Thousands of workers, especially older workers, some unable and some
unwilling to learn, will either be faced with a greatly limited oppor-
tunity or forced out of the labor market.

Senator INotryz. Don't we have a dual system at the present time ?
Mr. HANNIGAN. Yes; but in minimum use. I was sort of responsible

for coordinating labor responses to this contract.
Senator INOUYE. This is a small matter, but going back to the

mechanics example again, don't they have two sets of toolsone to
take care of Volkswagens, the other to take care of Fords?

Mr. HANNIGAN. Right now I was referring to the construction
industry, and there is almost no use of metrication in the construction
indus

In V
try.

olkswagens and machine tools, I am sure there are, but in con-
struction, I can't think of any application of the metrication. All our
mechanics use inches and feet.

Senator Norm:. So you continue as is.
Mr. HANNIGAN. Yes. I don't see really much growth of metric usage

unless it was required of the industry. If you let this industry convert
voluntarily, this industry would be one of the very last to convert. It
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has got too much of a standing stock investment, the building we aro
in and the ones coining out of the ground will be with us for the next
75 to 100 years are being; built in feet and inches.

The dual inventories involved in maintaining this building through-
out a 50-year period would be a burden.

Most contractors have a minimum capitalization. Most have limited
warehouse space. Now they would be bound to

Senator INOUYE. Under the administration proposal, the construc-
tion industry could continue as is because conversion would be volun-
tary.

Mr. I-IAxxioAN. The construction industry never continues as is.
Every building being built applies a different technique. It is a very
dynamic industry.

Senator INOUYE. am talking about the unit of measurement.
Mr. HANNIGAN. Unless it was required, I don't see any reason for

them to convert.
We feel there is no legitimate reason to convert to metric measure-

ment. International trade is not sufficient reason to warrant such social-
economic disruption because it amounts to less than 5 percent of our
GNP.

Forced metrication will not increase this Nation's productivity at
all. In fact, it will be counterproductive and costly.

Thousands of small businesses not involved in foreign trade, unable
to afford the cost of conversion and to obtain credit, would be forced
to close. Thousands of others. unable to master technical complexities
of conversion, would be forced out of business.

If, as mentioned before, conversion would have a severe impact on
U.S. workers, especially the old, the young, and minorities, then con-
version without provision to minimize injury would be disastrous.

Those consumers least able to learn and apply metric measurements
in market transactions would be the most easily exploited by un-
scrupulous merchants and producers.

Again, it would be the old, the young, and the minorities who would
be most likely to be the greatest losers.

Basic morality requires the Federal Government to establish ade-
quate regulations to protect their interest.

To let the costs "lie where they fall" reflects an extraordinary de-
gree of callousness and indicates total lack of thought behind the en-
tire report.

The great tragedy in this philosophy is that in many cases, giyen
Government assistance, much of the negative impact of conversion
Could be minimized, and, in some cases, avoided entirely.

It should be evident to most wise and sensitive people that prudent
application of Government assistance would minimize and not in-
crease the overall cost.

It is important to understand there is no cheap method of con-
verting to the metric system: The cost of conversion will be so great
that there is serious question whether our economy has the capacity
to assimilate the severe dislocations and whether the people will tol-
erate the social disruption associated with such a traumatic under-
taking.

In view of the strong possibility of these undesirable consequences
and the few benefits directly identified with the conversion, it would
be foolish to rush into a 10-year conversion period.
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The choice is not whether to plan or not to plan for increasing
usage of the metric measurement, but to develop plans on sound, ob-
jective analysis.

The U.S. Department of Commerce U.S. metric study has failed
to achieve this goal.

Therefore, additional study and evaluation of the problems as-
sociated with conversion to the metric system is desperately needed
before any further action is taken.

We suggest Congress establish a new conversion study committee,
independent of any agency of government, to conduct an inquiry into
all phases of conversion to the metric system.

It is essential that such a study group have representatives of all
sectors of our society, and the people already committed to use of
the metric system be represented only in their proportion to the rest
of society.

I want to thank you especially for the opportunity to present our
views at this hearing.

Senator INOTTYE. I thank you, Mr. Hannigan, for your participation
in these hearings and your statement. I assure you it will be given our
most serious consideration.

Mr. HANNIGAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF TITO/41AR A. HANNIGAN, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION,
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD or ELECTRICAL WORKERS

My name is Thomas Hannigan. I am director of research and education of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the world's oldest and largest
electrical union, with a memi ership of almost a million, with 1,800 local unions
in the United States and Canada.

As a result of my participation on the National Metric Advisory Panel and
exposure to the problems associated with conversion to the metric system, we are
strongly opposed to a ten-year planned conversion period. This position is based
on our inability to identify any major advantages arising from conversion to
the metric system and the glaring lack of information regarding its impact on
a trillion dollar economy.

Several months back a Wall Street Journal article state,' I was lonely with
these views, but at the last meeting of the Advis-ny Panel I felt my views and
criticisms had gained strength and were supported l many members of the
Panel.

We have four major criticisms of the reportfirst, the U.S. Department of
Commerce Report on the U.S. Metric Study is much too narrow; second, it is
blatantly biased in favor of the conversion to the metric system ; third, there is
insufficient real evidence to support the recommendation for a ten-year coordi-
nated national conversion program ; and fourth, the recommendation to let the
costs of conversion "lie where they fall" will impose extreme hardship on those
individuals and organizations least able to afford them.

I will expand on each criticism in orderfirst, the study took too narrow a
view. In spite of the obvious difficulties, a serious attempt should have been made
to analyze the impact of metric conversion from a macroeconomic viewpoint as
well as from a microeconomic viewpoint

Conversion to the metric system must be analyzed in its proper perspective if
we are to make sound decisions. The frequent analogy between the United King-
dom and the United States completely distorts the scope of this undertaking. It
is like comparing a rock fall to an avalanche. On one hand, we have the U.S. with
its one trillion dollar economy ; on the other, we have the U.K. with an economy
of little more than one hundred billion. Furthermore, in respect to the Common
Market, the U.S. economy ig two-thirds greater than the combined output of both
the Common Market and the European Free Trade Association. The U.S.-U.K.
analogy deteriorates further when one considers the types of national economies.
The U.K. is an island nation whose very existence depends on international trade.
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On the other hand, exports account for less than five per cent of the U.S. Gross
National Product. Also, the desire of the U.K. for admission into the Common
Market strongly influenced their decision to metricate.

In short, we are dealing with a gigantic economy in the U.S. and it is growing
every day. Given full employment, it should reach 1.3 trillion in 1975 and 1.6
trillion in 1980. Therefore, any comparison of the U.S. economy to other national
econoRtio9 is grossly inappropriate and will inevitably result in disastrous

The Metric Study was limited to an industry by industry analysis. and,
while most respondents indicated they will be able to adjust to the obvious costs
and burdens of the metric system, little consideration has been given to the stun
total of their respective impacts on our economy.

The following, I feel, is an accurate summary of most of the reports submitted
to the Metric Study by industries and associations. In gneraly, they have very
little present involvement with the metric system, have identified very few direct
benefits, foresee many additional costs, but state a willingness and ability to
make the conversion in the interest of the well-being of this nation. Unfortunately,
no effort has been made to aggregate these costs and to estimate their total
economic and social impact. Such folly is equivalent to rightfully assuming that
a crowded theater can be emptied in an orderly fashion by two or three people
passing through the exits over a sufficient period of time, but ignoring the panic
and ensuing tragedy which results in an emergency when everyone at once rushes
to the exits.

Now, imagine the U.S. economy in the fourth or fifth year of a ten-year planned
conversion, the point of no return, being confronted with the economic conditions
of the past three years. We have experienced soaring pricesup over 12 per
cent in 80 months Increasing unemployment, tight money, a serious Profit
squeeze, corporate liquidity problems, an unplanned budget deficit, a decrease
in industrial production and business activity, a painfully slow recovery, plus a
2 billion dollar Balance of Trade deficitour first trade deficit since 1893. We
now have a 6 per cent unemployment rate with no relief in sight; we are
involved in an international monetary crisis, plus inequitable and unworkable
wage and price controls. Add to these economic problems of the past three years
the costs and dislocations associated with conversion to the metric system. and,
instead of experiencing a period of economic stagnation, we would have experi-
enced total economic chaos.

In brief, conversion can be accomplished only in a balanced, full employment,
stable economy, which must be maintained throughout the entire conversion
period. This best of all economic conditions has never been achieved for long
and our present-day economic game planners seem unable to accomplish it even
briefly. In a strained economy, the cost of conversion to the metric system would
intensify the inflationary pressures; in a . slack economy, it would impede and
possibly preclude recovery. Thus, one of the principal limitations to conversion
is our inability to successfully manage our economy through the extremely dif-
ficult conversion period.

This study gives little, or no consideration, to the impact of metrication on our
social and cultural values. This is a most unfortunate oversight because today
our society is in a continual state of flux. Our traditionnl values and priorities
are being seriously questioned by all segments of society. I feel certain, given
the enormous and urgent problems presently confronting this nation, the general
public would assign a $60$100 billion dollar conversion to the metric system the
lowest priority. Without public support, metrication does not stand n chance. As
the costs and disruptions grow with increased usage of the metric system, initial
public reservations will rapidly become public rebellion.

We want to stress the need for an objective study to measure the intensity of
the negative effects of conversion to the metric system on our nation. The nega-
tive effects of conversion include both economic cost and social cost. The impact
of these costs is entirely different. The timing of the converson determines the
intensity of each cost separately and of their combined impact on society. The
longer the transition period, the lower the social disruption, but the higher the
economic costs.

The attached Conversion Cost Curves are examples of the negative impact of
an unplanned drift, a short term planned conversion period and a long term
planned conversion period.

My second criticism concerns the pro-metric bias of the final report. This bias
is found throughout the report in the techniques applied, semantics, sentence
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structure, and the subordinating of key issuesignoring or subordinating nega-
tive findings and confusing editorial opinion with facts. No effort is made to
distinguish the very few true benefits which are a direct causal consequence of
conversion to the metric system from those which are merely possible indirect
opportunities.

I also have serious reservations about the quality and objectivity of the
technical reports. The most important observation of the entire study is found
in the U.S. Metric Study Report on International Trade. It states, "The notion
that the U.S. is losing exports to metric countries because its products are not
designed and manufactured in metric units appears to be ill-founded." This
finding is inadequately stressed and the report conveniently proceeds without
sufficient reason or qualification to continue with unsupportable conclusions and
predictions on international trade.

In each of these. technical reports there is much evidence of a pro ten-year
conversion period bias and many technical shortcoming and inadequacies are
easily identified. Also, the study fails to adequately identify underlying assump-
tions and limitations of the technical reports. Some of the basic criticism of
of the Advisory Panel, as I recall, were: The Standards Report tied success in
establishing standards too closely to conversion to the metric system ; the Edu
cation Report is principally an effort to promote educational reform ; and, worst
of all, the International Trade Report ignored the economic hardships and
dislocations of the transition period. The study was based on the hypothetical
situation that the U.S. had already converted to the metric system.

I also feel that the theme of the "informed" consensus, which is emphasized
throughout the report, is severely abused. The report's statement that "over the
course of study, almost every American had a chance to speak or be spoken for"
is absolutely absurd. Public opinion polls indicate that most Americans are not
even aware of the metric system. The fact is the U.S. public, business and labor
have no real need for or desire to force metrication. The report ignores this
finding and rationalizes that once the ignorance of the population is overcome
through public education efforts, there will be universal support for the metric
system.

Condescension of this type is all too characteristic of many supporters of the
metric system. They obviously believe that they are the most qualified .to decide
what is beneficial for this nation. This elitist attitude discourages criticism and
further thought and is most unfortunate, especially when so much remains un-
known about this extremely important subject.

The entire labor section is misleading. The statement that part or all union
members made at least some use of the metric system is completely meaningless
since use lacks definition. Also, the statement that 40 per cent of the representa-
tives were in favor of a planned national program is simply untrue. Most unions
saw few direct advantages, but many disadvantages such as the cost of retrain-
ing, replacement of tools, loss of experience, loss of earnings, restricted promo-
tional opportunities. Several major unions vehemently opposed conversion and
consider it disastrous. Briefly, an accurate summary of labor's position was
concern for the well-being of its members and the well-being of the country.

My final example of a pro-metric bias concerns the decision to direct the
report to the people in "every walk of life." The development and content of any
report depends basically on its purpose and to whom it is directed. Congress
commissioned this study and asked very specific questions and Congress was
entitled to a competent, professional and objective report that provided answers
or stated that some questions were impossible to answer. The report, "A Metric
America" does not fulfill its commissionit is not a technical report intended
for experts each as are found on this Committee and the House of Representa-
tives Committee on Science and Astronautics. It does not answer the difficult
problems or provide new information on the technicalities and connAexities In-
volved in metricationit is written for the general public. It can accurately be
described as a public relations effort to promote public support for metrication.

The enthusiasm of the National Bureau of Standards for focced metrication is
not limited to the report It has participated in a series of seminars called the
"U.S.A. Goes Metric" and "Managing the Changeover". It also had a booth pro-
moting forced metrication at the White House Conference on the Industrial
World Ahead, 1990. We feel these promotional activities are premature since
Congress has not taken any action on this matter and that they should be im-
mediately curtailed.
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Third, we disagree with the recommended ten-year conversion period because
so little is known about its impact on our economy. Also, there are few identifiedbenefits associated with conversion and no evidence of an immediate need towarrant such an enormous undertaking.

For example, one of the primary goals of conversion is to strengthen our
position in world trade, but conversion to the metric system would put the
U.S. economy at a distinct trade disadvantage because the cost of conversion
would have to be added to all U.S. produced goods while foreign countries could
take advantage of broadened markets, increased production and lower produc-
tion costs because of the economies of scale. The end result would be a massive
influx of foreign goods into the U.S. markets and a loss of hundreds of thousandsof U.S. jobs. Also, foreign-made metric tools, instruments and equipment in great
demand by -U.S. industries would flood the country. U.S. capital would be attracted
by profitable direct foreign investments. Plants made obsolescent by the forced
conversion would very likely be rebuilt in foreign countries. In short, instead of
increasing exports, the conversion woud increase imports and intensify existing
balance of trade and payments problems plus intensify unemployment problems.

The conversion would have an adverse impact on the U.S. consumer. It would
result in mass confusion. Prices would increase on U.S. products as manufac-
turers attempted to pass the cost of conversion to theconsumer. Consumers would
become extremely cautious and sales would be adversely affected. There is also
strong possibility that, the confused consumer would be easily cheated as a
result of the approximating involved in a conversion from U.S. customary tothe metric system.

Conversion would have an adverse impact on the income of the workers on piece
work or incentive systems as a result of lower productivity due to the loss of
experience. In the construction industry, difficulties with maintaining dual inven-
tories and controlling the schedule of deliveries to job sites could result in
extensive losses of time. All workers will require additional training, the amountsand costs of which vary with the degree of measurement in the job content.
Retraining the work force will cost both contractors and unions millions of
dollars. Many mechanics will have to purchase new tools; they will have to own
two sets of tools and assume the burden of maintaining, storing and transport-
ing them. Dual thinking will result in increased responsibility and job strain.
Thousands of workers, especially older workers, some unable and some unwilling
to learn, will either be faced with greatly limited opportunities or forced out of
the labor market. Conversion to the metric system would also tend to impede
the entry of the young and disadvantaged in to the labor force. We feel there is
no legitimate reason of convert to metric measurement. International trade is
not sufficient reason to warrant such social-economic disruption because it
amounts to less than 5 per cent of our G.N.P. Forced metrication will not increase
this nation's productivity at all. In fact, it will be counter productive and costly.

Thousands of small businesses not involved in foreign trade, unable to afford
the costs of conversion and to obtain credit, would be forced to close. Thousands
of others, unable to master the technical complexities of conversion, would also
be forced out of business. If, as mentioned before, conversion would have a severe
impact on U.S. workers, especially the old, the young and minorities, then con-
version without provisions to minimize injury would be disastrous. Those con-
sumers least able to learn and apply the metric measurement in market trans-
actions would be the most easily exploited by unscrupulous merchants and
producers. Again, it would be the old, the young and minorities who would most
likely be the greatest losers. Basic morality requires the Federal Government to
esablish adequate regulations to protect their interests.

To let the costs "lie where they fall" reflects an extraordinary degree of col-
loneness and indicates the total lack of thought behind the entire report. The
great tragedy in this philosophy is that in many cases, given government assist-
ance, much of the negative impact of conversion could be minimized and, in
some cases, avoided entirely. It should be evident to most wise and sensitive
people that prudent application of government assistance would minimize and
not increase the over all costs. It is important to understand there is no cheap
method of converting to the metric system. The cost of conversion will be so
great there is serious questions whether our economy has the capacity to assim-
ilate the severe dislocations and whether the people will tolerate the social dia
urption associated with such a traumatc undertaking.

In view of the strong possibility of these undesirable consequences and the
few benefits directly identified with conversion, it would be foolish to rush into
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a ten-year conversion period. The choice is not whether to plan or not to plan
for the increasing usage of the metric measurement, but to develop plans based
on sound, objecive analysis. The Department of Commerce U.S. Metric Study
has failed sz achieve this goal. Therefore, additional study and evaluation of
the problems associated with conversion to the metric system is desperately
needed befo,t nay further action is taken.

We suggest that Congress establish a new conversion study committee, inde-
pendent of any agency of the government, to conduct an inquiry into all phases
of conversion to the metric system. It is essential that such a study group have
representatives of alFsectors of our society and the people already committed to
use of the metric system be represented only in their proportion to the rest of
society.

I feel my very preliminary hypothesis warrants futtr.n* investigation and de-
velopment. A macro socio-economic model could be developed which would permit
analysis through a wide range of variables. This method would provide additional
insight into the scope of the problem and be the bads for a more enlight.Aned
decision.

Stiti PISCA111 !O 10mrsles paled
kotoni tt, - Planed 30 yea climates ,erred
Detest 1119 003130040

WART SUMMAR?

I. Unplanned drijtElununary: Second most dieruptioe of our society and most
wetly

1-20 years. Increasing usage of metric system, but at a tower rate than the
planned 80 years conversion.

20 -25 years.Negative effects become so tp. oat to warrant legislation estab-
lishing a mandatory conversion period.

25-1 years.Negative effective at a rate grem5er rztan 80 yearn i.lnused con-
version.
2. Short term planned conversion (10-15 yet. AOSummon Most disrispi.ve of

our 800lety and second most witty
0-5 years. Increasing intensity.
5-10 years.Decresaing intensity.
10-? years.Negative effects will continue for generations.

8. Long terns planned . conversion (25-80 years)Summary: Least disruptive
of our society and least costly

0-5 years.Additional study, preplanning, necessary gorxement legislation
5-10 para.Planned and coordinated activities increase rate of usage and

minimize the adverse impact.



10-20 years. Monitor metric usage to determine if and when the voluntary
phase of the metric transition plan should be replaced by a mandatory phase.

20-80 years.Rapid decreases in negative effects because of substantial in-
crease in usage in first 20 years.

307f years.Permanent negative effect same as 10 years conversion.
Senator INOUYE. This concludes our hearing, and because of the in

terest expressed in the metric conversion, the record will be held open
for 2 weeks for the submission of additional statements.

I believe we all agree that eventually the United States will join the
rest of the world in the use of the metric system as the primary or the
predominant language of measurement; when, I do not know.

I think it is now the task of this committee to examine the record
and the three metric proposals we have before us : One by the Con-
gressman from Illinois, the other by the distinguished Senator from
Rhode Island, and the final one from the administration.

I shall urge the committee to study the documentation presented. I
shall further urge the committee to read the record and to take action,
hopefully early action, on this very important matter to assure that
this Nation, if it is to move toward a metric system, will do so smoothly.
With this thought in mind and once again thanking all ofyou for your
participation and for your patience, I adjourn these hearings.

(Whereupon, at 3:46 p.m., March 1, 1972, the hearing was ad-
journed.)
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ADDITIONAL ARTICLES, LETTERS, AND STATEMENTS
STEUBEN SOCIETY OF AMERICA,

New York, N.Y.

STATEMENT TO THE MEMBERS OF THE SENATE BY THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
OP THE STEUBEN SOCIETY OF AMERICA

Subject : Metric system.
The Steuben Society of America recommends the United States to adopt the

Metric System.
We are the last of the industrial nations still utilizing the old units of measure.

ment.
There are many instances metrical measurements are already being used as

in Pharmaceutical, Photographic and Optometric industries. The National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration also uses the metric system.

Problems prevalent in international trade call for consideration for the
changeover because the Nation's measurements are out of line with predominant
world standards. This may well cause a tremendous loss in trade.

It is realized that the changeover must be done deliberately and carefully
through a co-ordinated national program along with a program of education of
the public.

J. Grozax M. Sivrz,
Legislative Activity Committee.

EDWARD J. StreemAnn,
National Chairman.

Baltimore, Md.
Hon. WARREN MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Senate Commerce Committee, Washington, D.O.

SIR: The time has come for the USA to Join the other 99% of the world in the
use of the metric system. Enclosed you will find two articles from a recent copy
of Engineering News Record that support the Pell-Inouye bill now before your
committee. I urge you and members of your committee to read them and take
note of what they are attempting to say : that aside from being one of only half
a dozen nations NOT using metric, that our international trade position would
be enhanced. Further, scientists, engineers, and consumers would benefit from
the change. If this Congress does not act affirmatively, the next will be under even
more pressure to bring the USA into a position it should have assumed a hundred
years ago. I urge your committee to support the Pell-Inouye bill, and to oppose
the Administration bill. Thank you.

Yours very truly,

Enclosure:
IGNORING THE INEVITABLE

Having accepted the existence of People's Republic of China and its 800 million
citizens, the Administration has demonstrated its ability to think about the un-
thinkable. Unfortunately, the White House has not been able to extend its mental
resiliency to accept the metric system, which is used by about 8.5 billion persons.

The Administration has sponsored one of two metrication bills now before the
Senate Commerce Committee (see p. 12) and it is so weak as to be almost not
a bill. The Administration bill says, in effect : "Go ahead and switch to metric
if you want, but don't expect the federal government to encourage it or to en-
force it." The Administration bill would provide no timetable for conversion, no
economic incentives to industry and no policing powers on behalf of metrication.

At a time when the U.S. suffers an adverse balance of payments, when the dollar
is kicked about in the international money market, it is hard to imagine why

(159)

BURTON ELEINBERG,
Civil Engineer.
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the presidential advisors are so reluctant to make a changean inevitable
changethat would make it easier for U.S. industry to sell abroad.

The other metrication bill, submitted by Sens. Clalb.orne Pell (D-R.I.) and
Daniel Inouye (D- Hawaii), would set a 10-year deadline for conversion, assign
the government to police the process and sweeten the program with tax benefits
and other financial aid. We think this is the better way to go about it.

All the other developed nations of the world and most of the undeveloped na-
tions have either adopted metric or are in the process of doing so. For allies in
what seems to be our national battle against metrication we have to look to such
technological stalwarts as Zambia, Malaysia, Uganda and Sierra Leone.

THE SWITCH TO METRIC

Increasing interest in metric system seen in two Senate bills
Seven years after Great Britain created the machinery to start the switch to

the metric system, legislative forces aimed at prodding the U.S. along the same
route are getting up steam in Washington, D.C.

Two Senate bills, one from the Administration and the other cosponsored by
Sen. Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.) and Sen. Daniel K. Inouye (D-Hawaii) are now
before the Senate Commerce Committee. Two days of hearings last week suggest
that a compromise between the bills may be reached by early spring.

The Administration's bill is the weaker of the two. Under it, the switch to
metric would not be mandatory, there would be no incentives for conversion by
large corporations, and industry would set its own timetable through an in-
dependent board.

The Pell-Inouye measure, on the other hand, would set a 10 -year deadline for
conversion, have the federal government police the process and provide special
tax benefits and other financial aid to companies as needed.

The Office of Management and Budget, despite the Administration's claim that
it is looking for ways to promote American technology to improve the balance
of trade, opposes any federally supported schemes for modernizing equipment
beyond existing tax credits and depreciation rules.

Apparently no one knows, and the recent Commerce Department $2.5-million
study dealing with the possible conversion to the metric system (ENR 10/15/70
p. 16) didn't estimate, what it will cost U.S. industry to go metric. The British,
now in the midst of a 10-year changeover period, never did make a detailed study
of the costs, but in 1969 government officials estimated the switch would add from
8 to 4% to the cost of construction during each year of the change (ENR 1/16/69
p. 80). At that time, errors in design offices, manufacturing plants and materials
distribution were expected to be the most costly.

In recent testimony before the Senate Commerce Committee, Frank Winters,
assistant director of engineering for Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill., which
announced production in metric dimensions of major components of newly de-
signed diesel engines, said his company's U.B. plants are converting to the metric
system.

Hon. ROBERT Tam JR,.
Washington, D.O.

DEAN SENATOR Tarr, I am quite concerned over the proposal, the U.S. change
to the metric system. My concern is not only for the future cost, (tens if not
hundreds of billions), but also the tremendous amount that has already been
spent. I call your attention to page 8 Chap. 2 of Union Calendar No. 356, A Metric
America. Under the heading "Inventing the meter," it is said the meter is strictly
based on natural phenomena. I submit this is an untrue and misleading state-
ment, unless one chooses to refer to a mistake as "natural phenomena".

The truth of the matter is, the meter was intended to be 1/10,000,000 of the
distance from the equator to either pole. Subsequent careful measurement
showed the actual distance to be 10,001,887 meters. Mr. Talley rand goofed. The
saying, a miss is as good as a mile holds true even in the metric system, because
Mr. Talleyrands boner turned out to be 6,191.25 ft. or just a shade over 1 nautical
mile (6,080.26 ft.). Therefore I am also concerned that we accept a measurement
that is totally in error as a "standard".

I would sincerely like to be afforded an opportunity tb appear before any body
or committee holding hearings on the subject. I would therefore request your
office inform me of the date of any scheduled hearings.

LORAIN, Onto, January 8, 1972.
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You are aware, no doubt, of groups or individuals who are opponents of the
metric system. I would be very gtstieiul if you would furnish me a list of these
opponents so I can join forces.

I am convinced going metric will contribute to inflation. It will be of no bene-
fit to the average American, and will cost him much more than he can afford.

Last, but by no means least, it would be un-American to go metric. We are, as
you know, the worlds most powerful and advanced nation, and going metric or
not cannot and will not alter this fact one iota.

Respectively,
THURMAN J. KELL.

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,
Waukesha, Wis., February 9,1972.

Re Metric system.
Hon. WARREN MAGNUSON,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON: I thought you might be interested in the attached
article that appeared in the February, 1972, issue of Industrial Engineering. I
don't think you will find many people who have actually developed educational
material on the metric system and who could talk about the reactions to educa-
tional talks by such different groups as members of engineering society chapters,
craft unions, service clubs and management organizations.

If you think I can be of any assistance to you in this matter, please get in
touch. I will gladly make myself available for congressional hearings or for
committee or commission work.

For your information I also enclose some data on myself.
Sincerely,

HENRY KROEZE,
Chairman, Departments of Engineering.

Enclosures.
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There Is no doubt that the movement In the U.S. to change
to the metric system will gain momentum, even if the
government does not pass a metrication plan. IE's will be
In the thick of it, so they shcald prepare for it now.

Hour K20121. University of Wisconsin Center System. Waukesha, %Viscunsin

When 34-24-34 becomes 86-61-86
Souse readers may still ask. "Is the
metric system really going to cone
to the u.s.r To answer this qua.
don. all one has to do is read the in.
creasing number of articles in news-
papers and magazines on this sub.
jest. Some indumies. such as opticsl
and pharuuceutitr1, adopted the
metric system yeah ago. and more
and more companies are embracing
it. The new FrulPinto engine
plant, which is bring bulls in Lima.
Ohio. will be completely metric. In
order to survive, suppliers will have
to follow suit. Remise ly NASA and
the aerospace industry went metric.
Sciendsu usually convert probkms
to metric terms before starting toes.
plate solusions, especially in the
fields of physic and chemistry.

Is there voluntary tfitat for
Bunging to the metric system? It
certainly his lake it. The Sudety
of Automotive Engineers tune re
quires shit in all articles submitted
for publication, dimensions given
in our present "English" system
(now alerisdeased by the English) be
(Wowed by metric SySitlit Unit' in
brackets, and drawings sums be
dual dimensioned, Reference I. "The
stew Machinery's Handbook (19ds
Edition) mortises the worldwide
move towards use of use "mule sys-
um international"; 275 pages of
the 2,429-page volunse contain met-
ric units, foreman. and explain.
lions. Reference 2. Several engineer.
ing and engitneringr elated mode-
ties have toduned adoption of an
metric system by the U.S . 'The face
that such companies as General Mo-
wn, Fued. Beloit Tool, Extents

Is 111117111111

benefit, 11111. and oaten are coop
crating with the Society of klants
fac.uring Engineets in the produc-
tion of a video tape for showing on
educational television could be in-
terpretol as r geode push for a
disuse.

Many organisations ate engaged
in 'ovaries their molten for the

li.'r he American klanagetssent
Association restudy held a seminar.
"AtLipting to the Metric System:
Managing the Chessgeover."
demand be speakers and instructors
by unions, employers' asset Isamu,
service dubs, tec.istital societies.
and institutions has increased Ire
nseudously over the last few months.
This demand may he the result of
the U.S . metric study reported to
Cosign:is in July 1971. Relereme S.

Why change?

In August 19M. Cuero. passed
Public law 90472. wields author.
ised the Secretary of Commits to
snake a study to determine the ad-
vantages and dimilvantages of in-
creased use of the metric system in
she Wilted States. 'This "Metric
Study Act tear the result of lour
time Ants by Senator Glaiborne
Pell (Dem., Rhode Island) and Coes-
gramma George P. Miller (Dens..
California). who were later joined
by Senator Ruben P. Grain (Rep..
Michigan). In passage was certainly
helped along when the English de-
tidal toms metric ins 1990, and their
former dominions seated us &Bow
suit during the nese few yeas. At
this time. over 90 patent of the
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world's population sues the metric
system. As of November 1971. only
the following Leonides are holding
on to their own, or the old "English"
system of measurement: Barbados.
fausbia, Ghana, Liberia. Mouse
and Osuan, Siena Leone. 6011111CM
Yemen. Tonga. Trinidad. and the
United States.

The report to Congress was Made
in July of 1971. Relalralft S. Is is
the touts of a very thorough. um
biased study. Thousasids of people
from all walks of life were inter.
viewed. The study was canned out
by the National Bureau of Stan.
dards. with many groups pasties.
pasha( (such as weighs and sues
sums groups. small business. smile
associationw consumes salutation
groups. Wile and log rl goves estoems.
farmers. federal civilian agencies.
the Pentagon, prolusions, societies
(includitssi AIIEJ, induorits. home

economists, labor u1114/114 ell memo's,
and she itsternstatmal sate). 'I he
twelve volumes of data are tot -
dctssal in the repots so (Mamma.
The report gives buds she pros
and cons of the metric wrens. This
study clearly shows that she ad
vantages of going metric far out.
weigh she dissilvantaers. Here are
some of the WWI'S Ul der Study:

klassufactuten voted VI percent
yes when asked if incased mom
usage would be in the best intrust .
ors the United States. and they are
the people who have to pay the
largest Jure °raw Mil. What those
who voted yes were asked how she
chillgt. Shona br actomplislied. tins
iy 7 siemens of them voted for no
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program, 45 percent favored a man.
datory coordinated national pro-
Rram. and 50 percent rewind a vol
untary coordinated stational pro-
gram.

Nonanssianuring businesses
answered the same question as fol.
lows: 6 percent shin 't know or no
answer. $ percent no piugram. 24
percent national voluntary pro.
gram, and 62 percent national man-
datory program.

'Ilse majority in each group
polled favored the metric system.
Edutaton are nearly unanimous in
their endonement. A survey by the
Survey Research Center of the Uni-
versity of Michigan showed that the
general public knew very link
about the metric system. However.
those who were funnier with it. or
knew sometldng about it, favored
it.

14eir long 10 change?

Figure I Moorages the various
lengths of transition preferred by
those that were polled its the manta-
fat claim industry. Aroma the fed.
eral civilian agencies polled (394
responses were perched from 55
agenda). 72 percent favored ,10
years. while 23 percent preferred a
shnner period. sod 5 percent a
longer period. Experiences in En.
gland have shown that 10 yens is
indeed a realistic choice for a trans -
lion period. Figure 2. Ten ran
tumid provide ample time to en-
sure a crisirfree conversion with a
minimum of operating setbacks at
a minimum cost.

R00110Mie OtinelderatIone

The government study shows that
it will deds.itely be advantageous
for our economy to switch to the
metric system 'there will be a loss
deepens if we do not change. Sty.
eral companies have come up with
estimates of what it would cost
them if no switch is made. Reference
4. It is estimated that the initial in.
vestments required for convening
to metric will be recovered rather
rapidly through our improved ex-
port position (better acceisibility
to foreign markets, which will in
prove our balance of payments) and
savings through simplifications
(eliminating natty nron). Some
educators estimate that the educa-
tional process any gain 2 years
when the metric system is adopted
(no more fractions aud no more
haithtortmember conversion far
tort between the different units of
length, area, volume and weight).

Figure 3 shows the economic ad.
vantage. foe the manufacturing se
toe, of changing to metric by a
plan. There are indications that if
no plan is adopted. the United
States will go metric anyway, but it
would take 50 years before the
changeover would be completed.
After these 50 years. the recovery of
Imes and requited inceuments will
start, with total coo recouped after
about 50 years, case A; and after 115
and 90 years for cases B and C. If
the changeover b planned to take
place over a 1year turiod, the err
cooping will start after 10 years. It
would be ample' in 20. SO. and

103

37 years respectively. Case A as
sumes a total annual cost for the
changeover period of $1.5 billion
($1.0 billion base coo and 30.5 bil-
lion dual capability). Fan uses B
and C, these assumed annual costs
are $3.0 billion ($2.5 billion + $0.5
billion) and $4.5 billioss (5 let bil.
lion + $0.5 billion). The only ali
ferences between cases A. R. and C
are the different base cost assign,.
dons. Case A, for instance, assumes
a total base cost of $10 billion. A
later start of the changeover will re-
suit in a higher base coat.

From the report to Congress it
may be conducted that:

I. The metric system it going to
be introduced.

2. Most probably there will be a
planned changeover.

3. The changeover time will
probably be set at about 10 yam

4. Congress will probably ap.
prove a planned changeover to the
metric system within the next 2
years.

TAMA; system end If

From the previous concludosit. it
would appear that the sumer your
company starts phoning for full.
Kale introduction to die metric sys-
tem, the better. There' arc many
Mai where 1Es will be involved
from the planning stage to long at
ter the transition has been men-

rtorindustry gave the distribution
A survey of the manufactu

of the estimated costs of (hinging
to metric shown in Figure 4. Note
that industrial engineers are in-
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volved directly or indirectly with
all the areas coveted by the chart.
Many companies may reqtthe ex-
tra help in their IE departments
during the transition period. kraal
areas appear to sequire special at
tention by Iris.

Corporate planning

A plan must be enahlisbed. Areas
of change ere to be identified. been
if them:cc:nitwit would not take
any a starting time for the
changeover must be agreed upon
and schedules set (bosh for equip
meet and products). This will give
in the opportunity to plan foe the
elimination of obsolete equipment
and methods. They will also tease
the dame to apply value engineer.
ing to pates and products. The
changeover period will be an op
patinae time to tkrelop savings by
simplification of products and PAM.
and elimination or pans. Further.
the ants of redimensioning parts
and retooling will be teduced to the
extent that pa is are eliminated.

Training

le is natural for the IE department
to take part In training prumana
These training programs can be
rather simple. but should be planned
very carefully. 'fire wont thing one
could do is just give the production
pennantl a set of thefts with cow
versinst knurl and let them wrestle
alone. '11th has beat done and it
Creates a very hostile atmosphere.
The beet approach smarm to be

sal Isalattt

to arrange some training sessions
that are designed to first eliminate
the fear people may have for the
metric system, which Is momltbing
new and amuse to them. Don't for.
get that it took time to learn to
work in the English system, and
many of the uninformed may think
that the metric system is jug as
complicated. They don't want ago
through another troublesome learn-
ing rom&

Ise hallooing training schedule
has proved succatful:

I. Explain what the metric asp
tau is just another system of
meaurang with difkrent base units.
For vieualisation of the base units.
compete them with the hue units
of the English system (a meter is
approximately equal to a yard plus
10 !screens. etc.). (Approximately
10 minutes)

2. Explain the use of pekes
(dal, cold. wiili, etc.). (10 miuutes)

S. Compare working in the met-
ric system with working in the Fat-

Englaetn Joint Council has es
tablisked a Mask Panel to study
conversion to the metric system.
&Mena I. Taylor, a antler
member, repretenu All S on this
pane/. Ile will welcome your
commentaries on convenient.
Mears direciyoureorreipmeleare
to: Frederick L. Taylor. Depart.
meld Chid, time 42S, Indus-
hid hagineering Restarts,
Western &Nagle Campo,. 22$
Broadway. New York; New York
MAYA
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glish system. (20 minutes)
4. Explain the temperature

stales. (Optional) (10.15 minutes)
'Discuss sample problems in

both the English and metric sys-
tems, followed by a practise session.
(SO minutes)

& Show tome educational aids
(for sdf-instrualon) for reading
metric remise calipers. micrometers.
and dial indicatun. (50 to 60 min-
utes)

It would be helpful to make these
aids available w that a person can
review them in private and pro-
gress at his own speed. These and
other aids are available from sev-
eral sources. ((fine source is Metric
Consultants. 21720 West North
Avenue. Brookheld, Wisconsin
SSUOS.)

7. Explain the reasons behind
the changeover tu the metric aye-
tem. a diaussion of the report to
Congress. (2(130 minutes)

8. Diann aids available for get.
ling used to wading and thinking
in metric (tables, etc.). Reference S.
and how to make your own comae-
aeon devices. (2040 :ninnies)

9. A question and answer period.
(2040 minutes)

The total penitent should not
require mote than 4 Mein. 'litre*
1Vrhour periods. or two 2-bour
periods, are much , more effective
than one 4-hour session. Also. plen-
ty of handouts should be provided.
such as References 5. ti. and 7.

ADE citamets could movide a
real service by holding local train-
ing mama liowavr. it might be
necessary tu. hold a few neonate



Figure J. The economic advantage
of changing to metric by An. Case
A OnglIfifl a total annual tort for
the changeover period of 0J bit
lion; Case 8, 91.0 billion, and Case
C,$1.3
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Figure 4. Manufacturers surveyed alienated their rows of changeover by
categories shown, which were averaged. Manufacturing. quality control,
engin. ering, and research annum for two-thirds of the total.

seminars to prepare In to present
such sasionL

Omitting control

During the transition period it will
be necessary to hale dual parts
(nonetric and metric) invent°.
ries. The Ira should prepare for
this, and may have so develop pro.
ponds for temporary increased
space requirements. Also. they will
probably be required to addle
when to discontinue carrying nur
metric pans. come up wish plans
and proposals for reduction of the

number ofparu to kept in st"toand establish inventory limits on
the new metric pans. It will give
them a onroinodsfetime opportuni-
ty to propose an economising pro.
gram that will offset costs incurred
as a result of premature Auks.
cence of some tools, machinery.
and parts.

Waintwanneenent.Titneuniu
hours. minutes. decimal hours
Will not be affected. However. sun.
dard data related to Emlishoystem
dimensions e.g.. a table of time
steadieds for a cutting operation
based on ranges of material (hid.
new in Indus must be revised.

Probably the most difficult mob.
lees in work measurement well be
met in the fires stages of change.
over. Operations involving mew
summate of parts or materials may
he slowed until operators become
accustomed to metric dimensions:
Solutions will have to be found be
date problems of temporary tw
election in parformances.

Facilities planning. Dimensiom of
buildings, bays. aisle. and all kinds
of equipment and materials will
change eventually. 'Chit means that
plant and office layouts including
equipment and furniture
well have uo he changed to metric
dimensions. In fast. there may be a
period of dual dimensioning.

!E's will be involved in many
more areas of the changeover
process. which will be diffeent for
each industry, and each company.
They most be flexible. and will re-
quire ormlisiumn attention.
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"Standards Scene," Automotive
Engineering, October 1971.
Ober& L. and Jones. V. IX,
Alachinerys Handbook, 19th
Edition. New York. New York,
industrial Press, 1971.

(3) A Metric America: A Miami
whose time has came, National
Bureau of Standards Publics.
tion Nu. SO, Washington, D.C.
Superintendent of Documents.
U.S. Government Printing Of.
fut. 19/1 MM.

(4) Roth. E. S., "The High CON of
Nat Converting to the Metric
System." Menu/earring Engl.
tuning 6' Management, April
1971.

(3) U.S.A. Goes Aterrie, Roscoe,
I Minns. Sward Publishing Cow
pony, 1971.
ASTAI Stariard !hide Disc.
lice Guide, National Bureau of
Standards Handbook 101,
Washington, D.C., Superb

(6)

(cadent of nommen% U.S.
Government Printing Office.
1971 (S0.40).

(7) Machinery catalogs that include
metric data, such as &Boit
Tool Corporation and 'llw
Timken Company.

Henry Krone is Chairman of the
Engineering Department of the
University of Wisconsin Center
System.

After several years in engineer.
ing and manufacturing manage.
ment positions in industry. Mr.
'Crow joined the University as a
Professor of Engineering. He was
appointed to his present position
in 1971.

Mt. Krone holds an Ir. degree
in engineering (awarded after
passing the doctoral examina-
tion) from the University of
Delft. Netherlands. He is a rev
ineted professional engineer in
Wisconsin.

An active senior member of
AI 1E, Mr. Krone is currently
Chairman for professional Deed.
apnea% Region XL Also. he is
a member of the Ma** Amnia.
lion, NSPE, AKE. and the Royal
Institute of Engineers (Nether.
lands).
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Hon. WARREN G. Meanuson,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

Dun SENATOR MAGNUSON : The Stars and Stripes newspaper recently ran an
article quoting you as saying the Senate Commerce Committee would commence
hearings February 29th to consider legislation that would put the United States
on the metric system.

As Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee I hope you will support the
metric bill and encourage other Congressmen to do the same. The increasing
international trading of the United States warrants our country abandoning
the English system of weights and measures. The United States is the only major
country still on the English system and there are only nine nations still on this
archaic system.

After living in Germany for almost two years my family and I have seen
through experience that the metric system is far superior in use and compre-
hension over our current English system.

Although converting to the metric system might not now be popular with most
Americans it will, however, one day be popular with all our citizens who will be
thankful to those who were instrumental in changing to the metric system.

Sincerely yours,
DONALD L. BuasoN.
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FPO NEw YORK, N.Y., February 22,1 972.

SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS,
Dearborn, Mich., February 28, 1972.

Subject: Senate Committee on Commerce Hearings on U.S. Conversion to a
Metric System of Weights and MeasuresFebruary 29 and March 1Senator
Daniel K. Inouye (D-Hawaii) presiding.

Mr. HENRY laPPEK,
Staff Counsel, Senate Committee on Commerce,
Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ma. LIPPER: As a result of our telephone conversation of yesterday, I
am pleased to submit, for the hearing record, the following official policy of the
Society of Manufacturing Engineers concerning the U.S. conversion to the metric
system. Appearance before this Hearing Committee by representatives of the
Society of Manufacturing Engineers, unless you would wish further clarification
of this policy or our organization, would not cover any items substantially differ-
ent from those contained in this letter.

This policy is as follows:
"To serve the best interests of its membership and industry, the Society

of Manufacturing Engineers endorses the use of the International Metric
System of Units (SI)."

It is the intent of this policy not to cause change of the established stand
ands dimensions, tolerances, and specifications, but only to relate to con-
version and use of the SI Units.

This policy was originally recommended by our Inspection and Quality Control
Division, was approved by our Technical Council, and recommended to our
Executive Committee and Board of Directors, who finally approved it asa matter
of Society policy.

During the course of the last two years, the Society of Manufacturing Engi-
neers has presented many major programs on the metric system for its members
and for industry in general throughout the United States. Attached are several
papers resulting from these programs, along with a sample brochure concerning
the subject matter of the programs. As you can see from the attached brochure
on the Society, we are a major professional Society of approximately 50,000
members who operate in all areas of the manufacturing spectrum and in all
industries. The bulk of our members are concerned with the management deci-
sions necessary In convert, along with the processing, tooling, and production
problems which would be inherent in a conversion to the metric system.

Recently, the Society, in cooperation with the American National Standards
Institute and General Motors Institute, produced an hour-long video tape entitled
"Metric Orientation for U.S. Manufacturing Industry." This video tape has been
made available to our 200 chapters, to other professional groups, and to industry
in generaL A list of the participants and theft organizations, along with their
subject matter on the tape, is attached for ybuit information.

112
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The Society is the sponsor of the American National Standard (B87 Decimal
inch) which has been in general use in industry.

Please let me hear from you if we can be of further assistance to your com-
mittee.

Sincerely,

Mr. HENRY LIPPEK,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

BERNARD M. BALLOT,
Assistant General Manager.

INDIAN RIVER, MICR., February 24,1872.

DEAR MR. LIPPER : Unfortunately, I will be unable to attend the hearings and
testimony regarding the National Metric Study and on Bill S. 2483 on Feb. 29
and Mar. 1, therefore I am taking the liberty as a private citizen, to pass to the
committee my views on the subject in the form of a sample draft bill (attached).

I believe this draft represents the type bill that will be required to satisfy the
varied requirements of the many segments of our society, including those that
now believe the metric system has no place in the United States. Probably many
of those will find that after Ave years of exposure their needs have changed.

I will appreciate your making this information a part of the records of the
proceedings.

If at any time I could be of assistance to the committee please call me.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM K. BURTON,
Metrio Consultant.

Enclosure:

SAMPLE DRAFT BY WILLIAM K. BURTON-METRIC CONSULTANT ( FORMES
MANAGER OF Mums SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT, FORD MOTOR CO., RETIRED)

Based on strong indications in the National Metric Study, undertaken pur-
suant to the Act approved Aug. 9, 1988 that It is in the best National interests,
I recommend that Congress consider ;

A bill to establish a program for the expansion of the understanding and the
use of International Metric units of measure and increased participation in
International Standards activities in and by the United States.
Boo. 1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That there is established, under the general
auspices of the Secretary of Commerce, the United States Metric Aid and Coor-
dinating Commission (hereinafter referred to as the "Commission"). The Com-
mission shall have nine members, to be appointed by the President, who shall
represent (a) business, (b) labor, (c) education, (d) science, and (e) tech-
nology. Each member shall be compensated at a rate not to exceed $150 a day
each day during which he is engaged in the business of the-Commission and
shall receive travel expenses while away from his home or regular place of
business in the service of the Commission. Members of Congress or other
Federal employees shall not be entitled to such compentation but shall be reim-
bursed for expenses incurred while in the service of the Commission. Each
member shall have a Ave year term and may be reappointed by the President.
ileo. 2

The Commission is charged with the responsibility of establishing and imple-
menting a plan to accomplish the broad objectives stated in the introductory
paragraph of this bill including

(1) That the United States expand the use of International Metric units
of measure deliberately and carefully ;

(2) That this be done through a national program established and coordi-
nated by the Commission ;

(3) That the Commission offer to and solicit from the various sectors and
interests of the society aid and assistance to assure that the interests of all
concerned are considered;

(4) That priority be given to educational programs to be carried out in the
Nation's elementary and secondary schools and institutions of higher learning,
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as well as with the public at large, designed to enable all Americans to think
and work in metric units, to the extent that they now think and work in cus-
tomary U.S. units of measure ;

(5) That appropriate representatives of American enterprise participate in
International Standards activities;

(6) That in order to encourage efficiency and minimize the overall costs to
society, the general rule should be that costs incurred in the use of metric units
of measure will lie where they fall ; extraordinary costs resulting from new
National Standards that cause configuration changes (not proprietary) to com-
ply with new International Standards in the manufacture of standard parts
and materials (shelf items) shall be reviewed by the Commission or its Review
Board before consideration of incentive recommendations; costs related to the
development and implementation of educational programs shall be reviewed by
the Commission or its Review Board before consideration of subsidy recom-
mendations;

(7) The target date to achieve predominant usage of metric units of measure
in the United States shall be delayed until after five full years of National
preparation under the voluntary program of the Commission ;

(8) That the Commission shall recommend and the Secretary of Commerce
is authorized to provide through employment or contractual agreement the nec-
essary expertise to assist and hold consultation with the Commission to assure
the most sophisticated programs practicable to accomplish this most complex
assignment ;
See.

Each agency, entity, and authority of the Federal Government is authorized
and directed to expand the use of the International Metric units of measure as
soon as practicable and to cooperate fully with the Commission. Every effort shall
be made to avoid undue pressure on the private sector where conflict over meas-
urement unit usage is imminent.
ay. 4

Five full years after the Presidential appointment of the Commission Con-
gress wilt reconsider the necessity of further legislation to achieve predominant
metric unit usage in this country and will be guided by conclusive and factual
reports from the Commission during the next five years.
Seo. 5

The Commission shall transmit to the President and to each House of Congress
annual progress reports beginning one year after the date of the complete Com-
mission appointment.
Sec. 6

There are hereby authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated such amounts as are required to carry out the
provisions of this Act.

BURNS AND ROE, INC., Oradell, N.J., February 25,1972.
Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON : I want to thank you again for your invitation to
testify before the Committee on Commerce regarding S. 2483, the proposed metric
conversion plan. Unfortunately, because of late-developing business commit-
ments, I find that I will be unable to be present in Washington on the days in
which the hearings will be held.

Burns and Roe, Inc., has been examining the impact of the metric system upon
its operations and the industries that it serves. In my opinion the conversion of
Burns and Roe's engineering and design work to the metric system can be accom-
plished with very little difficulty since the power, process and the environmental
industries are using the metric system to some degree now. Chemical, electrical
and nuclear engineers are trained in the metric system and use their weights and
measures in nuclear reactor design, chemical process design, environmental
process design and electrical equipment design. The civil and mechanical engi-
neering fields are now starting to adapt codes and standards to the metric system.
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The program of tax allowance for conversion in the machinery field is needed
in order to accelerate the acceptance of the metric system. I also believe a similar
program is badly needed in the construction industry where the training and
education will be even more challenging because of the diverse educational back-
grounds of the people in this industry.

I believe the ten-year schedule for the complete conversion to the metric system
is reasonable and should be initiated immediately. There is obviously going to be
increased costs associated with the conversion but it will also mean increased
employment in some areas to accomplish the needed change. With the high
unemployment at this time the implementation of the metric system conversion
should generate badly needed work for technically - trained people.

Once again, I regret that I will be unable to testify regarding this matter;
however, I hope my above thoughts are of interest to you.

Very truly yours,
KENNETH A. ROE.

SIMPSON, GUMPERTZ & URGER, INC.,
Cambridge, Mass., February 28,1972.

: U.S. Metric Study and Legislation (S. 2483).
Senator EDWARD W. BROOKE,
John F. Kennedy Federal Building,
Boston, Mass.

DEAR SENATOR BROOKE: I understand that hearings will be held on 29 Febynary
and 1 March 1972 under the chairmanship of Senator Daniel K. Inouye, dealing
with metric conversion.

I have nothing to gain professionally or financially from such a conversion to
the metric. (SI) system of measurements ; but I feel that such conversion is
vitally important to the United States. Some of the reasons are:

1. We badly need a more rational system of measurement to simplify ele-
mentary and advanced education, to simplify computations in commerce and
industry, to avoid errors and misreadings, and to improve measurements in in-
dustry and engineering.

2. The United States should join the rest of the world in a unified system of
dimensions, to improve its competitive position which is significantly weakened
by merchandise made to non-metric standards.

8. The metric system is of great significance to consumers, as the simplified
measures and conversion methods allow easier checking and comparing of mer-
chandise.

4. Metric conversion will encourage general standardization of dimensions.
This will be a tremendous help in reducing inventories and simplifying design of
everything built in the United States. The construction industry will greatly
benefit from the change, and costs may be reduced due to the lower capital
investment required and the simplified measuring methods.

5. Metric conversion will improve communications with other countries espe-
cially in scientific and technical fields.

I support metric conversion as an engineer and citizen. I would appreciate
your support of S. 2488 and associated legislation.

Sincerely yours,
WERNER H. GUMPERTZ.

THE CONFERENCE OF FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS,
February 28, 1972.

Mr. HENRY LIPPEK,
Staff Counsel,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DERR MR. LIPPEK : Our Conference has learned that hearings are about to be
held in connection with the proposed adoption of the Metric System of Measures
in the United States.

Enclosed is a true copy of a Resolution on this subject that was.passed unani-
mously by the Conference at its annual meeting that was held 19 November
1969.



We request that this Resolution be made a art of the record of the hearings.
Sincerely yours,

JAMES H. LE VAN,
Executive Director.

(Enclosure. :)
SOLUT.

The Conference of Federal Environmental E. gineers hereby adopts the follow-
ing resolution :

"The Congress of the United tates is urged to follow an orderly, systemntic
program to implement immediately the adoption of the Metric System of Measures
in the United States. A program should be implemented in well balanced stages
to permit all American citizema become gradua ,ly familiar with the new system.
A ten year staging period .hould be developed ;1ring %Mich a dual system should
be used to enable everyone to become familiar with the Metric System in every-
day life and industrial and commercial activities. The teaching of the Metric
System to school children at all ages should be encouraged, beginning now. Each
State should be encouraged aud advised to enact legisiction and procedures
wherever necessary to conform to the National Policy.

"This program is considered by this orgavlzation to be essential to maintain
the position of the United States in international trade an technical relationship.
It is necessary for the continuing efficiency of the United States especially with
regard to engineering and scientific affeirs as related to commerce and industry
with practically all foreign countries who have adopted or are in the process of
adopting the Metric 133 stern."

Passed by unanimous vote, after discussion, at the annual meeting held 19
November 1989.

S. J. WARE, President.
JAMES H. LE VAN, Secretary.

A true copy.

COLLEGE PARK, MD., February 28, 1972.
HOD. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Senate Commerce Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

Dues SENATOR Mearrusore : The following statement, highly critical of the U.S.
metric study, and strongly opposed, to legislation to convert this country to the
metric system is submitted for your use as you deem appropriate,

The conclusion I reach on this vital issue, and the arguments supporting them
are based on nearly 8 years of intensive investigations of the pros and cons, in-
cluding 18 months with the NBS metric study team serving as consultant to be
manufacturing industry and the NBS in developing surveys, analyzing data,
and interacting with industrialists in these activities. I have written several arti-
cles on metric matters, including "A Midstream Look at the U.S. Metric Study"
in the April 1970 issue of The Magazine of Standards and "What To Do When
Metric Comes" in the December 1970 issue of Professional Engineer. I recently
completed an unpublished paper "Small Business and the Metric System" as addi-
tional background material for the House Small Business Committee.

Most of the material in the enclosed "Statement" was drawn from a compre-
hensive article I am preparing for publication in the very near future.

Sincerely,
GEORGE 0. LOVELL, I.E.,

Metric Conversion Conaultant.
Enclosure.
Passage of Senate Bill 2188 at this time in our history could well prove to be

a classic case of economic hart-kart. Most Congressmen, as with most citizens,
are too preoccupied. with other pressing national issues to be aware of what
"going metric" really entails. The estimated price-tag of over $80 billion I could
well exceed $100 billion when we include the large bureaucratic apparatus nec-
essary to carry out any "coordinated. national program" and the massive assist-

a A Department of Commerce estimate in a preliminary. draft report but deleted in the
final revision.
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once which will be necessary to enable the many small businesses to adjust to the
new climate; if indeed they manage to survive the dual impact of competitive
disadvantage relative to the larger concerns and the flood of imports which
such a national program would trigger (not to mention the million or more jobs
lost to labor in the process!)

The metric system is a far superior system for the scientist and the chemist
which explains why engineering and chemical sciences are taught in metric and
why those industries closely aligned to scientific endeavor such as chemical,
photographic, and pharmaceutical are on a metric base. But the metric system
proves impractical for other sectors of our society when consideration is given
to (1) the complete embodiment of the customary (inch, pound, gallon ) system
in our way of life, in our language and in our communication with one another;
(2) the difficulty of converting a highly technical manufacturing society, with
its interlocking structure of inch-based standard fabricated materials and com-
ponents; (8) the virtual impossibility of divesting ourselves of the multitude of
customary designed products woven into the fabric of our day-to-day lives, with
the result that a dual system of non-interchangcable parts or componentsmay be
with us for 50 to 100 years or more, in turn requiring a bilingual measurement
language during this entire period ; (4) the possibility that 1 and 8 may lead to
an outraged and resentful populace, necessitating forced abandonment of any
"coordinated" government program mid-stream ( with further disastrous economic
consequence) ; (5) the uncertainty and unproven significant or tangible benefits
which might accrue to any specific segment of society (with the exception of
some multi-national concerns) ; and not least, (8) the spectre of a foreign trade
deficit which would easily exceed $10 billion per year upon completion of the
conversion program. . . .

These conclusions are the result of nearly three years intensive investigation
of the pros and cons. "Let's Go Metric" is akin to the grass is greener syndrome
which, one discovers as one wanders into it has potholes and deceptive patches
of quicksand. The degree of support for converting this country to the metric
system varies inversely to the degree to which the ramifications attendant to such
a change are fully thought out. When first confronted with the hypothesis nearly
everyone agrees it would be a good thing for the country. It is a nice innocent
proposal and is in most people's list of 'good' things. After the question is asked
and answered, most promptly forget about it. However, if the question leads to
discussion, some doubts and reservations surface as to the practical difficulties of
accomplishing such an undertaking. Then, if in-depth investigations are under-
taken, a complete reversal in opinion occurs, not so much from the massiveness
of the undertaking, but rather by bringing into focus the six basic points cited
above.

gong= TRADE

Congress had one overriding concern in authorizing the Department of Com-
merce to conduct a three-year study and that was an economic one; specifically,
"Would a metric America pave the way for continued dominance in technology
and total worldwide trade?" It is true that a one measurement based world would
facilitate international trade by creating a worldwide interchangeability of parts
and components. The question then arises "For whose benefit and at whose ex-
pense?" Before Congress opts for a metric America, it had better realize that
the United States would lose heavily to other technological nations in the scramble
for export markets, which, incidentally, includes a very nice slice of our own
trillion dollar domestic economy. The notion that "going metric" would provide a
panacea in foreign trade is a delusion which must be countered with reality.

We need but look to our neighbor Canada for a textbook illustration. Both
countries produce to the same inch -based standards which, of course, facilitates
foreign trade for those manufactured products which require precision inter-
changeability of parts and components. In 1984, the U.S. enjoyed a $700 million
favorable balance of trade, $4.9 billion exported to Canada compared to $4.2
billion in imports. By 1969 the figures had expanded to $9.1 billion in export
and $10.4 billion imports for a favorable Canadian trade balance of $1.8 billion.
(In 1970, the Canadian advantage was even greater, over $80 billion.) The in-
creased trade was in manufactured products, especially aircraft and automo-
biles. I fail to follow the logic which argues that if both countries were metric,
the favorable balance of trade would revert, to the United States. Yet in the
face of this type of evidence, this fiction continues unchallenged.

During the Senate Commerce Committee hearings relating to metric conver-
sion held in 1987, on page 64 of the November 15 report, for example, we read
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the following : "A recent study estimated that the United States is losing be-
tween $10 and $20 billion in foreign trade every year because she is not on the
metric system." !! and the' statement continues, "This export market would
accrue to us as soon as we went metric!" This surely is a wild statement for
if there is 10 or 20 billion dollars of business lying aroundWhere is that
shrewd Yankee ingenuity and sharpness which could smell a buck a mile away?
Well, a little detective work would have revealed that Yankee ingenuity had been
at work. Yankee shrewdness had been on the trail, and Yankee know-how had
persevered to the tune of almost 10 times that amount. And this was accomplished
without a metric shot being fired although; unfortunately, this Yankee business
did not accrue' to our export account. I am referring, of course, to the multi-
national company phenomena.

In 1956, while with the Business and Defense Services Administration (now
Buren.] of Domestic Commerce) I wrote a proposed position paper titled "Is the
United States Pricing Itself Out of World Markets?" The gist of this paper pre-
sented the argument that instead of engaging in export trade it was more
profitable in many cases to establish overseas manufacturing plants and capture
that market on-site and at the same time export to other parts of the world
(including the United States) from that location. Higher U.S. production costs
made this possible and, I reasoned, if that trend continued, it would create a
serious deficit in our foreign trade markets. (The paper was quietly burled as
too touchy a political issue.) I claim no prescience for I never dreamed the
extent to which this trend would mushroom some 12 years later.

The movement is natural under a profit motive economy. Companies which
develop and produce a .product keep gaining as the product finds wider and
wider acceptance including export. As the technology becomes more widely avail-
able, foreign competitors get into the act. So, to hold on to their worldwide mar-
kets, in the face of tariff barriers, high transportation and high labor costs,
the companies invest in plant abroad and these plants then look around for
world markets.

Within the past three years, the multi - national phenomena has completely
changed the world trade scenario and as a by-product scotches once- and - for -all
the chestnut that if the United States converts to the metric system it will in-
crease our export thereby enabling us to maintain a high favorable balance of
trade. Consider the following facets of the new look : (1) The U.S. multi-national
companies in the years 1969 through 1971 have more than doubled their overseas
investment in foreign plant so that it now exceeds $100 billion ; (2) The texture
of that investment has changed, exceeding 50% in.manufacturing plant compared
to one-third in 1957; (8) The product of these overseas affiliates now exceeds
$220 billion, of which half:or over $100 billion represents products referred to as
MSS (measurement standard sensitive), for a change in the measurement sys-
tem would require changes in design and in the manufacturing ..process. This
product is now produced to inch based standards and due to the vagaries of his-
tory now provide insurance. from ealamitoui inroads to our economy from metric
Standard :based products. To convert this capability to metric- standards would
destroy whatever technological superioritywe have in.MSS products.

Because these facilities produce to inch:based standards over $1 billion a year
in parts and components are exported from the U.S. Added of this is nearly
$2 billion in basic production machinery and equipment for new plant. In a metric
.world, the cost of this export would disappear for it would be cheaper to purchase
from domestic sources which are already tooled up and producing to metric
standards. 1.- ' .-

This type of observation holds for any MSS product whether or not produced
by. multi-national. For example,' the interim metric study report, titled Inter-
national' Trade on page 62 with respect to industrial- fasteners noted, "If the
U.S.' adopts ISO (metrie) standards for fasteners, its trade deficit. . grow
sharply --because the 'competitiVe ;advantage Will- swing further to foriegn- pro-
ducers who will have had productionexperience with most of these standards,
whereas U.S. producers- would have to 'acquire, it." Other illustrations of this
nature are legion but they are ignored and swept aside by those who, 'having
but one objective, to "Let's Go Metric," do not want to be confused by the facts.

. It is unfortunate indeedi ; that no. in -depth ,. has: been made: about this
Vital Moue'. It is, easy.. to assumptiOns,,derelop a' rationale and draw charts
to shoW that our foreign trade deficit (less eiportund inerearred'IMPOrts) -would
grow to $10 billion or even $20 billion .yearly following any 10 year transition
period. In making projections, only MSS products need to be considered.
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Assume that by 1985 Congress has given the green light and the 10 year con-
version period has been completed. According to the International Trade interim
metric report MSS product export in the 5 year period 1965 through 1909 in-
creased from $9.5 billion to $18.9 billion. Using that rate of growth, by 1985 under
normal conditions a straight line projection shows that the increase would be
about $14 billion for a total of about $28 billion per year. If half of this increase
is lost because of loss of competitive technological advantage from metric con-
version, we are out $7 billion a year. Added to this would be a portion of the
current $14 billion. If we lost half of this (which includes the $3 billion to multi-
nationals) we have another $7 billion for a total of $14 billion !

On the import side, a similar bleak picture is obvious. Using the same time
frame, import of MSS product increased by $3.4 billion from $2.0 billion to $0.0 bil-
lion. At this rate, imports would grow to $16 billion by 1985. The extent to which
this would be greater due to loss of technological superiority on the domestic
front is anybody's guess. It could easily amount to another $8 billion a year. This
total added to the $14 billion in reduced export indicates a swing of $22 billion
a year by the time this country has completed its "coordinated" conversion pro-
gram !

There is no question that figures of this magnitude can be attacked as un-
scientifically developed. Economists are always disagreeing with one another
on specifics even though they may agree on generalities. There is no question, how-
ever, that the direction of import/export gyrations pursued here is correct. The
assumptions and rationale leading to the $22 billion loss in foreign trade is much
more sound than the rationale and assumptions employed to show that there
would be a net gain of $1 billion a year in export trade, with no increase in im-
ports as a result of metrication. What this proves is the desperate need, if Con-
grem still has leanings to pursue the metric proposal, to first authorize an in-
depth study by a prestigious economist who could look impassionately and ob-
jectively at the issue and would not bias the results for some self-serving ob-
jective. Unquestionably he would employ highly qualified economists and indus-
trial technicians to come up with conclusions and recommendations which could'.
bear scrutiny. Unfortunately, based on past history, they would not quell the
debate. That can only be accomplished by shedding light on other complexities
of the metric maze, mostly of a social nature, and debunking a number of metric
myths which have been widely circulated.

SMALL BUSINESS IMPACT

The Manufacturing. Sector.For many manufactured products, the hardware'
change would not be a significant factor for only themeasurement language which
describes it would need to be changed ; e.g., screw drivers, novelties, furniture,
and even complicated mechanisms, produced solely for domestic use. Yet, at some
point in time, as standard parts and materials are predominantly manufactured
to metric standards every manufacturer who incorporates standard parts in his
product will be faced with the hardware conversion. This would be the resift of
several factors; customer specification, higher cost of non-metric standard
parts, and the scarcity of sources producing customary standard materials or
components.

Any U.S. industry (inch based) that now has a worldwide competitive ad-.

vantage ( or domestic for that matter) because of technological superiority
(thereby making it difficult or impractical to compete on a metric base) would
find its competitive advantage scuttled if that industry had to convert. An ex-
ample would be. the ;U.S. oilfield equipment manufacturers who enjoy a viable
worldwide market produced to inch-based standards. The software change which
would occur as metric measurement language became universal would not affect
their markets and it is inconceivable that they would voluntarily make the
hardware conversion to metric-based standards. Yes, as sources of customary
standard produced materials and componenti dried,up, they would be forced' to
make the hardware change thereby opening the door to direct worldwide foreign
competition.

A complete section in the basic series from which this paper was drawn details the
difference between hardware and software conyersion. Hardware means a physical change
in sin or configuration, whereas software refers to the translation of one system to the
other ; e.g.. 2.64 centimeters In place of 1 inch.
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Domestically, the technical aspects of hardware conversion alone would cre-
ate practical difficulties notwithstanding any import implications. For some
small businesses, this would be catastrophic, for some severe, and others mod-
erate or trivial.

Commerce Secretary Stens in his report to the Congress recommended that
any changover costs shall "lie where they fall." The small manufacturer find-
ing himself at a competitive disadvantage with the larger manufacturer may
not agree with this recommendation, particularly since from his point of view,
he is being forced to convert at no ostensible economic advantage to him.

Consider a small manufacturer of say less than 10 employees having one
special production machine, or one each of several types of equipment. As metric
production increases in the manufacturing sector, he will be receiving more and
more inquiries or orders to produce to metric specifications, while at the same
time, his inquiries or orders based on customary standards will be declining.
How can he produce to both standards on the same machine? If he employs
dual dimensions or dual read -out mechanisms on the equipment, what potential
errors or reduced production capability would accrue by the necessity of his
employees being forced to work under a bilingual measurement language?

In the December 1970 issue of Professional Engineer in an article titled "What
To Do When Metric Comes," I described how products could be produced to
both customary and metric standards in the same plantBut this capability en-
visioned two assembly lines, one using the older inch-based equipment to pro.
duce the product to customary standards and dimensions, the other line using
new metric designed or existing machines modified to produce to metric stand-
ards. The small concern has neither the flexibility, the facilities, nor the capital
to do this. More significantly, some of the equipment may not lend itself to in-
expensive adaptation to produce in both measurement languages.

The alternatives are not efficient solutions which places the small operator
at a competitive disadvantage. The use of conversion charts opens the door to
confusion, error, lost production time, and unhappy customers as those who have
tried it well know. The small producer cannot afford the time and expense of
dual dimension of drawings, nor can he expect the customers to furnish dual
drawings. Even so, they also open the door to confusion and error, for such
drawings have proved to be. cluttered and difficult to read. The customer is more
apt to turn to a supplier who can produce directly to metric standards or speci-
fications. While this may create opportunities for larger concerns or entre-
preneurs, it is in Consolidation to the small concern suffering from loss of
business.

These observations point up the need for an in-depth study by a technical
or engineering oriented consulting firm. Such a study would also encompass
the ancillary problems of (a )' additional storage requirements which may be
necessary because of dual stocks of material and parts, as well as dual inven-
tories of finished products, (b) the extent of the need for new metric micrometers,
verniers,' depth gages, calipers, scales and the like, and (c) educational re-
quirements.

Technical assistance for the small businessman would also be necessary. The
negative as well as positive aspects should be included. Many people, unfamiliar
with the ramifications of conversion might believe it is necessary to replace
or scrap all machine tools. Any technical assistance should make clear just what
the criteria are for determining .what needs to be modified, what needs to b?
replaced, and what could be retained and used as in.

The Non-Manufacturing Eleotora.While the, manufacturing comanunity would
be faced with the greatest burden, costwise, of any conversion program, there
are several non-manufacturing sectors that would be faced with practical "dif-
ficulties of varying degree of impact, with the greatest impact falling on the small-
est businesses. This fact and the possibility of serious repercussions with politi-
cal implications if a premature metric conversion is attempted at the rett0/
consumer, level provide the basis for my contentlon that such a program could
be delayed for as long as 10 or 20 years after the manufacturing industry has
metricated.

With `'respect to the practical .ffiffiCulties, consider the small delicatessen or
independent grocer. How doei he' onvert his weighing deviees concurrently: with
the.large chain :stores-and what costs are there? Will the supplier of the replace-
ment dials 'or drums on the scales have auchienlacements on hand on time? Who
will Pay for the Service and Installation? What- scales 'need.to be replaced or
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discarded because of the impracticability of converting or calibrating to the new
units of gram or liter? What about pricing his stock which may be in pounds
and quarts but which he now must sell by the kilo or literor conversely the
new stock in kilos or liters commingled with pound/quart stock? The large con-
cerns can phase these in or out at his central supply areas, but the small opera-
tor, does not have such flexibility. All these potential problems need to be fully
investigated and some. form of assistance is indicated, particularly since the
change stems from a government dictate rather than by a freedom of choice.

Rervice induatrIez.There are two more categories of small businesses which
may face serious problems in any national metric conversion plan : 1. Repair
services; Ind 2. Parts suppliers.

1. For the small service or repair shop with limited resources, the problem of
stocking a minimum number of popular parts in both metric and inch-based sizes
would become intolerable, not only with respect to financing, but with respect to
space. Then too,' there is the problem of communicating with the consumer. When
a housewife calls up and says "my washing machine stopped" and the repair-
man determines it is a certain partdoes he take a metric or inch-based part
for the service call? How does he communicate with the housewife to get the
proper identifying model number to resolve the question?

Questions, similar to the above are reviewed by Henry N. Ostberg of Sears,
Roebuck and Co. in the interim U.S. Metric Study report titled "The Consumer."
After looking at the magnitude of the problem, be estimated that the cost in
additional metric tools alone for his company could represent an outlay of $2
million not to mention the cost of revising service manuals and other required
educational materials. He then looks at the problems connected with repair
parts inventory, internal company education and consumer education and con-
cludes that even 20 years is hot an unrealistic conversion period to permit an
orderly control of repair parts inventory. He considers the external problem of
communicating with the customer "a problem of far greater magnitude" for
"there is no economic incentive for the customer to learn a new. .measurement
language" he further anticipates "attitudes of apathy and even resentment"
and concludes that "Above all, let's not be stampeded by a 'now is the time
let's go l' attitude,

Now Sears is a large organization and if they anticipate such problems with all
their capabilities of organization and control to segment the difficulties, what
about the small business man. who has no such flexibility? Consider, a small gar-
age mechanic; in addition to duplicate sets of wrenches; taps and dies, and so on,
what about the aggravation and cost resulting from stripped threads, rounded
nuts, broken keys and similar failures stemming from the incompatibility of the
two fastener systems and the ease with which the wrong type can be selected in
making a repair, not to mention the added inventory and difficulty . of keeping
that inventory from being comingled? :

2. This latter observationleads us to the parts supplier most of whom are
small businesses. Anyone who has had occasion to visita parts supplier is aware of
the multitude and variety of items in stock, not to mention the investment such
stock represents. Now compound this situation with a duplicate counterpart of
many of the items to metric specifications. Does he have the space? Can he afford
it? What about inventory control and communicating with his clientele? This is
really pertinent today with the increasing irresponsibility of hired help in deliver-
ing the correct size or model to the .repair shop causing still further delay and
costs, not to mention frayed tempers of all concerned ; the repairman, the sup-plier, and the customer.

THE SOCIAL OHANOE
.

.

While the manufacturing sector of society would bear the brunt of the burden' in
cost; delay, andloss of business, the social change attendant.to metric conversion
will be, much more difficult to bring about. The fact is well understood by, those
who would. be on the firing line but is blithely. played down by these deliberately
attempting to give out the impression that there is public clamor to "go metric."

The element of diveatinille the key. This'principle is overlooked by those who
have been abroad and laud the metric system for its simplicity when, they return.
They are Correct in their conclusion Based on their, experience for they were in an
environment' completely oriented to metric language and products. There were no
inch-based 'Measurement ,phenomena all, about them to blociCthe mental adjust-
ment*.to Metrie..The analogY.. to learning 'a foreign language is 'a propus' here
for it' has been recogniZedthat one has to be immersed in the language environ-
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meat in order to "learn" it and "think" in it. Their enthusiasm and urging to "go
metric" would be in order if we could get rid of the inch-based ambience in which
we live.'

Illustrations are endless. The water meters and gas meters are in cubic feet.
I agree that the solution to just not change them is the correct one but why
embark on metric conversion in the first place if we intend to keep the old units
anyway? A more awkward situation would develop in many other routine faCets
of our lives. Consider, the thermostatic controls in the millions of homes. Suppose
the new or replacement thermostats have Celsius readings instead of Fahrenheit.
It may take 50 years or more before the Fahrenheit style controls disappeared
and all the while people will be forced to accommodate and use two systems of
temperature readings instead of one. (There is also the practical problem of the
necessity for half-degrees in the metric scale for one in degree is nearly 2
degrees in Fahrenheit, 1.8 to be exact. At 70' Fahrenheit equivalent to a one
degree change in setting may be just right for the comfort desired, whereas a
one degree Celsius might be too much.) The 0x12 rug, now 2.7x3.6 (meters)
would still be there, as would the 8 foot high ceiling, a quart of milk would be
.946 liters, a pound of butter 454 grams, and 176 miles between 2 cities would
be 283 kilometers. Yet when one went to buy an 8 foot board, it would be a
different length under metric standards. What size do you order? And of course,
there is always the nut and bolts. Just what type do you buy so that the replace-
ment will mesh with the old?

The point in all this is that none of these will just be discarded and their
customary designation must be retained for many years. The pro metric enthu-
siasts shrug off these truths as mere .temporary annoyances. They know the
public will take them in stride. Well, they are not temporary and I'm not so
sure the public will take them in stride. Inevitably, citizens will ask the question,
"What am I gaining from all this?" "What's in it for me?" The flippant answer,
"It's good for you" and "it's good for the country" and "besides its easier"
just won't go over. The latter "it's easier" would be .infuriating to anyone not
familiar with metric units. Nothing is easier when it's new and strange.

The ease with which England converted to decimal currency from its awk-
ward pound, shilling, pence system is frequently cited as evidence that metric
switch-over would be a cinch. This conclusion is a delusion, because the principle
of divesting was operable. It was a simple matter to take one's coins and bills
to a bank on a certain day, get rid of it, and receive decimal currency in exchange.
Since everyone else did the same thing, everyone was immediately in a decimal
currency environment and within a day or so, everyone stopped grumbling about
the new (angled money and began saying "Why didn't we do this years ago?"
The same euphoria would not result in a metric change, for the 9x12 rugs, the
electrical. outlets, the myriad of inch based products would still be there.

This presence of inch-based objects explains also why children exposed to
metric units in the school year. after year never learn to "think" metric. As noted
on page 84 of the metric study interim report "Education" the children come
to think of the metric system as the one to use when they are doing science
and the (inch) system as the one to use for all their other activities. For this
reason, any premature massive educational effort would not be successful. Not
until the inch based units can be dropped from our everyday transactions, can
a truly metric 'oriented educational program succeed.

Another area of misunderstanding relates to the practicality of measurement
units: The inch based customary system developed along practical lines. As
certain units became.obsolete, they were dropped. Mr. Blanton C. Wiggin, Presi-
dent of Advanced Instruments, Inc., has noted' that "Perches, potties, poles,
puncheons, peppercorns, . palms, packs, pikes, and 'pennyweights have passed
from the scene." To denigrate the system as full of 'barleycorn' is ridiculous.
(Note i An inch at one .time was defined the length .of ."three barleycorns _.
round and dry when laid together.") An inc is defined as exactly 2.54 centimeters
and'both can be made as accurate as instruments will allow,. While the scientist
in the laboratory may be ecstatic, at the constancy. of his dimensions, there
being 9,192;631,770 cycles duration of Cesium '183 in one seeond, I think the
run-of-the-Mill citizen, the man. Or woman in the street is satisfied that there
is 60' seconds in. one Minute, 60 minutes to the, hour, and, so on. ....

0Ongiessionai: Digest, December 1971, '"Should the. United States Adopt the Metric
System 7-!Pro & Con.'
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What is overlooked is the concept of measurement units as a set of tools,
just as the mechanic has a variety of tools for specific purposes. The same is
true for measurement units. When I drive 220 miles to New York City. I do
not correlate the miles to its inch counterpart of 13.9X10' inches, I think of
it as miles. I think of my dining room rug as 9X12 (feet) and am satisfied. Here
again, illustrations are endless. To get rid of these tools for the sole reason
that the new set has a decimal relationship doesn't add up, for the new set
won't be used in normal living because of that relationship. Where a decimal
relationship is desired in our current system, it is used. The decimalized inch
is being used in shop drawings and as every housewife knows, the weighing
scales at the market show the decimalized pound on the meat she purchases.
And who is complaining?

On the other hand, the metric units have their flaws too. While the centimeter
would certainly prove to be a useful day-to-day measurement tool in the home,
there is no handy metric counterpart to the foot. The 30 centimeter ruler is
within a quarter inch, and I suppose it would be given some easy name. The
same problem exists for our gallon, there is no close metric unit of volume.

What this whole section boils down to is this. Will the man or woman in
the street go along with the change? I believe that when the housewife, mechanic.
trades people, service people, i.e., over 98% of the citizens, realize what the
metric switch will mean to their routine way of life in the kitchen, the grocery
store, department store, service shop, and the resta slow burn will develop
which will grow in intensity when they realize they will be stuck with two systems
of measurement for years upon years, and, more infuriating, it has been thrust
upon them by a bureaucracy which seems to be insensitive to their feelings.
After all, from their point of view, there is no apparent advantage and many
obvious disadvantagesand the system is being forced on them. They haven't
objected to the inch-pound system, they see nothing wrong with it, so why
bother them with a change?

I would not want to be a politician facing millions of citizens with their hackles
up clamoring for a reversal of any decision to metricate. Nor would I want to
face the million or so laborers when they finally realize that their jobs have
disappeared through the massive flood of imports as a result of the "coordinated
national program."

A METRIC AMERICA?

The closing statements in the previous section remind me of one metric enthusi-
ast who argued that we should at least try it and if it didn't work, we could
always go back to the old system. This is the caliber of bureaucratic elitist who
would be in charge of tempering with the most complex and sensitive of tech-
nological societies and willing to play Russian Roulette with our economy ! The
business community better wake up and take a good look at what is going on
here before it is too late.

Following the submittal of the Final Metric Study Report and at the urging
of my friends, I undertook to write a critique of that study, but I soon dropped
that project for I concluded the study was too contrived. Now that the horses
are at the starting gate and the signal to stampede is about to be given, I must
speak out.

I agree with Mr. Hannigan, -Director of Research and Development of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers that the study was unable "to
identify any major advantages . . . and the glaring lack of information regard-
ing its impact on a trillion dollar economy." 3 I have tried to fill in a few thoughts
on that score. He also found the study "too narrow," I agree. "It is blatantly
biased in favor of the conversion." This was no surprise, human nature being
as it is. The ?IBS position was known when the study was placed there! "The
recommendation to let the costs of conversion 'lie where they fall' will impose
extreme hardship on those individual duns and organizations least able to afford
them." True. Even before I had read hie comments, I had submitted a paper to
the House Small Business Committee describing this problem in some detail.

The best written part of the entire metric study was written by A. G. McNish
on pages IX,-through XXIV,. PREFACE of the interim report "The Manufactur-
ink Study" titled "Critique on Metrication Cost Estimates in Manufacturing."
The critique is illuminating, thorough, and to the point. What is more illuminat-
ing is the fact that the critique was necessary in the first place, for the critique,
in effect, is saying, "The cost study data are no good and should be discounted."
I regret that my prediction came true that this would happen when a higher
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authority changed the groundrules midstream, but I am amazed that a Govern-
ment agency would go on public record in this fashion !

The charts on pages 100-101 of the Final Report will undoubtedly become a
landmark in deception and the rationale behind them a classic in obfuscation.
They are strictly gossamerlines based on unsubstantiated facts drawn to sup.
port a predetermined conclusion. Mr. William D. Rinehart of the American News-
paper Publishers Association Research Institute must have sensed this when he
stated on page 803,' "The National Bureau of Standards has conducted a series
of surveys to arrive at the statistics that are now being bantered about in an
attempt to convince people that forced metric adoption is inevitable" and "The
National Bureau of Standards chooses to ignore the facts in order to draw graphs
to convince Congress that the American public, labor, and business are clamor-
ing for forced metric." He really hit the mark with that shot!

The notion that going metric is inevitable as a reason for doing so needs to be
examined. This prediction has been made for 200 years now, and it is as true .
(or untrue) now as it has been all along. I do not hold we should take the lead
by following everybody else unless it is to our advantage to do so. Since it is not
to our advantage, we should let nature take its course. After all, we became the
world's mightiest technological nation and wil continue to be so if we stick with
a winner. Even if it could be proven that going metric was inevitable, it would
not justify the large bureaucratic empire which a "coordinated national pro-
gram" would necessitate. (In fact, I am positive that is really what is behind the
whole maneuver.) After all, death is inevitable and that certainly does not justify
a "coordinated national program of genocide."

The decision to commit the NBS to the three year metric study has proved to
be a great disservice to that prestigious organization. The NBS is the world's
peer in matters relating to weights and measures and standards. It has a most
talented cadre of physicists and scientists dedicated to that end. It is regrettable
that a mere handful or perhaps only one person, not even of that breed, led the
NBS into paths for which it was ill equipped and took advantage of the NBS in-
experience to foster their own self- serving purposes through devious and ques-
tionable subterfuges which are now coming to the surfacewith the unfortunate
consequences that the NBS worldwide reputation has been sullied. The metric
problem is primarily an industrial and social problem with the standards question
but one, albeit vital, part of the total picture. If Congress should decide to pursue
the matter further, it should place any responsibility for carrying out its man-
date in a separate entitywhether it be a Commission, Agency, or whatever
and that entity would draw upon the recognized and eetablished Government
armsDepartment of Defense for military, NBS for standards, and so forth
for the.material it needs to accomplish its mission.

- As for the basic question "A Metric America?" When the facts are In and
evaluated, there could be but one conclusion, "This is a decision whose time has
not come!"

FEDERAL PRODUCTS CORP.,
Providence, R.I., March 1,1972.

Hon. DANIEL K. INOUYE,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

MX DEAR SENATOR INOUTE: I am writing to you for the purpose of communicat-
ing to you my views and that of my company in the matter of the Metric conver-
sion. I am aware that the Senate Committee on Commerce is holding hearings on
Senator Pell's Bill on February 29 and March 1. I have previously written to
Senator Pell giving him my views on the matter of metrication and what it will
do in our opinion for both the country, and for the State of Rhode Island.

The highlights of my views as previously forwarded to Senator Pell are as
follows.

1. The Metric changeover would require significant additional engineering
talents which would put a large part of our unemployed technical skills back
into production work.

2. Secondly, we should be able to utilize the changeover to modernize our
methods and our equipment and enable us to be much more competitive in the
world market place.

8. Thirdly, the obvious advantage of having a common technical language with
foreign countries will enable us to assist in the development of good standards
that will be beneficial in the long run to American manufacturers.
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The approach employed In making the changeover will have a significant im-
pact on how well its done as well as how effective it will be in solving our coun-
try's current structural unemployment problem in the field of engineering. Some
form of Government reimbursement or financing of the changeover would go far
towards speeding up the process and thereby making it more beneficial to our
overall interest.

As a Rhode Islander I am deeply interested in this matter since a significant
segment of our economy is dependent on machine tools and related inspection
equipment and tooling. A Metric conversion would have a beneficial effect upon
our economy in Rhode Island and surrounding areas, but more importantly we
feel that the installation of new equipment and new techniques that would result
from the engineering required to make the Metric conversion would be most
beneficial to the total American economy, which economy is now facing quite
severe competition in the world marketplace.

I appreciate the problems and complexities of any changeover and realize that
the decision is a significant one. For that reason, I place before you my ardent
plea that you recognize the significant advantages of Metric conversion and that
you recommend support of Senator Pell's Bill.

Thank you for considering my views in this matter.
Sincerely,

JOHN J. KANE, President.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, M., March 2, 1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Ohairnian, Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate Office Building, Washington,

D.O.
DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON: We understand that your Committee on Commerce

has just concluded hearings on S. 2488, the Metric Conversion Act of 1971. We'
wocid like to offer this statement of the views of the American Medical Asso-
ciation on the proposed national conversion to the metric system.

The American Medical Association has supported the adoption and use of the
metric system for nearly 100 years; in 1878 our House of Delegates recommended
the widespread use of the metric system by medical journals, in medical school
teaching programs, and in hoepital data recording and preeribing activities. This
policy was subsequently reiterated by the Association many times thereafter and
in 1896 we urged Congress to make the metric system the legal system of weights
and measures in the United States.

Since then, there has been long and steady progress with increasing use of the
metric system by the American medical profession, which has by now almost
completely adopted a metric system of notation. The total conversion to the
metric system by medicine must await a change in national policy so that the
physician and patient may communicate in mutually understandable terms. Until
the public learns and actively uses the metric system, the physician must con-
tinue to speak to his patient in the customary terms, for example, of temperature
in degrees Fahrenheit, weight in pounds, and height in feet and inches. The public
education program provided for in S. 2483 can be most effective in accomplishing
this conversion to a single, universal, understandable, and rational system.

The International Metric System oWeights and Measures (the SI System) is
recommended to Congress in the July, 1971, "Report to CongressA Metric
America" by the U.S. Metric Study, Bureau of Standards, Department of Labor
as cited in S. 2488, Title L Sec. 101(a) (1). The ten year conversion period pro-
vided for in S. 2483 and the recommendations outlined in the "Report to Con-
gressA Metric America", should provide ample opportunity to work out a prac-
tical and useful system of metric weights and measures, which will best serve
the needs of all segments of American society.

Adoption of the metric system will improve scientific communication between
physicians in America and those throughout the now almost totally metric world,
and will have a most beneficial effect on the advancement of scientific medical

Sincerely yours,
ERNEST B. HOWARD, M.D.
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HADDONFIELD, N.J., March 7, 1972.
Senator WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Senate Commerce Committee,
Senate Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON : The attached two items are res, silly submitted
for inclusion in the record of the Senate Commerce Committee hearings held
on February 29 and March 1, 1972, on proposals to convert the nation to a metric
system of weights and measures.

Item 1 is my personal statement which appeared in the December, 1971, issue of
the "Congressional Digest" and in the December, 1971, issue of Standards Engi-
neering." The latter is the Journal of the Standards Engineers Society. The com-
ments are objective, uninhibited, and reflect many years of on-the-job observation
and study in manufacturing, purchasing, and product engineering in American
Industry.

Item 2 is a statement prepared by a number of my knowledgeable colleagues
in American Industry. The text is designed to provide insights to the many
factors that could lead to massive costs with no clearly identifiable benefits
available in return. References are provided to substantiate the fact that there
is much iu the findings of the National Metric Study to support the idea that
both customary and metric units should he encouraged in the United States; each
for use where they serve best and none to be imposed where they have not gained
acceptance, in free choice, on a need and merit basis.

It is my hope that both documents will help the Committee develop recom-
mendations in keeping with the best interests of our nation. I have not considered
it necessary to appear in person. at the hearings, but I am at your service to pro-
vide any assistance you believe I might make.

Sincerely,
SAMUEL H. WATSON.

Enclosure.

INCREDIBLE WEAKNESSES IN THE CAUSE FOR METRIC

(By Samuel H. Watson)
Mr. Watson is a retired industrial executive, a leader in national

and international standardization, and a member of the National
Metric Advisory Panel

The July, 1971, recommendation to 'Congress by the Secretary of Commerce,
"That the United States change to the International Metric Systemthrough a
coordinated programand, at the end of a ten year period, to be specified by the
Congress, be predominantly, though not exclusively, metric," requires critical
and searching examination. Convincing answers, or the lack of them, to questions
posed, in terms of the nation's best interests, can lead only to skepticism con-
cerning the Secretary's proposal.

The reasons against a nationally programmed conversion to metric units of
measure in the United States, and the abandonment of the well established
customary units, are simple and of readily recognized merit, they are 1. A price-
tag of one hundred billion dollars. 2. A period of at least 50 years of national
controversy and confusion, and a Incredible weaknesses in the arguments of
the advocates of metrication in support of the benefits they claim. A fourth con-
sideration is the not remote possibility that a conversion program, if launched,
would be abandoned before completion because of massive public indignation. On
this point it is to be noted that, in England, major segments of that nation's
metric conversion program have been dropped because of severe public pressure
Strong public opposition to the entire British program, still prevails.

The cost - estimate stated above may also be expressed as one hundred thou-
sand million dollars. In either form it is staggering and difficult to comprehend.
Metricators will probably claim it is entirely too high and those opposed to
metrication will view, it as,conservative.
' A dependable, real-life insight to metric cost is contained in the report of the

Department of Defense, prepared by DOD ag part of the 8-year metric study
anth-orised by Oongress. It is a comprehensive, fact-facing document authored
by a lane number of dedicated Americans who know their subject. To comply
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with a legislated or "nationally coordinated" program of conversion to metric
units the Department of Defense alone will require 18 billion dollars.

One large multi-billion-dollar electrical company, after careful study, reported
a nominal 300 million dollars as its cost of converting to metric units; the cost
would be higher if the program were confined to a ten-year period and lower if
spread over 17 years. The several knowledgeable people who made the study
figure that if, in the transition period, there were a dependable way of Identify-
ing and evaluating every expense that should be properly charged to the pro-
gram, the actual, overall cost would be somewhere between 500 million and one
billion dollars. Interestingly, another multi-billion-dollar electrical corporation
of approximately one third the size reported a metric conversion cost of 100
million dollars.

The Department of Defense, although the largest, is only one of several thou-
sand Federal, State and Local-level government agencies ; and the electrical en-
terprises, although included in the hundred largest corporations of the nation,
are only two of several million large, medium and Mall U.S. businesses. All are
subject to extra-ordinary costa if a national metric conversion program were
imposed. An estimated overall cost to the nation of one hundred billion dollars
may be conservative. To justify an expenditure of this magnitude, and the addi-
tional billions required to service the debt entailed, would call for benefits and
advantages of such gigantic proportions as to dwarf anything ever programmed
for in United States history.

Metric units of measure have been around and available for more than a
hundred and fifty years. During this period the United States has spearheaded
the industrial revolution and has adopted every advantageous technique available
to enhance its industrial drive and expansion. Metric units of measure have been
examined time and time again as possible replacements for the well established
customary units. Although they have always had some advocates in the sheltered
environments of education and science they have never had enough going for
them to impress the astute executives and statesmen who, through the years, have
run United States Industry and government on a real-life, coat-effectiveness basis.
Nor have these leaders ever found any need to suppress the use of metric units.
As a result, customary units and metric units serve in effective and compatible
coexistence throughout the nation.

Metric units of measure, on a need and merit basis, have come into substan-
tial use in certain sectors of the United States economy ; the photographic film
and pharmaceutical industries are examples. But in no area are they used ex-
clusively. Each company and each industry, for its particular purposes known
best to them, is free to use metric units where they are believed to be advan-
tageous and customary units where they serve best. This democratic, free choice
of units, depending upon application, is the secret of U.S. flexibility and success
in measurement Any attempts to sabotage the well oiled and smooth running
machinery of U.S. measurement practice must be viewed with the greatest
suspicion.

Not only in the United States, but world-wide, the measurement situation is
highly satisfactory. There are only two sets of units recognized and used inter-
nationally ; anyone who can use one intelligently can also use the other. Compare
this with the world language situation wherein hundreds of languages and
dialects are a real barrier to, and constantly compromise, international
communications.

The false claim by metric enthusiasts that the United States is losing several
billions of dollars in export trade to metric countries each year, because of failure
to design and manufacture products in terms of metric units, was probably a
major factor in pressing the Congress and the President to authorize the 8-year
metric study in August of 1968. A National Industrial Conference Board report
released later that year madet convincingly clear that units of measure are not
included among the many considerations that influence U.S. export trade. Be-
cause of the untruths echoed by many irresponsibles concerning U.S. export
trade, the U.S. Metric Study Interim. Report on International Trade, issued by
July 1971, looms as one of the most important products of the Study Program.
The Summary of Findings of that document states, "The notion that, the U.S.
is losing exports to metric countries because its products are not designed and
manufactured in metric units and standards appears to be ill-founded."

Another major claim or argument of the proponents of metric involves two
separate and distinct things ; one is the decimal relationships of many of the
metric units of measure and the second is decimalization itself. Both seem to get
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confusingly combined in the telling, by enthusiastic metricators, and in the
minds of many who have listened ; a whole new world of easy arithmetic is
thought to be opened up.

The opinions of a number of respected and distinguished individuals not-
withstanding, neither the decimal relationships nor decimalization itself carry
significant weight as influences in support of a change to existing measurement
practices in the United States.

Decimalization is merely the practice of expressing values on a single line
with a decimal point (.50) rather than as common fractions ( 1/2). Familiar
examples are: 17.5 miles, $2.98 per pair, 10.6 gallons, etc. In actual present day
practice the United States is second to none in the use and exploitation of
decimalization; we see it all about us in everyday life. It is not a benefit to be
realizedit is one long ago achieved.

The decimal relationships .r metric units are briefly explained in terms of
linear units. The meter (betwe. . 39 and 40 inches long) is the basic metric unit
of length. Longer units are provided by multiplying, in steps, by ten; and shorter
units by dividing, in steps, by ten. With each step there is a name for the result-
ing unit. For example, going from the meter to longer units ; 10 meters equal 1
dekameter; 10 dekameters equal 1 hectometer ; 10 hectometers equal 1 kilometer ;
etc. The meter and kilometer are familiar names and familiar distances to many ;
the dekameter and hectometer are strangers because they are seldom if ever used.
In actual practice in metric countries the meter it multiplied by 1000 (10X10X10)
and the direct result is the kilometer. This superfluity of units is a serious
objection to the metric system for general measurement purposes in the
United States.

The "ten times ten" relationship has fascinated and trapped the thinking of
many. In the classroom many simple and interesting arithmetic manipulations
can be performed. If you have a lot of meters, say 7800, you can convert to kilo-
meters by adding a decimal point at the right hand end of the value, move it to
the left 8 places, and the result is 7.8 kilometers. Conversrly, to convert 7.8
kilometers to meters, move the decimal point three plac.-.3 to f ha right, add zeroes
as required, drop the decimal point, and the result is 7800 meters. On the surface
this seems to be a great thing, and to the extent it can be used, It is. But the
question is, "who can use it to advantageand how often?" For example, after
an automobile trip of 156 miles, or other distance, who would feel impelled to
determine how many feet or inches had been traveled?

Using the kilometer again as a key unit consider this hypothetical case: If, in a
period of ten years, or moreor less, at a cost of untold millions of dollars in la-
bor and materials, in all 50 States and Territories, miles were changed to kilom-
eters for 'road and highway signs, speed limits, turnpike distance markers, laws
and ordinances, automobile speedometers and odometers, and automobile guar-
antees and service instructions; and when, at long last the job is completed,
what will have been accomplished? This question has been posed to several indi-
viduals considered to have metric leanings ; none has given much of a response.
One weak reply suggested "Well, it would help people to think metric." Actually,
it wouldn't even do thatpeople would become accustomed to a shorter mile, by
a different name, with little awareness of any association back to shorter units.
Just as with our established use of the mileseldom are we concerned with how
many feet or inches.

Metric enthusiasts attempt many arguments for metric units of measure. But
like the _examples above, they all have severe limitations and weaknesses. The
great opportunity now available to the United States lies in the encouragement of
the continued coexistence of customary and metric units.Metric units should be
encouraged in any area- where those concerned believe them to be advantageous.
Our great wealth In the form of customary units, the associated instrumentation
and documentation, and the expertise and knowhow of millions of our people
should be safeguarded from all the irresponelbles who threaten it. This oppor-
tunity is available at no cost to the government in every sector of the economy. It
requires only that the practice maintained or adopted In any sector pay its way or
that all those involved are willing to carry, the cost without imposing upon others.
This course of action has much to recommend it ; there is much in the findings of
the recently completed National Metric Study to support it; the case for converb
ing to metric units of measure and abandoning the, well established customary
units In the States is incredibly weak.
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GENERAL COMMENTARY

Cost: While considering Metric Study "Findings" and possible legislative action
it is in context--and, in fact, vitally important to discuss cost . . . since cost
and disruption are prime deterrents to metrication in areas where there is no in-
centive to change. For purposes of a brief overview, costs may be examined at the
industry, company, and national levels.

In the official Metric Study document "The Manufacturing Industry" it is re-
ported (NBS SP 845-4, page XLX) that ". . . the most thorough studies on the
cost of metrication were conducted by companies engaged in the manufacture of
transportation equipment, particularly automobiles and trucks. Reporting in in-
dustry 8711 are three companies, two of which are giants of the automotive in-
dustry of the world. We are well acquainted professionally with those respon-
sible for submitting the reports and conducting the investigations . . . we have
a high degree of confidence in the estimates . . . we deduce that the cost of met-
rication in the passenger car automobile industry over the period of transition
would be about 6 percent of value added. If this cost is spread evenly over a pe-
riod of 12 years . . and if the percentage added cost of metrication of sup-
pliers to the automobile manufacturers is about the same as that of the manu-
facturers themselves, the cost of metrication borne by the consumer would be
about % of one percent of sales value, that is about $15 on a $80p0 automobile.
It s e e m s that these cost estimates, which are based upon very serious studies . . .
represent a realisticestimate of the cost involved in a fairly complicated product
such as automobiles which account for a very large part of the gross national
product ..."

Having set these official, documented cost estimates up in our minds, we now
may ask : "What, then, would be the 'price tag' on a 'metric car'?" . . . and we
can estimate that it would cost the American public on the order of $1.5 billion.
(This figure is obtained by applying the $15/car estimate, over a 12-year period,
assuming average price of at least WO.)

For Manufacturing Industry as a whole, the final Metric Study report (NBS
SP 845, page 110) says . . the total overall 'Base' cost of going metric was cal-
culated to about its

For some indiedual companies, the cost of forced metrication clearly would be
on the order of some hundreds of millions of dollars. For example : in Congrcs,
atonal Digest magazine, Dec. 1971 issue, page 807, Mr. S. H. Watson said: "One
large multi-billion-dollar electrical company, after careful study, reported a nomi-
nal 800 million dollars as its cost of converting to metric units; the cost would
be higher if the program were confined to a ten-year period and lower if spread
over 17 years. The several knowledgeable people who made the study figured that
if, in the transition period, there were a dependable way of identifying and eval-
uating every expense that should be properly charged to the program, the actual,
overall cost would be somewhere between 500 million and one billion dollars.
Interestingly, another multi-billion-dollar.electrical corporation of approximately
one third the size reported a metric conversion cost of $100 million dollars."

In regard to the total coat of metrication for the nation : adding costs estimated
by various sectors, figures in the final Metric Study report (NBS SP 845) indi-
cate that the total United States cost would be substantially more than $45
billion. In the Congressional Digest, Dec. 1971, page 305. Mr. W. D. Rinehart
(Nat'l Metric Advisory Panel, NMAP) said : ". . during the study the National
Bureau of Standards reported to, the non-government panel that the cost of
national conversion would be $60 billion . And, on page 807 of the same Con-
gressional Digest issue, another nu? member, Mr. S. H. Watson, places the
cost of U.S. national metric conversion at $100 billion.

Clearly, there is no one generally accepted figure for the potential cost of United
States metrication. However, whether the correct number is $15 billion . or
$60 billion . . or $100 billion it is in. enormous amount of money.

In considering "the U.S. metric question." Congress will take the. overall cost
into accounts -and also consider that 'a crash program of forced metrication
would be a long and' di/Dealt process ... characterized by widespread disruption
and confasionsliieinational metrication, ultimately, would touch' the' everyday
lives of aU Amerkans and would affeet products. and operations Of every bu*

Other gPindings"...--InqustrilightfOrward manner'and with truly constructive
intent to assist-Congress in viewing pertInent"informationwe should like to
take note of some material that would seem to indicate that, in the United

ob
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States, Industry, Businea, Labor, and the Public, generally have no need or desire
to initiate full-scale metric conversion programs--and that the Department of
Defense would have grave difficulty in fulfilling its responsibility while a national
metrication program was being implemented.

Let's turn, now, to some of the official documents in the 13-volume series of
reports on the Metric Study.

Following are some key quotations :
International Standards Report (NBS SP 345-1):

"SI (metric) usage in international standards as a measurement language
does not of itself pose any serious complications to the U.S...."
Federal Government: Civilian Agencies Report (NBS SP 345-2) :

"... there would be certain added costs of operation imposed on Federal agen-
cies by the conversion effort. Even with conversion of measurement units alone,
employees air ?ffy on duty would have to be trained and the general populace
familiarised with the new system, measuring instruments converted or replaced,
Publications revised, legislation involving specified weights or measure amended
and some computer programs (e.g., air traffic control) rewritten. With conver-
sion also of engineering standards to a rational SI base, there would be addi-
tional expenses for extra standards-developing activity, and for maintaining a
degree of dual inventory or parts as long as customary-engineered equipment
remains in use."
Commercial Weights and Measures Report (NBS SP 345-3):

"Purpose is to . . . analyze the problems that increased metric usage would
have on state and local weights and measures jurisdictions (e.g., laws and regu-
lations, testing equipment, and training programs)." . . . "Evidence indicates
that evolutionary metrication in the commercial weights and measures area is
unlikely ..."
The Manufacturing Industry Report (NBS SP 345-4):

". . . under a coordinated national conversion program, present non-metric
users generally saw more . . . disadvantages than advantages . . . more com-
panies . . . are against increased metric use in their own industries than for
it ..."
Non-Manufacturing Businesses Report (NBS SP 345-5) :

"The vast majority of companies saw no reason to change their system of
measurement unless the whole U.S. does . .. they had no intention of increasing
their own metric use without the rest of at least their own industry."
Education Report (MRS SP 345-6):

"The chief inherent educational advantage of the customary inch-pound sys-
tem is its familiarity and the fact that it is embedded in a thousand years of
post-Anglo-Saxon cnIture. Other educational advantages become apparent when
the customary system is compared with the metric system . . . metric units are
either too large or too small for very young Children to handle easily . . . the
inservice (metric) training of a million elementary school teachers is a major
concern..."
The Consumer Report (NBS SP 345-7) :

". . . a majority of consumers are satisfied with the customary inch-pound
system ... they know very little about the metric system . and they could be
expected to react with apathy and indifference to any planned conversion pro-
gram . a majority of respondents were unable to name a single metric meas-
ure ... the consumer is little affected by increasing worldwide use of the metric
system ..." ,

international Trade Report '(21B13 SP 3454):
,"The notion that the U.S. is losing exports to metric countries because its

products are not. designed 'and manufactured in metric units and standards
.appears to be ill - founded . . U.S. 'exporters and importers rank the measure-
ment factor very'low, indicating it affects trade only slightly . . . exports of most
product-, classes in .1975 would change little by converting to the metric
system.

would
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Department of Defense Report ( NESS SP 345-9):
"If conversion to the metric system is directed, the DOD transition will have

a significant impact on mission capability unless sufficient additional resources
are made available . . . total additional funds for transit to DOD use of the
metric system are ... $18 billion ... and cannot be absorbed within DOD budget
without deterioration of the military posture . . . there will be no major advan-
tages . . and major disadvantages will occur . . . conversion of the country to
the metric system could adversely impact on ability of the United States to
support its military forces during the proposed transition period ... no inflation
factor was applied (to $18 billion cost) . . . cost estimate does not include in-
creased cost of 'off -the-shelf' type metric items . . . cost of mistakes by operating
personnel due to 'metric mix-ups' was not estimated . ."

A History of the Metric System Controversy in the United States (NBS SP
345-10):

a. . Almost two centuries of debate have attended the metric question in this
country. Thomas Jefferson and John Quincy Adams were embroiled in this con-
troversy. It has yet to be resolved, (Mr. D. V. De Simone, 1971) . .. the substi-
tution of an entire new system of weights and measures, instead of one long
established and in general use, is one of the most arduous exercises of legislative
authority (President John Quincy Adams, 1821) .. ."
Engineering Standards Report (NBS SP 345-11) :

". . . it is the engineering practice rather than the measurement units that
determines compatibility or incompatibility of most standards . . . dimensional
specifications in different metric countries are incompatible as frequently as those
in countries using the inch unit . . . thus a change to metric units does not by
itself make standards compatible."
Testimony of Nationally Representative Groups (NBS SP 435-12):

". . Trade associations, labor unions, professional societies, and other groups
were invited to submit their opinions and cost-benefit estimates concerning a
possible future conversion to the metric system on behalf of their membership to
the U.S. Metric Study.

... Many contributions report little significant usage of metric units, but two-
thirds of the reports indicate some metric usage, usually in research-related
activities.

. . 1 Transition Problems appear significant in three areas: where metrication
would require substantial redesign, modification or replacement of manufactur-
ing equipment and manufactured products; where additional stocks of materials
and repair parts would be needed; and in consumer education."

A Metric America: A decision whose time has come (NBS SP 345)

Refer to "Benefits d Costs: (begin page 97):
Manufacturing industries $25 billion.
Nonmanufacturing businesses
Weights and measures 840 million.
Federal civilian agencies- 000 million.
Department of Defense 18 billion
Labor
Education 1 billion.

Total: at leak- $45 billion.
"The cost and inconvenience of a change to metric will be substantial, even if

it is done carefully by plan . ."
Also worthy of note are the following statements by various National Metric

Advisory Panel members in articles published in December, 1971, issue, Con-
gressional Digest magazine :

"I am strongly opposed to a ten-year planned conversion period. This position
is based on our inabiliO to identify any major advantages arising from con-
version to the metric system and the glaring lack of information regarding its
impact on a trillion dollar,economy?! , .

. T. A. Hannigan, Director of Research & Education, International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers.

"The (Metric Study) findings, if carefully examined, will reveal that the
U.S. public, business, and labor have no real desire to force metrication. . . .
The American consumer would feel the cost of price increases on American

1,
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products as manufacturers attempt to pass along their cost of converting every
machine and employee to the metric measure. ... It is my sincere belief that a
'forced metrication' law would have detrimental results upon the American
economy and the American public."

. . . W. D. Rinehart, Ass't General Manager, American Newspaper Publishers
Association Research Institute.

"The reasons against a nationally programmed conversion to metric units of
measure in the United States, and the abandonment of the well established cus-
tomary units, are simple and of readily recognized merit. They are: (1) a price-
tag of one hundred billion dollars. (2) a period of at least 50 years of national
controversy and confusion, and (3) incredible weaknesses in the arguments of
the advocates of metrication in support of the benefits they claim. A fourth
consideration is the not remote possibility that a conversion program, if launched,
would be abandoned before completion because of massive public indignation."

In the judgment of Congress, it is imperative, in the long-term national in-
terest, to adopt the metric measurement system? If so, let's face-up to it openly
and honestly. If, overall, the country's long-term economic well-being requires
that we now enter a long period of personal inconvenience and expense to many
millions of Americans and disruption and financial penalties to many thousands
of businessesthen let's put it frankly in those terms. Surely, we all can
with undentanding and supportaccept a situation where the Nation's long-
term interests transcend a multitude of individual interests.

But, if that is the case with respect to the U.S. impelling need for metric con-
versionlet us not begin a long exercise in self-deception. Let's neither exagger-
ate the urgency and potential benefits, nor deprecate the difficulty and cost.

In this regard, let us have no illusion about the reference to "voluntary" metri-
cation. If a national program, backed by Federal law, progresses in conform-
ance with a mandated timetableit is not really voluntary. And, if it is truly
voluntaryit won't occur nationwide during the next 10-15 years.

We fully recognize that the U.S. Congress will decide this question. Congress
will decide where metrication ranks among national priorities : And, in its broad
allocation of national resources, Congress will determine what portion is to be
directed into metrication. Congress will judge whether or not the Nation's need
for metric conversion is so vital and so urgent as to warrant diverting the coun-
try's energies into this channeland on a scale that may call for the expendi-
ture of from $45 billion to $100 billion over a 10-year period.

THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, INC.,
New York, N.Y., March 7, 1973.

Mr. HENRY LIPPER,
Staff Counsel, Senate Committee on Commerce,
Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. LIPPEK : The release regarding your February 29th and March 1st
hearings on proposals to convert the nation to a metric system of weights and
measures came to my attention on March 3rd.

I am enclosing a copy of a resolution passed by the Board of Directors of the
Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. at their meeting of February 18.

If you believe we can be of help in any way I hope you will let us know. If
you have information that you believe might be of interest to us on this subject,
we would appreciate receiving it.

Sincerely,
G. R. MUNOER, General Manager.

Enclosure.

RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS
INDUSTRY, INC., ON FEBRUARY 18, 1972

Whereas the world has committed itself to the Metric system, and
Whereas the National Bureau of Standards' report, "A Metric AmericaA

Decision Whose Time Has Come"has been recommended by Congress by
former Secretary of Commerce, Maurice H. Stens; Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. support a systematic,
nationally-coordinated U.S. change-over to the metric system of measurement
over a 10 year period.
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MELBOURNE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
M Mourne, Fie., March 8, 1972.

Subject : B. 2483.
Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Senate Commerce Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DESK BxwAroa Moscow; : The Melbourne Area Chamber of Commerce is
comprised of some 800 members representing all types of businesses on Florida's
Space Coast.

The Congressional Affairs Committee of the chamber has studied the bill
S. 2488 concerning the adoption of the metric system and would like to express
to you the result of their deliberation.

It is inevitable that industry in this country will ultimately adopt the metric
system in light of its broad use throughout the world. If we implement this
legislation now, it will probably require about ten years to bring about change.
The position of this chamber is a recommendation that conversion to the metric
system be started at the earliest possible date.

It will be appreciated if you would convey our opinion to your committee
members.

Sincerely,
HOWARD N. HEBERT, President.

AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION,
New York, N.Y., March 8,1972.

Hon. DANA. H. INOUYE,
Senate Commerce Committee,
Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR INOUYE: We are addressing you in connection with the report on
the U.S. metric study being examined by the Senate Commerce Committee at
hearings over which you are presiding. We did not request time for appearance
at the heaangs last week, and we are writing now to offer brief comment and
suggest that the enclosed report which we prepared entitled "Metric System in
America? The Pros and Cons" may be worthy of inclusion in the printed record

41Irof your hearings.
Membership in the ANPA is held by more than 1,000 daily newspapers having

more than 90% of total U.S. daily newspaper circulation. Our association is still
studying the implications of a metric system conversion, not only for the news-
paper publishing business but also for the country as a whole.

However, as indicated in the enclosed report, some facets of the study and the
recommendations trouble us and, therefore, we commend your committee for un-
dertaking a review of this important matter and urge that your review be made as
comprehensive as possible.

With high esteem.
Yours very truly,

STANFORD SMITH,
President and General Manager.

Enclosure.

METRIC SYSTEM IN AMERICA? THE PROS AND Cons

A ten-year plan for United States' conversion to the metric system of measure
ment is off the drawing boards and now rests in the hands of Congress to deter
mine whether this country is ready for such a revolutionary move.

This report examines the implications of the national policy question thus con-
fronting the country as a whole. The newspaper business is only one segment of
the economy which will be *affected. Many broader and more difficult problems
arise. This discussion is not intended as a message of advocacy or opposition.

Bill B. 2488 by Sen. Pell (R.I.), one of the major proponents of "metrication,"
would provide for a ten-rear conversion program to make the International Metric
System the official and standard measurement of the United States.

Although Sen. Pell had hoped for early hearings on Hs bill in the Senate Com-
merce Committee, none have been scheduled. On the other side of Congress, Rep.
George Miller (Calif.), chairman of the House Science and Astronautics Com-
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mittee, Is also optimistic that hearings will be held soon although no metric sys-
tem bill has been introduced in the House.

The Pell bill incorporates many of the recommendations of the U.S. Department
of Commerce, submitted to Congress earlier this year in a report entitled, "A
Metric AmericaA Decision Whose Time Has Come."

The Commerce Department report offered the following recommendations :
That the U.S. change to the metric system deliberately and carefully ;
That conversion be accomplished through a coordinated national program ;
That Congress assign the responsibility for guiding the change, and

anticipating the kinds of special problems described in the report, to a
central coordinating body responsive to all sectors of society ;

That within this guiding framework, detailed plans and time-tables be
worked out by these sectors themselves ;

That early priority be given to educating every American schoolchild
and the public at large to think in metric terms ;

That immediate steps be taken by the Congress to foster U.S. participation
in international standards activities ;

That in order to encourage efficiency and minimize the overall costs to
society, the general rule should be that any changeover costs shall "lie where
they fall";

That the Congress, after deciding on a plan for the nation, establish a
target date ten years ahead, by which time the U.S. will have become pre-
dominantly, though not exclusively, metric ; and

That there be a firm government commitment to this goal.
While the Commerce report declares that changeover costs should "lie where

they fall," the Pell bill provides for accelerated depreciation of machinery and
investment credit for costs incurred by conversion. The cost of conversion and
who is going to pay the bill are only two of many gray areas in the Commerce
report

Depending upon who is doing the talking, the cost involved in the switch to
metric varies between $10 billion and $40 billion by conservative estimates. Gov-
ernment estimates outside the Commerce Department set the price tag at $60
billion and many in business feel that even this estimate is too low. They say
the figure is closer to $100 billion and that although it is small in relation to our
trillion dollar economy, the cost of $10 billion per year for ten years will not go
unnoticed by the consumer, who over the long term will pick up the tab.

Only a handful of industries now use the metric system predominantly and only
those would escape the high cost of conversion. Everyone and everything else
would be affected. Here are a few obvious examples. Every road sign in the
nation would have to be changed. Every employee would have to be re-educated.
Almost every manufacturing industry would be required to re-engineer their
products, stock dual inventories during the conversion period, and convert pro-
duction equipment. Even the local market-place would not remain untouched.
Every grocery scale would have to be converted or replaced. Gasoline pumps
would have to be adjusted. Every food processor would have to redesign every
can, every package, every piece of machinery. Plumbers, electricians, carpenters,
auto mechanics, and others in service-oriented occupations would probably need
two sets of tools during the conversion.

Effect of conversion on newspapers would not be nearly as severe as on many
other businesses. William D. Rinehart, assistant general manager of ANPA Re-
search Institute, served as a member of the Metric System Study Advisory Panel
by appointment of the Secretary of Commerce. He comments : "I am certain that
our internal measuring systems of composition would continue to be used, as
was found preferable by our Metric Study group of the ANPA Production Man-
agement Committee. On the other hand, we would have to convert or replace
shop tools and purchase paper to metric specifications, etc. New presses and
other equipment would be metric, forcing some newspapers to maintain dual
spare part inventories, etc. In general, the nuisance factor would be worse than
the increases in costs, as compared to most other businesses."

On the feasibility of metric conversion, Rinehart stated, "If the printing busi-
ness is ever to convert, the best time for it would be when a transition is made to
electronic cathode ray computerized type-setting."

Rinehart also warned the Department of Commerce that implementation of
metric system conversion in those segments of the printing industry using hot
metal composition would be "totally impossible" and that "resistance would be
tremendous."
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Evolution of a metric plant. The idea of U.S. adoption of the metric system
goes back to 1821 when President John Quincy Adams, in a report to Congress
stated that although he believed adoption approached "the ideal perfection of
uniformity applied to weights and measures," he rejected it because he felt that
the time was not right for it. At that time the metric system was not yet firmly
established throughout the rest of the world.

In the next few years, however, the United States will be the only country
using pounds, quarts and yards. Presently, just four countries, Canada, United
States, Australia and England are still using the inch-pound system; the three
other than the U.S. have already formulated policies for conversion. As a result,
international standards of weights and measures are generally set without U.S.
participation. Additionally, U.S. technological advances have difficulty in find-ing world-wide acceptance.

Without adoption of the metric system, it is generally assumed that theUnited States will suffer in the area of international trade. Authorities in the
Commerce Department go beyond that and say the U.S. could now can earn
about $10 billion extra per year in export business if U.S. products were madeto metric specifications.

However, another of their own studies, cursorily reported, found that a change
to metric would have an insignificant effect on U.S. World Trade.

The Metric Study Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-472) authorized the Secretaryof Commerce to conduct an investigation to determine the impact of world-wide
use of the metric system on the United States. The Act itself was pushed throughCongress by two of the metric advocates, Sen. and Rep. Miller.

The study itself became controversial. Iatead of arranging for a broad in-
quiry and evaluation of the metric system, the Commerce Secretary turned theproject over to the National Bureau of Standards, which is comprised strictly
of technical people who already were advocates of the metric system. As a result,
there has been a great deal of controversy among leaders of industry and busi-
ness, not over the final report 'self, but mainly over what is not in the report.

The report was prepared by the staff of Commerce Department and technical
personnel of the National Bureau of Standards. The report is, therefore, the
product of government employees who, some feel, never permitted a true evalua-
tion by people outside their staff, despite protest by members of the Metric
System Study Advisory Panel, the 45-member group established to advise the
Commerce Secretary in connection with the feasibility study of conversion. Wil-
liam D. Rinehart is one of that group.

According to Rinehart, the staff accepted criticism of the group and then
prepared to report without considering the criticism. A disclaimer, demanded by
panel members which would state that the final report does not in any way
represent the thinking of their organizations, was not included in the final
report.

The U.S. metric study concluded that eventually the U.S. will have to join
the rest of the world in the use of the metric system as the predominant com-
mon language of measurement. Rather than drifting to metric with no national
plan to help sectors of our society and guide our relationships abroad, a care-
fully planned transition in which all sectors participate voluntarily was deemed
preferable. "The change will not come quickly," the report stated, "nor will it be
without difficulty ; but Americans working cooperatively can resolve this question
once and for all."

At various times in our history, since President Adams' report was submitted
to Congress, groups of scientists and physicists have sought to obtain legislation
to force the use of the metric system in the U.S. On each occasion, hearings in
Congress over the use of the metric system were explosive and uprisings of the
business community have always beaten down the attempts.

Many members of, the study group feel the final Commerce report ignores
and distorts the actual study findings and that it is entirely different from what
Congress requested. Some are looking forward to Congressional hearings on the
subject for a chance to offer an opinion that they should have been allowed to
offer in the report.

Some feel that the final report contains statistics that are distorted to prej-
udice the argument in favor of forced metric adoption. The representatives of
major industries on.the Study Panel oppose forced conversion to metric. They
prefer that use of either metric or English measure be left to individual company
management decision. However, the final report shows that SO% of all employees
are now using metric systems. In actuality, this figure is the number of em-
ployees In companies who say they now make some use of metric measurements.
General Motors uses metric in ifs of 1% of all its operations. Yet the Bureau of
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Standards lumped the half million General Motel's employees in the 30% of all
employee's figures.

When Congress holds hearings, the whole controversy will be aired and a
national decision can eventually be made. Newspapers will play an important
role in that national debatenot only as an affected business but as leaders of
public opinion.

STANFORD
President and General Manager.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON WEIGHTS AND BIEASURES,
March 13, 1972.

Hon. WARREN G. liAorruson,
11.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR 11AoNusoN : We were offended, as we are certain that you
were, to hear our nation referred to as the "illiterate giant among nations,"
regarding our measurement system.

Yet, in retrospect, after reading the U.S. Metric Study (PI. 90-472) recently
submitted to Congress by the then Secretary of Commerce Stens, we could only
conclude that the truth hurt.

Living in a State where metric labeling is commonplace in the market because
of our proximity and commercial trade with the metric nations of the Far East,
it seems a paradox that we must now seek to ratify that which was established
as legally permissive on July 28, 1866The Metric System (14 Stat. 339).

We live in hope, and are awed by the prospect, that you may resolve 200 years
of national indecision by voting to adopt the Metric System.

Will you?
Very truly yours,

GEORGE E. AIATTIMORE,
Chairman, Committee on Education, Administration and Consumer

Protection.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS,
Washington, D.C., March .15, 1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Commerce, Senate Office Building, Washing-

ton, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON : As an organization representing forestry profes-

sionals in America, the Society of American Foresters is directly concerned with
the scientific management of our nation's forest lands. Proposals to convert units
of measurement used in forestry to the metric system are of particular interest
to the Society's 17,500 members.

The Society has a Committee on Metrication to keep its members informed, edu-
cated and coordinated on the progress of metrication, to initiate ideas and pro-
posals for improvement and modernization of forestry and forest products meas-
urement systems and to make recommendations back to the Society on metrica-
tion positions or policies as the need arises.

The Society recognizes the eventual impact of metrication on forest land
management and forestry activities and is prepared to give professional opinions
on the development of any pending proposals for conversion to the metric system
which affect forest lands.

We respectfully request this letter be included in the hearing record con-
ducted February 29 and March 1, 1972 on this subject.

Sincerely,
ZEBULON W. WHITE. Chairman.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
New York, N.Y., March 17, 1972.

Hon. DANIEL K. INOUYE,
U.S. Senate, New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Inourz: This is to acknowledge and thank you for your letter
of February 29 regarding our interest in submitting a written statement for the
record of your recent hearings on United States conversion to the metric system
of measurements.
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In accordance with your suggestion, I am enclosing a memorandum which
briefly summarizes the General Electric Company's views and recommendations
on this important matter.

You will note that we favor increasing adoption of the metric system and cer-
tain governmental measures to encourage and to facilitate further transition.

But we also oppose establishment of a fixed timetable as has been proposed.
Such a course would force untimely obsolescence and premature change in all
the "designs and tools of commerce." This would be an unjustified burden on
social costs, compared especially with other priorities now facing our society.

There is further concern that a forced, rather than an economically timed,
conversion would add to our balance-of-payment burdens and job dislocations,
unless protective measures now unpopular internationally were taken for some
period of time.

We appreciate the opportunity to put our views on metric conversion before
your committee and will be pleased to respond to any questions on this sub-
mission that you or your associates may wish to pursue.

Sincerely,
J. F. Youso,

Enclosure.

Memorandum to : Senate Committee on Commerce, Subcommittee on Interna-
tional Foreign Trade and Tourism.

Subject : U.S. Conversion to the Metric System of Measurement.
Reference: Hearings of February 29 and March 1, 1972 Chaired by Senator

D. K. Inouye.
This memorandum briefly summarizes the views of the General Electric Com-

pany on the above subject and is based upon:
(a) Testimony in favor of the congressional authorization of the metric

study carried out by the Department of Commerce,
(b) Cooperation with the Department of Commerce during their study

including advisory committee participation and submission of detailed
responses to industry questionnaires to appraise the costs and benefits of
conversion, and

(c) Review of the bills now before the Senate including the Joint Resolu-
tion proposed by the Administration.

1. There are a number of areas of the U.S. economy that have already con-
verted to the metric system since Congress legalized its hse over 100 years ago.

2. This trend will continue with some impetus from growing multinationalism
in business and trade, from current conversion in the Commonwealth nations
and from progress in implementation of the EEC.

8. With time, the U.S. must increasingly engage first with metric measures
and later with metric modules in all areas of commerce. Some actions should be
taken on a national basis now to prepare for this increasing domestic exposure
to the metric system.

4. One such action is to immediately give more emphasis to metric measures
along with the traditional customary measures at all levels of our educational
system including adult education. Some additional expenditures will probably
be required to accomplish this, but proper attention to timing may allow school-
books and educational materials to be revised with metric units on a normal re-
placeLuent schedule, rather than on any crash basis. Opportunity for improved
course restructuring has been foreseen in some subject areas.

5. Another advantageous action would be an early national start on "bilingual-
ity" in widely available publications, such as newspapers, magazines, daily
meteorological reports, government documents, etc., to begin making the public
aware of, and familiar with, metric units.

6. Each occasion for revision and reissuance of legal documents, such as regu-
lations and codes, should be encouraged to include dual measures to aid ultimate
transition to metric measures. This same philosophy should also be applied in
certain other areas, for example, the packaging of consumer goods. This may re-
quire a nationally approved scale of conversion equivalents from the customary
system to the metric system to assure uniformity in application.

7. Further metrication entails increased activity in international standards
work, with the government playing the role proposed in S. 1798, as modified by
committee print #1, the "International Voluntary Standards Cooperation Act
of 1971."
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8. It is possible that antitrust problems might arise from attempts to establish
conversion plans in any specific sector of industry or trade. Suitable legislative
procedures should be developed to alleviate this possible problem.

9. By the very nature of their various activities, not all areas of business,
commerce and industry can convert in similar time periods, nor is it necessarily
feasible for all to begin at the same time or for all to complete conversion at the
same date. Any legislation should be opposed that would establish a point in
time after which the metric system would be the only official system in the U.S.

10. Studies indicate that U.S. export trade will not increase significantly as a
result of conversion. But if It were to increase by the $800 million figure men-
tioned during the above hearings, this is an insignificant return on the esti-
mated $60 billion cost involved with a ten year changeover mandate. There should
be great concern that during the time any measurement-sensitive industry iscon-
verting, and thereby incurring changeover and/or duplication costs, its markets
will be wide open to imports from foreign manufacturers already producing a
metric product. Such an occurrence will cause drastic changes in the domestic
economy with particular dislocation or depression of related American labor and
industry.

11. Congress may wish to consider whether temporary tariffs might help to
equalize costs between domestic and foreign manufacturers in any industry dur-
ing the time of its conversion. These measures would be utilized only as a transi-
tional device. If used, such tariffs should be only for a limited period of time in
any one industry, and should be structured to encourage manufacturers in that
industry to convert during that time. This might necessitate some procedure
whereby an industry, in conjunction with its users and with government repre-
sentatives, would develop a timetable for conversion. Following agreement on
this timetable, the industry (or some Metrication Board) would then request
Congress for a limited time-period tariff for that industry, in which period the
changeover for that industry would be accomplished. It could be argued that
foreign nations will view this tariff as a new trade barrier. On the contrary,
when the conversion is accomplished, a present trade barrier (the different
measurement system) will be removed, which is to the potential future benefit
of all nations. To add a temporary tariff to keep costs equal to. all sides during
conversion could represent an acceptable price for others to pay to eliminate the
present barrier.

12. Based on the above, formation of any Board or Commission for metrication
which would have mandatory powers and/or which would be solely under any
Federal agency, such as the Department of Commerce, is not appropriate at this
time. However, in order that there be some central organization to maintain
knowledgeability about changes, progress and programs, formation of an inde-
pendent Board with broadly representative members from government, labor,
science, consumer groups and industry seems desirable. Members should be ap-
pointed by the President. This Board should have no mandatory or compulsory.
power. But it should be authorized to develop a conversion plan through use of
recommendations from supplier-user groups who have openly worked out timing
and other details that are economically practicable for these groups.

13. Separate subsidies such as included in S. 2488 would add little if any incen-
tive to accept conversion or to find low-cost routes to its accomplishment.

14. There is no question that conversion will be very expensive to the U.S.
economy. The above steps should help to hold the costs down, particularly inas-
much as suppliers and their customers will be ecouraged to set their own time-
tables. To this end, use of governmental agencies' purchasing power as a lever to
force rapid conversion should be opposed. These agencies should justify economi-
cally their conversion plans in the same way as other users, and in conjunction
with their suppliers. Testimony to this point was expressed by Assistant Secre-
tary .James H. Wakelin, Jr., at the subcommittee hearing on February 29.

15.-In summary, application of the above comments to Senator Pell's and Con-
gressman McClory's bills, S. 2488, H.R. 12307 and H.R. 12566 respectively, indi-
cates they should be opposed at this time because of the mandatory nature of their
provisions establishing one official system after ten years, their regula-
tions requiring Federal agencies to convert promptly, their singular govern-
mental control of the "Board" and the subsidies In S. 2483. The Administration's
Joint Resolution, J.R. 1092, has better applicability now but is open to challenge
on its provision to make the metric system predominant (though not exclusive) in
ten years. There should be no such arbitrary time limit, and certainly not until the
Board has found the best practicable time schedules from the supplier-user groups'
planning work.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Washington, D.C., March 20, 1972.

HON. WARREN G. MAGNusox,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : The American Institute of Architects, a professional
association representing 24,000 members. wishes to go on record as strongly sup-
porting the adoption of S. 2483, The Metric Conversion Act of 1971.

Our current support for conversion to metric weight and measures dates back
to April, 1970 when the AIA Board of Directors passed the following resolution :

"Resolved, That the Board of Directors of The American Institute of Archi-
tects urges the completion of studies authorized by Public Law 90-172, particu-
larly as these studies relate to the construction industry, and further urges that
the metric system be adopted as the national standard of weights and measures
in the United States of America."

A similar resolution was passed in 1944 by the AIA Board of Directors.
In October, 1970, The American Institute of Architects participated in the

studies undertaken hy the Secretary of Commerce responsive to Public Law
90-472. Testimony urging adoption of the metric system was presented to the
National Metric Study Conference on Construction.

We are opposed to the concept of Evolutionary Metrication, or "let it happen
naturally." Increasing use of the metric system without some program of co-
ordination could cause difficulties which might eventually reach disaster propor-
tions. Under present conditions, it is the architect's responsibility to coordinate
the activities of the various disciplines and skills within the building industry
and to interrelate manufactured building materials and components with each
other and translate the whole through construction documents into a buildable
structure. If the other parts of the building industry were to begin to convert
only as their particular needs required and completely without coordination, the
architect's job would be virtually impossible.

Imagine the difficulties that would be encountered, for example, if gypsum
!wallboard suddenly came off the line one meter by 2.5 meters instead of four
feet by eight feet as is now common, without a corresponding revision in codes
to allow respacing of wood studs and a similar change in lumber sizes and
lengths. The backbone of residential construction, the single-family wood frame
house, would no longer be practical using those products. And, architects and
builders would be powerless to correct the situation. The spacing of the studs
could not be changed until the load tables were revised and accepted hy the 8,000
various local and national model codes. It is entirely unlikely that any organiza-
tion would expend funds to revise load tables until lumber sizes changed. There
are dozens of such examples, many much more complex than the one mentioned.
The result would be chaos,

If that portion of the construction industry manufacturing products used and
specified by structural engineers were to convert to metric measure without a
corresponding change taking place in the architectural products which fit that
structural system, architects would find it difficult, if not impossible, to fit the
two together. At the very least, the mating would be more expensive. The result
could be steeply rising construction costs which neither the architect nor the
engineer could prevent.

One might suppose that factory-made buildings or some form of building sys-
tems would solve the problems and offset the increase in building cost, but it
must be remembered that the vast majority of building in this country is done
in the age-old method of putting many parts together to make the whole, and in
spite of the inroads being made by systems, such will be the case for many years
to come. While the present system is far from ideal, it is vastly superior to that
which would result from indiscriminate conversion to the metric system within
the construction industry.

On the other hand, The American Institute of Architects believes in, and
strongly supports the concept of Planned Metrication as exemplified in S. 2483.
The effects on the architectural profession of a properly planned and well orga-
nized program of metrication would be much less severe than those which
could result from evolutionary metrication. The "optimum time period" for
architects to convert will be far less than the fixed time period of 10 years,
although no one is prepared to say exactly how long it would take. Architects
have converted to the metric system for a single overseas project, where the
metric system was in general use, but conversion to predominant use of the
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metric system is another matter. Our conversion time would be small but could
not even begin until the conversion of product sizes (or at least catalog sizes)
and the revision of design tables and their acceptance by the various code groups
was well under way.

The direct cost to architects would be primarily in the re-education of em-
ployees and the purchase of new standards and reference materials; both of
those costs would be relatively small. The architectural profession realizes,
however, that during the period of the conversion it will be required to spend
additional effort in terms of dual dimensioning and aiding others on the con-
struction team in interpreting the new dimensioning system. Greater cost will
continue for the architect so long as the conversion is taking place, and probably
the largest portion of the increase will occur toward the end of the conversion
period. Therefore the minimum cost to architects will occur if the conversion
Is rapid.

Further, the procedure and organization of the construction industry-wide
conversion will affect the architect's cost. Since our major problems are in
coordination of materials, we feel that related materials and methods must be
changed as nearly together as is possible and not just as materials and methods
become obsolete.

In addition, we feel that modular coordination, standardized component sizes
and dimensional coordination should be incorporated into the system conversion
as is the case in the United Kingdom.

Concerning Planned Metrication, we feel that the conversion should take
place in a planned ten year period. Thus, the conversion will be more orderly,
take less time and allow the easier incorporation of a standardized dimensional
framework into the product and dimensional standards of the United States.

We believe that the major problems which will be encountered by architects in
metrication will be:

1. Conversion of the design thinking process to metric measure as the differ-
ent sizes relate to human scale and proportion.

2. Re-education of architects and their personnel.
3. Work on additions and alterations to existing buildings where both drawings

and structure are in customary measure.
4. Dual dimensioning during the conversion period.
5. Interpretation of drawings done in metric under field conditions while the

metric system is still new to both architect and contractor.
6. Obtaining, at the time needed, catalog and design data in metric measure.
7. Obtaining when needed, engineering standards, handbooks and tables.
8. Obtaining acceptance of the new standards and materials by code groups

and local building officials as the inevitable exceptions begin to appear.
The problems of the construction industry (which represents approximately

ten percent of the Gross National Product) must be recognized in establishing a
National Metric Representatives of the various segments of the construc-
tion industry should be appointed to the advisory boards required by S. 2483. The
design professions, as an essential segment of the industry, are well equipped
to provide valuable input to the advisory boards. We suggest that the following
recommendations concerning the construction industry be considered in establish-
ing a National Metric Plan :

1. Make a detailed analysis of the programs and procedures adopted by the
United Kingdom in their metrication program, including those methods related
to dimensional coordination.

2. Set up some orderly, continuing mechanism to coordinate standards and
codes within the metric system to alleviate the continuation of the present state
of disorganization.

3. Set up some mechanism to aid in conversion of design standards and codes to
coordinate them with the modular dimensional coordination standards. If, for
example, a basic module of 10 centimeters (about 4") should be selected, wall-
board might be manufactured in 1.20 x 2.40 meters (a variance from present
4'-O" x 8'-0" standards of about %" and 1}6"). The variation from present
standards is small but still significant for field assembly. It would simplify such
things aP code requirements if the standard 16" stud spacing were changed to 40
centimeters.

4. Influence building component manufacturers to coordinate their products so
that they interface with other components and materials in an orderly, modular
fashion without the need for additional modification. Some groundwork for
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such a modular coordination system has been accomplished by the American Na-
tional Standards Institute's Committee A-62, "Pre-Coordination of Building
Components and Systems". The objectives of that Committee should be carefully
considered in realizing the coordination potentials of metric conversion.

5. In connection with the modular coordination system, avoid only a direct
conversion in numbers but rather require standardization in metric sizes so that
building components and materials relate to each other and to a logical frame-
work for nominal dimensional coordination. This might be accomplished by the
establishment of national dimensional standards, on which some work has been
done by ANSI Committee A-62. A detailed study of the British experience in
the area of dimensional coordination would seem appropriate even though their
final solutions may differ from ours. To be useful, the dimensional coordina-
tion standards should be ins: rated 'Atli the basic module of the modular co-
ordination system so that components would be interchangeable.

One orderly approach to planned metrication for the construction industry
would be to establish an agency at Federal level and give it the funds and
responsibility to:

1. Establish liaison with all segments of the construction industry and together
with representatives of the industry within a fixed time period (perhaps three
years)

(a) Establish an overall plan for metrication.
(b) Develop a program for conversion.
(c) Assign mandatory time periods to each stage of the program.
(d) Put the program into affect.

2. Remain in being during the entire period of the conversion to :
(a) Follow up and assist the industry toward orderly conversion.
(b) Encourage and aid the industry in coordination of conversion ac-

tivities.
3. While the final program would necessarily include a great deal more detail,

a possible basic program outline might be :
(a) Period for preliminary preparation (one or two years).
(b) Period of education (begin at once and continue throughout the en-

tire conversion period).
(c) Period for revising and re-issuing building regulations and stand-

ards (two years to three years, if possible).
(d) Period for producing metric components (begin as soon as practical

and complete by eighth year).
(e) Period during which production of drawings is done in metric meas-

ure (begin as soon as practical and complete by end of eighth year).
(f) Period during which construction of buildings using metric measure

takes place (begin with first drawings and be all metric by end of tenth
year).

In summary, The American Institute of Architects feels that conversion to the
metric system has tremendous potential for the building industry. A union of
metrication and dimensional coordination would enable the development of a
rational, disciplined and systematic approach to building and design. It can pro-
vide the impetus to upgrade codes and standards and provide a base for less
expensive in-place costs.

Finally, if handled creatively and cooperatively, it will provide excellent op-
portunities for unification of the building industry into the strong working team
that it deserves to be.

We stand ready to over our services in assisting with the implementation of
conversion to the international metric system.

Sincerely yours,
Max 0. URBAHN, FAIA.

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE, INC.
New York, N.Y., March 1'0,197'8.

Hon. Dania H. Imourz,
New Senate Office Building, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

Dsas SENATOR Isoutz : The American National Standards Institute has been
requested to present its views and recommendation on the administration's pro-
posal to establish a national policy relating to conversion to. the metric system
in the United States. The proposal is contained in H.J. Res. 1092 introduced in
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the House of Representatives. Administration witnesses also presented this pro-
posal to Senate Commerce Committee on February 29,1972.

We are sure that you will appreciate that a federation such as ANSI has an
extremely difficult task in arriving at a position on legislation with tne long-term
impact of the administration's proposal. ANSI membership encompasses vir-
tually all national trade, technical, professional, labor, and consumer organiza-
tions having a major interest in the development and promulgation of national
and international standards. It also cuts across many major segments of in-
dustry in which proposals to convert to the metric system would have a 8101
Scant impact.

This diversity of interest, which includes rather sharply divided opinion on
the administration's proposal, coupled with the unfortunate delay in its in-
troduction, i.e., only some two weeks ago and almost eight months after the
metric study was submitted to Congress, makes it impossible to present final
comments and recommendations at this time. Further, in this letter we are pro-
viding some general observations on the proposal based upon our rather exten-
sive involvement in the original metric study and reports. As we are able to
develop additional recommendations, they will be submitted for your considerc-
tion.

To provide the Congress with recommendations on the most efficient and effec
tive course of action on increased use of S.I. units, ANSI is taking the following
steps :

1. A copy of the administration's proposal, along with the submitted state-
ment of purpose and need, are being sent to the entire membership of ANSI with
a request that they present their individual positions, either in favor of the
administration position or in opposition to its enactment, along with comments
and suggestions.

2. This same material is being submitted to the Institute's Metric Advisory
Committee which is broadly representative of a cross-section of industrial opin-
ion. The MAC has been actively engaged in consideration of the impact of in-
creased S.I. usage since before Congress authorized the national metric study in
P.L. 90-472.

8. The results of these surveys will be presented, with recommendations on
ANSI policy position, to the Institute's Board of Directors and communicated to
Congress.

=TRIO ACTION BY *FBI

ANSI will continue to work with all segments of industry and with govern-
ment as we have over the past fifty-four years to coordinate the development of
standards to meet the actual needs identified by either change or increased adap-
tation of S.I. units. ANSI has an expresad policy that all standards rroposed for
international adoption must be expressed in S.I. units along with any other units
used.

In addition to specific standards development, ANSI will continue to develop
U.S. positions and assure participation in the work of ISO/TO 12 on Quantities,
Units, Symbols, Conversion Factors and Conversion Tables. This committee is
responsible for development and revision of ISO/R 1000, which contains the basic
rules for the use of S.I. units. A copy of the current ISO/It 1000 is attached
which you may wish to include in the printed hearings on metric legislation.

ANSI will continue to develop both generalized and specific educational and
information documents to assist industry, government and the public to become
familiar with the meaning applicability of metric terms and measure in daily
life. We firmly believe that the process of education and information must begin
immediately and should have the full support of the Congress.

ANSI will continue to coordinate the development of national standards in
cooperation with its organizational members, industry, labor, consumers and
government, to assure that standards are developed in anticipation of metric
change within a practical fame of need and use. We feel that ANSI's primary
contribution to any conversion which may occur is in a strengthened and ex-
panded effort to work with standards-developing groups, many of which have
adopted metric use policies, as well as standards users, to bring about a volun-
tary, well coordinated effort to meet the needs of America for standards whether
expressed in metric or customary units of measure. This is the primary purpose
of ANSI.

The need for increased industry-government cooperative action in inter-
national standards participation is essential to any successful metric plan.

2A2j
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While conversion is taking place we must in the interests of U.S. trade assure that
sound American standards, engineering practices and, in some cases actual
products, are not eliminated from international use. The precipitant adoption
of nominal metric sizes in international standards on the guise of metric
conversion, for example, would present an almost insurmountable non-tariff
barrier to many U.S. produced products which will be in use for many years to
come. The development of international standards requires practical consider-
ation of existing as well as so-called future standards. The position of the United
States in the continuing evolution of international standards will be considerably
strengthened by enactment of S. 1798, the International Voluntary Standards
Cooperation Act pending before the Senate Commerce Committee. S. 1798 is
essential with or without metric legislation.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON R. J. RES. 1002

While ANSI is not in a position at this time to endorse or oppose enactment
of the administration's proposal, there are a number of principles regarding
any plan which should be considered.

In the first instance ANSI feels that if a National Metric Conversion Board is
established by statute such a Board should evolve a national piney rather than
merely endorse one defined by joint Congressional Resolution.

It is highly improbable, if not impossible, for a Board, as envisioned ,n the
administration's proposal, to develop policies and plans in the short sph:, of
one year. We feel that a minimum of two years after funding is available will
be required.

A policy on metric conversion is rot a simple go or no go decision. Timing is
critical and cannot in our view be determined by arbitrary periods, e.g., ten
years from the date of enactment of an authorizing resolution. Time limits and
phasing should be an integral part of the plan and policy which a Board might
recommend.

We believe the Congress of the United States will want to take a new, fresh
and in-depth look at any proposed plan which the Board may propose. We feel
that the viewpoints of vitally affected segments at society, including government,
industry, labor and consumers can only be objectively assessed if requested on
the basis of a proposed policy and plan. The hard test will come when a!' zei-ca.en:c
of society must consider the impact of such a proposal.

Further study is required on the composition and structure of the ',impost.;
Board. The ultimate acceptability of any proposal may well depend in largo
measure on the credibility of the membership. We find it difficult to accept a
Board of twenty-one undefined and unidentified persons broadly representative
of the American society. Because the essential element of metric conversion
in every nation in the world has been the development, promulgation' and use of
sound standards, we would strongly suggest that at least a portion of the
Board must represent either individuals or organizations with both experience
and responsibility in national and international standardization.

It is also somewhat difficult to conceive of a Board directly responsible to
sine! department or agency of government as proposed by the administration.
WhEie for practical purposes we would support such a Board being assigned to a
department or agency for administrative and/or technical support, we believe
such a Board should be independent, should be appointed by the President of
the United States, and should report its recommendations to the President for
submttal to the Congress.

Mr. Chairman, ANSI appreciates the opportunity to present this preliminary
statement which we would appreciate being included in the record of your
current hearings.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.
DONALD L. PEYTON, Managing Director.
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ISO Recommendation R 1000 February 1969

RULES FOR THE USE OF UNITS

OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS

AND A SELECTION

OF THE DECIMAL MULTIPLES AND SUBMULTIPLES

OF THE SI UNITS

I. SCUM

This ISO Recommendation gives mks fur the use of units of the International System of Units And for forming
and selecting decimal multiples and subnultiples of the Si units for application in the venom fields of technnium

2. GENERAL

2.1 The name Systime International trUnitas (International System of Units). with the abbreviation SI. en
adopted by the I I th Continence Ulnae* des Puids et Mesons in 1960

ere coherent units me designated -SI units".

2.2 The International System of Units is based on the following six baseotnits .

metre lm) empire IA)

kilogramme (kg) kelvin (K)

second (s) candela led)

n units for the inewquantities : length. mat time. electric xmnent. thennodynsmic iemperstore. end
luminous intensity.

2.1 The Si units foe plane wile and solid any. the sadism Ind) and the steradian (u) respectively. we calkd
suppliemestary salts le the Intensetlonai System or Units.

2c6.
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2.4 The expressions for the denied SI units are stated in terms of baseunits; for example, the SI unit for
velocity is metre per second (m/s).

For some of the derived SI units special names and symbols exist: those approved by the Confilrence
Gentrale des Polds et Mesmer are listed below :

Qoastity Nom
of SI ono Symbol

Eapeosod lo form
of task or lionvod

St snits

frequency hertz Hz 1Hz.ils-'

force newton N I N . I kg m/si

work. energy.
quantity of heat joule 1 11.INm

power watt W 1 W . 11/s

quantity of electricity coulomb C IC.1As

electric potential.
potential difference.
tension. electromotive
force volt V I V . 1 W/A

electric capacitance fund F 1 F. I A s/ V
... ..

electric resistance ohm 11 I II. I V/A

flux of magnetic induction.
magnetic flux weber Wb tWb.1Vs

magnetic flux density.
magnetic induction teals T I T . I Wb /ms

inductance henry H I H. 1 V.a/A

luminous flux lumen Im I lm . I vier

illumination lux Ix 1 lx . I Intim'

It may sometimes be sdvantageous to express derived units in terms of other denied units having special
names; foe exam*, the SI snit of electric dipole moment s m) is many explained e C m.

267
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2.S Decimal multiples and subultiples of the SI units are formed by means of the prefixes given below

Facto, by Mt kb the colt moldpholl Fn 1.% Symbol

10" ten T

10' tip G

10' mep M

10' kilo k

101 beet° h

10 deca do,

10'' deci d

104 centi c

10-' milli in

10. frIMO u

104 nano Is

10" mix p

104' femto f

104' alto a

The symbol of a pre fu n considered to be combined with the unit symbol to which it is direct!, ana..h:J.
forming with it new unit symbol which can be raned to a positive or negative power and which he
combined with other unit symbols to form symbols for compound units

brawler 1 cm' (104m)' a 104m'

INS'' (10404 10','

I mm2 = 11040020 = 1040 .%

Compound prefixes should not be used, for example, write nm (nanometre) instead of roan

SO-7111 0 - 73 - 14
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3. RUM FOR Tea UR OF 21 UNITS
AND nom NONA/ NUMMI AND IUDdIULTITLES

3.1 The SI units are preferred. but It wth not be practice' to limit these to these; in addltIon, thention, that
decimal multiples smd Ishemthiplea, formed by using the pmfbies, an required.

In order to avoid neon in calculations it Is ementisl to use coherent units. Therefore. It is strut*
recommended that in calculations only SI units themethea be used. and not their &demi rwaltipla and
sub-multiplex

3.2 The use of mama representing 10 lowed to a power which is a multiple of 3 is especially rsconuranded.

NOTE. - la carter err. to rusts /sera ease a tit as et the arts Otis niceemadiAkis asemel M telloorl;
edema S of the arm Is re Arra IMP sumples of Der searkr

It Is recommended that only one prefix be used In fanning the decimal multiples or subaultiples of a
dented SI unit. and that tab prefix be attached to a tint in the numerator.

NOTE. - to carat Cam torrience is the ow nosier ettedusest of I redo to ter re ansteretor end tit
derstInatee at the roe thew. and weeding any to the denostratee Cohen. S of the errs In doe Asses glen
rumples of One neeptIons

4. NUNIN CAL VALUVI

at Mien expressing a quantity by a Almerial value and a caftan unit it has been found outtalk in most
applications to use units resulting in nonlethal values berms 0.1 and 1000.

The units which ate decimal multiples and attvrauldpies of the Si units Mould therefore be chosen to
provide values In this tsar; foe example,

cavemen or an be error redadsied errs

12000N 12 kN

01:03 94 m 3.94 mm

14010 Niro' 14.01 Pagel

0.0003 a 03 me

4.2 The roe according to darn 4.1 cannot. however. be comistendy applied. la one end the mesa context the
numerkal values exptemed to a certain omit can extend over a conddierable is this mike quietly
to tabulated nun mical values. Is such rams it is ones approprhan so use the mew mit, eves *ben this
mans nossding die preferred voce nne 0 1 to 1000.

40 Ruled for "Nigel fflf bah for unit, are OM in ISO Recommendation R 3i. Pam ... : Gaunt
principles commend immettles. min mid symbols

S. UST Of INNIS

Foe a ember of cornatcoly and quantities, examples of decimal multiples and menuMpths of SI meth as
well ss of cocas Won oath which awry be used, are ghee in the AMU to th s forrollsr

Al prom el M mop or Mr 11111.111.1.

2r: 9
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ANNEX

IkS ef a rib awl midis, ef uwernesisd decim leigar awl earideires
sr the a mita aupther wIsh etre war se era raw of units irk* may be vesil

ler lb.

MAI 31
orrop a ram

Mires °Ma dares
toultepho 401
aboosIsiplos
a se er

016ev amiss at other mos of mitt
offelh Mg to mod Itordoonooroad

=Mph. ad ob
=Mph. of II mil

Oa th 131 (41 CSI 141 171

MIT 1 . 11/ACI 4/111111111

1.1.1 pia wigi rad

(Wiwi)
mead

wad

degree (...). 1 = - rib- rid

minute I. . ..). 1' . le40

second (.. ."). 1" =

rad* (. . 4). P m 2i0- ,ad

The units degree and grade, with their
deersl mbdivislom,we recommended
fur use when the unit U is not
suitable.

141 rid am* w
Issendis)

WA.. 3 Mgr
in
Inult0

km

mm
um
nm

dm
cm

1 nautical mile - 111S2 in

14.1 sir . -

in'
km'

sole

610
an'

hectare eta). 1 ha ii 10' m'
Sr. (s). la - 10' al"
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS,
New York, N.Y., March 22, 1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, U S. Senate Committee on Commerce,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON : The American Institute of Chemists, a professional
association of chemists and chemical engineers, wishes to go on record as
favoring the passage of the bill would which direct the Secretary of Commerce
to develop and implement a coordinated national plan of metric conversion
within the next ten years.

Our entire technology is based on science and scientists communicate via
the metric system. Such a conversion would make communication with industry
and the public easier. In addition, because the entire world operates on the
metric system, communications abroad would be easier.

We feel there is a strong need for a change iu the educational program in
America's schools to include metrication.

The difficulties that would be encountered in the period of change would be
far outweighed by the advantages in the future.

DAVID W. YOUNG.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., April 5, 1972.

Subject : HJR 1092Metric Conversion.
Hon. DANIEL K. Irtouxr.,
Senate Commerce Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR INOUYE: The 'member companies of the Electronic Industries
Association have studied HJR 1092 and generally support this measure "that
would establish a national policy relating to conversion to the metric system
in the United States."

The Association's support of this resolution, however, must be tempered with
consideration of the following specific comments:
The National Metric Conversion Board

(a) Composition (Section 4) : The composition of this Board is extremely
important if an equitable and effective program is to be developed. The member-
ship must represent the broad national interests, should not be dominated
by government employed or associated personnel, and should have representation
from labor, education and industry.

(b) Conversion plan (Section 6) : There is some feeling that twelve months
is insufficient time for the Board to formulate an equitable and effective
conversion plan. An eighteen month period is recommended.

We appreciate this opportunity to offer these recommendations on behalf of
the two hundred and thirty member companies of the Association.

Very truly yours,
V. J. ADDUCT.

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.,
Dayton, Ohio, April 17, 1972.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR : I appreciate your sending me copies of current legislation
pertaining to metric conversion, and I am pleased that you have placed me on
the mailing list to receive future copies of the metric hearings.

I am attaching a copy of our position which was submitted to BEMA regarding
specific elements of the Metric Conversion Bill, S. 2483.

We believe that the business community would greet the proposal with more
enthusiasm if the Secretary of the Treasury were directed to respond in specific
areas such as tax credits with respect to undepreciated capital values or for
scrapped inventories.

Sincerely,

Enclosure. °VS
R. J. MINDLIN.
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THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.,
r:c Dayton, Ohio, April 3, 1972.
is Mr. V. E. HENRIQUES,

Director, Data Processing Group, BEMA,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Vico: The following comments summarize our position in response to
the BEMA questionnaire regarding specific elements of the Metric Conversion
Bill (S. 2483 ) introduced at the 92nd Congress.
1. Benefits of conversion

NCR does not feel that new jobs, other than those required for conversion,
would be formed due to metric conversion. We don't see a significant improvement
in production and, therefore, few new jobs. There would be little economic ad-
vantage to our industry by converting to the metric system, and the benefits of
conversion would not offset the costs.

We see no reason to revise the BEMA position of a planned program which
would allow for more orderly changeover because, as each segment of industry
changed over, our use could be planned and predicted.

We also recommend that since BENIA is heavily involved in international
standardization of module sizes for standard parts and computer media, which
will give the greatest economic advantage regardless of the unit of measure,
that specific elements of the Bill which relate to international standardization
be dropped since it is covered under a separate bill now before Congress
( S. 1798).

2. National policy on conversion
The BEMA position on a planning cycle ranging from 5 to 15 years or more,

allowing 5 years for planning and revision of standards, followed by 3 years for
design and start-up of products, depending on the product line, is agreeable and
that converting to the general use of such system within 10 years from date of
enactment is too short a time to be substantially converted to the metric sys-
tem. The Bin should require proof that voluntary conversion is not possible before
requests for new legislation are made.
3. National plan and reporting to Congress

The national plan is to be developed making full use of studies and consulta-
tion carried out pursuant to the previous study program as reported on NBS SP
845. The Bill leaves the amount of consultation to the complete discretion of the
Commerce Department, and we feel that NBS Metric Advisory Board should
continue to support the conversion plan in a coordinative function.

We feel that new legislation as a forcing function should be kept to a mini-
mum and the voluntary phase-out of customary units after a certain date. Metric
units should be added to present customary units. Convenience and need will
promote voluntary use of dual labeling.

We also feel that the Government should consult with industry in establish-
ing procurement regulations and time scales. If the law provides for public
education but does not provide for industry education, we feel that joint expend-
iture on industry education should be kept to a minimum, and that industry
should bear the expenses of conducting its own educational program on metric
conversion according to its needs. Minimal Government assistance could be in
the form of specialized technical education and training.

We do not feel that reporting of costs and benefits being incurred should be
burdened upon industry. It is felt that Government monitoring of conversion
program can be accomplished through tax return data had export/import figures.
4. Provisions for company financial assistance

We are in disagreement with the provittion in the Bill that tax assistance
will only be granted for purchase of equipment manufactured in the U.S. and
substantially all of the component parts which are manufactured in the U.S.
The industry should retain the option to select their equipment supplier from
home or abroad.

New equipment required for carrying out the conversion plan will be required
for direct replacement and as a complement to existing equipment During con-
version, dual manufacturing capabilities will be required to supply spare parts
in customary units.

We are not in agreement that the Bill make provisions for amending Section
167, Depreciation Guidelines of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
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The Bill suggests that the tax relief as provided will be later supplemented
by the Congress upon recommendations of the Secretary of the Treasury. Thus,
the tax relief in the present Bill is limited to personal property manufactured
in the United States and substantially all the components of which are manu-
factured in the United States, and which is placed in service in replacement of
other property in order to carry out the requirements of the national plan for
metric conversion.

The Bill, as drafted, is hardly one to create enthusiasm in the busineer com-
munity when it fails to address the problem of who pays the cost. We do not
doubt that the business community would greet the proposal with more enthu-
siasm if the Secretary of the Treasury were directed to respond in specific areas
such as tax credits with respect to undepreciated capital values or for scrapped
inventories.

Sincerely,
R. J. MINDLIN.
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DEC 1911

BEMA
QUESTIONNAIRE

METRIC CONVERSION BILL
OCTOBER, 1971

On August 8, 1971 Senate Bill 8.2483 was introduced to the 92d Congress and cited as "Metric
Conversion Act of 1971". As a trade association representing the manufacturers of business
equipment we anticipate being called upon to testify during the hearing of this Dill.

The following document. were used in preparation of the Questionnaire. Copies or excerpts are
attached for your perusal If you desire.

Semite Bill 8.2483 Metric Conversion Act of 1971 (Complete)
NBS 345 A Metric America ... A Decision Whose Time Hu Come (excerpts)
NBS 345-12 The Testimony of National Representative Groups (excerpts)
BEMA Paper An Expository Statement of the Current View on Metrication August
1970 (Complete)

Background: In accordance with Public Law 90472 the Commerce Department through the
National Bureau of Standards conducted a study of the effects of converting the Unik.d.fitates to
a metric system. The result of that study was published in a number of documents, the principal
one being NBS 8P 345 "A Metric America ... A Decision Whose Time Hos Come".

BEMA participated in the study through their Metric Advisory Committee (11EMA/MACI. An
expository statement of the "Current Views on Metrication" was prepared by the IIRMA /MAC,
reviewed by the Policy Boards of the three BEMA groups, and presented at the National Metric
Study Conference in August of 1970. "The Testimony of National Representntivr Groups"
published by the National Bureau of Standards as "NBS SP345.12", contains excerpts from. the
BEMA statement. Inputs for NBS SP34542 came from over 700 groups including trade
associations, labor unions, professional societies and other groups, including consumer activity
and public and private educational organizations. The conclusions of the report are in line with
the BEMA statement.

The prOposed bill 8.2483 was formulated around the results of the studies as indicated in the
various reports, particularly the one entitled "A Metric America ... A decision Whose Timellas
Come", NW 345.

In addition to the purpose and Aide of the Act, the Bill gives a summary of findings which are in
Woe with tho National Bureau of Standards findings in NBA 345. In general the Bill provides

(1) that the Secretary of Commerce through the National Bureau of Standards, is to
prepare national plan to convert the United States to the general use of the metric
system within 10 years from the date of the enactment of the Bill;

(3) tax assistance In the form of additional depreciation on capital equipment;
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(3) small business with additional assistance in the form of loans for equipment; and

(4) that individuals may be given grants for acquiring tools or instruments required by theconversion; and

(6) that public education may be given grants and contracts to assist in training necessary
to carry out the plan.

The questionnaire considers the elements of the bill, the background for that element, and
provides for your opinion on each question. If you disagree with the particular element of the
hill, we ask that you state why you disagree and what you would proposed to do instead. The
elements of the bill (paraphrased or quoted) and the questions are in bold face type like this.
Ilackground information and BEMA position on metrics are in normal type like this.

First some general questions to identify you, the respondent, and your principal moot concern.

1

227
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QUESTION 1

(a) This rcpponse is from the viopoint of (check one)
0 nn (Id a company, 0 BEMA Committee

BEMA Council

(b) This response is the opinion of (check one)
0 an individual, fi a group of individuals,
0 the consensus of the company or organization checked above.

(c) The respondent(s) is interested in the following aspects of the Bill:

1.

2.

S.

4.

6.

The time schedule for
conversion

Monetary assistance for
a company

Monetary assistance for
. a small business

Monetary assistance for
an individual

Monetary assistance for
Public education

No Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

/ Question

Q.4

Q5

Q.6

Q7

Q.8

_
No

No '--

No

---...

No 1/

Please answer Questions 2 and 3 and those listed after your "yes" check(s) above. All items for
which you check "No" will be counted as not applicable.

if part of a question does not concern you, please mark that part "N/A" for Not Applicable.

The lead in on each question quotes from the Bill and gives additional background information to
help you understand the subject and BEMA's action to date. If this confuses you and you would
rather just make comments on the copy of the Bill and send that instead of the questions, you
may do so.

Try question and set, how it goes.

1,

2,.
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QUESTION 2 Benefits of Conversion

Under Findings Ike Rill states that

"The United Slides i. the only major nntion of the world that is not ronverling to the
international metric system"; ... "the Innguuge and tools of our scientific community we
alreadv using sorb syoem" ... "the nation is already heading toward such system slowly mid
hapharmilly", "mieh system is based on fundamental relationships and is easily
understood and would he an aid to our educational system".

Thew statements, we believe, are factual and will require no comment. Other statements of
findings are not as evident and may require comment as follows:

"The Congress finds that the adoption of such system would result in new jobs in the United
States."

(a) To what extent do you feel new jobs, other than those required for conversion, would be
formed within your organization due to a metric conveniun?

_None - we do not see improved production and, therefore, few new
jobs. Findings are not substantiated in NBS report.

"The Congress finds that the adoption of such system would enhance our position in world
trade markets."

The BEMA position paper included a statement

"Since a preponderance of nations are tending toward the metric system, it appears to be the
system which will be preferred in future international trade."

(b1) Should BEMA retain its present position that conversion to metricsystem will enhance our
world trade markets?

Yes - however, we see little economic advantage to our industry

(b2) Do you import products for domestic sales? Ye a

(b3) Do you export products for foreign sales? Yes

"The Congress finds that benefit of conversion would offset the coat of conversion".

On a national basis this may be true, although it is impossible to access exact benefits or costa for
such an involved change; but as an individual organization it may be more practical.

(el) Would your organisation benefit from conversion or not? No - the benefits somgd
probably not offset the cost
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(c2) u loin what arena would your company benefit?

(c8) The above answer Is bair.:4 on a study Ye (September 30, 1970)

is intuitive

The Bill states that "The Congress finds that "conversion to such system would be stimulus

to the economy and to new investment in plant equipment."

(dl) To what extent would the conversion immure your sake?

We don't feel that conversion would increase our sales

(d2) Require new investment in plant equipment?

Yee - new equipment required

(d3) The above answer b based on a study Yee I September 30. 1970)

is intuitive

The Bill states "The Congress finds that a common system of measurement would improve
international communication."

To the extent that measurements would not have to be converted from one system to another (in
international trade, sales brochure and nudntenance information) we would u a society benefit
by improved international communications.

(el) ) Do you have an International Manufacturing Operation? Yes

(c2) To whet extent would metric adoption Improve technical communication?

Voluntary adoption already proceeding where needed: advantageous

for tool interchangeability
The Bill states that ,"The Congress finds that mail businesses and eeltemployed craftsmen

awould benefit from coordinated conversion pogrom."

The BEMA position paper stetements included "A planned program generally would allow for
more orderly thangeover because, as each segment of industry changed over, our use could be
planned and predicted. A planned change would probably result in shorter period of operation
in the duel dimenalming mode than would be the cue for evolutionary conversion." IIEMA
therefore recommended a coordinated conversion program.

230
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(f) Do you have any reason to revise this position?

No -fit bs debatable that "small business and self- employed

craftsmen would benefit")

Lastly the Bill states "The Congress finds that new interns Donal standards are currently being
developed into such system and the United States is not fully participating in such
development."

The BEMA statement made a strong point of participation in international standards' effort
regardless of the measuring system. Tim BEMA statement includes the following: "'Die Data
Processing segment of our industry is, however, heavily involved in international trade andwe,
therefore are working through standards organizations to establish module sizes for standard
parts and computer media which will give the greatest economic advantage regardless of the unit
of measure under which the size was originally established." We further state "Whether or not the
United States decides to increase the use of metric units of measure, great emphasis must be
placed on continuing compatible module sizes with current equipment."

(gl) Since BEMA is heavily involved in international standardization, should we accept the
statement as generally true to the United States?

Yea

(g2) request that it be modified?

(g3) request that it be dropped from the Bill since international standardization is being covered
under a separte bill now before Congress?

Yes - prefer that it be dropped from the Bill

231
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OUESTION 3 Natinnal (*obey on Conversion

Fnr frdiry and purpose the hill stoics "It is therefore declared to he the pnliey of the Federal
flovernment to adopt as the official and standard system of measurement for the United
States the international metric system and to provide fur converting to the general use of
such system within ten years from the date of enactment of this Art."

The 1IF.MA statement he:bided the following: it is estimated that a minimum of ft years.
allowing 5 years for planning and revision of standards and 3 years for design and startup of
products. would allow us to be building new designs in a metric system." "The time to redesign
all products could vary between 6 and 16 years. and perhaps more depending on the product
line." These two statements appear to be substantially in line.

(al) Do you interpret the intent of the bill as total conversion in 10 years? Yea

(a2) Substantial? No

(a3) Or use of metric in new designs in 10 years?

(h1) Do you feel that 10 years is too short a time to be substantially converted to metric
system?

Yea - for certain industries

(b2) Or too long a time?

(h3) What time would you recommend? 15 year e

(c) The above answers are based on a study Yea (September 30. 1970

are intuitive
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QUESTION 4 National Plan and Reporting to Congress

Title 1 of the Bill pmvides for pr. paration of a national metric plan and requires that the
Serrelso y of Commerce thmugh the National Bureau of Standards shall within 18 months
after the date of enactment of this Act develop and report to the President and the Congress
a notional plan to carry out the policy stated in Section 3 (a) of this Act. (Sic Statement of
policy in Question 2)

The Bill provides that "such plan shall be developed making full use of studies and
consultations carried out pursuant to" previous study program as reported in NUS SP 345.

(J1) I have studied the report? Ye s

(d2) Scanned the report? -

(d3) Have not seen the report? -

(ci) 1 agree with the general conclusions? Yea with-AcunotearaYalloa_uu_the._.

_Endings as they appear on the Bill

(c2) I disagree with the general conclusions?

(c3) Because of the following?

(ft) The above statements are based on factual information which I have? Report of BEMA
and NCR Input

(f2) Are intuitive?

(f3) Are based on additional information? No

(f4) Please quote additional information or source for it

The DiR provides for "additional consultation with other federal, state and local government
agencies and with foreign government and international organizations Ile may be
appropriate."

The statement "such additional consultations ... ea may be appropriate" leaves the amount of
consultation to the complete discretion of the Commerce Department.
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(gl) Do you agree with this approach? a - if consistent cur rent operation

(g2) Would you prefer to see limitations placed on these consultations? No

k furl"c pmvitles that "such plan Anil be developed with appropriate parth ipotion by
represrolatives of the United States industry, science, engineering, and labor al., nyiy ire
appointed by the President to advisory boards to assilt in the developinent and
implementation of a plan." The underlining is editorial cnmment.

(h1 ) Should existing NUS Metric Advisory Board be used? Yes - with, other
boards & may act an coordinator

(h2) Do you believe that the Department of Commerce should have complete discretion on the
selection of potential appointees?

Yes - with consultation

(h3) Should it have broader powers?

yea - limited

(h4) Liao, what should they he?

. To break any deadlocks so as not to hinder or dglAy_Implguusalta.:.

tion of an effective and acceptable plan

Title 1 further provides that "melt plan shall be put into effect to the extent possible under
=Wing law after such 18 month period."

Note this statement makes the law more than one to develop a plan, and in fact requires the
implementation of the plan.

(II) Do you believe this law should activate a ten year conversion period?

No - support BEMA voluntary approach

(i2) Is an 18 month. national planning period adequate?

Minimum 24 months

The secti"n further slates "and shall include recommendations for any leghlation needed to
further effect such plat."

The BEMA estement contained the following:' "The conversion of standards should, however,
be on a voluntary industry by industry basis with government encouragement only. It would he
dosirable if all sales literature were required to include metric dimensions by a specific date. The
gradual elimination of the customary units of measure would probably take place by Itself."
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(j1) What new legislation would you cont ;der necessary; for example, would it be nrce5.try to
require that vales literature include metric units us well in customary units after a certain date?

_Metric unite added to pro sent Cuatoma3Y _pnit s fizak_Ss

customary unite should be removed after 15 years

(j2) Is new legislation required to allow for the dropping of customary units after a specific dale?

No - voluntary phase out

(J3) Is new legislation required so that products which we buy be dual labeled for a period of
line?

..._NoconyonicnC0_2111L4atanate.aaluntaxy_tlacaf_clual-labelling----

04) Do you have any suggestions for additional laws that might be required?

65) Do you believe that the conversion should not be forced by law? yen

: There must be exceptions made for certain harclehipp.____

Title I also provides "such plan shall include proposed regulations ... requiring such
convel don in activities of the federal government, including procurement, in accordance with
an nmilopliate time schedule."

A further pmvision nuthmixes the President to effect these regulations. Reports of federal
agencies appear to indicate that they would make the conversion in time with industry
conversion and would not attempt themselves to cause the conversion by their procurement
practices.

(WI) Do you believe that the Secretary of Commerce should be allowed to propose use of
Federal procurement to fume a time schedule?

liojhts is a Gtwernment forcing function

(k2) If Industry is to control the schedule, then how would such schedule be established and
maintained?

Federal Government should consult industry in establishing

procurement r erdations an'1 time scale

Title I fogies' provides that "such pl to shall Include an appropriate program to educate
(ha pubbe fur the purpose of such conversion."

235
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The 11EISIA statement on Ibis item wits "If it in desired to go metric, then the United Slates
governmont should phi!, a very active roll in educating American industry and the Anierieao
piddle on the ndvnntages of doing so. Government should also try In forme the problem ; which
will arise in the minds of the public and try to make the public mine receptive to the changeover
pei kid." If the law provides fur public educatii in but does not Novick; for industry education,
other than that which industry may procure from public educational institutions under other
provisions of the Act,

(II) Do you believe the statement is arceptable ns it stands?

_Ye.a
(12) If not, then why?

Remenillei that the cniwersion would probably requite considerable educational effort within
the cowl any to twin all ,segments. including marketing, engineering, menu fncturing and
customer service personnel to the use of new units of measure.

(13) Should the law include provisions for assistance to industry education as well?

The Q0st_altotiLL be_ ber _by_industry_on_voltuttary A ppre -
11(11111111e that Government support would involve greater bureaucratic expense
Title I also provides for "such plies which shall include an appropri.de prograin for the
provbion of technical assistance to industry and labor for the minis . of sus h conversion."

Technical szsistnnce is rather n broad tetiii and could he used to cover many subjects.

(ml) ) Do ynu believe the section is adequate ns stated?

No

(m2) Or would you like to see it more specific?

Yea

(m3) If so, what specialized technical ambulance would you require?

_In_tho_icara_a_teghnicalsdasatiganiiralaing

236
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Title I provides for repotting as follows: "Not I der than two years after such plan le put into
effect, rind annually thereafter, the Secretary shall report to the President and the Curigess
with respect to (1) progress being oinde under such plan; (2) cost and benefit being incurred
therewith vend (3) any additional legislation needed to carry out the policy 'tinted ..."-_

If the pInniiing hikes 18 months and the first report is two yenta after sorb plan, then the first
full report to Congress will be after 845 years, except for recommendations for legislation which
could tie made (hiring or following the plan phase.

(n1) la the first required import too late? No

(n2) Too teen? ___M9

(n3) Or is no report required? _Re p,,rtinz_exixn asa_IVEr s....h.Y_IVIer 41_0n ter mmeat
if necessary

The reporting of "costs and Worlds heing incurred" could be construed as requirteg that
hidnxtr be required to report sepuratrly on its costs and benefits. On the other hand, they could
rely on tax return dntn which could 1w' gathered incidental to another provision of the law, or
cods and bent fits could he derived front import/export figures since that is where most of the
benefit seems to lie.

(pl) Do you feel this provision is adequnte as stated?

Nn - keep reports (112eciall to a minimum

(p2) Should it be restricted to government costs and benefits?

(p3) clerk able from existing reports? Yrj
(p4) Have you any additional suggestions? Don't think ind n_rit r y ny ogle r_grnto; should

he burdened with additional bureaucratic paperwork and reporting,. This
(lathe r_increaire the coat of conversion. Ilse Income Tax CiNI, and
export reports

The reporting of requests for "any additional legislation needed to carry out the policy
el:dement ..." allows for continuing requests from Secretary of Commerce for more

The BFMA ntatement asked that "conversion be ... voluntary industry by industry basis with
government encouragement Only".

(q) Should the hill require proof that a voluntary conversion is not possible before requests for
new legleInCon are made?

Yea

X37 7
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Provisions for Financial Assistance. Quedions 6, 6, 7 and 8 each cover a portion of the four
forms of financial assistance provided in the act; namely, (Question 6) income tax assistance on
property necessary for metric conversion, (Question 6) Small Businesi Administration loans to
procure equipment, (Question 7) grants to individuals for acquiring tools for instruments
necessary to their continued employment, and (Question 8) public education grants.

QUESTION 5 Provisions for Company Financial Assistance

The proposed Bill amends Section 167 Depreciation Guide Lines of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1054 by allowing the taxpayers to use one-half of the useful life normally used. For
metal working equipment the normal life would thus be shortened from 12 years to 6 years.

The BEMA paper states, "that to change will require increased capital equipment investment and
a possible temporary reduction in plant efficiency.

On the other hand, there is also the possibility that the long range results would be an increase in
BEMA companies' productivity because of the new capital equipment."

The proposal provides that tax assistance will only be granted for purchase of equipment
manufactured in the United States and substantially all of the component purls of which are
manufactured in the United State'.

(al) Do you believe this restriction is desirable? No

(22) Not desirable? Company to retain option to solo c t supplier at home and
abroad

Ilse Hill peovklea hint mob equipment lomat he Mimi in eervien in replacement of other
property in order to cony out Um requirements of the national plan for metric conversion.

In some cases the new machine may not be a replacement on a one-for-one basis but may be
required to carry out the conversion plan.

(bl) le this section acceptable as written?

No

(b2) Should it be broadened to include other than oneforone replacement?

Yes - retain customary units machine to supply spare parts

(14) Do you have additional comments?

Iteolaceancls&mglenerd existing facilities
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The Bill allows the Secretary of the Treasury to establish the rules for the election of this
special tax writeoff.

(el) Do you have any suggestions for rules?

T.A2L_YLLIDLALQDJ.ft0111111 ?LILL' a of PrUS'at.-1- or 1O%

(c2) Should your suggestions be written into the Dill or left to the Secretary's discretion?

Yes - our suggestions should be considered by the Secretary,

then written into the Bill

The Pill also provides for the Secretary of the Treasury to submit additional
recomir. Watkins for hangeg in the Federal income tax laws to Congress. The Bill piovides
that In submittirg recommendntions he Anil consult with governmental units, private
individuals and organirations that he deems desirable.

(d1) Should the Secretary of Treasury be allowed complete freedom on who he consults?

No

(d2) Or should he be required to consult with consumer, labor and trade organizations affected
by the propoed change?

Yes
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SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS MAKERS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., May 8, 1972.

SENATE COMMERCE COMMITTEE,
Staff Offices, Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
Attention: Mr. Lippek.
Subject : SAMA position on metrication hills

DEAR Ma. Limit : We are pleased to submit the enclosed references material
to support the scientific instrument industry position in favor of the Administra-
tion's Joint Resolution on Metrication. The facts included in our paper prepared
for the National Metrication Conference in August, 1970, are still accurate. Our
testimony in support of S. 1708 in June. 1971, illustrates the strong relation-
ship between metrication planning and international standards activities.

We would like to make the following additional points which seem particularly
pertinent to the forthcoming discussions of metrication by the Senate Commerce
Committee:

1. Expanding international trade in technological products points the way to
a need for a common measurement language.

2. The need for product harmonization is increasing because more products and
parts are being produced in multiple, world-wide locations.

3. Products and systems now on the drawing board will be sold in metric coun-
tries when International System (SI) and accepted alternate units become man-
datory for commercial transactions in the European Common Market.

4. A timetable has been set for such commercial requirements, and some coun-
tries are implementing these regulations with respect to product markings and
literature already.

5. The relatively short lifetime of instrumentation products encourages early
metrication.

6. The market place is already providing some stimulus for conversion, as in-
dicated above. Financial incentive may be helpful, but should not be critical to
the basic decision.

In summary, SAMA supports the thrust of the Joint Resolution, placing high
emphasis on the commitment to planned, coordinated national metrication. The
mechanism for dealing with changes to engineering standards cannot move effec-
tively until public policy is established.

Sincerely,
JAMES E. FRENCH,

Technical Director.
Enclosures.

SCIENTIFIC APPARATLIS MAKERS ASSOCIATION-PRESENTATION TO NATIONAL
METRICATION CONFERENCE, AUGUST 18, 1970

GENERAL INFORMATION

Organization: Scientific Apparatus Makers Association, Washington, D.C.
Presentors: Mr. James E. French, Executive Secretary, Scientific Apparatus

Makers Association, Washington, D.C. and Mr. H. H. Gorrie, Consultant,
Bailey Meter Company, Wickliffe, Ohio, Chairman : SAMA Metrication Task
Group.

Nature of the organization
The Scientific Apparatus Makers Association is a voluntary national trade

association representing the major segments of the scientific instrument indus-
try. Founded in 1918 to promote a domestic industry which expanded rapidly
during World War I, SAMA has worked consistently to assist in the strengthen-
ing and expansion of United States production and distribution of scientific and
industrial instruments, apparatus and equipment.

SAMA has grown steadily since its founding and now consists of approximately
200 member companies representing the leading firms engaged in the design,
manufacture, and distribution of over 40,000 types of instruments, apparatus,
reagent chemicals and equipment used MI research, measurement, analysis, test-
ing and control by government, industry, education, public utilities, health and
medicine. It is conservatively estimated that SAMA members account for more
than sixty-five percent of the total business of the industry.

110.761 0 - 72 - 16
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Member companies maintain manufacturing facilities in 81 states, with offices
and branches in virtually every state. While these companies employ a total of
over 150,000 workers, membership consists primarily of small and medium-size
firms of which over fifty percent qualify under the definitions of the Small Busi-
ness Act. While some member companies are over one hundred years old, the
average age of all member companies in the Association is fifty-five years.

At present there are six operating, product-oriented sections in SAMA. They
are: Analytical Instrument, Laboratory ApparatAss Measurement and Test In-
strument, Optical, Process Measurement and Control, and Scientific Laboratory
Furniture and Equipment The scopes of these groups are identified by the sec-
tion names. A list of member companies is attached. There are four principal SIC
numbers represented among SAMA members. These are 8811, 3811, 8821, and
8881. At the same time this industry is characterized by substantial product di-
versity. Among the SAMA. member companies, 80 additional SIC numbers are
represented on a primary or secondary basis.
Participation

One hundred (100) member firms assisted in the preparation of this report.
These constitute 57% of the manufacturing members of the Association. All re-
sponses supporting this report are based on total sales of participating firms.
About 90% of these firms export, with the average percentage of sales abroad
being 10%.

PRESENT STATU
Measurement system usage

The scientific instrument and apparatus industry employs both customary and
metric measurement units. By product group nearly all SAMA member firms pri-
marily use customary units, although 45% of responding firms use metric units to
some extent. Metric measurement units traditional in the optical, glassware,
and porcelainware sectors of this industry. Additionally certain analytical in-
struments of European origin have retained design specifications in metric units.
Process control manufacturers indicate that their foreign subsidiaries and li-
censes use metric units.

The majority of reporting firms now conduct all engineering, manufacturing,
and marketing operations in customary units. In 1970, for those reporting firms
which indicate the use of metric measurement units, the present orientation is
more to marketing needs. Fewer firms use metric units in manufacturing and
engineering. Thirty-six percent of the firms have projected usage throughout their
operations in 1975.

There is an increasing awareness of the need for possible expanded use of
metric measurement units in the scientific instrument and apparatus industry.
Firms now using, or planning to expand their use, state world market needs, such
as increased export potential, compatibility with overseas production facilities,
and mating with standard metric parts as principal reasons.

Nearly all movement toward usage of metric measurement units, except in those
firms where usage has been traditional practice, has taken place since 1985. Firms
in the Analytical Instrument and Process Measurement and Control Sections
have plans to reach agreement over measurement units in engineering and manu-
facturing with foreign affiliates on identical products.
Prior conversion

In engineering and manufacturing operations, 75% of reporting firms are now
using decimal inch dimensioning. Significantly more firms use dual dimensioning
on drawings than use separate metric drawings. To this extent there is little ex-
plicit metric design, except where traditional or required by customer need.

Conversion to metric units, where experienced, has been done by foreign sub-
sidiaries or affiliates. This has caused design differences, non-interchangeability
of parts, and differences in performance. Conversion is usually performed at
point of manufacture in multi-national firms.

The principal local difficulties experienced by those firms which have, or are
anticipating, expanded use of metric measurement units are: training of per-
sonnel, need for duplicate drawings, and purchase of metric stock size materials
and standard parts. The overall management of tool and capital equipment modi-
fication or replacement was frequently cited as an additional problem. The pos-
sible problems of increased manufacturing waste, additional inventory, lost do-
mestic sales or conflict with Weal codes do not appear to be anticipated in this
industry.

No sector of this industry has bad sufficient experience with conversion or ex-
panded use of metric measurement units to cite specific cost advantages, but 27%
predict increased export sales.
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Experiences with other countries
Moat SAMA firms with foreign affiliates have experienced the impact of the

affiliate converting products to metric dimensions, applying foreign codes, and
including foreign components. Factual data concerning costs and conversion prob-
lems is not available at this writing, but attempts will be made to procure such
data for verbal presentation at the conference.
Present and past effects of increasing metric usage

Most companies with international operations have encountered difficulties in
establishing and maintaining identical product lines between parent firms and
foreign affi.late organizations. The Analytical Instrument and Process Measure-
ment and Control Section members are particularly concerned about two aspects
of world metrication, although the impact thus far in these areas has been
minimal.

(1) Germany is very aggressive in the promotion of standards based on metric
measurement units. It is evident that intensive effort is required to assure that
U.S. products are not excluded from world markets by national standards since
many countries are adopting the German proposals.

(2) The emerging markets for instrumentation and control are South America,
India, Africa, and the Far East. These countries, being committed to metric
measurement, are more difficult to exploit in the face of German and Japanese
competition.

POSSIBLE FUTURE EFFECTS

Evolutionary metrication
For the scientific instrument and apparatus industry evolutionary metrication

will be slow as long as technological leadership is maintained. Voluntary con-
version will be plamied by individual firms as economic necessity indicates the
value of the investment. For those firms with world markets or international
operations, pressure to metricate is much more likely than for those firms with
purely domestic operations and markets. Barring intense customer demand or
obvious internal savings, many firms in this industry will delay voluntary
metrication as long as possible.

Some firms depend on technological superiority for market penetration. These
companies have been relying on performance specification for sales and have not
designed their products in metric measure, but provide adaptors or custom ac-
cessories where needed. A. survey of the Analytical Instrument and Process
Measurement and Control member firms indicates that these companies are plan-
ning to metricate on a new-product-release basis to combat the factors cited above.
Planned metrication

The impact of a planned program will vary with the member companies repre-
sented by each section of SAHA.

Optical. The member companies of this section are manufacturing optical
elements to metric measurements now; however, mechanical elements are made
in customary units. A national. metrication program can be beneficial to them
because of the greater availability of metric components.

Analytical Instrument and Process Measurement el Control.Since the member
companies in these sections are in the process of committing themselves to an
"optimum time period" for metrication, a planned program will assist in this
effort. Its impact will be to reduce costs because standards, materials, and pur-
chased components will be available on a shorter time table. The reporting proc-
ess control companies include five makeri of automated control values. These
firms are much more responsive to manufacturing codes than firms which are
primarily process instrument manufacturers. They tend to export less, feel the
metrication impact less, and will undertake conversion programs less readily.

Soientillo Laboratory Furniture 41 Equipment.On the other end of the scale,
the member companies in the Scientific Laboratory Furniture and Equipment
Section have nothing to gain from metrication because their products are es-
sentially built to local codes and for local markets. Either program represents
added costs with no apparent economic return.

Laboratory Apparatus and Measurement cE Test Instrument. These companies
will feel the impact midway between that of the Analytical Instrument and
Process Measurement and Control on the one side and the Scientific Laboratory
Furniture and Equipment manufacturers on the other side. Although a substan-
tial number of firms in these sections use the metric system to some extent, it
is more often for a primary product, market preference, or historical reason
than by plan. Typically 20% of these firms have overseas operations and are
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currently being exposed internally to the effects of expanded worldwide use of
the metric system. Nearly ail of these firms with overseas operations do conduct
their manufacturing and services in such establishments in metric units. Most of
these firms prefer to gear their plans to the U.S. national trend.
Engineering standards

'rte scientific instrument and apparatus industry must comply with the appli-
cable engineering standards of all industries which it supplies. At the same time,
with the exception of those standards developed for instrumentation, e. g. case
dimensions, signal ranges, and nomenclature; SAMA member companies cannot
accelerate or impede progress in standards development. The instrument industry
may be considered as an ancillary or service group to all the process and power
industries.

Wherever process industry standards, such as the piping code, unfired pressure
vessel code, boiler code, and electrical code are accepted by Industry, or state
regulatory bodies, the instrument industry must comply. This means the instru-
ment Industry cannot complete its metrication program until all the industries
which it supplies have completed their programs.

This is not as ominous as it sounds because in practically every case metric
measurements can be adapted to the codes. The last impact remains, however,
since metrication for the scientific instrument and apparatus industry could be a
2 or 3 phase program to match standards or code development.
Other cost predictions

As indicated above, 27% of responding firms stated that they expect increased
exports if they substantially convert to metric measurement units in their opera-
tions. Ten percent also anticipate greater competition from imports if all products
are available in the same system of measurement units, while 3% indicate a de-
crease in this aspect. Not surprisingly 73% predict no effect on exports and
87% see no inroad in the domestic market. These figures verify the high degree
of uncertainty about metrication which exists in the scientific instrument and
apparatus industry. The cost of conversion, either evolutionary or planned, will
be a large investment, and the payout period is not predictable.

CONCLUSIONS

In general this industry believes the United States should metricate to remain
competitive in the world market. SAMA members are classified by economic
interest in this problem above.

Three basic problems confront the scientific instrument industry in analyzing
possible metrication programs : (a) Raw material sizes; (b) Fasteners; (c)
Regulatory Codes.

In the case of (a) and (b) some form of investment credit or tax relief could
accelerate the availability of these materials thereby accelerating the entire
conversion program and reducing the total cost of being out-of-phase with avail.
ability of essential materials.

In the case of (c) this industry is handicapped by antitrust regulations if
it attempts to coordinate accelerated changes in codes and standards, either
domestic or international. Governmental assistance is needed here to complete
metrication in anything like 10 years.

Multi-national companies have and will continue to metricate as necessary
by product line at a rate that is economically acceptable. For these companies
U.S. metrication will help relieve the international dual system confusion. On
the other hand, companies which concentrate on domestic markets will tend to
continue to use customary units until economic factors favor metric usage.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. VAN NAII IN BEHALF OF SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
MAKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am William E. Vannah,
Manager of Corporate Programs for she Foxboro Company of Foxboro, Massa-
chusetts. I am appearing on behalf of the Scientific Apparatus Makers Asso-
ciation, 1140 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. I serve as Chairman
of the Standardization Committee of this Association.
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I. THE INDUSTRY AND ITS ASSOCIATION

The Scientific Apparatus Makers Association (SAMA) is a national trade
association and is the principal association for the scientific, industrial, and
laboratory instruments industry. SAMA has a membership of approximately
200 American firms. The product scope includes analytical instruments, labora-
tory apparatus, measurement & test instruments, optical instruments, process
measurement & control instruments, and scientific laboratory furniture & equip-
ment. Markets for this industry are manufacturing firms, government, educa-
tional institutions, research and development establishments, and health care
facilities. The total annual sales for the industry are approximately $3.0 billion.
SAMA represents approximately $2.0 billion of this total.

The export market is very important to the SAMA companies. The Commerce
Department has identified our industry as one of the six American industries
with the greatest potential for export growth based on recent performance and
technological leadership. Export sales account for about 25% of our total business
and the individual company range extends from 10% to a» high as 50% for
some firms. This export achievement, which is largely the result of our techno-
logical leadership and marketing aggressiveness, has not only benefited our
industry but has also made an important contribution toward improving our
national balance of payments position. In 1910 United States exports of our
products exceeded imports by a ratio of 3.8 to 1. However, the international
market in our product has been highly competitive and our foreign competitors
are rapidly improving their products and intensifying their marketing efforts
in both this country and in the international market. The maintenance of this
favorable position in international trade is dependent upon technological com-
petition in which international standards is an inherent part.

II. THE IMPACT OF I NTERNATIONALATANDARDS

The National Bureau of Standards has issued a preliminary report on inter-
national standards as part. of the U.S. Metric Study (NBS SP 345-1, December
1970). In this report scientific, industrial, and laboratory instruments are
considered to be "measurement-standards sensitive." This means that the design,
manufacture, marketing, and use of these products is affected by standards of
measurement language, dimension, calibration, or test. NBS estimates that 30%
of U.S. exports should be considered in this class. The favorable balance of
trade is 3 to 1 for products which are measurement-standards sensitive, while
it is approximately even for the total of all U.S. products. The importance
of measurement-standards sensitive product» in relation to the U.S. position
in international trade is apparent. A national awareness of the effects which
international standards have on international trade is vitally necessary. Only
in this way can maintenance of the United States' trade leadership in stand-
ardssensitive products be assured.

Measurement standards affect international trade in several ways, some more
by plan than others. Control of the effects on U.S. trade requires participation
in all of the endeavors which. develop and utilize international standards. The
United States has been represented in international standards activities by a
thin line of industry volunteers in recent years. The Federal Government must
also play a role in U.S. participation, principally because the national govern-
ments of all other developed countries do so extensively.

The metric system is a measurement language standard. Increasing world-wide
use of this standard appears to be affecting trade. Standards-sensitive products
are more likely to be affected by use of the metric system than other products.
The importance of the metric system in international trade is attested to in a
SAMA position paper presented at the NBS Metric Study Conference held in
August 1970. In this paper we stated that as many as 50% of our member
companies were already using.some metric measurement to meet this challenge.

NBS has further indicated that the two major voluntary international
standards writing organizations, the International Standards Organization
(ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), expect to
triple their production of engineering and commodity standards every five years.
Increasingly, both developed and developing nations are adopting international
recommendations as their national standards. These two facts alone indicate
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a strong need for Federally-assisted U.S. participation in international standards
deliberations. The greatest impact on international trade will increasingly
occur as international product testing programs based on international standards
are adopted. These product testing programs are most likely to involve standards-
sensitive products.

Unilateral codes and standards frequently have the effect of non-tariff trade
restrictions. The use of standards as a non-tariff barrier is a common practice of
nations abroad which have developed an instrument design capability. To compete
successfully in such markets, the SAMA company is forced to :

(1) attempt to marshall the efforts of the USA and associated nations to write
international recommended standards that accommodate the many unilateral
national standards. During the extensive time taken, the bias to open competi-
tion persists ; and

(2) vary product design for each unilateral code and standard. SAMA com-
panies follow this practice to keep a market open when there is insufficient time
to negotiate non-discriminatory standards. The result is the manufacture of mul-
tiple designs, consequent loss of high-volume production, and consequent higher
costs. Specific examples where bias has affected U.S. instrument manufacturers
are:

Color coding of wires. USA had a standard for the uniform color coding of live
and ground wires in electrical equipment. European nations suddenly adopted
a different color coding. To fill European orders for U.S. designed test instru-
ments and process control instruments, the wiring had to be replaced and sub-
sequent designs changed. This was a particular burden for small U.S. manufac-
turers.

Industrial plants transmitters.U.8. designed industrial plant transmitters
had operated on a standard electrical current range. Without sufficient participa-
tion by the U.S., European nations recently agreed to a different standard. The
European market was quickly closed to U.S. manufacturers. Recovery of our
market position required a redesign and associated retooling.

SAMA considers that the development of internationally pervasive standards
and the negotiated agreements for compliance to these standards are essential.
For small and large manufacturers alike they are a fair method of eliminating
biases to open competition.

III. SAMA AND THE INDUSTRY RESPONSE

On behalf of its industry SAHA has provided U.S. representation regularly
during the past 11 years to help overcome the kinds of bias to competition de-
scribed ,,bove. Delegates to international standards meetings related to instru-
mmtstt.icot have come from user organizations, as well as from instrument mann-
fac,orers. Support for travel of delegates to international meetings has been
provtlril fly both the industry collectively through SAMA and by individual firms.
The ....titached table summarizes this activity.

When U.S. delegates participate in international standards activities on a
long-term technical basis, our experience has been that multilateral negotiations
with other nations are sound and constructive. However, our industry is in-
creasingly faced with international standards activities which cause commercial
crises. These situations force crash responses by U.S. industry. This action tends
to be costly and ineffective.

IV. FUTURE NEEDS

The Scientific Apparatus Makers Association believes that the United States
is capable of protecting our international trade position in the instrumentation
field in light of challenges offered to it by international standards activities.
From the standpoint of the scientific, industrial and laboratory instruments in-
dustry, four factors are essential to the overall goal of sustaining the U.S. trade
position. These are: (1) continuity of representation ; (2) addition of more user
and government representatives to U.S. delegations; (8) joint industry-govern-
ment accreditation of delegates; and (4) adoption of an international standards
compliance system.

Continuity of representation is important to assure that qualified delegates
gain professional acceptance. It also provides consistency in the U.S. technical
position. Continuity of reprenente.tion is as important as the technical and ne-
gotiating capabilities of the official delegates.
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In many international standards activities related to the instrument industry,
considerable talent is found among user firms and government agencies. How-
ever user organizations as well as the government have been reluctant to take
initiative in international standards activities. Additional user and government
representation is required to achieve the most effective participaton by the USA.

International standards organizations require that national delegates be ac-
credited by recognized organizations in their home countries. Such accrediting
organizations in other countries are officially recognized by their respective
governments. U.S. delegates, while accredited, lack such government endorsement.

Other nations are beginning to use the results of standardization activitiesin other than voluntary ways. International recommendations are being adopted
as national standards throughout the world. These documents form the basis
for international standards compliance systems to which products must conformin order to be sold in the adopting countries. Such systems constitute non-tariff
trade barriers to U.S. products when U.S. standards are not compatible with thesystem.

SAMA believes that the U.S. must develop a capability tt oarticipate in interna-
tional standards systems. A U.S. plan for voluntary standards compliance is nec-
essary for acceptance and effective operation internationally. SAMA feels that
international standards systems will be directed increasingly toward standards-
sensitive products. Because our trade leadership is highly dependent on these
products, urgent consideration should be given to national support for thisaspect of the challenge.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Scientific Apparatus Makers Association supports and urges the adoption
of S. 1798 the "International Voluntary Standards Cooperation Act of 1971."
We believe that this legislation can provide the basis for more effective U.S. par-
ticipation in international standards activities and system. The enactment of
this legislation can assist significantly in consolidating U.S. positions for interna-
tional engineering and commodity standards. The support of U.S. delegates in in-
ternational standards activities, strengthened by the implementation of stand-ards systems in the United States, will help maintain a favorable U.S. balance in
international trade. A U.S. standards program based on participation by produc-
ers, users, and government will assure the technical soundness which has long
characterized American engineering and commodity standards. Such a program
would provide the needed national focus to safeguard against the unfavorable
impact of international standards in U.S. world trade.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for permitting me to appear here today
and for the courtesies extended by you and your staff.

SUMMARY OF SAMA ACTIVITY IN INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

PRODUCT AREA AND TYPE OF ACTIVITY

Laboratory glassware & thermometers ( ISO TC48), began 1960.
1. Sponsor U.S. committee.
2. Formulate U.S. positions.
3. Support delegate travel.
4. Propose industry standards as international recommendations.
5. Sponsor ISO Recommendations as industry standards.

Intrinsically safe instruments (HOC TC81), began 1965.
1. Formulate U.S. position.
2. Support U.S. delegates.

Fluid flow measurement (ISO TC80), began 1967.
1. Support U.S. delegates.
2. Host international meeting in U.S.

Process control systems (IIDC T065), began 1968.
1. Formulate U.S. position.
2. Support U.S. delegates.
3. Host international meeting in U.S.
4. Sponsor working group secretariat.

Industrial process control instruments (ISO TC124), began 1968.
1. Formulate U.S. position.
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2. Support U.S. delegates.
Electronic measuring instruments (IEC TCBO), began 1908.

1. Support U.S. delegates.
2. Sponsor subcommittee secretariat.
3. Formulate U.S. positions.
4. Host international meeting in .S.

Electrical reference instruments (IEC TCI3), began 1909.
1. Comment on international proposals.
2. Support U.S. delegates.
3. Sponsor IEC Recommendations as American National Standards.

Process control instrument dimensions (IEC TCI3), began 1970.
1. Formulate U.S. position.
2. Support U.S. delegate.
3. Organize user supported U.S. position.

Pollution instrumentation (proposed in IEC TCOO), began 1971.
1. Sponsor working group secretariat.
2. Support U.S. delegates.
3. Formulate U.S. positions.

Nom ISO=International Stan/birds Organization. IMC=International Elec-
trotechnical Commission.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Senate Commerce Committee.
.S. Senate,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MAONUSON : At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the

National Science Teachers Association in New York City on April 10, the Board
adopted the following statement in regard to Congressional action relative to
conversion to the metric system of measurements. We respectfully urge the
Congress to pass the Metric Conversion Act at an early date.

The Board of Directors of the National Science Teachers Association supports
passage of S. 2483, the Metric Conversion Act of 1971, and urges early and
favorable action on this bill. Transition to the metric system is desirable and
inevitable and is already underway in a fragmented and uneven manner. A
national well-scheduled change over, such as is proposed in S. 2483, will assure
timely education programs in preparation for metrication and the smooth func-
tioning of ail segments of our society as the United States joins the rest of the
world in the use of the metric system of measurements as its official standards.

We wish also to assure the Congress that this Association is ready and eager
to engage in educational efforts designed to increase the use of the metric system
within our own field and to assist in the eduentional programs for the general

Such activities are already under way in the Association in anticipa-
tion of wider and we hope. official use of the metric system.

If we can be of any assistance to your committee in its deliberations. please
call upon us.

Sincerely yours, MORRIS R. LERNER, President.

NATIONAL. SCIENCE. TEACHERS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., June 7, 1972.

STATEMENT OF TILE AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Commerce. this statement
is submitted on behalf of the American Iron and Steel Institute, a non -profit
trade association with 66 member companies in the United States. These com-
panies account for more than 95% of this country's steel production, and em-
ploy well over 5(10,000 hourly and salaried workers. We welcome the opportunity
to present our views on S. 2483 because of the effect. that such legislation would
have on our industry.

This statement IR the result of a study conducted over a period of two years
on the impact on our industry of a change in our measurement fwsteni and di-
mensions from the customary units to the metric system. The views expressed
herein represent the consensus of the steel industry.

BACKGROUND

We have made careful studies of the advantages and disadvantages to our
industry, should we convert our system of measurement. engineering technology,
and dimenglow4 of our products, to the metric system. While scientists are con-
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cerned with varying forms of measurement and calculation, our industry and
other industries must consider the dimensions of our products as suitable to fit
existing machinery. Thus the advantages or disadvantages of varying methods
of measurement must be considered as they affect our total business.

With the exception of some work in our research laboratories, all of our di-
mensioning, design, engineering calculations and dimensions of product are in
customary units. With ninety-five percent or more of our pioducts being made for
consumption in the United States or Canada, we furnish our products to fit the
machinery or designs of the North American continent which use customary
units. We furnish steel products to most countries of the world and if industry
in these countries have metric dimensional requirements, we furnish to their
sizes, and our paper work and literature is in their languages. In getting business
in any country, we have found through long experience that price, performance,
design and availability are the determining factors, rather than the system of
measurement used. Accordingly, we believe there is no compelling reason for the
steel industry and many other important American industries to incur the exor-
bitant costs of conversion to the metric system which might affect only a minor
fraction of our business. Actually, such a change nationally will further disad-

! vantage many American industries, including the steel industry, facilitating
access of foreign industries in metric countries to U.S. markets, increasing their
penetration of our markets, without our obtaining corresponding increases in
their markets.

POSITION

At this time, the domestic steel industry will derive no significant advantage
in shifting to the metric system. It is the opinion of the industry that the change
in system would produce no increase in sales of our products. It is recognized,
however, that as suppliers of standard materials the member companies of the
American Iron and Steel Institute must respond to the demands of customers
who may order in metric units and sizes. It is recognized that the industry may
be required to adopt the metric system for reasons of national interest not pri-
marily concerned with the steel industry.

COSTS

A. Ooet of developing etandarda.A decision requiring the steel industry to
change to the metric system would present an immediate need for a review of all
presently available steel mill product standards, for such revisions of these
standards as indicated, and for the development of new standards as necessary.
TI.e Institute believes that the greatest and most adverse cost impact would
occur if inadequate new standards were adopted in the haste to get the job
done. Moreover, increased activity in standards writing bodies would create
additional costs, by placing added demand on the technical personnel of many
industries, including those of the steel industry.

B. OM of premature replacement of capital equipment.It can be clearly
demonstrated that a policy of replacing capital equipment with new equipment
of metric design, prior to the normal time of replacement (up to 40 years)
through wear-out or obsolescence would be so expensive that consideration of
such a policy must be quickly abandoned. On the other hand, replacement of
equipment on a normal schedule, if required, still entails added costs. Such added
cost would be directly attributable to the annual expenditures required to main-
tain and operate two types of equipment, of metric design and of customary
design, during the conversion period.

C. One-time costa of waver/Ion.One-time costs would be incurred during the
period provided to develop the capability and prepare for conversion to the
metric system. These would Include but would not be limited to changes in
record keeping systems, purchases of jigs, fixtures*, measuring devices and
training personnel. The cost for the steel industry is estimated to be approxi-
mately $785 million. This assumes there will be sufficient time available for
purchases, training and adenuat% planning preceding start of conversion. The
greatest adverse cost impact in this' area would be attributable to damage to
equipment and loss of material at various stages of production, due to hasty and
inadequate planning of the conversion, and training of personnel.

D. Recurring alma/ macStudies have indicated that the steel industry, as
a supplier of standard materials, would have little control over its rate of going
metric, should the nation decide to go metric. If customers should adopt widely
differing plans, rates, and times for going metric, the effect on the steel industry
would be profound. We would be faced with a prolonged and indefinite period
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of carrying parallel systems of describing product, selling, pricing, ordering,
scheduling, weighing, shipping, testing, stocking, duplicate instrumentation,
etc. Our estimates indicate that the recurring costs of converting to metric
over the 10-year conversion period is 1.376 billion dollars.

E. Costa summary.The combined one-time costs as discussed in C above and
the continuing costs over the 10-year conversion period as discussed in 1) above
amount to 2.161 billion dollars. These estimates are based on wage rates and
prices in effect in 197L These costs apply to the steel industry Standard In-
dustrial Classification Code 8312 which is blast furnaces (including coke ovens)
steel works and rolling and finishing mills. Full cost impact to convert to the
metric system for mining, transportation, fabrics tion and other related activities
has not been included since the studies by the Commerce Department were formu-
lated on a standard industrial classification code basis.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We have briefly set forth the position of the steel industry concerning proposed
legislation authorizing a shift to the metric system. As we have indicated, the
domestic steel industry will derive no significant advantage in adopting the
metric system.

Because of the staggering costs involved in conversion to the metric system
(estimated in some studies to be as high as 60 billion dollars) with little or no
benefit emanating from such conversion, we urge that should conversion prove
necessary, some form of tax relief or tax incentive be accorded to American
Industry to make the conversion feasible.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

The National Education Association is pleased to support S. 2488, providing
for a national program to make the international metric system the official and
standard system of measurement in the United States within ten years. Append is
the position paper of the National Education Association which is published
as Appendix H of substudy 6 of the U.S. Metric Study (NBS SP345-6, U.S.
Metric Study, Interim Report: Education). This position paper reviews the
interest expressed by the NBA more than a century ago and cites the resolutions
adopted by the Association beginning in 1968 which actively support a national
conversion to the metric system. Also appended is the 1971 NEA resolution
which endorses a ten-year period of conversion to the metric system and en-
courages teachers to take immediate steps to prepare to teach the metric sys-
tem as the primary system of measurement by 1978-74.

The NBA accepts the validity of the reasons supporting a decision for the
United States to convert to the international system of measurement. This state-
ment will not repeat these arguments. Rather, we will discuss the desirability
of a ten-year period for .the conversion and the necessity for an established
deadline for this conversion through our society.

NEEDS FOR A 10-YEAR PERIOD TO CONVERT

The NEA supports the plan for a ten-year conversion because an abrupt change
would not be desirable even if it were possible. In a sample survey of public
school teachers during the 1970-71 school session, only 42.8 percent responded
affirmatively to the following question: "Do you believe the United States
should move promptly to the use of the metric system as the primary system
of weights and measures?" While only onethird of the elementary school teach-
ers in the sample approved prompt conversion (86.4 percent), the secondary
school teachers were divided equally on this question with 49.8 percent respond-
ing affirmatively (NBA Research Bulletin, December, 1971, page 110).

One of the reasons many teachers do not favor immediate conversion is that
they themselves do not fully understand the metric system. In resnonse to the
question: "Do you believe you yourself are sufficiently knowledgeable about the
metric system tb make the transition from the present English system of weights
and measures?" only 85.2 percent of the same of public school teachers responded
affirmatively. More than two-fifths of the secondary school teachers (44.2 per-
cent) and about one-fourth of the elementary school teachers (26.9 percent)
give an affirmative response (ibid. page 112).

The ten-year conversion period will provide time for elementary school teach-
ers to become fully familiar with the metric system, to experiment with ways
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of teaching it, to develop learning programs and resources, and to identify
various resources needed for effectively teaching the metric system. Also, this
period will provide an opportunity for teachers of all subjects and grades to
become sufficiently familiar with the metric system to allow them to integrate
this system of measurement into their instruction. It is likely that a rather high
proportion of mathematics and science teachers already are prepared to deal
with the metric system as the primary system of measurement. As the national
program for conversion leads to increasingly widespread use of metric units in
consumer goods, the student's learning of the metric system will be reinforced
more effectively in a variety of subjects such as home economics, industrial arts,
business education, distributive education, and in vocational-technical subjects

The 1971 NEA resolution which supports national conversion to the metric
system also proposes an initial 2-year period during which teachers will become
prepared to teach the metric system effectively, and that following this period
the metric system would be taught as the primary system of measurement.

NEED FOR A SPECIFIED DATE FOR COMPLETION OF NATIONAL CONVERSION

The NEA supports the provision of a specific terminal date for the conversion
period because this will assure legal support for the change which will be made
in school curricula. Many public school teachers will be reluctant to make the
necessary change of instructional emphasis unless the final date for national
conversion is established as national law.

Conversion to the metric system as the primary system of measurement re-
quires that the teacher assist the student to perceive his world in metric instead
of traditional units, and he will teach the student to solve measurement problems
in metric units instead of traditional units. This change will help the student to
think in metric units, a process which is considerably different from thinking
in traditional units. The teacher must have the support of a national law
which assures that this change is appropriate, timely, relevant, and consistent
with changes throughout our society.

NEA IS PROMOTINO READINESS FOR CONVERSION

The Board of Directors of the NEA has established an Ad Hoc Committee
from its members to provide leadership and direction to the Association's efforts
to assure smooth conversion to the metric system as the primary system of
measurement during the next ten years. One of this committee's first objectives
is to help teachers to better understand the metric system and to become aware
of the instructional materials which may be used to teach it effectively.

SECTION 208

The Association supports Section 208 of S. 2488 because this provision should
assist state and local school systems to begin immediate planning to develop
programs leading to the conversion. The Association would recommend that the
level of financial support be set at 100 percent of the cost of the programs
approved during the first three years of the ten-year conversion period, and
that it be at least 60 percent of the cost of the programs approved during the
remaining seven years. The graduated scale of support will encourage immediate
development of the necessary educational programs leading to complete conver-
sion to the metric system within the ten-year period.

The National Education Association endorses S. 2488 and offers its whole-
hearted support to the implementation of this and other legislation leading to
the general use of the metric system in the United States within the next ten
years.

1971 NEA RESOLUTION

0-16. CONVERSION TO THE METRIC SYSTEM

The National Education Association believes that a carefully planned effort
to convert to the metric system is essential to the future of American industrial
and technological development and to the evolution of effective world communi-
cation. It supports federal legislation that would facilitate such a conversion.

The Association declares that teachers of all grades should teach the metric
system as the preferred system of weights and measures of the United States,
and beginning in 1978-74, should teach the metric system with greater emphasis
to assure, as a national goal, the orderly transition to the use of the metric
system as a primary system by 1980. (69, 70, 71)
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THE EDUCATIONAL If,APLICATIONS OC
mEr[z[CATE0M

The interest of the National Education Association in the adoption of met-
ric measurement is not of recent origin. A century ago a few distinguished
members of the Association were advocating adoption of the metric system
of weights and measures in the United States. And through the years many
members have continued to support that position. especially some of the
profession's foremost teachers of mathematics and science and some ad-
ministrators and curriculum specialists concerned with program develop-
ment.

The interest shown by teachers has by no means been universal and, ex-
cept on the part of a few crusaders, has not been militantly agressive. Eddca-
tors for the most part have belieVed that metric standards of measurement
are superior to those in use and that if adopted in the United States it would
be easier and less time consuming to teach the mctric system. But few have
regarded it as their duty to press for a change in public policy on this matter.
Many have had teaching responsibilities which seldom involved the applica-
tion or interpretation of measurement devices. Nlany educators as well as
others, accustomed as they were to existing standards, were indifferent
toward, or actually fearful of. any proposed change even if they would admit
that theoretically there were many advantages. .

For such reasons it is only in recent years that the voice of teachers on the
subject of metrication has been heard, from greater numbers and in more in-
sistent tones.

Association Interest a Century Ago

The National Education Association was only 12 years old when in 1869
it created a Committee on Coins. Weights, and Measures, with Charles L.
Davis of West Point as chairman. In his report to the Association, at the
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convention in Cleveland in 1870. Dr. Davis referred to his work on a similar
committee of college educators which recently had presented a report and
recommendations to another organization in Albany. Iis report, which he
said was identical to that made in Albany, carried seven recommendations
to NEA:

(I) That the Association continue to provide far intensive study of
planned metrication "all its bearings and all its consequences":

(2) That the Committee be authorized to include its a part of its printed
'repOrt the statement nutde to the House of Representatives by John
Quincy Adams in 1821 and a lecture by Sir John Herschell on "I he
Yard, the Pendulum. and the Meter":

(3) That all teachers be urged by the Association "to give special atten-
tion and study to this subject";

(4) That England, France. and the United States should be urged to
make certain changes in the then existing values of the Pound,
Franc, and Dollar and at the same time to fix a permanent ratio for

'them:
(5) That the Committee be authorized to carry on correspondence and

otherwise promote its recommendations: .

(6) That authors and publishers of textbooks for elementary arithmetic
be urged to "exclude from future editions every currency not recog-
nized and established by law": and

(7) That the Committee be authorized to "ask the attention of the
Government, and of all the associations for the advancement of
science and knowledge, to the expedience of changing the value of
the ounce Troy, and thus substituting a single weight for the three
now in use."

Association records do not show what follow -up was made on this report
either by the Committee or by association officers. Its significance lies in the
fact that one hundred years ago, in 1870. change to metric standards of mea-
surement was of sufficient interest and concern to educators that NEA
created a special committee on the matter and heard its report at an annual
convention.

Opinions of Distinguished Educators and Other Eminent
Persons

From time to time professional educators acclaimed as leaders by their
contemporaries have spoken out on behalf of conversion to metric stan-
dards. In 1880 the eminent superintendent of schools in Worcester, Mas-
sachusetts, Dr. Albert P. Marble. had this favorable comment but realistic
forecast about the adoption of metric measurement:

The metric system is very simple. Its introduction at oncc would be a
great saving of time and money. Rut it, will not at once be introduced.
How was it with the decimal System of money? It was a century bc-
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fore four-pence-ha-pennies and nine-pences disliPPeared from
general circulation: and then they would not have disappeared but
for the WM. To apply the decimal system to these reforms [ weights
and measures): The metric system will not become general in le,is
than IOU years.'

The U.S. Commissioner of Education in 1944. John W. Studebaker,
stated in the magazine This Week:

The universal adoption of the metric system of weights and measures
would pose no great difficulties for the schools. Indeed, if the
schools were to teach only the relatively simple metric system the
task of teachers and of students %vould be immeasurably lightened.=

Similarly in 1946 the long-time editor of the N EA Journal wrote:

I am thoroughly in' favor of the widest possible use of the metric system
in education, industry, and everyday life. It is scientific. logical. and
easy to use and furnishes a necessary base for international coopera-
tion in science and industry. The use of the metric system
throughout our life, based on a thorough teaching of the system in
our schools, would be a great advantage. It would simplify the work
of education. Children are confused and delayed in their learning by
the miscellaneous and clumsy tables that have grown up in our En-
glish and American usage. If w c will substitute the metric system.
children must be brought to understand not only the system itself
which is- relatively simple but also the difficulties of making the
change from present measures over to the metric scheme and the
great advantage of making that change.'

Thomas Edison, Alexander Graham Bell. and George Westinghouse all
were strong advocates of the metric system. So. too, was Andrew Carnegie.
who said. "The present weights mid measures of the United States of Amer-
ica are unworthy of an intelligent nation today." Likewise. Arthur J.
Balfour, noted in 1895 that, "Upon the merits olthe case I think there can
be no doubt. The judgment of the whole civilized world has long decided
that the metric system is the only rational system." 3 In similar statements
all through the years prominent educators and othcr leading citizens have
in effect concurred in R. H. t'ray's indictment in which he said. "The people
in the United States have relegated themselves to one technological last!"

National Education Association. Addresses I Proceedings. Washington. D.C.: the As.
sociation.1$$0. vol.. p. 39,

*Studcbaker.John W.. This Week. April 16.1944.
Quoted in the Twentieth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Ntathentaties.

The Metric Spiro, of Wrichis and Minsores. N.Y. Itur. of Publications. Teachers College.
Columbia University. 194K. p. 57.

p. I
MU; p. Ink

g Pray. It. H..'-The Metric System is Simple:* Arithmetic Teacher 8: 179. April 1961.
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Significant Action by Various Educational Groups

Many associations of teachers whose work is directly concerned with the
development of understandings and skills in the use of measurement stan-
dards have gone on record, at one time or another. in favor of planned metri-
cation. Typical of such action arc the following resolutions:

American Association for the Advancement of Science. (Adopted
by the Council, December 29, 1922.)

Whereas, the metric system of weights and measures has not yet been
brought into general use in the United States. and

Whereas, the American Association for the Advancement of Science
has already adopted and published resolutions favoring the adoption
of the metric system of weights and measures in the United Slates:

Therefore be it resolved, that the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science reaffirms its belief in the desirability of the
adoption of the metric system of weights 'and measures for the
United States, and recommends that units of that system be used
by scientific men all 'heir publications. either exclusively or else
with the customary non - metric units in parentheses.

Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers.
(Adopted in Chicago, November 25, 1944.)

Whereas, the advantages of the metric system. well known to scientists
and mathematicians. would be in harmony with the simplification
procedures which will be a part of the post-war reconstruction pro-
gram. and

Whereas, the metric system reduces, all necessary computation in mea-
surement to the operations of whole numbers, thereby greatly sim-
plifying the learning of arithmetic by chiltIrcn:and

Whereas. there has been a long steady trend in metric adoption by 55 of
the 57 countries of the world, and

Whereas, there is no probability among the nations now on a metric
basis of going back to the English system. thus necessitating the use
of two systems with the accompanying inconvenient and time-con-
suming inter-conversions instead of one simple system, and

Whereas.4; close of this war will furnish an opportunity never before
presented, when customs and habits have been torn loose from their
rots;

Therefore hr it resolved. that the Central Association of Science and
Mathematics Teachers go on record as favoring some form of
legislation for immediate metric usage in those lines most feasible for
metric adoption.
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National Sciencr: leachers Association. (Adopted at Pittsburgh,
July 4, 1944, as the Association's first item of business.)

Whereas, the present practice in the United States involves the use of
many and various methods of measurements which in total arc a
conglomeration which is cumbersome to learn and unwieldy to use.
and

Whereas, the metric system furnishes the most simple self-related and
convenient units which may be handled in decimals just as is our
monetary system. and

Whereas, practically every country in the world. except the United
States and Great Britain, has long since converted to the metric
system both internally and internationally. and

Whereas. in the United States many industries (e.g., electrical. Amer-
ican Medical Association. United States Arrayabout 90%) have
already adopted the metric system, and

Whereas. the majority of men in service and many of those in industry
arc already familiar with the metric system. and

Whereas, at the time of retooling after the war it will he much less ex-
pensive for industry which is not already using the metric system to
make such conversion. and

Whereas, in international relationships. especially trade. it will be of ob-
vious value to use the same system used by other nations (except
Great Britain) for periods ranging from over 2(1 years to over a cen-
tury:

Therefore be it resolved, by the National Seience Teachers Association.
central organization of groups of people interested in science and in
education in these United States. that this organization hereby urges
Congressional action for post-war national adoption of the metric
system of measurements.

Furthermore. the Association is hereby empowered to take any neces-
sary action to promote the purpose of this resolution.

Significantly, the Board of Directors of the National Education Associa-
tion at its next regular meeting voted to support the foregoing resolution of
NSTA. While from such records as remain it would seem that this NEA
"support" was chiefly "verbal." the endorsement given by the Board of
Directors was an indication of a continuing. if somewhat latent, interest. It
was also one recognized form of announcing official Association policy and
as such constitutes a significant step.

Association of Teachers of Mathematics in New England,
Connecticut, Valley Section. (Adopted at Northampton,
Massachusetts, April 1946.)

Whereas. the present systems of measurement in the United States arc
cumbersome to learn and unwieldy to use. and
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Whereas. the metric system reduces all necessary computations in mea-
surement to the operation of whole numbers. thereby simplifying the
learning of arithmetic and the use of arithmetic for computation. and

Whereas. the electrical. railiojewelry. and Optical industries. the Amer-
ican Medical Association. the national and international sports or-
ganizations. and the United States Army are now using the metric
system in whole or in part. and

Whereas. the metric system has been adopted by 55 of the 57 countries
of the world:

Be it rewired. that this Association go on record as favoring legislation
by both the Federal Government and the various states for im-
mediate adoption of the metric system throughout the United States.
and

Be it further resolved. that this Association is hereby empowered to
take necessary action to promote the purpose of this Resolution.

These resolutions arc significant for several reasons: (a) they indicate that
over the past half century a mounting interest in planned metrication has
begun to surface in the educational groups most directly. involved with the
teaching and application of measurement systems: (h they represent official
group action. as contrasted with individual pronouncements: (c they are
unanimous in declaring that adoption of the metric system would be ad-
vantageous educationally to both teachers and learners: (d) they concur in
the belief that official action by the government (not merely education, per-
suasion. and piecemeal adoption) will he necessary for effective conversion
to metric standards: and te they show that educators consistently are aware
of, and concerned with, the noneducational impact of planned metrication as
well as with its educational effects. ix,, with its social, industrial, economic,
and diplomatic implications.

Recent Official Action

At the Dallas convention of the National Education Association in 1968
a resolution was adopted which for the first time committed the N EA offi-
cially to an action program in support of planned n ideation to associa-
tion support of federal legislation that would bring about conversion to met-
ric measurement. The resolution stated:

The National Education Association recognizes the importance of the
metric system of weights and measures in contemporary world com-
merce and technology.

The Association believes that a carefully planned effort to convert to
the metric system is essential to the ftiture of American industrial
and technological development and to the evolution of effective
world communication. It suppOrts federal legislation which would
facilitate such a conversion.

The Association believes it is imperative that !h&c who teach and those
who produce instructional materials begin now to prepare for this

10 -711 0 - 72 - 17
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conversion by urging teachers to emphasize the rise of the metric
system in regular classroom activities.'

The following year in Philadelphia a similar resolution was enacted. Then
in 1970 in San Francisco the Association adopted its current resolution on
the subject and made it part of the "continuing resolutions." These resolu-
tions are reintroduced each year automatic:111y. and thus continue so long as
they are reapproved by the delegates in later Representative Assemblies.
The text of the 1970 Resolution (C-161 reads as follows:

The National Education Association believes that a carefully planned
effort to convert to the metric system is essential to the future of
American industrial and technological development and to the
evolution of effective world communication. It supports federal
legislation that would facilitate such a conversion.

The Association declares that. commencing with the 1971.72 school
year. teachers of all grades should teach the n:!; is system as the pri-
mary system of weights and measures of the l ailed States.

In the A stociation's Representative Assembly. where at.any, given time
from 4,000 to 6,000 delegates participate in the business sessions. this
resolution and the two similar ones of 1968 and 1969 sessions. respectively.
were passed with virtually unanimous support. These repeated expressions
of interest, and the specific action called for seem clearly to represent a new
dimension in Association commitment.

In 1969 the National Science Teachers Association reaffirmed its tradi-
tional support for planned metrication in the following "position statement."
prepared by its Committee on Issues and approved by the Association's
Board of Directors.July 21, 1969:

The National Science Teachers Associatioh applauds the authorization
by Congress in July 196$ of a study of the advantages and disad-
vantages of convrting to the metric system. We recognize the need
for an objective evaluation of all aspects of the conversion process
and for sound guidance in planning and implementing those changes .

essential for a more extensive use of the metric system in the United
States

The efficiency and effectiveness of the metric system have long been
evident to scientists and educators. The desirability of a worldwide.
uniform system of measurement is obvious: approximately 90 per-
cent of the earth's population resides in nations committed to the
metric system. For the United States. conversion appears necessary
and inevitable. The Association therefore strongly urges that the
metric system and its language he incorporated as an integral part of
the education of children at all levels of their schooling.

And in the same year the Board of Directors of the National. Council of

National Education Assoeiation. eldde.tsrs find Proceedings. vol. 106. Washington. D.C.:
the Association. 19(41. p. 531.

to7
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Teachers of Mathemoics restated that association's interest in a resolution
which reads, in part, as follows:

"Be it resolved. that the National Council of Teachers -if Mathematics
encourage the universal adoption of the metric system al measure.
.. While the Hoard of Directors favors the univers.:l adoption of the
metric system. it is also aware of the complexity of this issue and is
familiar with the history of many past attempts to effect such ador.-
lions. The 13oard hopes to corm in the long run to the aIolion
%if the metric system thrJugh the comcmplated NCTM suppleinch-
tary publicatiors on the metric s, I and through the encourage
menu f the President to speak out in its favor at appropriate oppor-
tunities.'

Three state education . ssociations report that they, too. have adopted
resolutions which comriit them the support of planned metriciiihn. Co-
pies of these resolutions .,veie not available for inclusion here, r;c as-
soci.4ions iovcIved arc: Illinois Education Assor4aliol: Missouri State
Teachers Association: and Pencylvania State Education Association.

The Special Interests of Various Educational Groups

Among the NEE staff units and the organizations closely allied to IslEA.
which collectively are sometimes called the NEA family, many that have
taken no official action and done little h anything to pre:hole the idea of
change to metric measurement are nonetheless aware of the issues. They are
watching and listening v:ith keen interest, knowing that conversion to metric
measurement would have both direct and indirect impact on the programs
and responsibilities of their memocrs. Sonic hiive gone no further than to
speculate; others are beginning opinion surveys and other evaluative
procedures. Typical of such interest is that expressed by the:

Association for Educational Communications and Technology and by the
related staff unit, NE,4 Division of Educational fechnologv special in-
terest in the equipment changes that would be mc.de ar in the need for new
and revised audio- visual materials in the effective tec;:ing of metric meas-
urement.

American Association for Health, Physical Education. and
Recreationspecial interest in the use of mctric ties in the con.,truction or
modification of athletic areas and athletic equipment. anul use of metric mea-
surement in field events, swimming meets. and other athletic contests. in-
cluding the impact of these changes on American interest, understanding of.
and participation in international athletic competition.

American Assoiation of School .;dministratorsconcern about the Im-
plications for school management. such as purchasing by the new standards;
maintenance during the transition period: colistruction plans: obsolescence
and cost of essential new equipment. Also. the Association is aware of an in-
herent impact on curriculum ecveopincnt , supervisiim. ittid inservice pro-
grams.

2.58
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American Industrial Arts Associationinterest centers on how a new
system of measurement will affect shop procedures, equipment ob-
solesce nce.und pupil achievement in industrial arts classes.

Association of Classroom Teachers special interest pertains to the im
pact of planned metrication on both preservice and inserviec preparation and
on curriculum revision and the modification of classroom procedures. Also.
the Association is interested in the extent to which metric measurement
would s. fact. simplify the teachers' task.

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Developmentspecial in-
terest in what revisions of curriculum would be needed, including possible
economies in time for teachers and students. and in the supervisory leader7
ship which implicitly attends any major program chance.

Council of Chid' State School Officersconcerned with the total impact
of planned metrication on a state school system: its administrative. financial.
supervisory, and curriculum implications; its effect on teacher preparation
and especially on pupil achievement.

Council for Exceptional Childrenconcerned with the potential simplifi-
cation of teaching-learning procedures for slow learning children.

Committee on Internatimial Relations INEA1interested in the influence
of a common system of measurement on the practical problems and effective
communication of international travellers. especially teachers and students.

Home Economics Education Associationspecial interest in the "con-
sumer education" which will be needed in home economics classes as stu-
dents begin to use metric units in cooking recipes and for garment sizes.
fabrics, patterns, and other household measurements.

National Association for Public Continuing and Adult Education and the
related staff unit, NEA Division of Adult Education Servicespecial in-
terest in the kind and amount of education that will be needed for effective
use of metric measurement by adults familiar only with the current system.

National Association of Elementary School Principals and also the
National Association of Secondary School Principals concern with the im-
pact of metric measurement on both the administrative and supervisory
problems of a building principal, such as: changes in equipment and materi-
als; t cachet prenaration; curriculum revision; and pupil achievement.

National Council for the Social Similes interest in the extent to which
our adoption of the metric system would contribute to the development of
common worldwide understanding and effective communication. Also, the
Association is considering the implications of the introduction of maps
scaled to and interpreted in terms of metric units of measurement.

National Council of State Education Associationsspecial interest in the
present attitudes of teachers toward the proposed change and in what would
be the optimum timetable for conversion to new standards.

Notional Higher Education Associationconcerned especially with: the
potentially better preparation of students to use metric measurement in col-
lege classes, in science and mathematics: and with the colleges' new respon-
sibilities in teacher preparation if a new system of measurement is adopted.

A brief poll of state education associations in Into August 1970 brought
out the fact that three have adopted resylutions favoring change to the metric
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system: Illinois, Nlissouri, and Pennsylvania. In addition to the three state
associations resolutions already referred to, there is some awakening in-
terest in metrication among these state groups.' Exploratory studies, under
state association sponsorship, have bccn made in both Kansas and Indiana.
In the latter state a resolution will be introduced at the association's annual
meeting in October 1970. In 41 states where uo official action has been
taken and no special study made. it is the opinion of the executive secretary
in 28 of those states that a majority of the association's members would
favor U.S. adoption of metric. standards. In contrast, only four executive
secretaries are of the opinion that a majority probably would oppose such a
change. Nine of the respondents v..cre too uncertain as to teacher attitudes
to offer an opinion.

Each state secretary was invited to submit any personal reaction he cared
to give. either pro or con. Six submitted strong supporting statements: none
registered strong personal opposition. Significantly, too. only four of the 44
states responding indicated that they had little interest in the metric con-
ference. Thirty-one were familiar with NEA'sCifficial position with respect
to metrication; 12 admitted that they did not know what NEA's position was
or whether there was an official position. One was misinformed. believing
than NEA was officially opposed to any change. This poll taws no
widespread aggressive interest at the state association level, but like other
indicators seems to denote grow big awareness of, and interest in. U.S. adop-

.e tion of metric standards.

ij

f;"..

Metric Measurement in Today's Schools

The one safe generalization about what, when, and how anything is taught
in American schools is that no two schools are doing it exactly alike!
However, the following observations with respect to metric measurement in
today's schools seem to be generally valid.

First, instruction about the metric system in elementary schoolseven
the better ones usually is brief and superficial. Occasionally it may be in-
troduced as early as grade 6, but usually not until grades 7 or 8. The pupil
may learn that there are metric units and learn the names of some of them
such as meter and kilogram. through his general ,ending in English, social
studies, or science classes. This, however, seldom leads to formal study of
the metric system. If taught at all and sometimes it is omitted metric mea-
surement is taught in arithmetic and/or science classes. The time and atten-
tion given to it varies widely but for the most part is quite limited.

Second, the teaching of metrics for the most part is about a system that
"could be used" and that "some people use": not as a system that "we are
going to usc, and you must learn to use." Even in science classes whcrc met-
ric measurement is used without conversion to imperial units the students
learn it as the "language of science" rather than the measurement system for
everyday use by all the people. For pupils in today's school metric measure-

This poll was carried out with the helpful coopentlion of the National Council of Etlu-
cation Associations.

.
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menu is merely a second system . a parallel system: not the back system.
They do not learn to "think metric." In their problems and even in the prac-
tice measurements they make with metricscaled instruments if any they
typically translate the metric units into the. more familiar English units. They
think about metric units in about the same way as about cubits. or fathoms,
or furlongs. Teachers aware of the common shortcomings compare metric
instruction as it is now given %vith the notoriously ineffective "translation
method" in the teaching of foreign languages. What is needed. they say, is a
direct approach: the use of metric standards until the pupil can apply them
and "think metric." It was the inherent difficulty in any such "translation
approach" which lcd Donovan Johnson to say: The successful teacher of
mathematics is like a builder of bridges. He must build a foundation for any
new concept for each student by using concrete experiences."'" And another
educator puts it this way: Education in the use of the metric system will not
succeed so long as pupils must be taught to convert metric to English and to
thbtk English. There must be use of one system to make the teaching of that
one system effective."

In spite of this obvious fact a great many elementary schools do not have
a single meter stick. metric balance. or any measure of volume calibrated to
show cubic centimeters or liters. Without such tools for application and
direct experience. any instruction must necessarily deal with abstract ideas
and the manipulation of numbers.

Third. research indicates that instruction in metric measurement is
gradually improving. as schools move into contemporary mathematics pro-
grams. In the so-called New Ninth program more attention is given to
number systems. especially the base-ten system. Newer texts and course
outlines, too. seem to include more materials and provide more experience .

in actual metric measurement than could be found in comparable texts and
courses of study a few years ago." An aggressive experiment to improve in-
struction in metric measurement on a statewide basis is getting underway in
Mississippi. The Director of this "Project for Metric Research" is Dr. John
M. Flowers. Department of Science. University of Mississippi. Initial
response to the program. which involves the mathematics and science pro-
grams of all grade levels. has been excellent and significant progress already
is claimed for it." Many schools. too. are beginning to discover and use such
special materials as F. J. Helgren's Metric Supplement to dathematics, now
distributed by the Metric Association. and ScienceA Process Approach.
developed by a joint commission of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science with support from the National Science Foundation
and marketed by the Xerox Education Division of the Xerox Corporation.

For a typical presentation of this point of view sec: Pray. It. H op. cit.
" Johnson. 1)onos...n 11., 'instructional Materials in the Mathematics Classroom.- NEA

Journal56: 40; Nlay 1967.
"Johnson. J. T., Official Report. American Education's! Research Association. Washington.

D.C.: AF.RA. Fehroat y 19M.
" Friehel; An C.. A Comparative Study of .4chievetnent L'nderstaaading cl'Aleasure-

nrunr Ainoln: Students unrolled in rtmlitional mad Modern School Mathematics Programs.
Doctor's Dissertation. Ileikeley: University of California. 1965. p. 21;8.

" Metric Assoc 'on csletter. vol. 5. No. I . February 1970. p. 3.
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Finally, most educators agree, however, that truly effective teaching of
metric measurement will conic only when the metric system is adopted and
incorporated into the fabric of daily living. So long as it is a second system,
teaching fallacies such as these will persist:

(1) rnstruction which should begin no later than grade 3 will bc post-
poned.

(2) Nearly all the teaching will involve association with, and conversion
to, the conventional units.

(3) Many elementary schools will spend only a week or so on metric
measurement perhaps in grades 7 or 8 and never refer to it again.

(4) Metric rulers, etc., will continue to have English units "tagging
along."

(5) Text materials and problems will be abstract and superficial."

Because of present day superficial and varying programs, many students
arrive in the shops and laboratories of the secondary schools and colleges
without knowing how to use metric measurement. They are likely to find
themselves quite handicapped if they work alongside others who have been
introduced to the metric system. As an example of the neglect all too com-
monly found an industrial arts teacher writes. "Few, and in many cases
none, of the industrial arts students in my classes have facility with the use
of decimal equivalents of fractional-inch measurements. much less with their
metric equivalents." " And a college teacher, complaining of the same
weakness in basic instruction, reports that in a test given to 55 college
students:

(a) Only 1/3 could give a reasonably good definition of the metric
system.

(b) About 1/2 knew the millimeter. centimeter, and meter; 1/3 knew the
liter; 1/4 were familiar with the kilogram.

(e) All said they had had very little instruction about the metric
system,"

Educational Advantages of the Metric System

The educational advantages of the metric system pertain chiefly to two
facts: (I) the simplicity and interrelatedness of metric units in contrast to the
highly complex and unrelated units of conventional measurement; and (2)
the simplicity of computation with whole numbers and decimals in contrast
with computation with mixed numbers and fractions.

As to the first point, relative complexity, one advocate of metric measure-
ment says:

While any intelligent child can learn and carry in his mind the whole
metric system in three lessons, and any adult can master the same in

14 It cltu cn. Fred J.. -The Metric System in the Elementary Grades." Arithmetic Teacher 14:
349.52: May 1967.

it Anderson. %V. .1.../ntinial of Industrial Arts 25:5 I : Mara 1966.
16 Whit. raft. I I.. 20th Veal boo,k. NCTNI. 1948. op. cit.
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one hour or less of serious study. no man ever has, and probably no
man ever will, master the United States system of weights and
measures."

In support of such criticism it is pointed out that we have different kinds.
of measures bearing the same name: two kinds of pounds (Troy anci avoirdu-
pois); dry and liquid quarts; eight kinds of tons; and 56 kinds of bushels! We
have measurement units with limited use such as the cord, board feet, and
many others. Standard units interrelated one to another would greatly
reduce the number of items to be remembered and used.

As to the computation load. Morgan and others have used a simple
problem to illustrate the difference: For a cubical tank 6 ft. 9 1/2 inches on
each side find: ( I ) the volume: (2) the liquid capacity; and (3) the weight of
the full tank of water."

In English units the pupil converts the tank dimensions to inches and mul-
tiplies; then divides the 541343.375 cubic inches by 1728 to get the volume
of the tank in cubic feet. Likewise, he divides the 541343.375 cu.in. by 231
to get the number of gallons. Then to get the weight of the water in a full tank
he multiplies the 313.277 cubic feet by 62.5 and divides by 2000 if he wishes
to reduce it to tons. These are lengthy multiplications and divisions, involv-
ing some 250 numerals and replete with chances for error.

In metric units the task is much simpler. The cubic content is 2.07x2.07
x2.07, or 8.869743 cubic meters. With 1,000 liters in a cubic meter the
liquid capacity is immediately obvious and arrived at by a shift in the deci-
mal point: 8869.743 liters. And since the weight of a liter of water is by
definition a kilogram, the tank full of water weighs 8869.743 kilograms.
Only 39 numerals are used: one decimal point is moved: there are no lengthy
processes; the number of "chances- for error is greatly reduced.

Nearly all teachers foresee some simplification of the learning process
from the adoption of the metric system. and some economy of time that
would result from it. How much the advantage would be and /so much lime
would be saved still remain in the area of speculation and conjecture. One
group that is interested in the teaching advantages of metric measurement
consists of the teachers of retarded or slow learning pupils, for whom con-
ventional tables of weights and measures and problems that involve the mul-
tiplication add division of fractions and mixed numbers are sources of ex-
treme and constant difficulty. C. J. Arnold" makes no effort to predict actual
saving in teaching-learning time, but says that obviously it takes twice as
long to learn two systems as one: plus time to learn how to convert the units
of one system into the other. Therefore. he concludes that to give adequate
preparation for the use of a dual system we make the teaching task about
four times as difficult as it should be.

Some have attempted to be more precise. Rateliff reports that "educators
estimate that the metric system, by eliminating fractions, would save at least

it Wells. William C.. Scientific Monthly 4:196.202: March 1917.
i" Morgan. Joy Eltncr. Quoted in 12th Yealbook, National Council of Mathematics. 1948.

(For complete citation see footnote
"Arnold, C. J.. MinncJons Journal of Education. 26:288 89; March 1946.
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a year of time spent by children in learning arithmetic." Roth Martin" and
Johnson" have doubled this estimate. predicting that the time an elementary
child spends on arithmetic for 2 years would be saved. Johnson says that
schools now spend three firms as much time on fractions as on decimals, a
ratio that could be reversed if the metric system were in general use.

Even more: daring is the wide:y quoted estimate by Floyd \V. Hough,
chairman of the American Geophysical Study of the Metric System:

Teachers of mathematics will agree that fully 25 percent of a child's
time and the teacher's as well, could be saved in arithmetic courses
if the simple interrelated metric decimal units were substituted for
the English system of measurement. Such monstrosities as proper
and common divisorS and mixed numbers could be laid to rest with
the celluloid collar and the oxcart."

If the saving actually could be as great as 25 percent. or even the
equivalent of the time spent by pupils and teachers fur 1 year in arithmetic
teaching and learning, that advantage surely would be tremendous. That
metric measurement would simplify the learning task, and shorten it to some
mem, nett y everyone agrees.

One research study which makes no claim of having proved the point. in-
troduces an interesting hypothesis. It is a UNESCO study of the compara-
tive achievement of the school children of 13 countries in arithmetic skills.24
In this study the children in England and Scotland proved less proficient
than those from the countries on the continent with whom they were com-
pared. The authors. in re vicwietv the result, believe that the most probable
explanation lies in the difference in the measurement systems used in in-
struction, the metric system having been helpful in the cultivation of
arithmetic skills.

Most important of all from the standpoint of good education is the fact that
in the modern world, so dependent on science and technology. the metric
system has become the international language of mathematics and science.
To be literate in that international language and comfortable in this
technological age today's school children in the United States need to
become "just as confident and fluent with metric units of measure as their
counterparts in the numerous metric nations of the world." 21

Adjustments To Be Expected

Conversion to the metric system quite obviously will have an impact on
numerous aspects of education. There will be many types of necessary read-

" ItutchlT. J. O. This Week. April 16.1944.
" Martin. Geo. S.. The International Metric System of Weights and Measures. Miscel-

laneous Publication No. 2. Washington. D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office. Septem-
ber 1922.

"Johnson.). T..Srotth Tittles. March 24. 1946.
's Quoted by Heleren. Fred J.. op. sit. it. 349.
"OW by Ilelgren. Fred J.. Ibid.
o Anderson. 1. 1:. and Arnold. C. J.. -Elementary Education and the 1970's" Unpublished

paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Metric Association. Boston, December 30. 1969.
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justment: some of them quite simple; some not so simple. The list which fol-
lows is by no means complete but indicates something of the range and
variety of changes which must be antieipated in the nations' schools:

(I) Courses of study. especially in mathematics and in elementary and
general science, will need to be revised.. courses in other fields
reviewed for their contributing influence.

(2) Textbooks and related teaching materials must be reviewed and
revised or rewritten wherever units of measurement are involved.

(3) Teachers must be preparedand those already teaching be
retruined to teach the new system effectively.

(4) Supervisory personnel will have to focus on this arca as upon any
significant change in curriculum.

(5) Classrooms. shops, and laboratories which do not have them al-
ready must be supplied with the new measuring devices; meter
sticks, metric rulers. scales. etc.

(6) Maps will be introduced with metric grid lines and the distances
scaled to metric units.

(7) Graph paper will be scaled by centimeters and millimeters instead
of fractions of inches.

(8) Purchasing departments will use new specificatiims, expressed in
metric terms.

(9) Boards of Education will begin to purchase land by the hectare and
square meter.

(10) Even the cooks in the cafeterias will soon be readjusting their
recipes in terms of metric units.

If the total transition were necessary in one quick step. the expense and
disruption of programs would be enormous. If the transition is made in
stages, however. over a considerable period of time. neither the costs in-
volved nor the problems of program adjusinient should be prohibitive. The
experience of other nations bears out that conclusion. Existing facilities. for
the most part, continue in use until time for normal replacement. Within
reasonable limits the new is introduced as old items become obsolete. Dur-
ing the period of transition the dual systein will still persist; the difference
being that the metric system now becomes the basic one, to be learned and
used, and tle conventional one a supplementary one for general understand-
ing.

The Experience of Other Nat ions

Several nations in the recent past have converted to metric measure -
mentor are now in the process of conversion: Japan. India. Great Britain.
Australia, New Zealand. South Africa. and Canada. The impact of metrica-
tion on their school programs apparently has not been serious. though in
several instances specific information on this phase of conversion is meager.
The best reports available on the impact of metrication on the schools are
coming now from Great Britain, where the-process has been underway for S
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years and will not be completed until about 1975. Out of the experience re-
ported by others come some observations and suggestions such as these:

(I) The system should he introduced into the practices of daily living,
and into the schools, in appropriate stages not all at one time.

(2) Instruction in the school% should at least I:cep pace with. and when
possible precede. the actual application of new measures.

(3) Education must play a major role in the transition. Teachers will
work with publishers on new materials. There must be articles in
professional literature; slum courses, conferences and workshops;
experimentation with methods; curriculum study; evaluation of
results.

(4) To teach a new system in terms of its relationship to an existing
system is the wrong approach. Instruction must be in the use of the
new system.

(5) A major problem in conversion is logistics. If a manufacturer adopts
the metric system and his suppliers do not, he is in trouble. The same
will hold in education. Instruction must be geared to teacher
preparation and the availability of equipment and materials as well
as to the established deadlines for nationwide adoption.

(6) Instruction in metrics should be limited to the requirements of the
student for his further schooling. job needs, and daily living. This
means thorough instruction in the basic metric units but selective
teaching of refilled and derived units with limited or special applica-
tion.

An excellent brief summary of Britain's current situation has recently ap-
peared from which the following excerpt is taken:

The schools are essential to the changeover. Primary schools were
required to adopt the metric system at the beginning of the school
year last September [ 1969]. It had been u second numerical lan-
guage in the other grades for generations. The students now in the
primary schools will emerge thinking in metric terms. They should
be grateful, because they will have lust a mental rucksack of archaic
measuring units. They will have a simple, logical calculating system,
which takes far less time than the imperial system to learn and will
be the numerical lingua franca of the world.

There will inevitably be a period of bilingualism. The difficulty is not in
learning the metric system: it is in unlearning the imperial one. It
would be unwise to encourage this bilingualism. In Britain we have
had a bad example. The weathermen went over to centigrade (which
they should be calling Celsius) but radio and television tried to
bridge the transition by giving temperatures in both centigrade and
Fahrenheit. The result is that everybody waits for the Fahrenheit
figure! With this reminder we do not intend to have road signs give
the mile equivalents of distances expressed in kilometers.21

" Lord Ritchie-Calder. *Conversion to the Metric System." Selent(fic American 223:17.25;
July 1970.
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The report on Britain's experiance outlines the major conversion stages
being carried out under the coordin:iting auspices of a representa!ive Metri-
cation Board. Metric standards will become available and be applied in 1970
to construction industrial materials and to the paper. board, and printing in-
dustries. A small start is being made in metric land measurement but the
major changeover there will be in 1971. Enginec:ing and shipbuilding are in
the first stages of transition and. along with the armed services, have set
1972 as their major target year. Farming also will go metric in 1972 and
;973. Foot wear sizes and specifications for fabrics and fibers will be metric
in 1972. In 1973 all wad speeds will be posted in Lilometers per hour. The
Metrication Board has no legalistic "big stick." However, it "sets the signals
and clears the track" for the switching. Its sanctionwhich is proving quite
adequateis the %sarning that any company, indmtry, or group which is not
ready by the agreed upon deadline date will be left behind.

Some Representative Teaching Aids

The statement which NEA is, presenting here should not and can-
not deal with the specific materials and methods of instruction which will
make the teaching of metric measurement effective. New teaching aids will
be needed, however, as illustrated by the following list of basic items:

(I) Meter sticks and metric rulers.
(2) Cubes, squares. strips, and rods calibrated in metric units.
(3) The meter board. 1 centimeter in thickness and 1 meter by 10 cm,

with grid lines dividing it into squares. The same board cut into
squares which. when stacked. becomes a cube.

(4) Scales and balances calibrated in grams and kilograms. including the
scales used in health departments.

(5) Centimeter grid paper.
(6) Maps in metric scale, showing distances and areas in metric units.
(7) Cylinders and beakers graduated in metric terms.
(8) Celsius thermometers.

Likewise there are a few basic principles in methodology which ex-
perience and iagic would seem to dictate, such as:

(1) The instruction in metric measurement will need to begin when the
child is first introduced to the concept of measuring an object and
should continue to be taught, with growing levels of understanding
and application. in every succeeding grade.

(2) Linear units of measure, the easiest to comprehend and apply, will
be taught first.

(3) Instruction w ill need to be restricted to a single system, using metric
units only and without the old units "tagging along."

(4) Teachers will first emphasize the most-used prefixes, introducing
the less-used ones, such as deci- and deca-, after the basic ones are
learned.
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(5) Relatively greater stress will be laid on the use of decimals and less
on fractions.

(6) Much practice will be needed in using metric standards and
estimating in terms of metric units.

Estimated Cost of Conversion

Many variables enter into any estimate of the cost of metrication. When
and how rapidly the transition occurs could greatly affect the price tag, so far
as schools are concerned. I fequipment and materials must he discarded pre-
maturely, conversion could become expensive. If extensive and intensive
teacher training must be done quickly. extra costs must be expected. If cour-
ses of.study and curriculums must be revised under tha pressure of close
deadlines, funds for such work will be needed. With a more leisurely
schedule, the amount varying according to one's assumption, such costs
would tend to diminish or diLappear altogether.

And again, what is fairly chargeable to the conversion program? Flow
much of the. curriculum revision and service education, for example,
would go forward in any event if not on metrication on some current edu-
cational problem? What part of the new equipment cost for metric materials
would be spent on new cquigment of some t yge no matter what system of
weights and measures is in effect? What administrative costs associated with
metrication are separable and identifiable and which ones woa:d persist if
conventional measurement were still in effect? And so it is with other as-
sumptions. There are many obvious variables and very few objective data on
which valid estimates can be based.

As stated already, the time schedule for conversion is a critical factor in
determining probable school costs. Textbooks and semi-durable instruc-
tional materials for elementary and secondary schools are replaced on an
average, 5-year cycle. Hence no appreciable extra expenditure for texts and
semi-durable materials will he involved if the conversion schedule exceeds
5 years. For more durable equipment some additional obsolescence might be
involved, though this should not be excessive. The longer the conversion
period the more new metric-scaled equipment can be acquired on normal
replacement schedule. The N EA Research Division estimates that to
purchase essential new materials sad equipment in a single year. at present
cost levels, could run from 500 million to 750 million dollars. Rut if absorbed
over a span of several years any extra costs should be minimal.

In the same way the cost of teacher preparation, both preservice and
inservice, and any additional administrative and supervisory costs can be
largely or wholly absrbed into ongoing programs if the conversion schedule
extends over several years. In short. educators foresee no major cost
problem for schools, if Ihe United States decides to adopt the metric
system so long as the conversion period is long enough to make use of nor-
mal cycles and schedules.

One further fact about probable school costs should be kept in mind. Just
as there should be no excessive additional costs associated with the convcr-
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sion, there will be no "dollar savings" to the schoolsas some have implied.
Any saving in "learning time" for pupils and teachers that the metric system
may produce will simply release that time for other learning experiences it
will not reduce school costs.

The Metrication Schedule

The National Education Association does not presume to offer a specific
schedule for conversion to metric standards. The educational impact will be
only one of many considerations in the development of target dates and con-
version deadlines. And even if the educational impact were all-controlling,
who can say just what schedule of conversion v. ould be best for the nation's
schools. On some facets of this problem, however, there is wide general
agreement among educators:

(I) When and if the decision is made to go metric, a "reasonable lead
time" would be helpful before any significant segment of the econo-
my makes the critical move.

(2) A dramatic kick-off date, with concerted publicity and fanfare,
would help to motivate the early school efforts.

(3) An officially-established, representative board somewhat like
Britain's Metrication Boardwould seem to be a helpful agency in
setting up and following an orderly, coordinated schedule. Separate
deadlines will be needed for various areas of conversion such as, the
time for metric nieastirement to become effective in the sale of
groceries; a deadline for metric standards in are industries sucteas
petroleum, coal, steel, automotive, or aircraft; a deadline for fibers
and fabrics, papers, and other consumer products; a deadline for
metric units on road signs; the time to begin land sales by metric
measurement; etc.

(4) If such a schedule is followed, over a spread of perhaps 10 years,
schools will have few serious problems of adjustment as they keep
pace with conversion efforts.

(5) Undue delay in starting the programtoo much lead time in
preparationwould be self-defeating, a retarding influence on the
work in metric measurement now being launched and extended in
the better schools.

Conclusions

First, by and large, the nation's teachers who have seriously considered
the matter seem to concur with science and mathematics specialists that
adoption of the metric system by the United States will be advantageous not
only in the realms of science. technology. and international trade but also in
the urea of education. They are aware that problems of adjustment will arise
and some added costs may have to be assumed. But there will be teaching
advantages and educational economies as well.
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Second, the educational impact will be most direct and extensive, but also
easiest to accomplish in mathematics and science instruction; but any chan-
geover to metric measurement will be felt in nearly all segments of the school
program for the most part a type of impact that will be welcomed as an im-
provement.

Third, many schools on their own initiative are beginning to extend and
improve their instruction with respect to metric measurement. However,
their work lacks motivation and will not become really effective so long as
the metric system is a secondary and parallel system. For that reason the of-
ficial adoption of the metric system by the United States would assist all
such schools.

Fourth, the educational. advantages of metric measurement cannot be
questioned: the simplicity of the system: its interrelatedness: its use of
decimals instead of fractions. Few would challenge the fact that the
teaching-learning task would be eased for both teachers and pupils, espe-
cially for pupils with learning problems.

Fifth, some considerable economy would be effected in the time tradi-
tionally spent cn e:emeutary arithmetic by both teachers and pupils time
that could be bet wr spent on other types of learning.

Sixth, while obvious problems and some added costs must he anticipated
it is our considered opinion that the extent of the problems and costs has
frequently been exaggerated; that many of them will be resolved and ab-
sorbed almost unnoticed once a well-planned schedule of adoption gets un-
derway.

Finally, we believe that with a reasonable margin of lead time and a pro-
gram of gradual adoption, spread over a period of perhaps 10 years, there
will be few serious problems for schools and educators and none with which
they are unable to cope successfully.

For these reasons the position taken by the National Education Associa-
tion in 1970 and in other recent years seems eminently justified, namely, that
a carefully planned effort to convert to the metric system in the United
States should be put into effect as soon as possible. When this occurs educa-
tors can be relied upon to do their part, willingly and efficiently, in making
the new system understandable and functional as the international numerical
language of a progressive nation.
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STATEMENT OF NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

The National Society of Professional Engineers, a nonprofit organization head-
quartered in Washington, D.C., and consisting of nearly 70,000 members who
are engaged in virtually every aspect of engineering practice, appreciates the
opportunity to apprise the Congress of our support for passage of S. 2983.

This bill provides that the international system of metric measurement shall
become the official U.S. system of measurement within ten years following the
bill's enactment. It would direct the Secretary of Commerce to develop and
Implement a coordinated national plan of metric conversion in consultation with
agencies of the federal, state and local governments as well as with foreign
governments and international organizations. The Secretary would also be
directed to provide for the participation of industry, science, engineering and
labor representatives. The measure would, furthermore, authorize a program
of metric conversion assistance through accelerated tax writeoffs, grants for
purchases of new tools, conversion loans, public education programs, and other
vehicles intended to enable the nation to move toward adoption of the metric
system with a minimum of dislocation and a maximum of economic benefit.

Most professional engineers support this approach. The arguments favoring
metrication in the U.S. are manifold and persuasive. Many of the country's
industries, in fact already use metric dimensions. Although wholesale conver-
sion will probably be inconvenient to many of the others, and undoubtedly
costly to all, engineers feel that the alternative of not converting will, in the
long run, be far more expensive in terms of the diminished U.S. position in the
international market.

There is also a strong conviction in the engineering community that use of
the metric system will make it easier for engineers to communicate with the
scientific community, and with all counterparts internationally, thus facilitat-
ing a greater exchange of ideas and a simplification in commerce. Some engi-
neers point out that their individual opportunity for mobility to and from the
scientific and educational fields would be improved. Others look upon metrication
as a well-timed occasion to promote better engineering and consequent improved
products through modernization of existing codes and standards. And still others
anticipate that use of metric will ease engineering's computational workload
and reduce the potential for error.

Conversion, once decided upon, should be effected In as short a period of time
as feasible so as to reduce the transitional process to a minimum. While some
engineers speculate that the ten-year period provided for In S. 2483 is a fairly
lengthy time, they recognize, at the same time, that the period for capital
equipment replacement must not be made unreasonably brief. It is suggested,
therefore, that the transition period provision of the proposed law be as well
thought out as possible before adoption.

Another point on which professional engineers have a firm conviction is the
need for a pervasive and immediate educational program at all levels in America's
schools. The metric educational process, engineers feel, should begin at once
with every American student from kindergarten all the way up through
graduate school.

The subject of metric conversion over the years has been the subject of dis-
cussion among the membership of the National Society of Professional Engi-
neers, and, acting on a recommendation of the Society's Professional Engineers
In Industry Practice Section, the Society's Board of Directors adopted the fol-
lowing formal resolution on July 8, 1971 ;

"The National Society of Professional Engineers respectfully urges the Con-
gress to enact legislation leading to adoption of metric units as the standard of
measurements of the United States within a period not to exceed ten years. The
transition should be accomplished In planned stages so that everyone In com-
merce, Industry, construction and everyday life may become thoroughly familiar
with the metric system and minimize confusion. Instruction In metric units
should begin at once in all educational institutions to students of all ages. Each
state and all governmental agencies should be advised to adopt legislation and
procedures necessary to conform to the national policy.

The Society is convinced that the benefits to all future generations of conver-
sion to the metric system of measurements far outweigh the difficulties that will
be encountered in the transition period."

The National Society of Professional Engineers favors S. 2483, and urges its
enactment into law.
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STATEMENT OF FREDZRICH L. WILLIFORD, EXECUVIvN VICE PR:,oIDENT, NATIONAL
MICROFILM ASBOCIATIaN

Mr. Chairman : The National Microfilm Associaticn supports the systematic
and planned transition from the current U.S. Customary System of Weights
and Measures to the Interns tinnal Metric System.

The NationLl Microfilm Association is a national profet tonal/trade associa-
tion representing over 5500 users and manufacturers or 1.,ndors of microfilm
equipment and systems.

Virtually every segment of our economy, Including government, is ..epreseated
within the user group in our membership. Almost every major manufacturer.
vendor and supplier of microfilm equipment le also represented in on" member-
ship. The National Microfilm Association is the recognized rcpt ,4ente tive associa-
tion of the Micrographics Industry.

Indicative of our association and industry commitment to the metric system.
the Association officially endorsed the recommendatIon to the Congress made by
the Secretary of Commerce, the Honorable Maurice H. Stalls, that the United
States change to the international metric system as delibert 'ely as possible.

Our Association recognizes that the orderly transition to the metric system
requires considerable education. Our Association has responded to the edu-
cational needs of our industry. A chronology of our efforts and the stycess we
have enjoy will be of interest to you and to the Committee.

Following the Association's official endortement of our industry's con-
version to the metric system (Feb. 10, 1971), we immediately embarked on
an educational program to provide accurate information on conversion factors,
symbols and information on conversion factors, un:/ols and information which
would facilitate conversion and prepared an illustrative brochure indicating
metric units, symbols and abbreviations. This informational bulletin was sent
to our entire membership to assist them during the transition period.

We also developed a "Metrication Computer" which is an ingenious slide
rule especially designed for the micrographics industry. The Metrification Com-
puter permits easy conversion of liquid volume, luminants, Sow, length and mass
from U.S. units to metric units.

At the present time we are disseminating to all interested parties within the
industry a series of metrication posters with the theme "Think Merle" which
shows visually the comparisons between the U.S. measure and the metric
measure..

Coupled with user education, the Association has embarked upon an effective
program to encourage the manufacturers and vendors of systems and equ;pment
to adopt the metric system in their manufacturing and systems design. As of this
date, 17 companies, representing a substantial portion of the industry sales
volume, have officially adopted the metric system in their microfilm divisions as
a direct result of NMA efforts. There companies are as follows :

Allied Microfilm Corp.; Bell & Howell Co.; Dakota Microfilm Service, Inc.;
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.; Eastman Kodak Co.; The Ednalite Corp.;
GAF Corp.; Itek Business Products Div., Itek Corp.; Kalvar Corp. ; Kleer-Vu
Industries Inc.; 3M Co.; Microfilming Corp. of America ; Prestoseal Manufactur-
ing Corp.; Realist, Inc.; U.S. Microfilm Sales Corp. ; Washington Scientific In-
dustries, Inc. ; and Wilson Jones Co.

In addition, our technical journal and our news letter continually encourage
our industry to prepare themselves for the official adoption of the metric system
by the U.S. government.

Although we have not had an opportunity to study the proposed legislation, we
respectfully urge the Committee to be favorably disposed toward the systematic
and early adoption of the metric system in the United States.

STATEMENT OF ANDRE NADABH

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Andre Nadash, an inde-
pendent consultant specializing in metrication, and I am pleased to present my
statement, and ask that it be inserted into the record.

I came from Budapest, Hungary, where I had a small instrument factory. We
also manufactured diverse parts and as everyone else in the industry, if needed,
were able to do these in non-metric measurements also.
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I was educated in Europe, presented papers and lectured, particularly on meas-
urements. I v, as a member of the Measurement Technique and Automatic Sci-
entific Association, a subsidiary to the Hungarian Scientific Academy. I also had
the pleasure of attending practically all of the Bureau of Standards US Metric
Study Conferences. 7 am presently Director for the Mid- Atlantic Region of the
Metric Association.

As my education was in metric, I feel that I might contribute some worthy
thoughts in the debate on metrication, which we have fought since 200 years. Even
though some of my thoughts at first do not seem to be related to the subject, in the
final analysis it will have a big impulse in the right direction.

It was in 1790 when Thomas Jefferson asked Congress to change to a new meas-
uring system, which was reported by the French National Assembly. However, it
was only some years later that the system was completely established.

On May 18, 1866 the 89th Congress, 1st Session, authorized the use of the metric
system of weights and measures under ACT *H.R. 596 and H.R. 597.

In 1875 the Treaty of the Meter was signed by 17 Signatory Members : Argen-
tina, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Peru,
Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden-Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, United States and
Venezuela. All of themexcept U.S.has been on metric for a long time ; and
we, who signed the Treaty, are the only industrial nation in the world still using
a long outdated systemeven though with this signature and some other adminis-
trative procedures we are officially a metric nation. Therefore, I raise the ques-
tionwhy are we discussing metrication in its present form instead of simply
saying, learn and think metric because the non-ofticial and outdated present units
of measurement can't be usedsay after 1980.

Here I would like to mention that the need to measure anything with the
same measurement all over the world is not new and is not a necessity developed
in our "modern age". It dates back long before 1700 and there is strong evi-
dence that Some 5,000 years ago, during the Indus Valley Civilization (3,000-
1,500 BC) in North-West India, an unbelievable uniform system of weights
and measures existed. Now 5,000 years later only some small and non-indus-
trial countries are non metric and even those are in preparation to adopt the
metric system.

May I give a little more statistics regarding countries which are recently
going metric, with the remarks that those in all capital letters made the de-
cision in 1970, the others earlier:
Australia Ireland SINGAPORE
Bahrain Kenya South Africa
BOTSWANA Kuwait Swaziland
Canada MALAYSIA Tanzania
CEYLON MAURITIUS Uganda
FIJI New Zealand United Kingdom
Ghana NIGERIA ZAMBIA
GIBRAI/FAR Pakistan BERMUDA

At present, the non-metric countries are : the Caribbean countries, or if you
prefer West Indies and South American Guyana, but they are in a planning
stage. Puerto Rico is familiar wth both systems and road signs are in kilometers
and miles. What is left at present is in Southwest Asia : Muscat & Oman,
Southern Yemen and Burma ; in Africa, Gambia, Liberia and Sierra Leone ;
the small islands in the Pacific, Tonga and Nauru (British Commonwealth).

Shortly the whole world will become metric and there is no doubt, that we
as the most technologically advanced nationthe only nation in the world
vesose astronauts planted its flag on the moon, that we will remain on earth
with the outdated inch and pound system and watch our trade deficit growing.
We lave to compete in every way with the other nations and to do this we
must definitely go metric and have the same language of measurement that
every other advanced nation uses.

May I submit some statistical data which proves our guilt in the past on
postponing metrication and which will show how much more difficult it will be
in the future if we postpone the changeover now. I will deal basically with three
statistics only : population, roads and cars.

Wili finish changeover this year.
"Ms ieeic:ed in 1971.
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1. Population (rounded figures) : 1790, 4,000,000; 1860, 31,500,000; 1870, 40,-
000,000; 1880, 50,000,000; 1890, 63,000,000; 1900, 76.000,000; 1910, 92,000,000;
1920, 106,000,000; 1930, 123,000,000; 1940, 132,000,000; 1950, 157,000,000; 1960,
180,000,000; 1970, 205,000,000; 1975, 220,000,000 (estimated) ; 1980, 240,000,000
( estimated) ; 1985, 260,000,000 (estimated).

Population grew tenfold from 1790 to 1870, and approximately doubled in the
next 32 years. Then in less than 50 years it doubled again ; or from starting
point of 1790 until 1970 the growth was over 50-fold. I do not have statistical
figures at my fingertips regarding school enrollment but even so it is easy to see
or estimate the growing need for education. If we had metric educated everybody
in 1790, it was only 4,000,000 people to educate. At that time it was much easier
as we had practically no industry, cars, roads, etc. In our complex world of
today we have to educate more than 50 times more people; and without any
statistical basis I assume that only the school-age population now is more than
20-25 times the entire population in Jefferson's time. I have, however, data from
Valley View, an elementary district about 50 km south of Chicago. In 1953 Valley
View had five one-room country schools with a total enrollment of 89. Ten years
later, in 1963, enrollment was 2,400 in 1970 it was 7,000.

2. Roads:
It is not my intention to give complete statistics on roads, however, I would

like to mention that at the beginning of this century we had about 80,000 miles
of primary roads and in 1965 414,000 miles--adding together the secondary and
other roads, it totals 3,690,000 miles If my information is up to date, then the
total road mileage at the end of 1970 was 3,710,300. I elan easily assume that
most of the present road mileage (even second and third-class roads) are better
roads than the 80,000 at the beginning of 1900.

8. Cars and other motor vehicles:
The number of registered cars in 1900 was 8,000; 1903, 32,920.
With trucks included, this came in 1904 to 55,290; 1906, 78,800; 1915, 2,-

490,932.
With trucks and buses included in 1925 to 20,068,548; 1985, 26,546,126; 1945,

31,035,420 ; 1955, 62,688,792 ;1965, 90,357,667 ; 1969, 105,096,603.
The roads, of course, have not grown in length to the proportion of the num-

ber of cars, but many of them have been made much wider, better and, naturally,
new roads were built to take care of the rising number of motor vehicles. Chang-
ing of road signs is a fairly costly procedure for the Federal and State Govern-
ment but with proper coordination with the Maintenance Department, this cost
can be minimized and the changeover managed without any trouble. If we build
new roads now, it has to be dominantly done with metric signs.

I recommend practically the same procedure with cars. I'm not talking in the
field of metric engineering, in which the public is not interested, only in the
metric instrumentation ; namely, the speedometer and odometer in km. The gas
tank gauge is marked anyway in full, %, 1/4 or empty. A low-cost drive ratio-
corrector or drive ratio-adapter can easily be engineered for old cars on the
road. This was made for American cars in Durope in the past.

I strongly recommend that in every field of metrication the cost lie where it
falls. Large industry can in 10 years absorb -the cost of metric tools and dies
as the old tools have to be replaced from time to time, because they are either
outdated or worn out. The same is true of smaller industries; and as the entire
industry modernizes with new machinery, they have in addition a good tax
advantage. It is not my intention to go into a lot of detailb ibm regarding many
industries and mainly the changeover expense by the labor force, but I would
like to state some possibilities in order to present the right perspective as com-
pared to the exaggerated figures.

It is mainly the machine-shop worker who needs the s- lied expensive tools
and some of them need more than others. If there is a sub. tt... they would request
more than necessary -thus getting free tools in the nail.p of metrication. Here
I suggest that a company buy the tools, as they can get them at a much better
price than the individual workman. Let the company give the workman metric
tools in exchange for his old tools. The old tools are to be kept by the company
for ten years and then returned to the workman. If the workman leaves the com-
pany, he turns in his metric tools on loan and gets back his deposited old tools.
Or, the worker can pay the cost of the tools within a 10-12 month period and
get back his deposited tools. The amount paid for the metric tools is tax deducti-
ble.
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The temporary inconvenience is nothing compared to the benefits of metrica-
tion at the end of the metric transition period. It will show benefits in educa-
tion, standardization, cost, international tradesimplicity in every way we meas-
ure. Many machines and tools can produce metric parts with a little adjustment
or minor modification.

May I repeat myselfI'm against any subsidy ! Metricate and not subsidize.
If we start with a a subsidy, then every car owner can ask for a subsidy to
change his speedometer to metric and every housewife is also entitled to a sub-
sidy to change bathroom and kitchen scales to metric.

The entire change to metric is much simpler than some see it and the estimate
of a $100-200 billion cost is grossly over-exaggerated. We have learned from
Great Britain that the cost of metric conversion is much less than expected.
When someone says that everything has to be changed, then I recollect a state-
ment from the Singapore Metric Board "Nobody would be so foolish as to claim
that he cannot make metric furniture because he does not possess a metric saw to
cut the wood with."

I was sorry to note that some Union spokesman talked about members of the
Union, the working man and the consumer, as not being able to metricateunder-
estimating their knowledge which is far from the truth. I'm not a Union mem-
ber but resent the idea, if not directly but indirectly, that these people are con-
sidered unintelligent. I have reliable information that in Great Britain, which is
about halfway in the process of going metric, a plumber who comes out to the
house for repair work talks only in metric terms. I do not believe that the Amer-
ican workman and consumer cannot do the same and under-estimating their
knowledge is only to undermine the whole metrication program. But, if it is true
that the American workman and the public in general is so under-educated, it is
more proof. that we need the metric system now, which is much easier to learn
than our present outdated and very complex system. It is, too, common knowl-
edge that these workmen earn high wages. Why should his wages be so high if
he is not even capable of learning to convert to a simple method.

Many of our workmen, by the way, have learned something about the metric
system in schools ; however, we don't have a firm metric educational program as
of today. It is also learned in the Service, where a lot of metric is already used
,(and also NASA). Traveling to Europe has made millions of people aware and
familiar with the metric system, and I have not found one who does not prefer it
to the inch-pound system. We can save a lot of time in education by teaching
metricwhich time can be utilized elsewhere where it is most needed.

Some of the metric opponents I suppose don't even know what they are talking
against. Many things in our every-day life are already metric without people
realizing it ; i.e. TV, Electronic, Electricity, Photo-film, Microfilm, Medicine.
Science, etc. If talk is about confusion in the changeover period, they never
realize how little actual measuring is done by the average person. Gas, for
example, is bought either by "fill 'er up" or by the Dollar ($2 please) ; or we buy
beer by the bottle or six-pack and will buy it the same way, even if it will be
measured in different units and will be just a little bit different in size. In no
time, these different numbers or sizes will become familiar and a precise defini-
tion will not be important in every-day life. This method will not present prob-
lems to the average man or housewife and they will rapidly become used to
buying goods in metric quantities, with only an occasional mental conversion
at the beginning. As soon as we are metriclet us say in food and related items
there is no more need to prepare "unit prices" because the consumer himself can
figure it out easily. There is no possibility "that the confused consumer would be
easily cheated", as one labor spokesman said. It is just the opposite, and though
I have respect for the knowledge of the public, I must admit that with our present
system they can be cheated ; as it is not easy to compare prices on merchandise
packed in fractions, ounces, double pack, king size, etc.

It is more important to think metric than to convert back and forth. We soon
learn that the freezing temperature is 0 °C; comfortable room temperature is
22 °C; and the body temperature is 37 °C, with 88 being feverish, 39 very feverish
and 40 to 42 is dangerous; and boiling temperature is 100 °C and thus the average
individual has learned enough to avoid conversion. The simpliest and accurate
enough conversion is :

(F 28) + 2 = °C
(Fahrenheit) 50 28 = 22 + 2 = 11 °C

However, without converting one to the other, the meteorologist on TV can be
the best teacher.

In New Zealand the meteorological temperatures are already expressed in
Celsius ( °C) and rainfall in millimeters (mm) since July 1971. The change
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was made .following two weeks of intensive publicity. After the change, Fahren-
heit degrees and inches of rain were completely dropped from all meteorological
announcements. 1'111 sure we can do the same. Just start educating the people
without over-educating them. A meter is a meter and we don't have to explain
wherefrom we derived the meter, but some years from now, after the meter
becomes a household word, we can come up and say that the Equator is 40,000
km, etc. This is more than enough for the average person. There is no reason
for over-educating the average man with scientific theory, as most of them
don't know or ever heard about krypton, wavelengths in vacuum, spectrum, inter-
ferometer, etc. and, therefore, are unable to understand it. Educate but make it
simple and understanding without over-educating.

May I mention also that almost every industry is using in some way or
another metric measurements and without coordinated government help our
changeover will be an uneconomical 40-year struggle, as it was in Japan.

A well-coordinated 10-year program is what we need and, of course, every
sector of the industry has to work out its own program to do its best and with
lowest cost. This paper is not intended to go into more detail for every sector
for it is not needed, as the Bureau of Standards' Metric Study covered every-
thing so well.

If I would want to criticize the report to Congress "A METRIC AMERICA,
A decision whose time has come" I can only criticize the title. which might have
read "A Metric America. a Decision which is Past Due for 100 Years."

With metrication we help to break down the trade barrier. as many foreign
nations refuse to buy non-metric products ; for example, we could sell our
cars where we can't today. Ford Pinto (GM-Vega is partly) is metric car and
Ford has built a new $100,000,000 plant for the Pinto, yet other Ford cars are non-
metric. We would like to hear from Ford here what Allen Aitken, Great Brit-
ain Ford's Director of Car Engineering, says ; namely, "Every measurement
from the clay model stage of a new car to the final prototype is now fully metri-
cated." Not only cars and other finished products made in non-metric have a
handicap in exporting to metric countries but also any liquid product in non-
metric bottles, food. canned goods, etc.; even shipping papers can and have
caused difficulties and confusion.

We must realize that no 100% metric nation exists at the present. Metric
countries which obtained, for example, locomotives from U.S. and need any
replacement parts will have to be supplied with the same as the original. If a
pressure gauge with a half-inch thread connection is needed, it will have to be
replaced with a half-inch thread. As long as any machinery, instruments, etc.
are usable but should have to be repaired, they have to produce the parts needed
in non-metric sizes; but it will eventually die out and then all will be metric.

There is no question that we have to do our utmost to expand our interna-
tional trade and to eliminate our present trade deficit. There is hardly any sec-
tor in our giant industry which will not profit from the growing export market.
Contrary to some predictions that we would lose business if we converted, I
have evidence that even though we are non-metric now, some of our smaller in-
dustries have already produced and delivered abroad cutting tools, drills, taps
and dies, etc. in metric sizes.

The dry-wall board and plywood industry exported boards in metric sizes and
it was no hardship for the worker to change over and back again. It is impos-
sible to reach every sector of our industry in a short statement, detailing what
they have done, what they should do, how to convert, etc.; but I must say that
we have had enough talks and discussions in the past 200 years, and now is the
time to do something in a positive way.

Our unemployment rate would benefit by a changeover. We need technically
more educated people, for instance, to change fabric measuring devices, gasoline
pumps, face plates on scales, postal scales, computirig scales, etc. to metric;
mass production of new kitchen and bathroom scales, weights, new thermometers
for industry and home use, liquid measuring devices; control devices for mass,
liquid temperature, etc. There would be no industry which would not be affected.

In short :
1. A nationally coordinated plan is essential and with proper leadership we

can change to the metric system (S I) even better than others have done, since
we can learn from their experience (G. B., South Africa, Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, India, etc.)

2. A well coordinated ten-year changeover period is necessary as many sec-
tors of .our industry already have gone metric on a voluntary basis.

3. pl strong metric education program has to be launched, starting with the
first trade and perhaps even kindergarten.
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4. It is foremost important that all coat be held to a minimum and lie wherethey fall.
I am grateful for the 'opportunity to present my views and I am ready and

willing to help and assist in changing this 200-year debate to a 10-year change-
over period, after which we can proudly announceUSA is metric !

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN M. FLOWERS, VICE PRESIDENT, METRIC ASSOCIATION, INC.;
DIRECTOR, PROJECT FOR METRIC RESEARCH, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, DEPARTMENT OF
SCIENCE EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI

Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege to have the opportunity to summarize more
than a decade of experience in teaching the metric system to hundreds of college
chemistry and physics students, to thousands of non - science majors in under-
graduate science classes, and to many students in elementary and junior and
senior high school. This experience also includes participation with teachers in
formal and informal metric study workshops.

Learning to think in metric terms is not easy, but in a carefully organized
and coordinated program it can be done in a reasonable time and without exces-
sive coat. A very large segment of our population in schools, business, industry,
and society as a whole is ready and willing to learn to use metric unite as the
predominant measurement language.

A search of the extensive recent literature on the subject in newspapers,
Popular magazines, and scientific and technical journals reveals that, in situa-
tions where unequivocal measurement is of primary importance, conversion of
the United States to the metric system is an accomplished fact. Every major
scientific and educational organization has endorsed the thesis that thinking and
working in metric terms is an immediate need, and has called for nationwide
measurement education programs.

It should be made clear that the International Metric System referred to is
le Systeme International d'UtiitEls and is known as SI in all languages.

Regardless of the program for metric conversion which is eventually adopted,
there are two immediate actions which should be taken by the Congress:

1. Declare the international metric system as the official and standard system
of measurement for the United States.

2. Authorize the Commissioner of Education to participate with public and
private nonprofit institutions to develop and carry out programs for educating
every American schoolchild and the public at large to think in metric terms.

Additional actions can be taken later after due consideration for the needs
and desires of all sectors of our society.

STATEMENT BY WASHINGTON SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS ON THE METRIC SYSTEM

When the United States and the United Kingdom were the leading industrial
nations of the world, their exports of capital and manufactured goods were in
such demand that they could be exported with little consideration of the systems
of weights and measures in use in the importing countries. Now there are many
highly industrialized nations all competing in the world market. The US and the
UK are faced with stiff competition especially in the field of metal working
machinery and machinery and allied products. Our total exports are declining and
we have an adverse balance of trade.

The UK has officially embarked on a ten-year conversion program aimed at
improving her competitive position in the world market. Ninety percent of the
world is on the metric system leaving the US and Canada (with 10% of the world
population) the largest countries remaining on the inch-pound system.

By Congressional action the Department of Commerce is now engaged in a
study to determine the impact of increasing worldwide use of the metric system
on the US. The report to the Congress will be the basis for possible legislation.
Ease of calculation in trade and industry and ability to compete in overseas com-
mercial, industrial, engineering and scientific activities have been cited as jus-
tification for the changeover.

The Washington Society of Engineers believes that :
(a) An educational program is desirable to Acquaint the public with the metric

system.
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(b) Engineering and technical societies should assist the Government in its
current study.

(c) All engineering based industry (such as construction, capital goods,
machinery and allied products) should assist the Government in its current
study.

( d) All persons whose future activities will be significantly affected by a
decision to "go metric" are urged to consider carefully its impact on the economic
health of the country.

(e) Legislation will be required to fully implement the use of the metric system.
A period of dual usage will be necessary with the new units of measure.

(From the WitehhOon Post, Oct. 3, 1971]

METRIC SWITCH GAINS FAVOR, BUT STILL UNKNOWN TO MOST

(By George Gallup)

Plume:nos, N.J.Secretary of Commerce Maurice E. Stens expects the United
States to convert to the metric system in about a decade's time, assuming there
is approval from Congress. All major nations of the world but the U.S. use the
metric system of weights and measures.

The latest nationwide Gallup survey shows the public is far from prepared for a
changeover. Conversion would affect every citizenfrom the housewife to the
bank president. U.S. schools would have to make major adjustments, although
many high schools are already teaching the metric system.

The latest survey shows that fewer than half of U.S. adults (44 per cent)
say they know what the metric system is. Among those who are aware of the
system, however, opinion is divided evenly between those who favor and those
who oppose adoption by the U.S., 42 to 42 per cent. Another 16 per cent express no
opinion.

In the current survey eight in ten persons who have attended college are
aware of the metric system and opinion in this group is 5-to-4 in favor of
adoption of this system.

While the public appears to be less than enthusiastic about the metric system at
the present time, a comparison of the latest survey with a comparable one in
1965 shows a growth both in public awareness and support for adoption of the
system.

In the 1965 survey, 29 per cent indicated awareness of the metric system,
compared to 44 per cent today. In addition, the weight of opinion at that time
was against our adopting the system, 46 to 37 per cent, whereas now opinion
is evenly divided.

The latest survey results are based on personal interviews with 1505 citizens,
18 and older, living in more than 800 scientifically selected locations in the United
States during the period Aug. 20-23. This quesiton was asked first :

Do you know what the metric 8118tent is?
Following are the latest results compared with those from the 1965 survey

nationally and by education level :
Following is the national comparisonbetween 1965 and 1971 in levels of aware-

ness :
Percent

1965 29
1971 44

In both surveys the aware groups were asked the following question :
Would you like to see the U.S. adopt the metric system?
Following are the latest national results compared with those from the earlier

survey :
(Based on aware group)

1965
Percent

1971
Percent

Yes, favor 87 42
No, oppose 48 42
No opinion 17 16

100 100
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(Prom Product Engineering. Mar. I. 1071)

BRITISH FIND' A BOTHER AND A BOON

Despite many frustrations, British engineers are more solidly in favor of
"metricating" (their word for switching to metric or SI) than when they started
their voluntary 10-year switchover in 1965.

The reason for British enthusiasm is simple : Opportunities to discard outmoded
ways of doing things, and thus eliminate marginal product lines, have been par-
ticularly rewarding. And, most important, designing in SI-only for trade with
metric countries. English engineers nave seen overseas business increase between
40% and 60% in 15 years.

The problem. However, even today when these engineers are past the halfway
point in their conversion period, they are still finding that metrleating is often
like the old army game of "hurry up and wait." You race to complete your own
designs for a product in SI, only to wait on converted drawings or metric compo-
nents from other sections or suppliers.

When Alan Longworth, designer of home appliances for Ascot Gas Water
Heater Co. Ltd., part of the Radiation group of companies. receives drawings
from other divisions that have not yet gone entirely metric, he must devote about
5% of his time to complicated conversions.

Longworth's company was one of three that Product Engineering visited in
1968 for an article published at the time the U.S. Metric Study was getting under-
way (PEJune 3 '68. p. 18). Another of the companies visited was English Elec-
tric Co., which is now 85% metric. Edward Pearson, its chief engineer, is as
enthusiastic about metrication as he was in 1968.

English Electric, like most British companies, is coupling the metric change
with plans for launching new product lines, probably timed to coincide with
Britain's entry into the Common Market. Pearson says the U.S. must "get on" with
conversion because of all the overseas trade opportunities it will miss if it doesn't.

A major holdup is still one of getting supplies.

AND ELSEWHERE

Obtaining supplies in metric dimensions was a problem for Stave ly Machine
Tools Ltd. when it began metricating in 1968. At first, for example, cap screws in
metric sizes were hard to findand cost 10% more. Stave ly had the choice of
reverting to standard British sizes (entailing redesigning, plus rewriting main-
tenance and instruction mannuals) or making the screws itself. It chose the latter
course. For another product line, Stave ly had to go to the Continent for some
metric components.

But the metricating story at Stave ly is not all dark. New lines of metric milling
machines are selling well. and there is also a new instrument that can be attached
to the lead screws on certain machine tools to provide simultaneous read-outs in
both SI and inches. Developed to meet the company's own machine shop
needs, the $48 instrument is selling at the rate of 1000 a year.

Although Stave ly has already made substantial sales to metric countries (in-
cluding several million dollars' worth of gearboxes to the USSR and eastern
Europe) that would have been impossible before conversion, B. J. Davies, sales
and marketing manager, is aware that Continental suppliers will find new mar-
kets in Britain as well. But he thinks the competition will be beneficial.

COST UNKNOWN

But the English cannot tell-even today what the costs of such benefits will be.
Gordon Bowen, director of the British Metrication Board, told one of the U.S.
Metric Study conferences last fall : "Many of our firms with sophisticated ac-
counting techniques have concluded that trying to identify the metric cost ele-
ment is not truly meaningful and certainly :rot worth the accounting effort
required."

In retrospect, however, the British wish they had done some things differently.
For example, it was a mistake not to push for official government backing. Also,
the Metrication Board itself was not set up until 1969, four years after the
program,got under way.

But perhaps one of the most significant practices that has developed in Eng-
land to push conversion along is that many companies and even trade associa-
tions have engaged in activities normally forbidden by British antitrust statutes.
These have been "winked at." More than one U.S. observer has suggested it
would be well to investigate the antitrust implications of a U.S. conversion pro-
gram with the Justice Dept.'s Anti-Trust Div.
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[ From Product Engineering. liar. 1, 1971)

WORLD STANDARDS SPEAKS SI ONLY

There are some impressive engineering authorities in the U.S. who will tell
you that the question of conversion to the metric or International Standards
(SI) is incidental to the more basic question of this country's perilously weak
position in the writing of international standards.

This position is so bad that it contrasts sharply even with the less-than-perfect
domestic U.S. standard - making apparatus. Worse yet, too many U.S. engineers
and businessmen view with suspicion the very active efforts of industrial nations
abroad to codify and make more uniform the frequently conflicting national
standards that make Europe a standards chaos even today (PEJuly2010,p40).

ROLE OF THE U.S.

Such efforts are really attempts to achieve the same uniformity that U.S.
industry has long enjoyed in many fields.

Witnesses to the critical situation are numerous and vocal. For example, J. S.
Weber, manager of special projects for Hughes Aircraft Co., Los Angeles, told
Product Engineering. "Increased participation by the U.S. in developing inter-
national standards is more important than changing the measuring system; how-
ever, the relationship is very close, since almost all the International Standards
Organization's standards are expressed in metric terms."

Witness: 1Vi Illam K. Burton, manager, metric systems development of Ford
Motor Co.: "Let's ask ourselves the question : 1VIly have Europeans been more
successful recently in gaining international recognition of their national stand-
ards? I think the main reason is that most countries have one strong, recognized
engineering-standards organization."

Witness: Anthony .7. Green, manager, engineering methods and standardiza-
tion for ITT-Europe, Brussels: "The mere fact of U.S. metric conversion is a
minor point in relation to the side effects such a move would have in supporting
U.S. positions in international standards-making."

FIRST REPORT

Strong convictions such as these are among the reasons why the U.S. Metric
Study's (USMS) first report to the Secretary of Commerce and Congress dealt
only secondarily with questions of conversion to SI. This report is entitled
"International Standards" (National Bureau of Standards, document SP 345-1,
Government Printing Office, 1Vashington, D.C. 20402; $1.25).

The report is the work of a USMS task force headed by Robert D. Huntoon
of the NBS, and it details the conclusions the group reached, which included
these : that the need for more effective international standards-making partici-
pation by the U.S. lends some support to the proposal for U.S. coversion to SI ;
that immediate steps by the government are necessary if the U.S. is to partici-
pate in international standards-making already in progress, and if a maximum
of U.S. engineering practices and standards are to be included; that U.S. par-
ticipation in such global standards-writing would facilitate conversion to SI
rather than the other way round, and that SI usage in international standards
does not, of itself, pose serious complications to U.S. participation.

REASONS FOR THE METRIC SYSTEMAN INFORMAL SYNOPSIS FOR LAYMEN OF
REASONS WHY THE UNITED STATES MUST CHANGE ITS SYSTEM OF WEIGHING
AND MEASURING THINGS

(By Olaf Tellefsen)

ORIENTATION

It has long been a fond dream of people the world over that mankind some day
may agree on a common way of measuring things. That is, to have one set of
units of weights and measures, good throughout the entire world. It has long
been a fond dream with little prospect of its realization ; yet the trend continued
relentlessly in that direction until in our time, with the economy of nations so
heavily dependent upon modern technology and international commerce, a com-
mon way of sizing things and of establishing common standards has become an
absolute necessity.
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The system that has won out is the metric system. It was developed towards
the end of the eighteenth century by French scientists who had In mind the lofty
Idea of creating a system "to suit all people for all time". It was natural,
therefore, that France became the first nation to put it to use. But with the
Treaty of the Meter, in 1875, the United States anti most other Industrially
developed nations gave it international recognition, which meant that metric
units were made acceptable for expressing sizes and quantities in international
trade. Soon thereafter, it was adopted by international sclatee as the common
science as the common system in which to record data and transactions of
system in which to record data and transactions of universal consequence.

Front then on, it Ives only a matter of time until nations, one by one, discarded
their old ways of measuring in favor of the new. Even Great Britain found itself
compelled by circumstances to forsake the Imperial gallon, the foot and the
pound and embark on a program of compulsory conversion of its industries to
the metric base.

That left the United States in the position of a lone outsider in a metric world.
As anyone can understand, that is an untenable position, and for several

reasons; but to work out of it presents some formidable problems.
The worst one of those is to convince the American people, and particularly

American industrialists, that the immediate difficulty is not of a technical nature.
It is, rather, to overcome a long established belief that our ',Insuring system Is
the better system, and that the rest of the world would have done better by
adopting our methods and standards. It is surprising how many Americans still
cling to that belief and show no inclination to concede.

That attitude on the part of so many has made it necessary for the government
to proceed slowly and with extreme caution, first to ascertain what to do about
about the metric challenge and, next, how to do it.

Back in 1968, shortly after Great Britain had decided on general metrica-
tion, Congress authorized a 3 year study of the situation as it affects this country,
and to make recommendations relative to what would serve its best interests.
That study, officially referred to as the U.S. Metric Study. was headed by the
National Bureau of Standards (under the Secretary of Commerce) and assisted
by prominent manufacturers. technical societies. commercial and educational in-
stitutions. In other words, it had the benefit of the views of those who would
be most directly affected by whatever recommendatons it might make.

With the Study completed, the Secretary of Commerce presented his report to
Congress on August 9, 1971. It was an imposing document, consisting of 180
pages with additional supporting material. In it, he made the following recom-
mendations:

That the United States change to the International Metric System deliberately
and carefully ;

That this be done through a coordinated national program ;
That the Congress establish a target date 10 years ahead ;
That there be a firm Government commitment to this goal.
Those were well considered and well supported recommendationswhat the

Government had been waiting for. Consequently the President declared a few
weeks later in a public address that "this country will increase its use of the
metric system over the next 10 years with virtually complete conversion as the
ultimate objective".

That was a momentous decisionfor this country and for the world. It closed
the circle, and with one stroke made the world a 100 percent metric world, mak-
ing the fond dream of the Ages finally come true.

However, to make a decision is one thing; to put it into effect is quite another.
It is true, of course, that if the United States was tip against an original

situation, there would be reasons aplenty for apprehension and overcaution. But
such is not the case by any means. Other nations have breezed through con-
version In a routine manner, finding that the most dreaded problems had a
way of largely solving themselves.

The ameliorating factor is the metric system's natural appeal to practical
people. As soon as they learn to use it, and to take advantage of its time-saving
simplicity, they will apply all their ingenuity to get away from the cumbersome-
old system. It was that enthusiasm on the part of engineers and craftsmen that
helped other countries through the critical stages of their conversion to metric.
Our engineers may even do a better job of It because they have more to do with
and more aggressiveness. In other words, the transition to metric is likely to be
far leas trying than American manfacturers have assumed.
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It means that metric based merchandise may appear in stores and supermar-
kets much sooner than expected. That will pose a quite different problem: Will
the public be ready for it?

As of today, when this is written, the majority of Americans have no idea of
what is in the wind. But, when informed, they cannot see that a new way of
measuring and weighing things will benefit the common man in any discernible
way. Contrarily, they expect utter confusion when a pound of hamburger or a
yard of cloth is called something else.

Actually, to prepare the public for the coming of metrically sized and labeled
goods is of immediate and most pressing concern, and it poses some formidable
problems relative to how to go about it. That, at least, is how it appears to those
who have not the process in operation.

Fortunately, however, there are precedents from other countries to go by
precedents which show that with the proper incentive the public will take to
the metric system like ducks to water.

THE PUBLIC INCENTIVES

While canvassing a cross section of consumers for their opinion of my hand-
book on the metric system for laymen, I found that the average citizen was
largely uninformed in regard to the reasons why we are changing our measuring
system. The majority could see good sense in producing export articles to inter-
national measures and standards, but why involve the entire economy?

I tried to explain that it was a matter of keeping up with the times, and if
it were worth it for other nations to change to metric it is worth it for us.
That, however proved to be less than convincing. Yet, it softened the attitude
somewhat and in parting I was given the following proposition : "Show me a
few good reasons why we must change to metric, and I'll start using it
tomorrow."

That proposition reflects the spot where the shoe pinches : It is in the area
of clear advantages. Americans will always look for a fair exchange.

Thus, when the problem is properly identified, its resolution is simplified to
a few directly applicable explanations.

The first reason is, of course, that the Government after an expert and com-
prehensive study has decided that it is most advantageous for us to change to
metric. Its arguments are contained in the National Bureau of Standards' Bul-
letin "A Metric America" which can be obtained by writing to: Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

That bulletin, however, is largely focused on what concerns industry and
commerce. But it is also true that whatever will benefit those activities will
benefit the general public in the long run. Conversely, when they face increas-
ingly hard going, the public is adversely affected in many ways. Accordingly,
when the Government in consultation with industry and business has found it
imperative that we change to the international system of measures and stand-
ards, that should represent good reason why the public should go along.

Still, the individual citizen requires something more personal, something that
affects his everyday existence, something that he can ponder and evaluate for
himself. There are several such aspects of the metric question, including the ethi-
cal aspect which commonly has been overlooked during the past. I shall deal with
that in the following subsection.

Only a minimum of intelligence is required to u.iderstand that a universal sys-
tem of weights and measures will make ours a bett. r world to live in. It will sim-
plify communication between nations, facilitate exchanges of talent and labor,
increase efficiency both in production and in maintenance, make more goods avail-
able at less cost.

Those are benefits which apply to humanity as a whole, but their attainment is
contingent upon ..abscription to the universal system by all industrially developed
nations. The world cannot get into its full stride until there is accord on measures
and standards. Accordingly, to refuse or to procrastinate is not in the best interest
of this world of ours.

That is the ethical dimension of the matter.
It is something for the individual to ponder and to evaluate for himselfOne

can lead a horse to water, but one cannot necessarily make him drink.
The third reason why the individual should make himself conversant with the

metric system is this: Scientists of all nations use that system for all their esti-
mates and calculations. Thus, when metric terms figure in scientific or world re-
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ports.ports. people of other nations k immediately what Is II ; but for Ameri-
cans the terms must find be translated into miles, feet, pounds or gallons in
order to make sense.

Think this over for a minuteWould It not broaden a person's horizon to un-
derstand the universal terms?

But the inducement that more than any other strikes home to every Amer-
ican is the one that affects the pocketbook.

It is only too true that metrically oriented nations prefer metrically based
goods, exactly like we prefer goods that is made to our own measuring system.
During the past, that did not cause us much concern because the metric nations
did not have the capacity to supply the enormous world market. Most foreign
consumers had to buy our products whether they liked it or not. And our exports
flourished, creating a constant demand for Dollars.

That, however, is no longer so. The metric nations are beginning to match up
with us, taking all increasingly larger bite of the world market, even our own
domestic market. Thus, we have reached the long expected dilemma that we are
buying more from abroad than we sell.

Of course, our measuring system Is imt the only cause for this situation; but
It Is one of the causes, even a major one. And it has to do with the reason wily
other nations turned to the metric system instead of to ours. The former is so
much more facile that in many instances a saving of as much as 25% is possible,
with slightly less than that quite common. It means that metric manufacturers
can undersell ours with a substantial margin. Accordingly, unless we take
advantage of the simpler and faster measuring system, our foreign trade may
soon become a strictly one way roosition.

No nation can remain static in a changing world. And no nation call continue
to prosper if it cannot compete with others.

It may sound incredible to most people that anything like that could happen
to America. Yet, with the exception of a few products, It. Is nevertheless true
that American manufacturers are losing ground at an ominous rate while foreign
ones are gaining. To reverse that trend is not going to be an easy task ; but, at
least, one of the causes can be remedied: We can adopt the simpler and more
practical measuring system and standards used by foreign products and pre-
ferred by foreign customers. But the longer we procrastinate the more ground
we shall have to recover. It is as simple as that.

This is tile foremost inducement to take the matter of the metric system seri-
ously, and to reconcile ourselves to the fact that we are the ones who must
change because we are the ones who are out of step.

In respect to how 'your pocketbook Is affected, consider the following: Two
years ago an ounce of gold could be bought for $33.00. At this writing, it takes
$48.00 to buy an ounce. That is a drop of about 30 percent ill the value of the
Dollar. It is also a drop of the same percentage in the value of your savings,
something you may not feel immediately. or be convinced of immediately, but the
loss is already there. Retrieve It you can not ; all that can be done is to halt
the trend by voluntary reduction of Dollar outflow while getting our exports
reoriented to suit the world market. This is something for the individual to
ponder and to evaluate for himself, for America is made up of two hundred
million individuals, each one as responsible for its welfare as even the President
himself.

It is your move, if you wish to keep It that way.

PROJECT FOR METRIC RESEARCH, DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE EDUCATION, COLLEGE
OF SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI, HATTIESBURG, MISS.

METRIC EDUCATION PROGRAM
Purponc:

The purpose of the Metric Education Program is to evoke immediate action
for the application of the International Metric System of measurement to edu-
ation at all levels.
linniediatc goals:

I. Promote the distribution of the ,chart, "THE MODERNIZED METRIC
SYSTEM," so that it may be displayed in every classroom in the United States.
(N BS Special Publication 304 or 304A).

2s3
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2. Present spot announcements for radio, television, newspapers, and maga-
zines to emphasize the educational benefits which may be expected from teach-
ing the metric system in history, language, sociology,_ economics, mathematics,
and science classes in all schools and colleges.

3. Distribute reprints of articles, pamphlets, and statements of educators,
scientists, and other scholars on the educational uses of the modernized metric
system, le Systeme International d'Unites, designated SI in all languages.
General' objectives:

1. Serve as an information center on the metric system, especially on the edu-
cational applications of the subject.

2. Further research in the teaching of the metric system, including the prepara-
tion of master's theses and doctoral dissertations on the use of the metric
system in education, industry, and for general purposes.

3. Pliblicize the opinion of same scientists that education in the metric system
would be the greatest stimulus in this century to the study of science in the
l'ilited States.

4. Produce original articles and pamphlets on the metric system and its ap-
plications to industry, business, education, and science.

. Establish a library collection of hooks and articles on the metric system,
including facilities for a lending library.

6. Prepare charts, models, illustrations, films, filmstrips, inexpensive meter
sticks, and other audio-visual materials for teaching the metric system at all
levels of education, with special emphasis on the elementary grades.

7. Expedite the utitizauon of we metric system ( SI ) at scientific meetings,
special education programs and workshops, and technical society conventions.

8. Organize traveling information exhibits on the metric system to visit schools,
colleges, fairs, and public assemblies.

9. Stimulate the formation of a speaker's bureau and a traveling lecture series
in which scientists and other interested persons would be available fc, present-
ing seminar-type talks, and participating in colloquia on the educatione I uses of
the metric system.

10. Inform social organizations and other non-science groups of the uses and
advantages to education of the adoption of the metric system.

11. Arrange for in-service training programs and summer institutes in which
elementary, high school, and college teachers would formulate ways of present-
ing the metric system effectively as the primary measurement system.

12. Encourage the conspicuous use of metric units on common household ar-
ticles and industrial products.

13. Foster the use of the modernized metric system (SI) in all scientific, edu-
cational, and general interest publications.

14. Advance the use of metric units in city, state, federal, and private contracts
and specifications.

15. Adopt the thermodynamic or Kelvin temperature scale, and the derived
CELSIUS thermometer scale.

16. Avoid polemicsstress the advantages inherent in the modernized metric
system when used as educational and practical measurement procedures.

17. Urge your groceryman to set up a display with items to be sold in "kilos"
and "liters" for the education of his personnel and the general public.

18. Persuade filling station operators to sell their gasoline in "liters" and to
give distances in kilometers.

19. Induce city, county, and state highway departments to erect highway signs
showing speed limits in km/hr and distances in kilometers.

20. Involve yourself and your family in promoting the metric system by
knowing your height and weight and temperature in metric units.

REsottrrioN No. 2METRIC EDUCAT ION

Whereas the Secretary of Commerce has recommended to the Congress of the
United States "that early priority be given to educating every American school-
child and the public at large to think in metric terms." and

Whereas the AAAS has requested the Federal Government to implement a
voluntary national program of conversion, and

Whereas the AAAS has urged its members to use the metric system (SI) in
their published work : Therefore be it

130-1111 0 - 72 - 19

2S4
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Resolved, That the AAAS and its individual members lend their influence to
promote an active program for the teaching of the metric system ( SI) as the
primary system of measurement at all levels of education.

Committee on Council Affairs' revision of a resolution submitted by John M.
Flowers, University of Southern Mississippi. (Approved by Dr. Flowers and by
the Metric Association. )

RICHARD W. MATTOON,
Secretary.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C.
THE HONORABLE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE,
THE HONORABLE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Sias : I have the honor to transmit to you the Report on the U.S. Metric Study,
which was conducted by the National Bureau of Standards of the Department of
Commerce.

Thousands of individuals, firms and organized groups, representative of our
society, participated in the Study. After weighing the extensive evidence pre-
sented by these participants, this report concludes that the United States should
change to the metric system through a coordinated national program.

I agree with this conclusion, and therefore recommend
That the United States change to the International Metric System deliberately

and carefully,
That this be done through a coordinated national program;
That the Congress assign the re3ponslbility for guiding the change, and antici-

pating the kinds of special problems described in the report, to a central coor-
dinating body responsive to all sectors of our society ;

That within this guiding framework, detailed plans and timetables be worked
out by these sectors themselves;

That early priority be given to educating every American schoolchild and the
public at large to think in metric terms ;

That immediate steps be taken by the Congress to foster U.S. participation in
international standards activities;

That in order to encourage efficiency and minimize the overall costs to society,
the general rule should be that any changeover costs shall "lie where they fall";

That the Congress, after deciding on a plan for the nation, establish a target
date ten years ahead, by which time the U.S. will have become predominantly,
though not exclusively, metric ;

That there be a firm government commitment to this goal.
The Department of Commerce stands ready to provide whatever further assist-

ance the Congress may require in working out a national plan and putting it into
effect.

Respectfully submitted.
MAUR= H. STARS,
Secretary of Commerce.

295
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ASSOCIATION DEVELOPMENTS
The annual mecum al the Metric Association will be beld

noloviciphis In conjunction with the HAAS meting. The pro
groin vies arranged by Col. Edward A. Munas Mm is chairman
ef our Program Committee.

PROGRAM OF ANNUAL MEETING

Monday. 27 °remoter 1971 Academy Room
Bellevue Strado rd Hotel

Practical Soludenil to Mettle Conversion

09 00 Chairman. Enthral A. Murals (Colonel, USAF Retired.
Vice President. Metric Aslociation, Berryville. VA)

ncliground. History and Current Slam of largialmoo.
itiCarrd W. Mattoon ( Scorelary. Metric Association.
Abbot Laboreteries. Research Div.. Marti Chicago. 11.)

Conalion Metrication F.murience. Alban!. Mettler (Secretory.
Gonne Metric Anociatioo. Foothill. Omen. Coned.)

PLumlng. Coordneting and Timing the National Cenverabn.
gamy V . Odom (U.S Metric Study. Nubia Mem of
Standerds. Waddington. DC)

Indiana Commies. Kenyon V. Taylor (President. Beloit
MI Corp.. South MM. IL)

13.30 Chairman, Edward A. Mime

Coeverston In Formal ibracatbe. Cornelius Waadmacher (Dun.
College of Esildeteriag. Uraverstly of Cincinnati. Ohio) sad
Phu M. Flowers (Omirman. Project for Medic Research.
Doportmeet of Science McAdoo. University el Southern
Mississippi. Hattnelairg. MS)

Political Considendom le Metric Conversion (Smoker to be
announced)

Consumer Education an Awateriess. Marmon Dam (Consumer
Relations Counsel. Research Center. Doylestown. PA)

Small easiness Convent**. Carl A. Beck (President. National
Small donee' Association. Wandrigois, DC)

Discussion. Louie F. Sokol (President. Metric Aramelethan.
Arington Heights. IL)

balsas Meeting. Leila F. Sokol

19.30 Dairen: Richard W. Wanes

Indira Metrteetion Eterinee. Throe 16 mm sound Dims will
over the topic.

All MA members and other Wormed panes an Inv ited
wetland this meeting which is misted robe very interesting
and informative. Macedon, for hotel space in Philadelphia
should be made early.

The week of 26.30 July was -Metric Erldadon Week" on
dm campus of de Univenity of Southern Miemesipp. The
pogrom was arranged by Or. John M Pleven of the Dept.
of Science Edoration bide vice president of MA. Included in
the activities was a tea by Serve Hillenbned from NASA. Mar.
shall Space Flight Center along with large metric Moony.

Dr George Arnold. trao recently rented from the tactile,
of Southern Minos. University. had very thorough report on
the meeting of the Emitters Joint Council Mikh look place in
New Yen on 3 May. The report woo published on pages 422.
423 of the July 1971 lame of journal of the Air Ibilutlon Control

We acknotstalge Um bilowng new corponte menders and
thank them for summing the MA:
Prawn Scale Co. (Bob Father. Fees.)
12111 Chicago Ave.. Evanston IL 60202
Sterling Manufacturing Co.
Div. 5.1001100 Seale OM. (Peter P. Saunders. Pres.)
Mansdeld, MA MON

The Speakers breath announced in dm May liewslettof.
Is now functioning. U you would like to be included as an
available speaker cm metricatbn. or If you peed a speaker
be meetirit. pins. to inn dm Manisa.. Aran K.Reppold.
3100 N. manne Or.. Apt. IF. Mingo. IL 60640. (312)273
6713. Mr. Rappald will uy to maks the appropriate anenge
mean.

A press release has Ma sent to mewspopera Is the New
England webs anemone Ionians's of the New England Re
gion of MA under the direction of Adolf W. Arnold. Menem
of Engineered Advertising. Mr. Arnold has named Philip A.
Thomas to Rene lee admialetretive Osertery Activities Web
as meetings and use of technical library wdl be anounced
later. Interested homes can covet Mr. Arnold at 710 TUrn
pike St..Mougnee MA 02072.

On 16 Aug, Rocky Mountain Region Meese. Frown
Laser. appeared oath. Monet 7. CBS News preteens in art
loomiew report with Fred Hobbs during Mich the Impact of
the mettle changeover as it affects various areas was On
cussed.

A long time member of MA. 01 stem J. Amid of Man.
bate MN. has publithed a peels' of eight articles on metrics
don width appeared...11y daring Avon and September in
the Minket* Free Prem. Mt. Arnold. MD is relied tann-
e r of methernaties. poneand a very enteseive and thorough
plenty of the metrication problem in Me articles.

LAPEL PINS are am available for all parson
biterested Is moment melriuden. The distinctive
red. Ante and blue pia was helped by prat. F.
Andaman of Burordlie. MN sad vice presiders of MA. The
10 it20 mm pins an 11.00 ter 2 or 54.00 for 10 pin.

For the benefit fffff now members !would like to nemted
them that MA Is strictly a voluntary orpeleadon with no paid
employees. This will account tor the occasional delays in re-
S pacing to eerrenooderea by the officerat &ad** publishing
of Me Newsletter. We must first attend to our "bread and butter
Job" been our MA activities.

THINK METRIC 1- GO METRIC
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Adam Tool & Supply Co , corporate member of VIA,
opened a Mettic Inbrrnstion Center in their office at 1630 W
Arming* Ave in Chicago. IL . according to jay Solana their
president. Penni§ in the Chicago area can obtain free inform
tton on metrication at the Centel tenon the hours of 09 .16 30.

I

Last May the Los Angeles Chapter
of the Society far Technical Cammuni
cation had a dinner meeting featuring
the met re system. Valerie Anoint.
a vice mildest of MA stringed to
have Joanna Lynn turnip.** as "Miss
Metric." Miss lyaappared on
severs' TV pogroms promoting the
metric system. and tor plotogrsph
even made the flestkial pert of the
lAeLtmolmItig Of all pines.
Mo. Lynn is an avid SI proponent.
"I learned something about tenth units
In collage." she says. "and Mrs on
giving my 'viol ' ii 195619.
170r m tall end 53 kg.

IDITURIAL COMMENT
Interest in metrication is increasing at an expanding rate.

Secretary of Commerce Maurice H Stens' report to the Con-
gress on 30 July recommending that the U.S. change to the me
trio system over 10year period has been a major (actor for
this interest. It is no longer question of whether we should
adopt the metric system but one of how and when.

There now remain no mayor steps to he when before the
U S lobs the rest of No world as a nation using the metric
system in its commerce and industry. The first Is approve' by
the Contuse for planned. coordinated. national protium of
metrication. The second is the planning and execution of such
a program by responsible government sgeney in cooperation
with trade associations and twolessionsl wienerr. The use of
the Inn thationl System of Unita (SI). thet IS Ibe mains mea
summate language noun of necessity he made mandatory in
commerce bin the development of mementos sonde Os should
remain the voluntary prerogative of industry through their
standards making bodies. prima try the American National
Sr nerds Institute (ANSI). The U.S. mull increase its partici
moon In the development of engineering standa oh in the tech
Meal committees of the Intonation.' Organisation for Sunda rd
oaten (ISO).

In the Smote now is Senator Poll's metric conversion NIL
5.2463. In the House is meolution calling for adoption of the
metric system. H.Con. Res. 319. introduced in August roam
late Rep. James G. Fulton. Liters to your senates and note.
senile Ins mount% met ric legislation are recometeride3.

With the Citreous season just around the corner, many of
us are faced with the task of slecting gifts for our family and
(cicada. I would like to suggest that any of our cloning aids
would make lasting gifts which would serva to educate the rect.
Mini in the use of metric wine. NOM of our training aids are
encumbered with customary WWI they do a good yob of oohing
one to THINK METRIC.

In the Auttist jiewsletler the spelling "mare" was toed.
since 1 believed Om National Soren of Sonar's had *doped
that moiling as reported on pap 5 of NIS Special Fob. 330. The
International System of Unita an. Dr. John N. Howard, editor
of A teitletice and vice preside* of MA took MIMS neap.
.ton to *Mt ermine. I checked withNIS and they stand that
no °Until tuition had been taken nod that either the "wire"
or "meter" eyelike' em seceptakde forms. In view of this I have
decided to as Ike "meter" epithet until anti! the official pity
la changed.

oe.f.e.AP

FDVCATION AU° nil METRIC Si 5. Est
Reading el the 13 Individual repo to of the jest completed V.S.

Mettle Sillily II mall {or everyone who is concerned with the
problem of the nettle changeover One of the major tom1.810.6
reported by Secretary Sans was, "That eery priority be given
to educating every American schoolchild end the public at large
to think in metric tenns

For this reason every teacher. school atimbilstrator and
whoa' boatd member should rein a copy of the Metric Study
Report. gtfiltga. Following re some of the comment. from
Char report:

When U.S. pee metric the ciao( educational needs will he
for new mete ations' material In a 10-year conversion period.
together with national guldsoce for took publisher. end school
boards. we should to able to replace must Watlanake. library
books and encyclopedias ar essentially co added cost over norm.'
operations, either le local school districts or to textbook jobb
there. Teacher. Mould speed 1115 hours on ineervice mining
learning the metric antem and some teaching tactic. Many
K hoo' districts have existing inaervice Waning programs of dila
extent. end in this context them would be no errs cost The re
thinking of mount and obligation which might acennipany such s
change should be coesidemd a benefit of metric conversion ratier dun a cost.

One of the advantages of the metric system Is that din teach-
ing of decimal fractions, now much delayed. must occur earlier
while much of dot customary drill in common (mann. could he
reduced. The tasks of teachers In schools and don mane
In IndUallial Mining will be made isnot wion 11 la anent that
the adoption of metre mnsurement is not classroom disciplinebut Major charge sttectiag every aspect n1 uncut life

Intrnsli METRICATION PROGRESS

Metal.. timber. paper, chemicals. Mastics.

In ply. 'The Orr brought together the produ
care of all the major industrial materials

Tim very successful utterer conferences
orgnited by the Metricatne Gard were held

service industries. printing. electricity. gas
and coal. The second covered all the disciplines In the building
and civil enginserbar industries from architects through suppliers

onMte contractor.. The construction Industry has been in the
lead of iedustrial metrication since Manning started in 1966 both
conferences iirmonstreted very conk/cretin progress in those
two importer sectors. A third conference coverlet manufacturers.
. 0wAlete and uses of key item was held in early November

Wrath's bulgy Industry will begin mho the gram instead
of the toy ounce for all precioup metal transactions 1 Jan 1972

"Every meanrement from the clay model
stags of 8 pew car to the Mat prototype 14 caw
lolly metricated." saM Fold's Director of Car
Ertineeling. Allen Aitken.

Sets!. laternstios Service, a color coded newsletter on
met rication developments in the U.K.. is published bimeekly
by Rorer... Ltd. II10 Parktuy, London N. W.1. Subscripton
informattoo can Is obtained dincry from them.

RECOMMENDED ReFEREHC4'
B rarocomb, Lewis M., The U.S. Metric Study. The Science
iteragy Nov 1971. 31(1):51142.
Fthech, George T., The challenge of metrication.
Automotive Engineering (SAE 1. of) Sep 1071, 79:64.67.
Mount. Robert L.: Metrication could be a blessing EspoSell
n eed for WandareleallOn. Quality Management & Engtneerlag.
Sep 1971. 1021141.

The mounting pressure to go metric business Week,
24 July 1971. ,5455.
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METRIC HANDIICOX FOR HOSPITALS
A l4. age baoklet under the stove title Cu. pet published

by MA for use by nurses and medical technicians A few hos
Mule in the U S are completely oa the metric system. while
Mc remainder use metric units to varying curet The hand
hunk is intended to serve as guide lathe correct use of me-
tric units and symbols. and it also contains recommendation
on the step which mould 60 take. by hospital to mein ate
Its operation.. Ordering Inkrmattoe Is listed.

ynt.Lur POLL SHOWS METRIC SWITCH GAINS FAVOR
A Callum surrey nude in Auget Mows gain in favoring

metric changeover from a similar poll nude in 196$ How.
ever. the latest survey shows the public is far from prepared
bra changeover.

To the question. -(b you know what the metric system
oat" Thom answering "yes- are as tallow.:

1965 29% 1971 . 44%
To the question. "Would you like to see the U S adopt the

metric system?" The results tendon the ante stoup ere:
196$ 1971

Yes, favor 37% . 42%
No. oppose. . . 46% 42%
No opinion . . 17% . 16%

EDITORIAL FROM SOUTH AFRICA
The following appeared in the October

Issue of 5outh African Neutralise News:
Positive Meade - It a elegy. laudable

when society accept. system which makes
life easier in the sense that Ina efkri is required to talkie
more History ha. many example.. melt as ta ble fluid of
trarepart Man progressed from primitive being on loot so
the modern being untiring the wheel. steam power. Internal
combustion engine. het propulbe snd nuclear power kr
transport purposes

Man adunced by the power of thought, continually creating
shun cuts. even in the very thought process itself. And now
there is metrication and with the exception of the USA. the
worldwide acceptance of the SI lit acceptance in not know-
ledge. and without knowledge. am tool however wonderful. is
worthless and an unnecessary expense.

Let us guard ourselves against such a happening in the
application of the SI What Is heeded most now Is positive
Melee: effl need to put aside little time to familiarise our-
selves with the SI so that .pplicatioe of metric units in our
everyday bees becomes automatic

The use of the Imperial system of measurement in any
sphere. particularly In everyday Ilk. is unnece.eary With
only s link positive efkrt. you can think metric an hour nom
Me.

METRIC TRAINING AIDS a PESIOTICWAL HATERIAt,
20 me white. plastic NUIZIt $1.00 for 10.
Wooden HETERSTICX, I or more 50e each.
1.' f les ibli MEASURING TAPE, 50e each.

S or more 40e each.
Indoor Celsius THEPHOHETZPI $1.00 for 2,

$2.00 for 6.
metric Units of Measure, pamphlet. 15e each.

10 or sore 10e each.
Metric Handbook f or Hopital., booklet.

50e each. S or more 40e each,
Metric Supplement to Science L Hathemetius

workbook. $1.00 each. 2-29 copier 7Se each.
30 or sore 50C each.

'00 METRIC' Dumper Sticker.. $1.00 for 10,
10 or sore 40e each.

'GO Milne" Lapel Pints, $1.00 for 2.

12 5 %IL 'RIC STUDY REIORIS
Following o. complete list of the U S. Metric Study Re -

port. which were presumed to the Congress by Secretary el
Commerce by Maurice H Suns on 30 July They can be ordered
from the U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington. DC
Intenotional Standard.. N26 SP345.1 SI 25
Federal Government; Chum Agencies. NESSP34S1. $2 25
Commercial Weights and Measures. NOS SP .345.3. $1 00
The Msubctocing Industry. NISS-SPMS 4. $1 25
NekellIelherentet &owes.. NICSP-3455. $5.10
gadava, NOS-SP34.5.6. 5: 75

Consumer. NOS -SP 345-7. $1.25
leteruraul Trade. NOS .SP345e. $1.50
DePartrnent of Defense. NI6SP345.9. SI. 25
Alti.tsof3Vellim.hiet0igtc:5tent Controversy in the U.S.. NOS

Erwirunng Standig. NIM-51345-11. $2 00
Teettmoyi ot Natmeally.",preentatIve Croups.

NI6.5P345.12. Pi SO
A Metric America -A Oecimon Whore Time lias Come

NOS SP345. $2 25

)ASTRIC FASTENER BRIEFING STRESSES STANDARDS
The development of optimum sunder& systems tar items

widely used in commerce and industry could be favorable
ofishoot of a conversion ID the Milne system accotdmg to ANSI
Penaident Roy P Trowbridge.

Speaking .t an editorial briefing in Auguat on eie ANSI
Special Study Committee which Is working with the industrial
Fasteners legume to develop an optimum metric listener eye
tern. Mr Trowbridge no "mi. particular program concerns
Itself only with fasteners It seems quite likely that similar
programs may well be wndertaken tar other stanched item.
designs. and futures having broad use in commerce and
theleY. A mamr tomtit claimed for chargirg the U S. from
the inchoundallon maim M the metric system is the onset
wire such charge affords to clean up the manderds practices
of the past heeding to unproved new &Mos end reduction of
variety. It is therekre desirable thet industry. commerce and
consumers take advantage of this opponunity for benefit by
developing optimum standards .

"The ANSI Special Study Committee was eaMbinhed to
amok development of a. optimum Weimer system that will
achieve two Mak objective., technical Improvement snd sun
plifkation More specifically. the committee will develop
total system of mechanical fasteners which will have its doyen
Mons and properues stated in metric units .

JASIA IS GOING METRIC
The Journal of the American Medical Men will publish all

measurements only in metric units effective January 1973 Al'
most 100 years ago the ruling body of the AMA recommended
use of the metric system in the Journal Since then ita rticle
love used an Inc ceasing ..mount of metric units with mature
of customary units

1411T111IC AS110CIATTON. IMC.
mu MIN

'"." akentweew eta WIOASHISme
10 Of more 40e each. II MI

Canoe.. II TooOrder from Metric A'n. All items rent postpid.1 swwwe Ilereee
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ill' TRH' ATVS!: PROCETSS IN ACSTRALIA
The Austraihm tat Inc i Coiversion fiord

sompleted st first year of operations Al a
musing on la July Me fhards chairman. I D
Nine.ird. issued statement summon up die
year's work Most of the work dune has Wen
ilevokd almost wholly to planning and coordi-
nating a national metrication program which Is
emir red to he 70T, conokto in 1970

The lollnw tog tentative tunings or conversion in dilletrist
teams were given.

Sono pat gaged gouts in slops might begin appearing in metric
sues and softly Irvine mass markings from early 1972
Primary education Wholly In mettle terms by February 1913
Secundtry education. Wholly In metric teams by February 1974
Tertiary "location funiversides ant: technical training( 1972.73
Weighing machines. hogtessively between 1971 and 197a
Promiry snikstry Production and medicate of Many produce.
1471

I hbrid rates. mid1973 bolding and constructioa. 197246
nutomohvo luniontry 191277 Timber 19744;
Shia than.. ratio,. natter. aluminum isbricoson. 1973.

NEW ISO IA ASING STANDARD SOUGNT
The V S Is proposing a ow world suntkod for metric

Ml. red fuller loafing. Me plan Ls led by Timken and en
ny 411 V S manufacturers of tapered roller bearings.

die Anti tetton Scatted Manlike omen Mon and American
National Sungsrds institute The new proposal runs counter
to costing CO standards salon have already Igen brought under
queshon by two major nations.

SMALL TRISINESS PROBLEMS IN METRIC CONVERSION
Or 5-9 June. hearings were held in die Moue. of Repre

tentative. rehire die Sukcemmittee on Minority Smell Bustness
Enterprise of die Select COnonik7011 On Sniwil guineas persumt
no II Res. S and 19 Some very pertinent testimony an die
eDrzt of mettle-ease to small holism was ghee by esontet of
w itnesses and le contained In the eubliehed hearings under to
Move MM.
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Rust Oilmen Cospostke. has published en article on the metric
One of doe loam's major proomo..e coaling* maroiscenter.

The This is
pr obably do find by cornpany in the paint Industry. Rust-
Oleum uses dual hauling tar Its products and M watching closely
tromicatkon developments in the U.S.

;au PROMOTES METIUCATION WITH 00ketrrgi
An Inexpensive aisles or quickly and easily Qumran

common customary units to dolt metric equivalents M being
marketed by the *Donal Microfilm Asen. On doe calculator.
designed specifically let the micrographics inantry. an 03r
reasons for length. mass. temperature. luminance and Ron
rate. price ie 52 40. with discounts for larger purchases
COMM NMA. 5736 Colman Rd. . Silver Spring. MD 20910

WACIENERIrs 14A,InIKW TRIO
The new 14111 Onion .1 Machine:1's Ile clisol iecognues

the mold. tile mow towards use ot SI Some 271 Nye 01 the
2420 page volume otaum metric unit, formulas amt expLans
eon. The main metric additions occur in the kli.Ounice and
-Strength of Malarial," section whore clear emlautom are
given or use of St units slo d with enamples of typical problems
All SI Material le printed is bald type. so It stands uut Inns
cotton. ry unit material Complete consersion .Wen are also
included The 519 hook is published by Industrial Press. 200
Madison Ave.. New York. NY 111016

iggTRIC EDITION olmot,grs HANDBOOK
Stneley' Metric Pour Combined Tables Is a mettle version

of doir famous :sandbank to serve present oternationil and
domestic engtneenna and constnxtion iktrientIS The 1100 page
$20 took cnntalns the hillowdo tables Logs Is Sqoares.Slorcs
& Rims. Log Trig Tables and Segmental Function. It is
publiebed by C K Smoky 0 Son.. Bon II. Omuuuqua. NY
14722

CGPM APPROVES
The 14th General Cnnference of Weights and Measures

which met in Parts in Septemlot approved the tallow{ time
additions to the International System of Linda (511

The mole (molt has leen added as the seventh bow unit .1
die SI. Ilse mole o the Mount of subsume of system which
annals. a many elenisntary entice. a there are stun. in
0 012 kilograms of carton 12 (When the mole is used. the
elementary entitles must be specified and may to atone. mole
cute.. Ions. electrons. odor particle, or specilkd groups of
such particles /

The nem.. eleMatts IS). hat, Ices given to the unit for con.
asctence. die ampere per volt (A/V).

The name. pascal (PAK Me been given M the unit kr Pre.
mum do nelson per smote meter (N/0)

EISEARC/1 CENTER INTRODUCES METRIC
The Langley Reetarch Center Is Varginta has started a

metrk system lanellsrlestiOn program for all of their em
elopes. according to Ames Mayo. System. Engineering at
LAC. All empittleeAre Mho equipped with convenCon
instruments and males. Lecture. and coulees will te con
ducted using M.).5. Jones' telablank. WodilakA Metric Unit.
sod &Conde os Metticadoia, They have also started compiling
s metric design and manulacturlrg maul.

jAhIM MOVES TOWARD METRIC
The African nation of Zambia is well Mug

ita metrication road They Mee unwed several
metric publications for free distrawilon to their
citisens As furditt means of indoctrinatirig
the public to metric min. they Mee produced
sn educational game. "Co Metric." which can be played by Ion
to NU players

KEEP UP WITH THE PROGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES TOWARD THE ADOPTION OF THE
IETRIC SYSTEM. THE NEWSLETTER CONTAINS THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF
INFORMATION FOR ONLY $2 PER YEAR. SEND IN YOUR MEMBERSHIP REQUEST NOWIII

THE METRIC ASSOCIATION, INC.

2004 ASH ST., WAUKEGAN, IL 60085

REPRODUCED BY THE PROJECT FOR METRIC RESEARCH, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, BOX 403,
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI,

HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
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Introduction

As a part of its continuing program of providing an objec-
tive industrial viewpoint in this nation's current metric studies,
the American National Standards Institute prepared this analy-
sis and report of antitrust implications of a coordinated metric
conversion under contract to the National Bureau of Standards.

The study contains an analysis of problems which may be
encountered under a number of varying recommendations
which may emerge from the NBS study and subsequent
report. Because the term "coordinated national program'. har
not been defined, three different hypothetical assumptions
have been made forpurposes of this report.

ANSI has recommended a course of action which it be-
lieves would reduce the practical difficulties which may be in-
herent if a national coordinated program for conversion to the
metric system is undertaken. Paramount among the recom-
mendations is continued full use of the autonomy and dynamic
strength of the voluntary standardization process under the
Institute's programs and procedures. It further recommends
that a single government-industry partnership agency be ap-
pointed and designated by Congress as the focal point for
such a program.

A legislatively structured, and perhaps novel, system of
resolving conflicts is recommended, involving industry-by-in-
dustry arbitration.

The report has been prepared by a panel of experts from
the ANSI Metric Advisory Committee with the participation
and advice of Institute legal counsel as well as staff counsels
of a number of panel participants. No attempt has been made
to achieve consensus of ANSI members on its provisions or
recommendations.

The report has been submitted to the director of the U.S.
Metric Study of the National Bureau of Standards. It has not
been endorsed by, nor does it represent the views of, the
Department of Commerce or any other agency or department
of government.

With permission of NBS, ANSI is publishin/ and making
available the report in the interest of providing an opportunity
to all interested and affected parties to study, discuss, and de-
bate its recommendations.

Roy P. Trowbridge
President



An analysis of the :ultttrust itoplo ;mom
of a thantzt.to.t.t to the metric. stein iSb
calls lor consideration of three ern 1,1111111V \

111)((1.15 11:11 area ( I 1 itu.trit rune ersiiiti
ascii; (2) the engineering statidaids de% flop.
mem process: (3) compliance pith the antr
trust laws.

This entitidexi4 is compounded ho the
need for extensive interindustr
cation in the standards development poi.
res., under an as yet undefined -coordinated
national program of metricatiim.- Since the
"coordinated national program has mil been
defined, for pnromes of this report three slit
ferent hypothetical assumptions have been
made as a basis for the analysis of potential
problem areas.

Possible Action on Conversion
If Congress determines that it is ill the

best interests of this country to espain! the
use of metric units of measure (SI), to the
point When' metric becomes the predominant
measuring system in the U.S., it could then

I. Legislate a mandatory government
prngram nf complete metrie conversinn with
a time limit for eompletion applied to all
industry, vommerce, and trade; or

. 2. Assign an agency of the federal gov
ernment the respnnsibility to assist, COMr
mensurate with available federal funds and
technical manpower: (a) in the conversion
of all or part of the activities of industries.
cnnipanies, organizations, and individuals in
both the public and private sectors to the
use of metric units nf measure and (h) in the
develnpment and iniplementatinn of new
metric engineering standards. The program
wnuld be voluntary, but require establish
ment of definite timetables for conversion
of various sectors nf the et:onnmy. Thew
timetabfes would he subject to regular re
view and updating as prngress is made in
conversion; nr

3. Same us (2) above, except that there
wnuld be no requirement to establish time.



tables. Instead a mandate would he given
to the agency to investigate and recommendmend
appropriate time schedules for various seg-
ments of society.

Standards and Standardization
Development and implementation of

new metric standards, mentioned above, will
be an important step in metric conversion.
The following definitions of standardization
and standards may he helpful in dispelling
confusion that sometimes prevails on these
subjects.

Standardization
The process of formulating and apply-

ing criteria for an orderly approach to a
specific activity for the benefit and with the
cooperation of all concerned and in particular
for the promotion of optimum overall econ-
omy, taking due account of functional con-
ditions and safety requirements.

It is based on the consolidated results
of science, technique. and experience.

It determines not only the basis for the
present but also for future development and
it should keep pace with progress.

Some particular applications are:
I. Units of measurement;
2. Terminology and symbolic represe

tation;
3. Products and processes (definition

and selection of characteristics of products.
testing and measuring methods, specification
of characteristics of products for defining
their quality, rationalization of variety, in-
terchangeability, etc);

4. Safety of persons and goods.

Standards of Measure
These are official units of measure estab-

lished by the National Bureau of Standards
and are used in quantifying all aspects of our
physical environment.

Engineering Standards
This term is used broadly to include all

standards which establish uniform specifica.
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tions for parts, materials. manufacturing and
construction practices. commodities. con-
sumer goods, and safety. Nationally recog
nized engineering standards are the result
of consensus reached by representatives of
affected parties-at-interest and are developed
under coordination and administration of a
recognized standards-making body. They
may have company, industry, national, or
international significance.

Covemment Regulations (sometimes called
standards)

These are made mandatory by law or
regulation which requires compliance with
their provisions by .citizens, companies, in-
dustries. or commerce. They may he based
wholly or in part upon existing engineering
standards. Government utilizes thousands
of standards both for procurement of goods
and services and as a basis for legislatively
authorized public programs such as health,
safety. defense, and transportation.

Specifications for Certification
These, like government regulations, may

be based wholly, or in pad, upon existing
engineering standards. However. in certain
cases where engineering standards are too
tightly stnictured to give the flexibility re.
(wired for certifying j lucts. unique speci-
fications must be prepared to prevent dill'.
bon of the integrity of the engineering
standards.

General Analysis of Antitrust Implica-
tions

The present pace of engineering stan-
dards development. under ideal conditions
of completely voluntary pad icipationat
times a lengthy processtends to be delayed
by observance of the necessary safeguards
against anticompetitive effects. Review by
coordinating authority of t!.e many partici-
pants in standards work drawn from all seg-
ments of industry may appear to retard the
development process timing the period of

244
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communicatiim and collahorati llll needed In
develop geed 0i1111111(1., SI Ih re-
view is necessary. however. to provide pro-
tection and incentive for uninhibited
participation in standards development.

Since new engineering standards roust he
developed and promulgated before any mean-
ingful progress toward metric conversion
mild be accomplished, any nationally co-

ordinated metric conversion program that
contains mandates of acceleration or time
limits would result in engineering standards
development crash programs. l'nder these
conditions product manufacturers and the
thousands of suppliers of standard parts and
materials could he siihject to risks of expo.
sure to antitrust violations in direct propor-
tion to mandated standards development
activity.

The staw,shment of target dates, as in
Assumptions I and 2, will require not only
deadlines by which 20,000 or more engi-
neering standards having national signifi-
cance most he restated in, or converted to,
metric. but will also require follow-on time-
tables of implementation. Manufacturers
of materials and standard components mast
meet the deadlines for use of their products
by those industries which are dependent
upon them. These industries must in turn
be inf ed of the timetables established
for parts and materials suppliers. During
the period from initiation of the metric pro-
gram to its implementation by industry, all
companies and nrganhations must carry out
a program of redesign, retooling, and train-
ing of personnel. Metric conversion would. of
course. not he across the hoard at start-up.
It would proceed in reasonable steps to avoid
unnecessarily early obsolescence of products
or tnols. Such a program would he com-
plicated, however. by the need during the
changeover period for all affected companies
to work to standards of measure and engi-
neering standards in both metric and custom-
ary systems.

Assumption I presupposes that the es-
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tablishment of mandatory timetables would
be the responsibility of a government agency
empowered to carry out the program in close
cooperation with the affected producing and
using industries and in consultation with
general consumers and affected govern-
mental agencies. It would seem appropriate
that a policy hoard hr established having
representation from the government, in-
dustry, commerce. and the public, under
which would operate task groups having an
pi.ipriate balanced representation aimed at
specific segments of industry and commerce.
No doubt cross-liaisons between these task
groups would he established to coordinate
the final timetables.

Target dates will. of course, he set first
for the necessary engineering standards. Prob-
lems of variety redntion. selection of stan-
dard configurations, or performance require.
ments may not receive unanim consent
under the accelerated pace at which such a
program would he carried nut. Obviously.
it is impnssible for all manufacturers. HATS.
and consumers to vote objectively on ap-
proval of an engineering standard affecting
their particular interests. A public review
process would no doubt he required to assure
an opportunity for all to air their views.
Nevertheless, an individual firm or even an
entire industry could feel that the proposed
or accepted standards are arbitrary and that
they for-,close options the dissident groups
would have preferred. In normal vnluntary
standards developincnt, such objections oc-
casionally arise. The lack of a hard and fast
timetable, however, allows for an indefinite
period of dialogue and possible accommoda-
tion.

Although government action on certain
controversial engineering standards proposals
might provide solutions under a mandatory
metric conversion program, it is almost cer-
tain that many of the standards in question
would not he feasible or appropriate subjects
for regulation. Thus, there would be a strnng
chance that, if the timetables are maintained
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III Vile I if 1)1)1(.11mm aggrieved Path
woulrl seek redress m cowl action In As
simiption 2. with the ables %Aleut to
revision. the policy group and task groups
(mid reset target dates and make necessary
adjustment% ss 'thin and lief weer s ariuus sec
ton of industry and c ree. fuller As
somption :3. with its even III( flesible ape
preach. thew is not likely to be any substan
tial increase in such objections over the cur-
rent rate.

Curler duly Of the three assumptions, it
would Ser III desirable for the policy group
mentioned earlier to accord a major coordi-
nating role to a national voluntary standards
wonitati 3333 used by the many professional

ay.l technical societies and trade avoid:it'
which are the administrators for develop-
ment of engineering standards and from
whose ranks the technical personnel .1 for de-
veloping the standards are furnished. Availa-
bility and full. efficient use of such a national
standards coordination body would greatly
enhance any metric conversion program. It
would make it unnecessary for the federal
government to undertake the standards
development coordination task. It would
also preserve the strengths inherent in the
voluntary standards processes, particularly
the ability to marshal and organize the total
required competency. It is recommended
that metrication legislation and any pro-
grams contemplated to implement comer
sMn make full use of the autonomy and
dynamic strength of the voluntary standard-
ization process.

The most sensitive area of antitrust ex
posure in a mandatory or voluntary coordi-
nated metrication 'migrant IMs in establish-
ing dates for inglementation. If a coordinated
program is to he effective, companies which
supply materials and parts must have these
parts and materials in the marketplace by
the scheduled dates. Companies which use
these parts and materials must be ready to

place orders for them Ins the tarmt dates
The s \ act of groups 11,1111,.11111S

agreement (111 uuli t.11114-1 11.41V, ((Mid 1.11S
qu:toms under the: lllll trust Los s

ell though careful iiii,(Nbart. 111114111

be Mhos ed. III(hl(hIlg public ainnaincuments
and for comment for those companies
or industnes who ss ere not ill at:reflood
with the selected target dates. the latter
might feel that they had barn penalised and
had a legitimate Complaint i1114; t throe
companies that had established and agreed
own: the target dates.

Problems could : between the sup.
pliers and users of parts arid csnumments.
not only through failure to accept the target
dates, limit also through lailnre MI the part
of the user tr fulfill his Ohligilh011 lu pur-
chase material% and component% which had
been readied (or availability by the target
date. Because mandatory as well as volotitary
program% could be disruptive to the normal
business relationship between g ps of
cormianies, Congress should vu lei enact-
ing limited antitrust exemption% covering
e Phan,- with time schedules for Coll.
version.

It would seem that not only would indi-
vidual companies he exposed to c ler-
able antitrust risks. but the standarditatiim
bodies the .- Ives could also become parties
to any litigation which might develop as a
result of scheduled programs. Such risks
could in degree far exceed those present
under voluntary programs which establish
no mandatory effective dates for compliance.
It is urged that the metric study of the Na
tional Bureau of Standards and the subse-
quent report to he presented by the secretary
of comunerce to Congress carefully consider
the compatibility of the antitrust laws with
their final recommendations.

A legal analysis of antitrust law implica-
tions of coordinated industry, metrication
follows.
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Legal Analysis of Antitrust Implica-
tions of Coordinated Industry Metric-
ation

%Chat will be the impact of the antitrust
laws (on 'flaming and implementing a co-
ordinated natitual program of metrication,
in the event the Congress should determine
that conversion to the metric system is in
the public interest?

One premise of this analysis and these
recommendations is that Congress. in the
course of its determination to embark on a
national program of metrication, would de-
signate as she focal point of the program a
single governmental hoard or a single govern-
mentprivate sector partnership Agency (the
"Board") with a legislative mandate to guide
and coordinate the (.4,n version program un-
der an appropriate time schedule.

'flu. conclusions reached are:
I. Substantial antitrust problems would

be posed by joint industry' efforts to imple-
ment metrication in many. but not necessarily
a majority, of affected industries. The tradi
tional antitrust safeguards that (ordinarily in
sulate participants against risk of antitrust
est . in analogous private Mint .tctivities
may well prose inadequate to met the spe
vial competitive problems presented if the
timing and method of conversion were to
raise serious conflicts of commercial interest.

2. In the rest of the industries affected
the competitive effects of conversion under
a reasonable (voluntary Or mandated) time
schedule would probably he neutral to the
extent that all industry members concerned
are afforded r opportunities to adjot
and all hear some costs and achieve some
advantages without significant effete on
their competitive positions. This condition
would prevail only to the extent that the
process of conversion itself did not harm the

'Intti.fn 1.11 Inrem. 1114,111. ..111,1141%. th.inhot
icor. tor...1%. ell.. r,rn, l( ere
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kinds of pentive and consumer longest.
the antitrust laws are designed to promo.
Protection of these interests would require
scrupulous adherence to the traditional anti-
trust safeguards and to principles of private
!ne lone 55) that voluntary conversion ef-

forts could he act plished without antitrust
pit falls.

3. A legislatively structured. and perhaps
mud. system of resolving conflicts is needed
4: meet the competitive problems described
in Oniclusion I. Required would he a system
of industry-by-industry arbitration) panels ap-
pointed by the Board whose determinations
would not he subject to antitrust challenge.
Where (cr. . conflicts of interest arose and
:slit- not susceptible to as compromise solu
dom, dr dote , Um reached could well
it solve a significant competitive disadvan-
tage to a particular firm or group of firms.
In thew cases such panels )1 Id be ac
corded authority to retx llllll send -adjustment
assistance" to the Board to prevent increases
in concentration of the market structures of
particular industries that could result from
metrication.

4. Finally, provision should be made for
firms in industries where the competitive
effects initially appear "neutral" to transfer
the handling of their cases to the legisla-
tively authorized panels. 'Thus, what is con
templated is a sideby.side system of hoth
voluntary conversion procrdures administered
by experienced existing private organizations
and a correlative yak- mechanism to ad-
mini ter MIllpaTabk pnleetillTPS When 1TIV-
eoncilable conflicts arise.

h, impact of the antitrust laws nn
joint industry standardisation activities has
been remarked at length in major addresses
or written 01 by the present leading
antitrust enforcement officials, by their
predecessors, and by the senior staff mem
hers of the Antitrust Division of the Depart
ment of hirioice and the Federal Trade Coin-
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mission. The criteria for conducting such
activities under the antitrust laws, as ex
pressed in these statements. arc instructive
and relevant to Mint industry activities con-
templated for implementing metrication.
These criteria are specifically germane to
the voluntary standards efforts that would
he needed to rationalize engineering prac-
tice.

Antitrust enforcement attitudes on the
legality of standardization generally, the
specific antitrust dangers involved, and the
safeguards to be applied to minimize such
dangers are illustrated by the following state-
ments:

Cooperative industry efforts to establish standards are
not. in and of theinself, violations of the antitrust
laws The Department of ,,, ,,, recognim that scan.
Judi/anon can enhance competition and result in a
more efficient allocation of resources, primary goats
under the antitrust laws. For maniple, standards which
facilitate the interchangeability of parts or ancillary
systems may manner competition by increasing the
ability of new lions to enter concentrated markets.
Knowledge that all brands meet certain miniumm levels
with respect to performance, may enable tom:nets
to make costperfonnance trade-off decisions in a
rational manner. In this respect. standards may lessen
the influence of advertising and promotional activities
unrelated to actual product differences, thereby lowering
barriers to entry by new producers aml increasing the
vigor of price and quality competition NInreover, the
establishment of standards may serve as t means of
fostering both the acceptance of technological innosa.
Min and the improvement of product perfortuance and
safelY

In the same address. Mr. Grossman out-
lined "those implications of private stan-
dards-making activities which raise antitrust
issues and thus cause the Department of
Justice to refrain frotn 'blessing such activity'
with an undiscriminating approval." He in-
cluded in this category:

1. The use of private standards to facili-
tate restrictive agreements, inclucEng price-
fixing and the elimination of nonstandard
products from the market, as in the Standard

'Address by Barry Grossman. Assistant Chief, livalua
bon Section Antitrust Di. Mon. 1)epartiornt of Justice.
before the 51st Annual Sletinsc of the American Vac
rionalStandards Institute. November 20. 1969
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Sanitary' and Trenton Potteries cases;'
2. Basing standards upon the products

or [mamma capabilities of a dominant
group of manufacturers, arbitrarily handi-
capping smaller competitors or potential
competitors;

3. Adopting unnecessarily rigid stan-
dards which may impede product improve-
ment and innovation. thereby diminishing
the vigor of existing competition and creating
additional harriers to entry in industries al-
ready concentrated or evidencing a trend
toward concentration; and

4. Approving standards for safety or
performance which unnecessarily depr;ve
consumers of desired purchasing options;
for example, inferior but cheaper products.

This detailing of the antitrust dangers
presented by private standards-mal ing activ-
ity has recurred in statements by the present
assistant .attorney general in chprge of the
Antitrust Division,' by his two redecessors,6
and more recently by the present chairman
of the Federal Trade Commission'

Judicial decisions in this field, as well as
the pronouncements of antitrust enforce-
ment officials, have suggested the important
criteria to he considered in assessing whether
standards programs may run afoul of the
antitrust laws:

First, the purpo.e of standardization
must be apparent and must be legitimate.
Standards which are concerned principally
with commercial relations are suspect. Cer-
tainly, protection of public health and safety

S 21)119121
'273 S V2119271
`Letter dated Jane 17. 1969. from Ilkhard Alclaren
to Arnold B thatrman. National (70111111MIlln
Oft Product Safety

'Address by Donald F Turner before the Antitrust Lass
Section ol the Nen York State Bar Association. Jan.
liar) 20. 11107. Wier dated N. member 27. 1961. f
Filss in NI Zimmerman to Nfalcolni 11 Jensen. ihif
Office of Weights and Meaner.. National Boreal, n1
Standards

'Remarks of %Ides 11' link:nom k before the Antitrust
Lass Set non of the Ness York State Hat .Asnitiatittn.
J a nuars. 28.1571
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Is a limper oal. Interchangeability, slim&
Mallon to avoid needless pudiferation of
sarittes, and the rationalization of llllllll IIII

1011 b4155 VVII scientific personnel and be
tn en firms doing business are all goals fll
the public interest.

Second, the standards making Process
should be available to all parties at interest
and should assure representation of ton-
sinners and independent experts, as well as
producers. 'Hie wisdom Of conducting open
proceedings lists partly On judicial decisions
that private standanls organizations have the
responsibility to accord concerned interests
timoly notice and a hearingthe minimal
attributes of due processbefore lllll nub
gating standards, which althnugh reasonable.
may operate to the disadvantage nf such
interests.

Third, the decision whether to produce.
sell. or service standard nr nnnstandard prod-
nets must be left to the voluntary discretion
of individual competitors. The law dues not
tolerate sanctions imposed by agreement

g competitors whether against mem
hers of the same trade, nr their suppliers or
customers.

F th, there is a strong antitmst-oriented
preference in favor of standards written in
terms of perfi ) :owe rather than standards
designating materials and specine construc-
tions and in favor of standards which proninte
information on comparative values thrnugh
grading criteria rather than Ingl criteria,
pass-fail specifications.

While adherence tn these safeguards
would undoubtedly serve to prott4 Twist
private standardization effnrts und..rtaken
in connection with a national program of
metrication. there is one circumstance nnted
consistently by present and fnrmer antitrust
officials where it is unlikely that ve.!:itary
private standards effnrts tn implement
metrication could avoid significant antitrust
problems. This circumstance occurs when
scrims conflicts of economic interest are
posedeither miring competing mamilacturers,

Or min el.,: mania comers alld piton, with
whom the. deal As noted by former As
'slant Att )) Tin lier

1.1. 1111r tin tmulh,1. tat ttst. the mote liktIs
t i . s t pot Ati at tom o ill ritloi lutio the kind nl
ouipriitit uoloort inteti.sts a tilt Atitittiot

Litt e.m violet t fill intor InAiltsinati to, rst.ilo
Itsluog the kind I it stand-mt. dot the todllo ontritt
...told III, tut. I it.tlyt. 111117.J. Ilut 11.)Z1061.1.11 11/1
III 11111.111 111111111/11.111.1111.11 1/, All atlioutotiatit
is not o ultout wobbles nl us tut it Not it is the molt
Attiniquuti solution tt tour olio.. 4111111u Is if Ititrtest

Under the voluntary system of standard-
ization based On principles of consensus,
serious conflicts of interest can he and .rare'
been resolved by c ) se solutions with-
out injury to (' petitini 1 his is ac !dished
in the hest of private standards - freaking sys-
tems by the prodding, persuasion, and diplo
limey of ceninr boards without llllll ercial
interest in the specific issues preselect!. The
proedws of the present leading standards
nrganizations, hnwever, require that no stan-
dard he app .ed if consensus is still lacking
after efforts to resolve conflicts have been
made. In a national metricatinn prngram the
necessity of interindustry coordination sug-
gests a mandated time schedule. however
flexible. impnsing certain final deadlines. As
such deadlines approached, the present op-
tion in a voluntary system of publishing no
standard, as a last resort in cases nf persistent
conflicts. would not avail and would seriously
hinder conversion effnrts. Thus, a proposed
standard, after full review and consideratinn
nf altematives could appeal to a majority of
industry members as optimum and to dis-
interested reviewers as in the public interest.
even though certain producers, users. or
others remained adamantly opposed. Where
serious disagreement persistt-.1 and the com-
mercial stakes were high, the expnsllre to
titivate antitrust treble damage claims, even
thnugh 1111 led. could well diminish the
willingness of cmnpetent personnel tn vnlun-
teer the efforts no which an expeditious

'Sr, Full it..
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metric lainlaril program o I Odd
I II, 51e1 1.II .111,1411,t 1111.1,10.11% 11111.1114.1%

.CW111111.11111' to menu anon. or obit
be magnified to it. include dif hilt mum
nom of timing. ear 1111411%1. 11.11.1. of flue te
1.11111111111111.11 engineering prat tit+, noshed

in ing m.11.411111 id machine to replalc
mm. ,anima tap:wine.. to (gum ith dual
ins imbiris during periods nl necessars er
lap in the tom croon process. and fortuities
in the tin.img of re.rardi mil de, elopmtit
results (+mid he INpertell to Vol. roc fil
11411iilt ant uMillitt%.

In a hypothetically %maimed fireplitg
industi'v. fur v.:imply. it is inissible that a
brill with moo ear. not...twiit in deselop
merit of a .pray dm ice for simr.irtime. relief
of sidewalk heat svinild he perfecting its
patent claims and pl; lllll ing to initiate market
ing of the device at about the date obeli
metric standards for new fire-hos conplings
were planned to he implemented. If the
patented device did not readily interlace
with neo metric fire-plug fittings or with
(bones intended to adapt misting fireplugs
to the new hose colliding. the 1 lamer of
the %liras (holey +souk! sure) feel aggrieved
Ans. action of prosIncen of fire-plow.. their
suppliers. or the nnunicipalities comprising
the users ohich resulted in adopt' of star
dards precluding use of the patented (holtc
could in challenged In the patentee as an
attempt to boycott its product. On the tither
hand. a standard intended to at e late
the patented device.

1 'bly to the dia(I
vantage of peting (Imams. would raise
other questions of foreclosure. %Vhether the
Imbibe interest in efficient. safe. and inter-
changeable fire-fighting equil .nt. the
participation of the municipalities and the
strict (Ibsen ante of the antitrust safeguards
()Milne(' abuse would insulate the defendants
in such a snit are (mestinns on which the
last %vond of case law has not been spoken "'

Given the limits of any hypothetical con
strum for antitnnt analysis. it would serve no
useful !impose to attempt to foresee the van-

00-751 0 - 72 - 20

pothiltlie lot %lem. 1 onflor of to
1,11,1 that ought h1 Itemplk assormted
tom croon lint 11 is apparent that t ert.ito
%loather. in the Jandard parts and materials
tellostr% .ens both 11.11mont and pert

eostooter. II 1. also apparent that
etse,....511f1A rat metric part ma, lolls be

a, ailable to (+mulcting prodoeer nu oneeptal
term. likelthood eNists. therefore. that
:tin proposed 1111.11%r date. for 111111111111.11I
ing IN% 111g1111141111; 17;10111. h1 1111:1(

to interests for a multitude
of reason..

III ca.r. pflN.11,111g eri lllll (+inflicts of
interest not capable of reconciliation miller
present vollintar standarditation system..
it is TIT ded that disposition a
signed to an arbitration panel appointed to .

and operating muter lllll .echire, pro-
mulgated In the Huard These proemlores
shinild include -moil+ to all parties thningli
Vederal liegister publication. a hearing. and
disposition to- majority vote of the panel
with a single right of appeal to the Board
itself. (21 eoto.e, judicial re, iew of the
lillart. decision %milld he available. In the
event Mt appeal is taken. the pane deter-
mination should. neverthelev-. lx re, iesved
as a matter of (muse for procedural fairness.

llll with related industries actions.
and assessment of competitive effects. prin
cipallc o healer am less antic petiMe aller
mune.. toidd fasibb adopted in the

litiotantes. Upon ammo al after such re.
vim,. implementation of the government
panel's deter Minn .humid be accorded
cypress antitrust immunity. This inininnit
should tml to industry participant. in the
standard. effort and minparticipants um-vs-
.:1rd, reacting to the timing and method of
implementing the conversion (big one to

,.. Applo It/ lllll 111 I 1.4nt Nib '1.1611
-.1.1).11 1 C Namoull 11aIII Irld. !ffirl ( lllll

1417 'h.. viol A11.1 I.,
omit ll t1.1 I . CS V I AS .1 man fan. 1sT11.

.04.1 I/Iffrn NV. 2 roe/ Anadyr, Im
121 t 2.1 .1.t 147til or MO I
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the extent necessary to make the determina-
tion work). Such immunity should not, of
course. extend to anticompetitive activity
presently held unreasonable per se or which
could be shown to be unreasonable in the
circumstances and unnecessary to the na-
tionally mandated conversion effort.

Should comparable immunity be ac-
corded to private standards-making efforts
in industries where the competitive effects
of conversion may be neutral and where no
serious conflicts of interest appear? It is
submitted that the grant of such immunity
could only be justified on the basis of active
review and regulation of the private stan-
dards-making bodies by the Board. Given
the variety of procedures followed by the
many organizations generating standards.
any suggestion that antitrust immunity be
accorded to such organizations in return for
general cooperation with the coordinating
agency would raise serious questions of dele-
gation of governmental power. Experience
shows, moreover, that antitrust immunity is
not lightly bestowed by the Congizss, nor
liberally construed by the courts." It is re-
commended that the kind of limite anti-
trust immunity outlined above be accorded
to private standards-making activity only on
condition that the private organization in-
volved has developed and approved the stan-
dard in question under procedures meeting
the same criteria as those used in the con-
"United S v Borden Co . 10M 1' S IXN. 195-99

U4101. Sdver N etV 104 Stork Exchange. .173 1' 5
341, 157 (1951), Thal Securities Corp v New 10.4
Stoat Exchange 433 F. 2.1 264. 272 (7th Or 1970)

351

gressionally stnictured panels and that the
private organization's determination be re-
.iewcd by the Board under the same tests as
those applied to determinations of an official
panel. Those private organizations adopting
standards for metrication under procedures
which do not meet the criteria specified
could, then, offer their participants no
greater antitrust protection than that af-
forded by the Noerr-Pennington doctrine"
for joint efforts to influence legislative or
executive action.

Clearly, threats of antitrust exposure
which discouraged the voluntary contribution
of engineering expertise at a time when it
was needed most would be at odds with a
national policy of metrication. No set of
government agencies could muster the
breadth of expertise required. At the same
time, any process of conversion to the metric
system which does not safeguard the interests
the antitrust laws are intended to protect
would be difficult to justify. Accommodation
of the two purposes is feasible by reliance
on neither a wholly governmental nor
wholly private structure. Instead. the private
structure should be used to the extent ex-
per ence shows it can be used without undue
risks of antitrust exposure, with a "fall-back-
structure for those projects in which such
risks are presented.

' "Eagan Railroad Presidents 1:onferener Noerr
Aloe. Freight, Inc. MS I. 5 127. ('MW Pennington.
1111 U 5 as; 11555), compere %%men Paddock Pool
Bidders. Inc. op dr. and Woods Esploration & Pro.
during Co . Inc r Alma, F 2d - (315
Co' 111711
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studying impact of metric ?
base your studies on the authoritative
up-to-date information in

ANSI's five-volume metric package

Included are: Orientation for Company Metric Studies (Mechanical
Products Industry), 2nd Edition: the nation's first met
ric guide, revised March 1, 1970, to include standard
ports and materials. $1.00

Measuring Systems and Standards Organizations: a 45.
page illustrated booklet on measuring systems, past and
present, and the role played in this field by national and
internatinnal standards organizations $1.25

ISO Recommendation R 1000. Rules for the Use of
Units of the International System of Units: a major
breakthrough toward development of the world's first
truly international system of units. $1.25

Guide to Impact of Metric Use on Standards Develop-
ment in Companies, Trade Associations Technical &
Professional Societies: a hard-hitting minuet for assess-
met of priorities and long-range planning for develop.
ment of standards required for any change in units of
measure. $1.00

Plus the new: American National Standard Metric Practice Guide
(ASTM E 380.70): this newly approved American
National Standard provides guidance on conversion
from IJ.S. customary units to SI units of quantities
in general use. $1.50

Take advantage of ANSI's quantity discounts on complete sets:

1.49 sets 54.25 each
5099 sets 3.75 each

100 or more 3 25 each

ORDER THE METRIC PACKAGE NOWfive outstandingly useful
and instructive publications designed to provide a broad understand
ing of the metric system and of the possible effect on industry of
increased use of metric units of measure.

asamerican national standards institute. Inc
1430 broadway, new York, new York 10018

302
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Go metric It sounds like a cheer doesn tit it isl
Its a cheer for editors Frank Hall and Bob Carst

Their fivepart series of articles on Americas move toward -1-ttrication won a 1971
Jesse H Neal award The articles appeared in Machinery betweenDecember 1970 and
May 1971 Some people consider the Neal ward as business journalism s Pulitzer
Prize Each year 15 awards are presented for the best editorials articles series of arti-
cles and special issues from over 500 submissions by business magazines We are
proud that a series of articles from Machinery was selected for this honor In the award
winning articles series. Frank and Bob built the case for U S conversion to the metric
(S11 system and reported industry labor and consumer reaction to conversionas
presented at the Bureau of Standards Metrication Conferences At the tine (November
19711 Machinery also took a stand favoring metricationspread over 10 years

I want to reiterate that position Machinery, one and one-half years later still favors cum
plete U S conversion to the SI system by 1985. that a national schedule and conversion
plan for various industries should be developed to minimize difficulties that any costs
which accrue Should not be borne by die government so that there will be strong in
eentive for industry to reevaluate and Improve its operations at the time of conversion
and that the conversion be complete so that all measures are metric

A conversion period from 1975 to 1985 allows Congress time to pass enabling legisla-
tion and time for the coordinating machinery to be formed and plans developed before
the beginning of the conversion period Industryby-industry target schedules are desir-
able so that one industry doesn t design its products for metrics and thendiscover it can t get
parts because supplier industries haven t yet begun conversion

One of the major benefits that can result from metrication is significantly increased operating
efficiency if the conversion period is looked upon as an opportunity to reexamine old meth-
odsand procedures The need to offset conversion costs by increasing efficiency is incentive
for keeping costs down if the government were to underwrite all or even part of the con-
version costs the incentive to find ways of offsetting them will be lost

Complete conversion is necessary if we are ever going to learn to use the SI system eft'.
coently For example one engineer I know has been using and working with the metric
system on his job for over 4 years Yet he doesn t think metric He doesn t think he II
be converted until he s forced to use metric units 24 hours a day When his bathroom
scale reads in kilograms speed limits are in kph and he buys milk by the liter. then he II
begin to think in meters instead of yards

We feel that there s nothing to be gained by delaying conversion to the SI system The
longer we delay the more it will cost So let s get busy and Go Metric,

Mach Inn
5
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phis series on the National Bureau of Standards
Metrication Conferences, which took place dur-

ing the Fall of 1970, explores in some depth the
opinions of representatives of leading segments of
American industry. The official reporter for NBS
was our senior contributing editor, Robert W. Car-
son who wrote the final article himself.

After the first shockdiscovering that every indus-
trial nation in the world except the U.S. is com-
mitted to metricyou soon realize that even the
U.S. is partly on the metric system already, that it is
slowly becoming more metric, and that the longer
this evolution continues, unplanned and uncon-
trolled, the more painful the whole conversion pro-
cess will become. So the problem becomes much
broader; one that is faced by a democracy many
times: can a free society voluntarily take the steps
necessary to plan its growth, or must it drift into
changes which although inevitable, are faced
piecemeal, at much greater expense and hardship?

FRANK HALL
senior editor

3 ,.
t .,
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We can? Eck 'em, so we'd better go mebicsoon

The more you dip in to

problems of standards and

measurements, the more

obvious it becomes that we're

going to po metric. Reports

from the National Bureau of

Standards metncetion

conferences show that while

opinions vary from -now- to

"never-, a strong majority

regards U S conversion as

inevitable The question no

longer is Call we. but

when end &MP
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wart. needs to he dene hemirere. to both
wfine present definitions el measure.
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nownotrit MOO., Maw NM*

menl lethmer., become more mes
and to phase in other units coherently

lasellwr
II that mints, ,Mould t on. en to met-

.... we amid earn the sindiang gra-
diode of nntold engineering *Nairn,*
'Who havit hn nigh penile..n of
oin.sling line. wen., anal !awe
'mill In p.014. Pea pound. and pnicd
feet to newtons. Pole, and
ten. And Ihi, is not to mention the
!monist of is hoot child., memorising
Inches per fore. feet pet mile. Iqusteleel
per ern and to on The metric sedan..
with its her 10, would eliminate a lot of
unnecenars whoolma and permit the
abide.. to spend mow tint on thinking
oat the problem

Nut in a none per is al v metrn
twin. amnia nice Indus/es untold Imun
in deogis time. pemnt simpler atandanIr
ttattrin of ...lila, uses refine ern.. in
engineering. prods. win and ai wonting,
improve the Anent an penitent in inlet.
national rtandinieh and swat. realer
screptante for our espnets

OrsImieffit of relsi Nark
Olmornlv. there are he of anon

;evident% ananwated with taTIRTIIM
the rnetrts warm a we ...old have
done it long ago As gleaned town the
Automat Bureau el Standards Deerfield
Conference deicntwel below. Gene 4
the penheryin are

Changing hart's..., dials twik dies.
nvddlnd measuring equipment

Reason( drawing% gandank camp,
111,m repair manuals
Retraining c Inspector, tai him
overman. enguwen-and top man.
Airmen. ton
Coney. g amputee power..
'wing pnKlomm, during
with .awe cent delay. anti init.
Slaintaining shial mate.
r al. and pare. Ine r.1 ie..
Another prnllem n, hem to "mon

D o ofTl beep the wane ote and nit!
redirnemsnn n 1,14 ,err. nag
me, In ...tr,, me d

The first was might seen limpint asil
amen. In lie lea ett wine lint in the
long no it pro/wish ...Id negate the
whole Ara a iconeniiin Onr
..ltd atilt he in oath., no matter
we labeled them and the., noo1.1 no1
nnform 1.1 intenutuvi rl dandank Re

ude. the bent fiti of .1-e anon
...wild 'int he a, tillable

The only v.- I. onvert 1, to go di
rt. tie to mein d n. thenihr gaining
the full advantages even at meow
nowt coo At 'inn thew would le a
payoff after the ...1.a1 changer...,

a aims/ Saws el I Assgsnits Sam*
The V S C.D.. in 011, pail the

Meru. Study kit wthonting an even.
minded malluaison of V S intern?, MI
nietnrystion and thawed the Sec rind.
n1 Commerce with the reiprwal.k.
Th. program was set up 'mks the sum
pi-et of the %mama, Mown, 4 Star,
dards The ARM ht initiated 14 separate
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I

The whole world is going mehkpeit JJ

The U.S. is the only

industrialized nation in the

world not committed to the

metric system. With this fact

as backdrop, here's report

on the National Bureau of

Standards Millie Conference

on Education Although they

are anxious to convert to

metric and could mow

rapidly, many educators,

pushed fora carefully

coordinated national program

with a 10year transition.

Frank Hall

Uormwohered by raw dotal uw
nnionten. dotal di foreign competition
or the necessity of wales petitt. the
oductional tepees W eniktniank
. hoot ilw US. conmettng to the metric
mama On ate hand. then attitude
might be termed "embank" by thine

indeetry who hove the *boor moron.
Witten at on the other had, they do
deal with people, ia may dem oar owe
children. end on Mould been to what
thee hoe to canhibute to the mann
question Of menretteet

At the NIIS Metric Conienince
Education 33 medalists. In lannal pan
iontononil teninnig an Orin ei ninon,
tien, agreed that canwellng to Mint
would be good fat ediactinoe provided
the trenetlen were government van.
need end weft pureed ath hoed den
Cons to taxman would he mime be
are mon invalment affected would
be In botbooh which am roomed every
five peen army.

llevarallast
In agendum the levitation to the confer.
o nce. the NItS mad the mlocatort

When it near berg taught odes,.
tram dieeld It be taught tf omonal
program n doptd'
What problem all be faced. what

comersin dm kr mewed
teether training hooka espopment'
What we the avatars al the mane
myna M whaddens
If adopted are should coneenion In
education he planed how keg will

talie. whet son he done to help
"Minh mem,

The now.
Adoenflg to Ile NEA (National Ede

cation Amorietion4 analting for num
than one milk. esember educents to.
eat the metric mean for a egg group
It saves two ad is runes to adernend
Put. It it only effective whew it ton he
Mated to life made Ow wheal They
toppon lboner. ationande don
name, moral meth sheet two or

ihred.1,0ar planning program for in
eerie ember owning prior to the at.
tionmde start

All centolunon in the conference
.peed that purely volatere approtch
to ccoversion mad not work nt.
.bat w. have now. and the strong /T1(111
vI111611 of the ed Ina IV.

planned converse. eau from their do
laudation end, tan present setup The
compld English natant .4th it. for
tem. and weaned unniated
in Milton and time conuming to teach

too lach of panda dry and lig.
aid awns. eight kink al tons. 511 kinds
of babel. and medbred am such at
cm& hosed feet. rode /wham hr.
lam stadia. and pon end manta to
eon claim he has named It all'

A number of wenn cane. in
boduced within the pan meted wart

the mom worm aclustmly Three.
developed .4th fading front the N.
noel Sending Foundation. me latmra
tory oriented with emirates inchoda
Another. the Intennediate Saloon Cyr.
diduhsns Study (ISM II a indind
pelted inandian progrun red. 7
through 0 The tome met only nano
fat ntaintuatem of distend. ford.
Nam volume. weight. teoperstore end
mow. The Mann program rording
to bility end Waren and although the
me of nutria is wily seconday to the
egged matter they new lean to Think
meta The MM. include, tem. labs
mom appatalu telf.essesinsem.
teacher otionaten end standardised
Tab. After sputa towing, the terhers
spend Ion than her percent of their time
w ith the clam userhole. winch comes
es thoch to ma but rash. show the

coune is effective In, all ability le,
eh and breed range al wiled am.
atone, mid that muliag fowl t Ma-
w.% unimportant The *smile-and is
that hay is a wry to teach ammo to
Addeo wan my he horn widely di.
mew %wigwam& that ea on no fee as
thee abilinee and enmesh prom. end
that the media culturally deprived
child has chance to moved at tome.
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IThe whole work/ is going motilePm III

According to DI. Lewis M.

Branscomb, Director of the

National Bureau of Standards,

-the old standby A pint's a

pound the whole world round'

must soon be changed to A

pint's a pound from Long

Island to Puget Sound.' The

world of nonmetric MUMS
is skis' 'fang fast."

Frank Hall
wow 441.1

The intending thing about the Nubian
Bureau d Standards Conference on
Metncetion is that groups representing
broad an is section of American society.
meeting independently. came up with
the sue conchnions. Cowmen to the
metric "win in the U. S. is inevitable.
and that what is needed is a well.
planned coonbnated national program
over period of yews.

Speaking at the Conference on Con-
gener Attain, Dr. Lewis M. Branscomb.
Directed the NIS put the miens of
the used metric into penitence. He
san that in 1890 Congras made metric
units lap' In the U. S, and Si 1175 we
signed the Tnary el the Mete that es.
tablished metric units as official inter.
national wita of measure. Since that
time 47 nations him pined and the In.
temational System of Units OIL an in
temationally hannonlzed system d com-
patible. scientific messurentent mks has
been adopted. TM inch via esteblished
at exactly 113.4 millimeten. In fact. the
primary measumnant standee main.
t Med for the United States by the NBS
are all SI (metric standards).

Dr. Branscomb pointed out that only
the U. S. and Canada areas Industrial
nations an persevering with pats and
pounds, and even Canada 'has declared
events' convent= to metric a definite
obiective of official policy.-

Acceding to Dr. Branscomto nite ar-
guments for changing to metric tamp
concern the possible Wpm an foreign
trade, the ability to communicate ef-
fectively nuoughout the meld and the
Intrinsic simplicity and logic of the me.
Se antes itself. The growing leer-
dependence of natter, as we Aare one
another's endue& vacationed& and
pollution. suggests that y annanzing our
measurement language with that of the
rest of the world may he desardate. and
perhaps ma a neeasy nip . . But
misunderstanding of what change to
metric immurement mamas is on wide-
lewd and both advantages and diffi-
cultrae are so peaty understand. that an
°bracers Indy of the situation is wow

tral We most try to arsluato the value
to the U. S. of harmatieng our mown.
meat practices with the rest of the
world end intimate the difficulty of
doing to. and the consequences of eoo
timing to he different We must try to
separate hots hen myths and examine
alternatives Is the nation."

Comiseares MMia IfIrost
In Mewing the -consequence of

beinf different," Dr. Branum* men
tinned the both the ISO (International
Orpnitaike for Standardization) and
the IEC (International Electrolechni.
cal Commission) have deeded that after
January 1971 all imentational da4darch
will he women in SI wits.

-Perhaps more sispificent than the
growth of mended, writing actinty,-
Dr. Branscomb said -Is the devel-
opment of new means for made* en.
fotatinent that may make . com
pane involuntary. at least in contain
markets. Thin the Economic Commis.
eon Ice Europe. IECE) In February
1970, ehdoned a recommendation that
standards used in intanational trade
should be hannonized on the bans of
ISO and IEC nicenmendations. The
ECE mho endorsed, In principal, the pm
pose that quality usurence and product
certif.:eke impanel in international
trade be based on ISO and IEC stan-
dards. The most specific cartiliosttost
system being established is in the field of
nonionic components, to be admire.
teed by vie Committee for Ceordinn
than of European Standards In the Elec-
trical Field (CENEL). Systems of this
kind emphasize the increadng Men
tante with which many maims New
entarin once for nrplating nide. In
dunnal neviards can be pleated and
enforced In ash a way either to facil-
itate trade within a poop d coopentive
nations or to met bonier apes' im-
ports of nonconforming products.

"The eaten to which hardware
changes must be made ts in pan a por-
tion of the consequences of harmonizing
our nuked product standards with
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Metric's decimal haw simplifies unit
price comparisons
Mono is easier to teach in school
Cooking calculetions are simpler
Increased capons and Imports could
lead to lower prices
Clothing mune CM be amplified
Cmihnion over dry and liquid me.
two (pints quarts) would be ended
Metric base in clothing industry could
lead to mechanization computer con-
trol and lower prices
According to J. D. Buchanan. now

with the Canadien Department of Corn
sumer Alfalfa. lane COnAIIIMI problems
in Crest Britain involve beer and milk.
When man onion n pub and orders
pint of beer. he gets shout COO
ten. But the standar' metric size is SOD
milliliton (112 liter). and of coons pro
ducen and pub wont fear that the ow
damn of volume will hen business. Re.
turnable glass milk Imola are used
univenally. The changeover to metric
might not only ream the volume of milk
sold but will require duel bottle sixes on.
III the older ones are phased out through
normal breakage. Incidentally. we in the
U. S. won't have quite theism problem
broom our liquid measures are smaller
than the British imperial pints, quarts and
pitons by 20 percent, and 'Arnim
closer to multiples of Alen.

B. L Smith. mister director of Cow
turners Union agreed that metrication is
inevitable, advantages outweigh &-

eenier'. and dot some useful by.
products may follow Iron nmplification.
He said however, that pvernment in.
centres will be needed. con. are poor.
illy exaggerated, end that consumer
apathy will be bard to move although
the climate is more receptive now than
in the put. Anistance by the Advertis
ing Council. Cmuurner Fednatioru and
women's mapaines will be needed.

Theodore Thom. Research Director.
&MICA and Bombs. end chainnan of the
American Assoc-laden of Advertinng
Agencies metrication study committee
said that the AAAA Is ready to old In
educating and motivating eceuumen me.
leg donated time oes telerbion, new the
oadio, and in print.

lake CalANIMS
The NBS Metric Conference on Lebec

was held October 27 In Calthenbung
Marytend.

With the cooperation of the AFL.
CIO, related Mama, unions were
grouped and spokesman for each wrap
was selected and ailed to respond to the
following quondam

312

Any part experience with metric?
What !Weeniers and disadvantages
do the woolen see In metrication. Y.
suming a 1yer transition period?
How much training will be needed.
who will he trained and bow?

lkspeaps
In general the response indicated

greet lack at interest. Seven of the 10
romps ant mandonnarn to the unions
in their group. Of the 102 unions in-
cluded. only 40 responded.

According to Nathaniel Coldfinger.
Director of Research AF4C10. the al.
Nal position of the AF4C10 is friendly
neutrolity. It Wm no mend for or
against. but recognizes that some impoc
tent humeri ism would come up In any
conversion to metric.

I. Protecting walkers' Investments In
teals that would become obsolete.

11. Knowledge of the metric system
may become prenquatte to Sob.

3. Trebling of the workers
4. Relief minuet to offset costs of

metrication to individual woolen.
Mr. Coldfinger went on to state that

transition will requite stable economic
environment and plenty of time for his.
man adjustment. There 'hyoid be no
ban to hinder upgrading and older
woolen MP not he blocked off from
new opportunities.

Many pressiastions quationed the
need to consider metrication. Some
unions wine unman of any con.
templated change. and when felt the
possibility of change was remote. All
VMS concerned that when weaken
owned tools, they should not be bur.
dened with the apnea of new tools.
and all celled for the employer to pay for
needed retraining Including travel time.
They speed that the major headaches
would occur during transition. and that
once inanition u completed. no long
range problems were expected. Some
saw positive bender a simpler system
with less chance of erns, and easier to
understend mon capon opportunities
and benefits to woolen as consumers.

Open opposition WAG hem some con.
notation unions such as the plasterers.
carpenten and electricians. The brewery
workers were IMO adamant. After pre.
seating the materials sent to him on the
metric study to ha eiecutive board by
Anthony C. %MIAs Bateau.* Assist
ant to the General President. Service Em-
ployees Union, Mr. Karl F. Feller. Poen.
dant of the BonveryWooken replied:

"Their &psalm was . . . that we
would not panierate in any conform*
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oe further study of the metric system and
to notify you as well as Mr. George
briny. president of the AFIX10 that
we an opposed to giving any mad
contain to change. Our reasons are old
nom the zoo of changeover in tools.
machine tools. conteinen of all sizes in
lurid sod solid systems, etc u prohibi
the . . We will net participle nor
will we support the study."

Mere they aeN
Santee employee. (except the W.

wen) say change is desirable because
metric is looped, easy to undentend and
remember. Retraining must be at ens
ployen expense.

Oil cod vgrokal wisdom say IMMO.
lion is memory. change is overdue.
Cost should not be placed on workers

United Mine Waken say change is
desirable and inevitable, coal future is in
technology, ezport market pining Ins.
penance. Manie poldie education pro.
ram alluded
Testae sod present waken townie

change is contemplated. etre.* do'
belics but see no pest ptablems sod
some advanteges. Woolen should not
pay for new tools.

Construction workers (Building
Trades Dept.) take no official stand but
plasteren foresee calamity. carmen
foresee chaos. and electricians see large
tool end remaining coots.

Trampertation unions see lade ad
vantages. fait want metric tools paid lot
by employers. retraining on paid time.
no disruption in seniority systems

Moline plot. feel nwirication is good
but retraining paws wad on domestic
Bights will be handicap.

Ans.usgincemig, rioting trades have
little metric ezperience, ale con.
corned shoot costs of toiling end re.
Ironing. Many older employers cauliall
04 opposed, but education end Reining
can overcame (car and resistance.

Methadon who own that tools. ere
concerned about costs of made tools.
Sow unions vehemently opposed to
change, others recommend part !sp.
poach with educational program first.

Class, cosmic and °then. Foundry
waken see ClIM111 worldwide trend
want speedy conversion. Commis-
nIcition waken toe loss of productivity
and more errors during tramItion. Funde
tun woolen stress need for educetion.
Close bottle blowers see metricition In
creasing exports and lobe. Chu woolen
concerned about coot of tools. Icahn
reds woolen foresee education prob.
toms among wakilled wolker1. as
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The whole world is going metricpart IV
Metrication can be a

challenge to manufacturing

and engineering to completely

operations. Benefits

from resultant innovations

and efficiencies can far

outweigh any conversion

costs. Besides, conversion

costs are temporary, but

benefits go on and on.

Rank Hall

Is the (hap of our product right?
An new standwds required? Is the
product being made in the best way?
Are we wing our equipment the
most efficiently? Is our sales effort
right? Is the supporting literature
good enough? Can the product be
sold In new markets? These questions
shouW be asked all the time, or at
taut periodically. But are they?

According to Golden Bowen. Di
rector of the United Kingdom Mont
cation Hosed mobably the prase
beneflb of convening to metric are
"the fundamental chaps deriving
from such a critical rewureination.
triggered all by the change to metric
which may in some Ineancee lead to
Imp capital expenditwee but these
costs sic the arm of Innovation.
Metrication Itself can accomt for but
a fraction (of the total oat.) . . .

(and they are) not ideotiliable in the
wave of Innovation which the mettle
change may have occasioned."

Mr. Bowan was speaking at the B.
nal conference on metrication held
by the National Bureau of Standard.
and was sharing some of the as
palm= pined by the British as
they teethed the halfway mark
their planned 10.year transition to
the metric system. He eald. "I am
very conscious of the groat valuate of
work and discussion which has gone
on within the US. since the (Metric..
lion) Study was authorized by Con.
pm In August IBM. l am aware too.
that circumstances. In the US. and in
the U.I. are In many ways very dif
ferret and It would be dangerous to
draw too close parallels . . . It will
be for you to fudge the relevance to
your circursutancee and needs."

Mr. Bowen pointed out that the
greater changes occur In the MAW
factoring and espedelly the asp
marina industriesbut. that is also

where the greatest benefits can he
achieved providing the opportunity
for complete reassessment mentioned
shove is embraced.

a.rraaatw?
"One of our peat . . . problems."

Mr. Bowen said "is our inability to
cocoa the question, how much will
all this cut? . . . We have found it
townewuable . . If it were merely
a matter of changing measuring tools
or altering weighing machines, It
would be padbie, but by no means
easy, to make male !winnable ap
proximation to a probable aggregate
coil figure. But . . . the metric
change Is amscissted with host of
other changes. The aunt and timing
of these changes will be determined
by literally thousand of decision-
making centers and Individuals . . . I
an talking about decisions which In
many cues have yet to be taken end
Implemented. (For euraplek

is the weighing machine to be
replaced because of the metric
change or bemuse It no longer
fits the web of a imp that
he, gas over to selfservice
and indentally to metric?

is the machine tool to be re.
placed because of metrication
or because there is need for
better. faster, more automated
capability to make the new
model which is also designed
M metric?

"Are the new metric school
books purchased because the
misting ones are worn. old
fashioned and obsolete or dm-
Ply Imdequata

"That are sane of the problems
of amusing the costs of individual de.
chimes It Is even more difficult to at
tribute the emu within en individual
corporation Messy of our firms with
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make their preparations for absorb
Ing the change.

his is well illustrated by the
proves of metrication in the U.K.
construction kidustry. A program
there stimulated manufacturers of
building materlah and components.
It aroused architects and through
them their clients. It caused mans.
lecturers of fitted furniture and other
builtin elements to consider their
designs in metric terms.

"One rector cannot be indifferent
or even Ignorant of what other sec.
ton are doing. It needs them to move
In concert with Its program. On the
other hand, if everyone waits for ev
eryone else then nothing happens.
Someone has to take a lead And as
this involves taking calculated Mb
there is need to give encouragement.
We in Britain have not done this by
financial inducement or recompense
but by encouraging those with the
necessary Initiative. Government De.
partments have been ready to adopt
metric specifications when ordering
supplies or commissioning buildinp

or initiating rewards, as 1000 as an
Industry was ready to start moving
over to metric. This Is in truth a very
important aspect of Government poi.
Icy in relation to the metric dune.
A program must therefore embrace
the obligations which government
must fulfill 11 the program Is to be
carried through to success.

"Some sectors of industry may In.
deed want the Government or the
Metrication Board to lay down a tar.
get date for planning purposes, In
other caws the Industry itself may fir
a tentative target date round which
It can organize Its thinking about
what It will have to do to change
over to metric. The practicability of
the target date Is then tested by ans.
!yen what needs to be done. In
what time wale and In what order.
Here critical path analysis may
prove a useful tool for analyzing the
this to be done and getting the inter.
related elements in the right time or-
der.der. We In the U.K. are still sirup
gling with this problem and this
seems likely to be a continuing prob.
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hem until the transition is whiten.
tially complete.

"It Is not possible to generalise
usefully about what the metric
change involves. In its simplest terms
It may mean no more than a shift of
emphasis. Thus some corporations
doing a great deal of their work in
metric may tidy up the situation by
going wholly metric. For most raw
materials it may mean no more than
changing the units in which the ma.
tend Is packed and sold and the hasis
of pricing. Again it is. of course. pos.
sible to measure in metric any prod.
sect even when previously maunder,
tuned in customary units and the
metric change may mean no more
than changes In the measuring tools.
the actual manufacturing promo
being unchanged.

"Again with services, such as
freight transport. the physical oper
ations are unchanged, Inn the freight

and documentation are
changed. II this was all that ens in.
volved in going metric. there would
be no great trouble or cods, but
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equally, the gains from the change
would be modest. This is probably
true for large part of the economy.
Even in such an important area as
agriculture. (or example, going met.
tic mainly mesas responding to
changes introduced by suppliers and
by marketing institutions and making
changes in recording and accounting
systems and in measures used (or es-
tablishing inputs and outputs. This
is not to may that there are no real
gains from making these changes, but
the most notable benefits are us the
(arm office while the operations in
the field are not greatly changed.
Even in retailing, the actual changes
in the shop itself are very small. Most

°I the changes affecting retailing are
in reality made by the manufacturer
or distributor (or it 4 there that the
decision is made oboist the size and
outgo of packs to be used"

It behooves us in the United States
to examine very carefully what the
British esperience has been to date.
and to take note of our distinguished
visitor's reflections bemuse they can
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save to much grief. However, we
must also remember Mr. Bowen's
opening remark about not drawing
too close a parallel. Conditions in
Crust Britain. both political and eco-
nomic. are different from those in the
US. in the context of metrication.

For example. the British upon
trade is about 18 percent of their
gross national product, (actor
which makes British industry. as
whole much more keenly aware of
international markets, economic con.
&ions and standards than US. in-
dimity. Our exports are only about
(our percent of our CNP. Second.
Britain must he prepared to join the
EEC (European Common Market)
when and if the details can be
worked out. To be viable, in-
fluential partner. Britain must be on
the metric system.

So, while on one hand the motiva-
tion to convert comes from British
industry, on the other hand the ob
stales are greater than here in the
US. Tradition has long been much
stronger (actor in Crust Britain, and

ow. their money must be converted
to a decimal systemno small task.
Conversion of the traditional pounds.
shillings and pence to a decimal sys-
tem such as ours took place this Feb-
ruary. so it is safe to say the British
public is now aware of some of the
problems of metrication.

Gam*. bartry C ftalowert
Held at the National Bureau of

Standards headquarters. Caithen-
burg Md. Oct. 5 and 4 1970. the
NBS Metric Study Conference on the
Construction Industry heard 21 orga.
'illations present their views on met.
rication in the United States. Al.
though opinions varied widely Isom
strong opposition by four trade area
c4ations to strong suppon by five
other. 21 spokesmen agreed that
evolutionary metrication will not
work and that planned iyear
conversion program, coordinated by

Federal agency, is needed
In general, most participants

thought that metrication in the U.S.
was inevitable, even when they cout f



we no benefit. Sat trade emaciation*
took nostril stand, primarily be.
cause of conflicting response. from
their menthes. The concept of the
US. being an Inds Wand In a metric
world war new to many. Few people
realize that the U.S. will soon stand
alone. (See Part I. Dec. 1970, p. 3bi.
All tes.iinical societies supported con.
version. and were already taking
steps to alert and educate their man.
hers by publishing deal values.

For summary of how each group
&responded. we the boo. pages 8961.

Problems each as conversion coats
were thrusted but as pointed out lay
Cord= Bowen above. they are very
tough to pin down. Eqsipment prole
kens generally were considered mi-
norles than for the manufacturing
industriessince most changes can be
made by adjustments or by umbrae
maintenance within you or two.
Educating designers, title searcher,.
and e.t.a'. labor (see Part III of this
eerie.. Fels ury 1971. page 45, for
construction workers opinions) will
be major problems. The concrete
block industry estimated 82 billion
convenion cast but this was based
on an overnight. mandatory cow
version. program not suggested by
even the Mad ardent advocates of
the chenge to metric.

Fairly typical of conversion rale
team were Owe Ranked by the
home buikkre

Coat of dual inventories, some
maintained for many yearn

Repair end maintenance of older
structural with new, metric.
site materials

Reduced productivity. misup of
materials on the job site during
conversion
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Time and cast of converting
simulants. codes, tables and
land titles

Changing land titian to metric
units could be a headache. and would
probably increase costs of a title
search. But even though properties
with recent descriptions In metric
would have to he converted back foe
a search, the same problem is often
faced today where earlier deerip.
'ions tea units no longer commoo.
Chard engineers, road builders, and
title immense groups agreed that it
would rave no purpose to go back
and dune earlier records. Revisions
to metric should be only on "go
forward" hub at the time property
dunces hula

Sientgilleation. major advantage.
was discussed by several spokesman
who mentioned earlier fnutrating en.
perk:aces In trying to get industry
behind simplification of sizes and
modular design on voluntary basis.
For example, the new approved soft.
*nod bander standard. PS 9170.
calls for actual surface time of lum-
ber en mill invokes to replace the
nominal boarfoot system. But retail
lumber still opposes the standard and
prefers calling 1 3/4 e 3 5/84nch
moil 2 r 4. A change to merit
could provide the needed impono

Metric standards used in Europe
for plywood and wallboard and
helm; adopted by the British. are
quite claw to our 4 a 8 ft. modular
ditnensiore. Euept for the Germans,
the rtendarch are 1211a 240 cm. or 47
1/4 x 04 I /a inches and adaptable to
30 or 40 an stud spacing. The
spokesman for the plywood industry
pointed out that a change to 120
240 cm would be simple. but the

/enlecaafa la awl Nfl esalmwtat
Tromporeation: Mr Transport Aso-
dation American Institute of Mer.
chant Shipping, American Trucking
Amociation. American Wuehouse
Association. and the Amociation of
Oil Pipsilem

German (DIM standard of 123 r 1St)
cm (49 1,4 r 98 Int would le
slightly hewed the capacity of most
U.S. plywood prom so It would be
to our anti. Image to support the met.
etc size adopted by all other Eu
rowan countries In International
standard's work. Thickness Is no
problemUS. equipment can pro.
duce any metric dimension

The wallboard suppliers have
about the same problems for panel
sizes, but although they too can make
any thicknea the metric standard
would have to be rounded slightly
thicker than the Inch equivalent. ode
eswbe corny fire and sound tests
would have to be repeated.

Since lack and metric standard
paneling are so close In size, a mum
of identifying one from the other
would be Important during con.
version. The concrete block people
would have the lame problem. Con.
cute block modals. are nominally 8
a 8 a 18 inches. bat arks:1y a 3/8.
Inch allowance for mortar joint
shorten both height and width. Es-
tahlisherl metric standards are 190
190 a 390 mm *dual size. which for
the height and width are almost iden-
tical to our inch module. The 190
min thickness, however, is 13 mm
leas than 8 inches so finiihed wall
thickness could he a problem if the
blocks were mind.

William Burton. Conference chair.
roan said In closing: "The inevita
tatty of two years ago has fore.
shortened. All ISO (International
Organization for Standardization)
standards must now be In SI (Inter.
national System) metric units. but
dual values will be accepted In US.
proposals. We need national gen.

State and Local Commenent. Ames.
Ion Transit Amociation. City Man.
&gement Assodation. Council of
State and Local Cocernments. In-
stitute of Traffic Englneen National
Amodation of Counties. Pollution
Cannot Federation.

Public Health: Amairimn Dental As.
sedation. American Hospital Asrael
allots. American Medial Asodation.
American Norms Anse-Wien. km&
can Optometrists Amedation. Ashorl-
can Pharmaceutical Amociatioe.
American Pudic Health Amociation.
and the Noticed Amodelion ad Bo-
ma Druggists.
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ANSI-00
Mr. Hiroo s %let n

canon (*Asiniontee. Na
bond Standards !swum, Inc which
is the U.S. represeutative In the ISO.
The ISO is the hailing coopetatise in
temahonal agency. consisting of dele-
gates from each ssiontry who thrash
out differences in standards. then write
and issue standards for each nation to
accept for retest) as Indy national and
International standards. Most nations
accept these stamina.. since their rep.
Ts-tentative. have participated in mak
ing them. Once All ISO standard is ac-
cepted it can be a strong influence on
international trade. If your product
doesn't meet ISO standards. you have
little chance to sell it outside of your
owncountry.

Mr. Burton's point was that.
whereas all other cambia are repre-
sented by official government
agencies, the U.S. delegates are from
the ANSI which is a cooperative
g roup.sponsored by. and inadequately
funded by individual American com-
panies. In order to Increase its clout. it
must have more substantial backing
from industry. and official sanction
from the U.S. government. And of
cam, a U.S. commitment to convert
to metric would greatly enhance its
Influence in helping to set ISO stan-
dards

Incidentally, the ISO has lust
elected an American. Francis L La
Que, to the presidency for a threeyear
lemma/tingle& 1.1971. Mr-La Que

.

Shilmelanall &mak= American
Intim Amadattam American Bar
Asetokeica:: Amedetad credit Su-
imatru.Ameciled Sepik Desk"
12.1SletiMaMict Aecowatents.

111111 kit ...Imolai. mi1mol.t1 and mi..
lllll

row Coalenrot
The seventh and last conference.

at which air. Cordon Bowen spoke,
was held at MIS headquarters in Cal.
then:Ale. Md. on Nov. 169. Le.
holed "Ceneral". it consisted pri
manly of nonmanufacturing service
and professional associations in the
fields of transportation. public
health, state and local government,
agricultue, mining. professional ser-
vices, ...NI others.

The 37 presentations lump no
surmises. but they did contribute
some new Melts to problems al-
ready disc seed at previous confer.
ences For example. the American
Bar Association suggested a method
fin accommodating appropriate stat-
utes sot legal tenns to the metric
system using computer retrieval
system and temporary nendardized
amendments to cover existing laws.

In general. most of the groups re c.
naiad the need for the US. to go
metric and believed It to be inevi.
table. No hard opposition developed.
but of course. metrication would
have little effect on many of the
groups. But even those who saw little
advantage to offset conversion costa
indicated that "if It's good foe the
country. we will convert"

Croups In public health field were
among the strongest supponen of
metrication. The dentis4 optome-
trists, and the hospital and phar-
maceutical anoMations are all using

Agri:above ova Mane Marken
Aipiadtural &mamba Amociatice.
Ameekeo Mining Congress. Finn
Bureau Fedeation. Geologic Sarney,
National Farmers tinkle. Na
Fisheries !swims, Society at Atan
can Forestal.

11114111 .1111011.1 1,11101%1'k unto,. Ito
mum% .1111 44.1..1 diiiegist. tn.

.vslynis fin.
I le.11111 Awnutioni siinoulv cnilone,
II. Anal the America° hicrlical *WWI.
Allots Ine, metric enclonively in inedi
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The agnculture and mining groups
were much less enthusiastic about
convenion, but would go along. The
farmers groups see little advantage,
neither do the tamers. commercial
fishonnen, nor the miners. The geo.
logical surveying group, however,
would welcome the change because
they now make land measurements
using photometric equipment cali-
brated in mean. then mint translate
dtmenstons beck into feet.

The transportation groups see

some long range advantages and
some short term problems during
transition. Many are involved with
international transportation and see
metric usage continually increasing.

State and local government group
surveyed several state. county. and
local governmental bodies. and found
little strong enthusiasm or opposi.
lion. Most SAW some long range ad
vantages. especially the traffic and
transit association people. The Pollu-
tion Control Federation favors mein
cation. has been sing it in labs and
publications to years.

The prolessioral services groups,
buskers. lawyer. CPA's, credit hip
reaus and securities dealers will be
least affected. In some cases, some
numbering systems may have to be
changed such as ma for cat se.
counting. However. the professional
groups will be primarily affected as
canumen. and to they are aware of
the need for specisl education. u

Al &herr Metric AatocitMori,
tional Amaciation at Soastiontark
National rederstine at Indoceedep
Duane* National SaaB Sualoms Aa :
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IGet ready for medic part V

The evidence is overwhelming

that we will have to join the

rest of the world by

converting to the metric

system. Here's a final report

on the seven NBS Metrication

Conferences by the man who

attended them a.%

Robert W. Carson
......Ceentrut.11Mor

The seven NBS Metrication Confer
emus. reported on in the preceding
articles of this series. succeeded In
bringing together all types of Indus
tries and professions to discuss the
questing. of changing our measuring
system to metric. Response was ca
cellent to the invitstions sent by Sec.
retary of Commerce Maurice Stuns
:o some 450 trade associations and
professional societies. as well an more
than 100 labor unions.

More than half of those invited
brought meaningful comment that
followed guidelines prepared by the
U.S. Metric Study. Many contrIbu
dons were hued on estemive studies
or detailed questionnaires of mem.
bees. About one-third of the report.
sea made minor contributions, and
only s few ignored the invitation.

About half of the unions were spa.
Vatic or unconcerned. Some were
opposed: one refused to participate
because the cost of changeover in
tools. machines and containers will
be billions?' But several unions with
metric opulence felt that change
was inevitable and should come sum.

Each group brought some special
concerns. but in many Important
ways the reports were remarkably
similar. For example, the contribu-
tions collectively showed that we are
already much more metric than most
of us realize:

Calculations In the electrical and
electronic industries have
been metric from the start.

All research in science (physics,
chemistry. biology, health and
nutrition) has been metric for
years; all data in museums Is
metric; elementary and high
schools use metric units in
modem science courses.

The pharmitoeutical industry
went metric 15 years ago.

Industries with sales abroad
make general use of dual di
mensioning showing metric
equivalents for inch dimen
dons on engineering drawings
and sales brochures.

Imported sutomobiles, engines
and transmialons are largely
metric; MOM sum repair me
chanio have metric wrenches.

Ball bearings are metric in two.
thirds of today's production.

Photographic film ts made to
metric widths, and threads on
spark plugs are metric.

Chew Is Writs*
A strong majority of all the report.

Ing groups said that change was in-
evitable because the advantages out.
weighed the disadvantages. Substan-
tially all those favoring metrication
preferred national program coot
tinted by government agency.
Nearly all favored a 10.year coordi
noted conversion period.

Beside the advantages offend by
the metric system itself, a number of
other advantages accompanying the
change were cited: the opportunity
for design improvement in redesign
for metric; elimination of needless
sizes and types of products, coo
version of clothing and shoe sizes to
system using body dimensions

Even the minority that could see
little benefit to them in metrication
accepted the change as inevitable be
cause of the advantages the metric
system offered the nationnow an
inch island in metric world.

Surprbingly few of the inevi.
table" advocates seemed concerned
with the Impact of metrication on
foreign trade or balance of payments
But some saw wider markets for ex-
ported products, and advantages in
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world-wide interchangeability, and
wider rusge of choke provided by
metric imports.

Among opinions asp d by
members of group. a few flues-
Honed the motives behind the study.
Some suggested it was a "Communist
conspiracy" or a scheme by mansilc-
toren to raise prices.

If a change is made almost all pre-
fer a voluntary program with a care-
ful ordering of priorities under guid-
ance of a Federal agency such as
FIBS. A few want legislation for a
mandatory program that would re-
quire all industry and trade to
change by fixed date. Others
pointed out that not all sectors or in-
dustries will need to change over,
and certainly not all at once.

tNwNaa ptia oaths NO
It goes back a long way. The En-

glish foot started as the !moth of a
mans loot, and the inch was the
width his thumb, and 12 inches
made I foot. The yard was the dis-
lance from the tip of man's owe to
the end of his outstretched band, and
was equal to 3 feet.

Our weight standards grew out of
the English "stone" which came
from the Babylonian equal-rum bal.

once with a set of stones for stan-
dards. But in England the size of the
weight varied with its use. the stone
for weighing a horse was 14 pounds;
for measuring wood was 18 pounds;
for weighing meat. 8 pounds. For
smaller weight units the English bor.
rowed the "grain" from the Creeks
who used a grain of wheat as their
basic unit; 420 grains made an mune
(troy weight) and 18 nurses made 1
pound. The Arabs used the Limb for
weighing gold and precious stones.
from which came the caratnow
standardized as 1/5 grain, and thus
related to metric.

Bach in the 12th century, the En-
glish began to standardize the system
we now me. But we inherited not
one, but three systems of measuring
mass: the avoirdupois, which is the
familiar 18 ounces to pound with
437.5 grains to an ounce; the troy.
which includes 3.188 7..ins to
carat, 480 groins t4 an ounce and 12
ounces to pound; and the apothe-
caries', which includes 20 grains to a
scruple. 480 grains or 24 samples to
an ounce and 12 ounces to Found.
The avoirdupois pound weighs
4515924 grams. whereas both troy
and apothecaries' pounds weigh
373.24177 grams.

Europe in time developed systems
and standards that were different
from English. and varied from city to
city. In 1780, to end this confusion
the Freoch academy proposed the
metric system with only one name
for a basic quantity and decimal
system for larger and smaller units.
In addition, these basic quantities
were interrelated. For example:

The meter for length was 1/10
millionth of a quadrant of a meridian
circle. The gram was the man of 1
cubic centimeter of water. The tem.
perature unit was 1/100 of the differ-
ence between freezing and boiling
points of water.

This was the cgs metric system. as
it was intnalmed in 1780. When
Thomas Jeffenor., a stientiat at heart,
became President. he tried to get the
Congress to adopt it., lost was bussed
down because it was a "French'. in.
vention If he had succeeded we
would have been the first nation to
adopt metric.

But Napoleon imposed it on
France and the French FanpOe.
Later when Germany. then Italy be-
came nations, they were already us-
ing metslc. In 1875 a treaty estab-
lishing international standards for
metric weights and measures was



signed by 17 countries including the
U.S. Then the Scandinavian coon.
tries. Russia and Japan replaced their
systems with metric. and other indus-
trial countries followed.

England is converting to metric
now. Australia is starting a 10year
project. and Canada is committed to
metrication. So the U. S. is the only
major industrial country not metric
today. during this dubious honor
with Ceylon. Cambia, Guyana. la.
main. Liberia. Malawi, Nigeria and
Sierra Leone. Truly, we WO "an inch
Wand in a metric world."

Ms mix* ambit .

The original definition of the basic
meter length was inconveniently re-
lated only to muter standard bar,
and length was replaced some years
ago by a specified number of
wavelengths of highly conduit rad!
anon from a krypton arc. Then. by
international agreement (including
the U. S.) the English inch was short-
ened by few millionths to equal us
actly 25.4 millimeters to simplify
conversion. The Inch thus became
based on the meter.

Some inconsistencies still re-
mained in the cgs metric system. For
example. there were two different
kilograms, one for force and one for
mask and a variety of wilts for
energy and work. In 1980 the Eu-
ropean Common Market countries
agreed on a 11101:11CTILL 'MO of the
metric system. called St or System
Internationale. The know sin was as-
signed to mass alone, and use newton
as the unit of force. The tattle be-
came the one term to use k r energy.
and was for power. Pre airs and
stress are saeasured In net ton per
RUIN meter.

Some other claming so was due
on the system. but the second as the
unit for time, and the degree as a
unit for circular measure were fist
changed. Earlier efforts to introduce
decimal multiples in these two areas
were not successfid. But metric
clocks number the hours from 1 to
24. This SI or "matured" metric is
the system that has now become the
woad standard. It is the system En-
gland is now adopting, and that Aus
train. and Canada are changing to.
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Ow lin* Oats
Many attempts have been made

over the years to get the U. S. to re.
place ow archaic English system
with metric. We made it optional in
1888, and almost adopted it in 1902.
During World War 1 some scientists
tried to get Congress to adopt metric
to ald in working with our European
allies, all metric except England.
Again. it was defeated on a highly
emotional basis. A leading publics.
tion in the manufacturing field in an
editorial said "No one could fight
more effectively for the Kaiser than
to force through a compulsory met-
ric law. If mch a law is passed we
will have lost the wee. . ."

More recently. in 1964. a bill to re-
place our customary system with the
makmixed SI metric aroused the
same old emotion"! arguments: It
would cost billions; we would lose
our dominant world position as nu.
(hinny builders: people would not
accept a foreign system. Besides ow
system was better; let the rest of the
world change to our system.

Many specious arguments were re-
kindled. We would have to tear up
all railroad tracks and relay them;
all land would have to be resurveyed:
all machine tools scrapped. The
dairy industry said It meant throwing
away billion of milk bottles. and a
500gram package of butter would
be smaller than a 1-pound package
and thus reduce sales.

The bill died, as it had in earlier
years, but its sponsors rewrote It to
call for a study to determine the
facts: how much It would cost to con.
vert to metric, and how muds it
would affect Industry and trade. The
bill directed the Secretary of Com-
metes to make the study and report
the facts to the Congress in three
years. Just then, the British an-
flounced their decision to metrinte
in move that was sponsored by
British industry, and this changed the
picture.

MN* SieUrin
In 1988 the study bill was passed

and the Secretary of Commerce
handed the study project to the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards which set
up the US. Metric Study Croup to

get the fasts si where we stand
To assemble All the factual odor.

*nation required lo the Metric Studs
Act, the U.S. Metric Study Crony
started separate projects.

I. A survey of 400(1 manufacturers
on the impact of convecting that
measurements to metric owlet a
coordinated national program

2. A detailed most analysis of not.
eiestion in 100 firms.

3. Telephone survey of a random
sample of MOO nonmanufacturing
limit on the impact of metrication
on their operations

4. Study of the effect of a 10.year
conversion plan on the Daipiutment
of Defense.

5. Survey of 35 other Federal
agencies on a similar basis

8. Statistical study of murent in.
ternational trade at 750 firms export.
ing measurementlensitive products.

7. Analysis of the metric debate in
the U.S. over the years

8. Cost of adapting commercial
measuring and weighing devices to
metric units.

9. Effect of metrication on State
and local governments.

10. Impact of change to metric on
the educational system.

11. Sample surety of 1400 repre
sentative family units to detesmine
the impact of a seurdinased national
change to metric.

12. Effect of metncation on Labor
in a study conducted in cooperation
with AFL-CIO.

13. Comparative survey of se-

lected engineering standards and
their international counterparts.

14. The series of seven National
Metric Study Conferences mentioned
earlier. to obtain comment from
trade, professional, and labor assoct.
ations on the fundamental issues of
the National Metric Study.

Cat el twarsise
Contributions to the metrication

conferences showed that transition
will be costly in manufacturing in-
dustries where metrication will sn
volve substantial redesign. mach.
Reason or replacement of
manufacturing equipment and menu.
lectured products. Two other anew
will face lesser problems in nun.
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manufacturing industries when dual
stocks of materials and repair parts
will be needed, and in consumer edu-
cation and worker retraining.

Some estimates of conversion costs
in manufacturing were in the bil
lion% but were hosed on mandatory
overnight changeover, with whole.
sale replacement of current produt
non equipment. situation not cow
I credited In the Metric Study Act.

Conversions costs in mentha
hiring indumies ten be minimized U
the tnunition time is long enough eo
tools and equipment can be replaced
when woman or obsolete. In some
ndastries five years will be long

enough; in others it may take IS
years or longer. But moat reports In.
dinned that 10.year transition
would hold cysts to minimum. En.
gland's experience shows that mind.
pated costs and dislocations were
greatly exaggerated. Further. in.
nervation or improvement actom
ponying metrication often accounted
for more argument cost than mein
cation alone

Working off existing inventories
tan Incur sulnIanItel transition tools
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unless conversion time is sufficient to
allow normal turnover. Material sold
in hulk can be converted with no
delay after metric scales and contain
ea are ready. Fresh foods may re
quire a few weeks; packaged foods a
few months. Hardware and building
supplies will take much longer.

Dual inventories required during
the conversion period, and for yam
more in some situations, will need
careful coordination to keep costs to

minimum. Service needs on long.
life equipment such as machine tools
and mayor appliances may nun sev.
cool years beyond the end of the con
version. Repairs to buildings may
also require small.scale production of
inchlnued supplies for years.

Building codes and food legislation
will have to he revised--estimated to
take about five years. School
textbooks are usually revised about
every five yens, and change to met .
nu: will not add to costs for a five In
Inlear transition. Traffic signs and
road markers could Ire converted
over a year or two, but speed limit
signs would have to he changed over.
night everywhere. Land titles (mid
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be converted on a go-forward basis
when property changes hands.

Other onetime transition costs
will include retraining workers, re.
slang standards and drawings, and
some worker inefficiency.

Pruchwtion workers who are ma.
chine tenders will need no special
training other than what they will re.
calve as consumers. But maintenance
men and service employees will need
basic training In the metric system
and some new metric tools. Some
skilled workers will need more train.
ing and will face greater expense for
workernwned metric tools.

The AFL-C10 has taken a firm
stand that legislation for metrication
must include reimbursement or
workers for metric tools they must
buy, and must also provide training
needed at no cost to the worker.

Some office worker, will need
metric training. Retail store clerks
mull be trained to assist Lammers.
Teachers will need special in.service
training to prepare for metric in.
amnion. Some estimates for training
time appeared exaggerated: most
educators felt that employee training



would not require more than a week.
Larger onetime transition costs

will be laced in converting engineer.
tog drawings, repair manuals and
sales literature for products changed
to metric. Engineering standards
must he revised including design la.
Isles and calculations. before metric
products are made. Manpower
needed will add to transition costs.

Irak akealm met rash
Nearly every one of the confer-

ences produced comment on the
need for a broad plan of consumer
and public education to the metric
system. Children now in school will
face no problem if metric is started
in the 1971-72 school year as pro-
posed by the National Education As
sociation. Waken receiving training
un the job will be prepared as con.
semen, but a unnerve program will
be needed to reach most consumers.

The Advertising Council is laying
plans for public service adveriking
program to popularize metric oo TV
And in msgaoines. Public musewm
are ready with displays on the metric
system and its advantages, and the
toy industry is ready to market toys
and games that could help teach
metric. Vocational schools will Ise
prepared for consumer dames as well
as upgrading courses for workers. In
England. local volunteer groups or-
ganized to help bring the metric
message to consumers.

Some educators suggested in-
troducing dual values at the steed of
transition. The customary value
would be used first with metric
equivalent in parentheses: after
awhile the order would he reversed
and finally the customary value
dropped. Other educators preferred

"total immersion" program of met-
ric only just as soon as metric prod.
seas and packages appeared in stores.

Current experience in England
should be good guide foe us in
many ways. Their problem was com-
pounded by change to metric cur-

. rency. but they report that people
can and do adapt when they put
their minds to it.

WON MAN ow If am
How can your plant prepare for
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this inevitable change? First. you
most get the facts: find out what the
change to metric will mean to your
company. Ignore opinions. and don't
worry about the problems other
plants or industries will face, let
them handle their own problems.

Do two things. I) Oct your trade
association to make a study, and 2)
set sip Metric Study Committee in
your own plant.

Charge your Committee to
Determine the current sue of

metric in your present operations.
Find out how much it will cod

to converi tooling, equipment and
products on an assumed 10-year
basis. See where a shorter conversion
time can be accepted.

Determine what standards.
procedures, drawings, calculations
and computer programs will need to
be changed; what sales literature and
instruction manuals.

See what special training will be
needed and how it can be provided
at minimum cost and disruption to
clerical and production workers.
quality control, engineering, ac-
counting and supervision.

Study priorities In changeover.
Where will changes in the plant have
to be made first. Which suppliers
will have to change before you can.
Which customers will have to wait
for you to change before they can.

See what steps you can take now
in preparation for conversion.

Use this study as a means of alert-
ing key people in your plant to the
coming change to metric. Let the
committee ask for informable that
will require some study. Pau around
infmmation on SI metric: circulate
data from your trade association on
the NES Study and articles such as
this series in Machinery. as

'Editor's Note: Since Creat Britain Ls
halfway through a 10-year con-
version program most industrial
plants have adopted programs to fa-
cilitate transition within their own
organizations. In appropriate sub-
sequent Mum, we plan to publish ar-
ticles on some of these transition pro-
grams: how some particular
companies organized, what war sue.
ceoful. what failed and why.
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